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CHAPTER 1.
A. Purpose of 
the National 
Health Survey
1. General
DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY
The basic purpose of the National Health Survey 
is to obtain information about the amount, and 
distribution of illness, its effects in terms of 
disability and chronic impairments, and the kind 
of health services people receive.
Prior to the present National Health Survey, the 
last nationwide survey of health was made in 
1935-36, and many developments affecting the 
national health have taken place since then:
We have gone from depression to prosperity 
and thr-ough two wars.
The "wonder drugs" such as penicillin have 
been discovered and put into use.
Public and private health programs have been 
enlarged. .
Hospitalization and other health insurance 
plans broadened their coverage and now pro­
tect many more people.
Increased research programs on all major 
illnesses, such as heart disease, cancer, 
tuberculosis, muscular dystrophy and polio 
are leading to their cure, control or pre­
vention through the development of products 
like the Salk Polio Vaccine.
Despite extensive research on individual diseases 
in the last 20 years, one important element has 
been missing. We have had only piece-meal infor­
mation from the people themselves on their illness 
and disability or the medical care they have 
obtained. Prior to the National Health Survey, 
which started in May 1957, many persons although 
sick or injured never became a "health statistic,", 
since requirements for reporting illnesses were 
limited to hospitalized illnesses and certain 
contagious diseases.
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2. Examples of 
uses of the 
data
a. Help give 
direction 
to health 
expenditures
b. Occurrence 
and severity 
of illness 
and dis­
ability
c. Control of 
accidents
In recognition of the fact that current infor­
mation on the Nation's health is inadequate, and 
that National and Regional health statistics are 
essential, the Congress authorized a continuing 
National Health Survey (Public Law 652 of the 
84th Congress). .
What kind of information is obtained from the 
National Health Survey? How is this used? Here 
are some examples taken from a discussion of the 
program before the Congress:
Total health expenditures— both public and pri­
vate— run into many billions of dollars a year. 
Better statistical information helps to give more 
effective direction to the expenditure of these 
large sums. .
Data on health statistics are valuable tools for 
the public health officer. The nationwide system 
of reporting communicable disease has been an im­
portant factor in the reduction, and in some in­
stances virtual eradication of, some diseases 
which were chief causes of illness, disability, 
and even death several generations ago. Knowledge 
of the number and location of many diseases made 
it possible to develop effective programs of 
immunization, environmental sanitation, and health 
education which are essential factors in their 
control.
Today, chronic illness and disability— among both 
adults and children constitute our greatest public 
health challenge. Chronic illness and disability 
lower the earning power, living standards, and 
the general well-being of individuals and families. 
They reduce the Nation's potential output of goods 
and services and, in advanced stages, burden in­
dividuals, families and communities with high 
costs of care and assistance. The basic public 
health principle to be applied is the same: pre­
vention. Better information on occurrence and 
severity of diseases and disability are needed 
in order to prevent their occurrence.
Likewise, accidental injuries in the home and on 
the highways are extremely costly to society, and 
programs for effective control are still in their 
infancy. Statistics on the frequency of nonfatal
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d. Health of 
the aged
| e. Health
education
t and research
j
1
i
i
f. Health
facilities—  
hospital 
care, reha­
bilitation, 
insurance, 
etc.
as well as fatal accidents of various types help 
to shape accident prevention programs and measure 
their success.
There is nationwide interest in prolonging the 
effective working life of the aged and aging. 
Knowledge of the health status of people in their 
middle and later years is essential to effective 
community planning for the health, general welfare, 
and continued activity of older persons.
Governmental health programs have their counter­
parts in many of the national and local voluntary 
associations and organizations. These associa­
tions collect large sums— in the neighborhood of 
$250 million annually— to promote research and 
education in such fields as poliomyelitis, cancer, 
tuberculosis, heart disease, mental health, 
crippling conditions, multiple sclerosis, alco­
holism, and so on.
In the past, these organizations had to rely on 
mortality statistics almost exclusively as a 
source of information about the disease or condi­
tion with which they are principally concerned. 
Current health statistics produced by the National 
Health Survey aid such groups greatly in planning 
their activities and expenditures.
The growth of prepayment coverage under voluntary 
health insurance has increased the demand for the 
kind of illness statistics which can provide 
reliable estimates of the numbers of people who 
will be ill for a given number of weeks or months. 
Illness statistics provide an improved measure­
ment of need for hospitals and other health 
facilities, and assist in planning for their more 
effective distribution. Public school authorities 
are aided in their planning for the special edu­
cational problems of mentally retarded or physi­
cally handicapped children. Vocational rehabili­
tation programs, public officials and industries 
concerned with manpower problems and industrial 
safety and health measures, the insurance indus­
try, and the pharmaceutical and appliance manu­
facturers are also greatly assisted by reliable 
statistics on illness and disability.
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g. Factors 
, related 
to various 
diseases
3. Who uses 
the data
Sponsorship of 
the Survey
1. The Health 
Interview 
Survey 
(NHS-HIS)
2. The Health 
Examination 
Survey 
(NHS-HES)
Furthermore, statistical information of this kind 
is an additional tool for medical research.
Study of data showing associations between cer­
tain economic, geographic, or other factors and 
the various diseases indicate new avenues of 
exploration and suggest hypotheses for more pre­
cise testing.
The principal users of the data are the United 
States Public Health Service, State and local 
health departments, public and private welfare 
agencies, medical schools, medical research or­
ganizations, and corporations engaged in the 
manufacture of drugs and medical supplies. Many 
other organizations and individuals also use the 
data.
The National Health Survey is sponsored by the 
United States Public Health Service, which is a 
part of the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare. The Public Health Service has asked the 
Bureau of the Census to conduct the interviewing 
because of the Bureau’s broad experience in con­
ducting surveys. The findings of the Survey are 
analyzed and published regularly by the Public 
Health Service.
The National Health Survey is not a single survey 
but a continuing program of surveys which includes 
the following:
This is the survey covered in this manual and is 
the one which you will be working on most of the 
time. It is often referred to simply as "HIS" to 
distinguish it from the Health Examination Survey 
and the Health Records Survey described below.
As the name suggests this survey collects health 
information primarily by means of an actual 
clinical examination. Census interviewing plays 
a role in this survey but generally only to 
identify the sample persons who are to be asked to 
participate in the examinations. The latter are 
conducted by doctors and dentists from the Public 
Health Service. If you are ever requested to 
work on this survey you will be given specific 
details regarding its procedures and objectives. 
(The Health Examination Survey is generally re­
ferred to as "HES".)
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3. The Health 
Records 
Survey 
(NHS-HRS)
C. Design of
the Sample on 
which the Health 
Interview Survey 
is based
1. Selection of 
sample PSU's
\>
2. Selection of 
sample seg­
ments and 
households
This survey collects information on health and 
related services by examining the records in 
places in which people receive medical services, 
such as hospitals and other places which provide 
medical, nursing, and personal care. If you are 
ever asked to work on any of the various surveys 
which are included under this general heading 
you will be given special instructions before 
starting your assignment. (The Health Records 
Survey is generally referred to as "HRS.")
The Health Interview Survey is based on a sample 
of the entire civilian noninstitutional population 
of the United States. Over the course of a year 
a total of approximately 42,000 households are 
interviewed. These households are located in 
50 States and the District of Columbia.
The sample for the survey was designed as 
follows: .
First 357 sample areas called primary sampling 
units or PSU's were set up by:
a. Forming combinations of one or more 
counties or parts of counties from all of 
the counties in the United States.
b. Then grouping together those county combi­
nations that had similar characteristics 
such as geographic region, size and rate 
of growth of population, percent of non­
white population, principal industry and 
type of agriculture.
c. And, finally selecting one county combi­
nation (PSU) from each group to represent 
all the county combinations in the group.
Within each PSU, there is finally selected 
the "segments" which contain the households 
to be interviewed. There will be approxi­
mately nine households to be interviewed in 
each segment. Further details regarding the 
nature of the segment and selection and iden­
tification of the sample households are to be 
found in Part A, Chapter 2 and Part F of this 
Manual.
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3. The quarterly 
sample
D. Scope of the 
Survey
E. Information 
accorded 
confidential 
treatment
The entire group of households assigned for 
interviewing in any one quarter of the year 
is called a sample. since it represents a 
complete sample of the population. Each 
sample is identified by the letter "B" plus 
a number; for example, B30, B31, etc. A 
segment will never be assigned for inter­
viewing more than once in a sample.
Health information is gathered for every civilian 
person in the sample of 4-2,000 households. Adult 
residents found at home at the time of your call, 
provide the information required.
The questionnaire for the survey provides for 
certain information to be collected on a con­
tinuing basis. In addition to these basic items 
on the questionnaire, supplemental inquiries are 
carried from time to time in order to provide in­
formation on special topics. Any one supplemental 
inquiry may be repeated at regular intervals, or 
may be carried only once.
All information which would permit identification 
of the individual is held strictly confidential, 
seen only by persons engaged in the National 
Health Survey, (including related studies carried 
out by the Public Health Service), and not dis­
closed or released to others for any other 
purpose.
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CHAPTER.2.
THE SAMPLE UNITS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE SURVEY
A. General
i
B. Area
segments
1. Listing 
materials
C. Procedure in 
determining 
units to be 
interviewed
There are two general types of segments in the 
NHS-Health Interview Survey:
B segments
These are segments for which a list of ad­
dresses has been drawn from the Decennial 
Census listings and from permits for new con­
struction from the Survey of Construction. 
Instructions for B segments are given in 
Part F of the Manual. B segments have no 
boundaries on a map. ^
Area segments
These are segments for which, before a seg­
ment is assigned to you for interviewing, 
either you or another Census employee will 
have canvassed the area within the segment 
boundaries and listed all living quarters in 
the segment on the Segment List and, in some 
cases, on the Special Dwelling Listing Sheet.
This chapter tells you how to identify the sample 
units in the area segments-which are to be in­
cluded in. the survey. See Part A, Chapter 3 for 
definitions of the types of units used in listing 
("housing units," "other units," and units in 
special dwelling places).
For each segment assigned to you for interview­
ing, you will receive a Segment Folder which will 
contain a detailed map of the segment, a Segment 
List, and a List of Structures With No Living 
Quarters. You may also receive a Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet or a Special Dwelling Worksheet, if 
there is a special dwelling place such as an in­
stitution, dormitory, hotel, etc., in the segment.
Use the following procedure to determine which 
units are to be interviewed, and when they are 
to be interviewed.
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I . Determine 
week of 
interview
Determine the week of interview from the last 
date (i.e., for the current sample) given for 
the instruction "interview sample units during 
week of." This will be in Section I on the 
front of the Segment Folder. Do no interview­
ing in the segment before the week specified.
2. Determine 
general 
location 
of segment
Determine the general location of the segment 
from the tab of the Segment Folder and from the 
approximate location on the grid map, if one is 
furnished for the segment, which may be a county 
map or a city street or block map.
a. PSU number 
and name
You will find the code of the PSU in which the 
segment is located on the extreme left of the 
tab of the Segment Folder. On the new Segment 
Folders, Form NHS-202 (4-24-62), the area in­
cluded in the PSU will be entered in the "PSU 
Name" box on the Segment folder tab. In other 
cases, your supervisor will inform you of the 
area included in the PSU.
b . Grid
reference
If there is a grid map for the segment, there 
will be a grid reference in the "Grid Ref." 
box showing the approximate location of the 
segment on the grid map.
Use your grid map in planning your itinerary 
and in driving to the general area of the 
segment.
c. Place There will be an entry in the "Place" box on 
the Segment Folder tab. This will identify 
the city or town in which the segment is located, 
or will read "Remainder of County" 
if the segment is in a rural area.
d. Type of 
segment
The type of segment (TA, NTA or B) will be 
entered in the "Type" box on the tab of the 
Segment Folder. This will also be entered 
in Item 7b on questionnaires prepared by your 
office.
The two types of area segments, TA (Take All) 
and NTA (Non-Take All), will be discussed in 
Section D below. (B segments will be discussed 
in Part F of the Manual.)
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e. Sample
f. Section IV, 
Special in­
structions 
and notes
)
g. Other entries 
on the folder
3. Segment Map
4. Use of Segment 
List
a. Heading 
items
A sample designation for the three-month period 
("sample") in which the interview week falls is 
entered here. The period April-June 1964 is 
designated B29, July-September 1964 is designated 
B30, and the designation progresses indefinitely 
in this fashion. The designation that applies 
at any given time is the one entered in the box 
furthest to the right. Thus, in the following 
illustration,
Sample
B22 B26 B30
since B30 is the last entry to the right, the 
current interview week is within the period July- 
September 1964.
Examine Part A of Section IV, at the bottom of 
the front page of the folder, to find if your 
Supervisor has written any special instructions 
or notes for the segment. If you want to make 
some notes for yourself, such as directions for 
reaching the segment, enter them in Part B of 
this section.
Other entries on the tab and front of the folder 
pertain to office operations or listing in­
structions .
A detailed map of the segment has been attached 
to the inside of the Segment Folder. The exact 
segment boundaries are outlined in red on this 
map. See Section E below, for instructions on 
use of the segment map.
One line of the Segment List will have been 
filled by the lister to describe each unit that 
he found in the segment at the time of listing.
Heading items will have been filled to correspond 
to similar entries on the Segment Folder. The
notation "Sheet ____of _____Sheets" will have been
filled to indicate the first, second, third, etc. 
sheets, and the total number of sheets. Where 
the lister was able to determine this information, 
the post office serving the area containing the 
segment has been entered also.
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b. Segment 
boundaries 
or direction 
of travel
c. Column 2 
Street name 
or road
d. Column 3
House number 
or side of 
road
e. Column 4 
Description 
or location
For an urban segment, the section headed "Urban 
segments— boundaries" will have been filled to 
indicate the north, east, south and west segment 
boundaries.
For a rural segment, there will be a separate 
Segment List for each road or road section in 
the segment. The lister assigned consecutive 
letters beginning with A to the roads or road 
sections in the order traveled (Road A, Road B, 
etc.). He identified the roads by letter on the 
segment map and used this road designation on the 
Segment List. The section headed "Rural segments —  
direction of travel" will have been filled to 
identify the road or road section by entries after 
"Proceeding from," "To" and direction of travel 
on the lettered road entered in column 2 of the 
Segment List.
An entry in this column identifies the street 
or road of all addresses in the.columns to the 
right. A line across the column separates ad­
dresses on one street or road from those on 
another in urban segments.
The house number, if any, will have been entered 
in this column. In a rural segment L or R (for 
Left or Right) will be encircled to indicate the 
side of the road, based on the direction of 
travel given at the top of the sheet.
There will be entries in this column to help you 
locate households where more description is needed 
than a street name and house number. Where there 
is no house number, the appearance of the house and 
nearby landscape features will be described, or the 
mileage from the nearest intersection will be 
entered. If there is a mailbox or sign with the 
family name on it, the name will be entered on the 
last line for the description. If at the time of 
listing it was determined that there is more than 
one unit in a structure, the location of each unit 
within the structure will be indicated.
Any structure thought not to contain living quar­
ters, but on the same property as a listed unit, 
will be indicated by a check in the appropriate 
box to the right of the Unit's description (and 
is to be considered as part of the sample unit).
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f. Column 5 
Sample 
designation
g. Column 6
Serial number
h. Column 7 
Additions 
and
deletions
i. Column 8 
YEAR BUILT
j. Remarks 
section
5. Disregard List 
of Structures 
With No Living 
Quarters
6. Use of Special 
Dwelling Listing 
Sheet
An entry of the current sample designation (for 
the current three-month period) in this column 
indicates a unit that has been selected for the 
current sample. Units for which the current 
sample designation has been crossed off are 
eliminated from the survey.
A serial number entered here corresponds to the 
serial number entered in Item 8 of the question­
naire .
You will make entries in this column when you 
add or delete a sample unit, in accordance with 
instructions in Paragraph G below.
For some of your segments you will have a blue 
Segment List or buff Supplemental Segment List 
for NTA Segments. These have a column 8. In 
certain segments the person who did the listing 
was to make a partial determination of "YEAR 
BUILT" at the time of listing. Column 8 was 
used for recording this information. (You are 
to determine "YEAR BUILT" at the time of inter­
viewing for units for which it was not determined 
at the time of listing. Instructions for this 
are in Part D, Chapter 1.)
The lister will have used the Remarks section 
at the bottom of the sheet to explain any 
special problems encountered in the listing.
The List of Structures With No Living Quarters 
was completed by the lister. You need not 
concern yourself with this list during the 
interviewing phase.
If there is a special dwelling place in the 
segment, the name, address, and type of place 
will be entered on a Special Dwelling Listing 
Sheet. The units to be interviewed in the place 
may be listed on this sheet or the total number 
of units may merely be recorded in the heading.
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D. Types of area 
segments
1. TA segments
2. NTA segments
E. Procedure in 
locating 
sample units
1. Use of maps 
to locate 
the segment
a. Use of 
grid map
There are two types of area segments in the . 
Health Interview Survey: Take All (TA) and
Non-Take All (NTA). In a TA (Take All) seg­
ment you "take all" (interview all) house­
holds in the segment; in an NTA (Non-Take All) 
segment you interview only households at 
designated addresses. Type of segment is 
identified on the Segment List and on the 
Segment Folder tab.
In TA segments, you will conduct an interview 
at each of the units listed on the Segment List 
and at any other units you find in the segment. 
Note that there is an entry of the current 
sample designation in Column 5 of the Segment 
List for each of the units listed..
Occasionally you may be assigned a "large" TA 
segment in which you will interview only a 
sample of the units. See Paragraph J below.
NTA segments are those which contain more 
housholds than are desired for interview in 
any particular sample. Interviews are to be 
conducted only at the addresses for which you 
are furnished questionnaires (indicated in 
Column 5 of the Segment List) and at any 
unlisted units at the same address. (See 
discussion below.)
The procedure in locating sample units in TA 
and NTA segments consists of using your maps to 
find the segment, proceeding through the segment 
using the route of the original lister, and 
stopping for interviews at units for which you 
are furnished questionnaires.
Use the grid map furnished with your assignment 
to find the general location of a segment. The 
grid map will cover a large enough area so that 
you can spot the general location of a segment 
in relation to major landmarks of the city or 
county.
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b. Use of 
segment 
map
(1) Sanborn 
detail 
maps
After you have determined how to get to the 
general area of a segment, use the detailed 
segment map for defining the exact boundaries 
of the segment. The boundaries outlined in 
red on the segment map are to be followed 
exactly in determining what structures are 
included and what structures are excluded.
The red lines shown on the map represent the 
exact location of the segment boundaries.
Wherever possible, segments are outlined on 
Sanborn detail maps which show the location 
and addresses of individual structures. (See 
illustration below. The heavy black line 
represents the red line boundaries of the 
segment.)
SANBORN DETAIL MAP
/
(The letter "D" indicates dwelling; "F" flat; "S" store; 
"Apt." apartments; and "A" garage. The numbers inside 
indicate the number of floors in the structure and the 
numbers along the margin are street numbers.)
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(2) Block or 
Street 
maps
Notice that in the segment outlined, the eastern 
boundary extends from the middle of Cushing 
Drive to the boundary between 403 and 401 
Piper Ave. The southern boundary extends from 
Piper Ave. along the back property lines of 
2103-2111 Fourth Street, the property line 
between 2101 and 2103 Fourth Street, and then 
along Fourth Street to N. Norton Ave. The other 
boundaries are the middle of N. Norton Ave. 
and Cushing Drive.
Some segments will be outlined on Block or 
Street maps which show only the location of 
blocks or streets and no structure detail.
The figure below illustrates a Block Map.
B L O C K  M A P
(3) Other 
kinds 
of
segment
maps
Segments in rural areas will be outlined on 
county highway maps or (infrequently) on 
reproductions of large-scale hand-drawn maps 
prepared by other interviewers.
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F. Procedure 
within the 
■ segment
1. Procedure for 
checking 
listing in 
TA Segments
a. Determine 
precise 
boundaries 
of segment 
from Seg­
ment Map
b. Specific 
procedure 
in rural 
TA segments
In TA Segments you are to check the listing as 
you proceed around the segment, interviewing the 
sample units as you come to them. Add to the 
Segment List (Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for 
units in special dwelling places) any units not 
previously listed and cross off units which no 
longer exist (except for mergers).
After completing the listing check and making any 
necessary additions or deletions, enter your 
initials and the month and year (e.g. 7-64-) in the 
spaces provided on the inside of the Segment . 
Folder, to show that the listing of the TA seg­
ment has been brought up to date at the time of 
interview.
All units should be listed, whether occupied, 
vacant or under construction. Fill a question­
naire for each unit added to the lists unless the 
segment is "large" and is subsampled. (See para­
graph J below.)
In checking the listing of TA Segments, start at 
the point on the segment boundary where the 
original listing started. Determine the precise 
boundaries of the segment from the Segment Map 
which is attached to the inside of the Segment 
Folder. Identify the boundaries of the segment 
on the ground from the boundaries given on the 
Segment Map.
Always use the boundaries exactly as shown on the 
map even though changes may have been made on the 
ground since the map was drawn. Thus, if a seg­
ment boundary is shown on the map as a road, and 
the road has been relocated since the map was made, 
the old location of the road is to be considered 
as the segment boundary.
For TA segments in rural areas, follow the route 
of the original listing. However, cover all roads 
within the boundaries shown on the map, even if 
the original listing shows no units to be located 
on a given road. If a road itself is a boundary, 
the center of the road is considered the boundary
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*■
and ail units on the side of the /•,.which is 
with!a the segment are to he interviewed. Ii a 
rural road is not a boundary, eanvo. s both side-.; 
of tie road at the same time.
e. Specific 
procedure 
in urban 
segments
d. Structures 
which cross 
segment 
boundaries
2. Procedure in 
NTA segments
Follow each path or lane that ird.gh lead to pieces 
where people live. Also, look for side reads, 
breaks in the trees and telephone .'ires, etc., ■ 
which may indicate the presence oi living quarters.
For TA segments in urban areas, fo low the rou.fi 
of the original listing. However, always wutc 
for units that may have been missi ; and for any 
new units. There may he living q. iters in aJ.oyo, 
courts or other passageways. Be w e  to cover 
these and also look for basement, side and rear 
entrances as they may lead to separate units. 
Determine whether there are living quarters be­
hind structures that face the street, such as 
units over garages, over or behind stores, ir 
back yards, etc.
If a structure crosses a segment boundary, con­
sider it to be inside the segment if its main 
entrance is within the boundary outlines. "Main 
entrance" means the entrance for which the ad­
dress of the bui]ding is given, j? the buildi.. 
has no address, consider the main entrance i; •
the one most frequently used by visitors end 
persons other than tradesmen, servants, ei-c.
In NTA segments you are not to check the listry, 
of the entire segment unless you w e  special 
instructions from your Supervisor to do so.
When the entire NTA segment is not to be check;-:, 
simply proceed to the addresses indicated in 
Item 2 of the questionnaire in the order ;n which 
these units were listed.
In locating the sample units assigned to you foe 
interviewing, check to see that they are insido 
the segment boundaries. If not inside the seg­
ment boundaries, return the questionnaire for the 
unit as a noninterview: Type C— "In sample by
mistake" and footnote that it is oveside tan 
segment, describing the situation fully.
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G. Procedures for 
handling extra, 
merged or 
converted units
The following procedures apply (l) when you find 
"extra" units in a TA segment or at a sample unit 
in sn NTA segment; or (2) when you find that two 
listed units have been merged and are now occupied 
as a single unit; or (3) when you find a single 
unit has been converted into 2 or more units.
1 Idcnli ideation 
of housing 
unit "
You are to fill out a questionnaire for each 
housing unit and unit in a special dwelling place 
that you. find in a TA segment (except in subsampled 
TA segments) and for each sample unit and each 
"extra" unit that you find in an NTA segment. You 
are tc fill only the front of the questionnaire 
for any merged, demolished, or nonexistent unit 
assigned to you for interviewing. At each sample 
unit, you will need to apply the definition of a 
housing unit to identify each household to be 
interviewed separately. (For the definition of 
a "housing unit" see Part A, Chapter 3.)
a. Usually only Most of the sample units will be single-family 
one housing houses, one part of a duplex (two-family house), 
unit or an apartment in a regular apartment house.
b. More than In some cases, however, you may find that there
one housing are one or more unlisted separate housing units
unit at the address or on the property of a sample
unit. The most common ease of this kind is a 
structure that appears to be a single-family home 
but actually is divided into two or more apart­
ments. You may also find that a part of a struc­
ture represents more than one housing unit; for 
example, an upstairs apartment may be subdivided 
into two apartments. Sometimes you will find a 
house in the rear on the same property as the 
sample unit. .
When you find more than one housing unit at the 
address or on the property of a sample unit, 
consider one unit to be the one originally listed 
and the others to be "extra" (see paragraphs 
G-2-a and G-2-b below).
c. Mergers You may discover that because of conversions of
two or more housing units into one housing unit 
since the listing, or because of an error in the 
listing, the unit selected for the sample should 
be combined with another.
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. "Extra" 
units
a. If unit 
is in a 
TA segment
For example, two aparmnents Lave been conver t d ■ 
a one-family house after the segment was 1:: : t-. 1 
Or, a house which the lister recorded as hcny; 
two apartments actually was always a single-fam:.';, 
house. These are examples of what are ca] lev.' 
"mergers".
In TA segments, an "extra" unit is any unit 
("housing unit" or "other unit") not previously 
listed which is within the segment boundari.es 
and is discovered while .interviewing a sample 
unit or in bringing lists up to date.
In NTA segments, an "extra" unit is a unit 
("housing unit" or "other unit") which, is 
covered while interviewing a sample unit and 
on the same property or in the same structure i. 
the sanqple unit AND has not been listed previous] 
although it is within the segment boundaries.
NOTE: A merged unit should be considered as
though it "has not previously been listed." 
Therefore, a unit previously merged with a sample 
unit which later becomes unmerged should be con­
sidered as an "extra" unit.
The procedures for handling "extra" units w it. i 
differ depending upon whethejr the unit is : . ■
TA or NTA Segment.
If the "extra" unit is in a TA segment, proo- 
as follows:
(1) List the "extra" unit on the next untv! > 
of the Segment List. In Column 7, or' ' iv 
line on which you have listed the exfir . 
write "Extra," the reason you have ad-J.-.-rl i‘ , 
and the date (month and year). A T.ypi'i.-j; 
entry might he: "Extra, new ocnstror-To. - .
9-64-." If the, "extra" unit is discoverer 
in asking questionnaire Items 12, 13 r.;n . 
enter in Column 7 "Extra" and the item nt iff 
which led to its discoveiy. For exampje. 
"Extra, Item 14.."
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(2) Interview the household in the "extra" unit. 
See Part D, Chapter 1 for instructions on 
filling identification items on the ques-
• ' tionnaire.
(3) If the "extra" unit is occupied, enter the 
last name of the household head in Item 8 
of the questionnaire for the "extra" unit.
If the "extra" unit is vacant, enter "Vacant" 
in Item 8 .  Be sure to enter the complete 
mailing address (including the post office 
and State) in Item 2a for vacant, as well 
' as occupied, units.
b. If unit is If the "extra" unit is in an NTA segment examine
in an NTA the Segment List to see whether it has already
segment been listed. If it has not been listed (or if .
it has been listed but was previously merged),
proceed as follows:
(1) Make no entries on the Segment List.
(2) Interview the household in the "extra" unit 
only if it is on the same property as the 
original unit. This "property" is defined
• as the land (with its buildings) on which is
located the address or description in Item 
2 a of the questionnaire for the original 
unit at which the extra unit was found. This 
"property" could range from a single-family 
house and lot to a 200-acre farm.
(3) If the "extra" unit is occupied, enter the 
last name of the household head in Item 8 of 
the questionnaire for the "extra" unit. If 
the "extra" unit is vacant, enter "Vacant" 
in Item 8. Be sure to enter the complete 
mailing address (including the post office 
and State) in Item 2a for vacant, as well
as occupied, units.
(4) Enter in Item E on the front of the ques­
tionnaire for the "extra" sample unit the 
serial number of the original sample unit, 
and the Segment List sheet and line number 
of the first unit listed on the same prop­
erty as the original sample unit. if it is in 
an NTA segment. Also enter the questionnaire 
item number (item 12, 13, or 14) by which the 
"extra" unit was discovered.
NHS-HIS-100
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c. When struc­
tures
identified 
in Column A  
become 
"extra"
(l) Farm
buildings
(2) Does not 
include 
struc­
tures 
intended 
as living 
quarters
Sometimes you will find that an "X" has been entered 
in one of the check boxes to the right of Column A  
on the Segment List— Q  Farm Buildings, □  Store,
I I Garage, or Q  Other. This means that, at the 
time of listing, the structures checked contained 
no living quarters but were found on the same pro­
perty as the sample unit. For purposes of inter­
viewing, these checked structures are to be con­
sidered as part of the original sample unit.
However, if you learn that any of these checked 
structures are now being occupied (or are now in­
tended for use) as separate living quarters. you 
should pick them up as "extra" units and treat 
them as described above. On the other hand, if 
some people are now occupying these structures on 
the property of the sample unit, but their quarters 
do not constitute separate living quarters, these 
persons should be considered as part of the house­
hold occupying the main sample unit. See Part A, 
Chapter 3 for definition of separate living quarters.
If an "X" has been entered in the check box labeled 
"farm buildings," this entry refers only to such 
structures as bams, chicken coops, silos, and 
tool sheds which contained no living quarters at 
the time of listing and are not ordinarily in­
tended for human occupancy. However, if you 
happen to learn that one or more of these struc­
tures is being occupied as separate living quarters. 
you would treat them as "extra" units as mentioned 
above.
An "X" in the "farm building" check box would not 
include such other structures on the farm property 
as tenant houses, cabins, shacks or bunkhouses 
which, at the time of listing, were occupied or 
intended for occupancy as living quarters. Units 
of this type should have been listed separately. 
However, if they have not been listed separately 
and you pick them up as "extra" units, treat them 
as described above depending upon whether they 
are in TA or NTA segments.
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3. Merged units
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a. Interviewing 
merged units
)
b. When unit built 
after April 1, 
1960 is in­
volved in merger 
in Permit Area
4. Converted 
units
5. Units no longer 
in existence or 
listed in error
Where two or more units on the Segment List have 
been merged so that only one housing unit now 
exists, do not cross off any of the merged units 
listed. Instead on the line for each except the 
first of the merged units listed, enter in Column 
7 "Merged," the Segment List line number of the 
first of the merged units listed and the date the 
merger was discovered. Correct the description in 
Column 4, if necessary, for the first of the 
merged units listed.
First unit involved in merger— a sample unit: If
the first of the listed units which are involved 
in the merger is a sample unit for which you have 
a questionnaire, interview the merged unit on that 
questionnaire. If the merger involves any other . 
units for which you have questionnaires, turn in 
these questionnaires as Type C noninterview—  
"Other-merger."
First unit involved in merger— not a sample unit:
If the first of the listed units involved in the 
merger is not a sample unit but the merger in­
volves one or more other units for which you do 
have questionnaires, turn in all the questionnaires 
as Type C noninterview— "Other-merger."
If in a TA or NTA Segment in a Permit Area (PA), 
a current sample unit merges with a unit which 
was built after April 1, 1960, report the current 
sample unit as Type C noninterview— "Other-merged 
with unit built after April 1, 1960."
Where a sample unit has been converted by struc­
tural changes or by use into two or more units, 
interview all units and treat all but the first 
as "extra."
For sample units which have been listed in error, 
found to be outside the segment boundaries, de­
molished or converted permanently to commercial 
use, cross the unit off the Segment List and enter 
in column (7) the reason and date deleted, e.g. 
"Demolished 7/64."
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H. Special 
Dwelling 
Places
1. Special 
Dwelling 
Listing 
Sheet
2. Sample units 
selected from 
a complete 
listing
3. Sample units 
selected from 
a register
A .  New or
missed i~
special 
dwelling 
place
Part of your assignment may consist of inter­
viewing at special dwelling places, such as 
transient hotels, trailer camps, dormitories, 
institutions and the like, where some or all of 
the living quarters do not meet the housing unit 
definition. A list of the different types of 
special dwelling places is given in Part A,
Appendix A.
Special dwelling places which you are to visit in 
a given segment are entered on a Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet. This form contains information on 
the name and type of the special dwelling place, 
where it is located, the living quarters or persons 
in the special dwelling place that you are to 
cover, etc.
For special dwelling places in which the sample 
units (that is, rooms, suites of rooms, beds, 
etc.) were selected from a complete listing, the 
office will have given you questionnaires for the 
sample units with the front partially filled, just 
as it does for regular units.
You will also receive from the office a Special 
Dwelling Listing Sheet for the special dwelling 
place.
For a special dwelling place where a register of 
units is available (as for example, a list of 
rooms in a dormitory), you will usually be directed 
by your office to sample the units directly from 
the register. Instructions for carrying out this 
sampling are given in Part A, Appendix B.
If in checking the listing of a TA segment you 
find a special dwelling place for which no Special 
Dwelling Listing Sheet has been filled, prepare 
one for it and list all units (staff or unclassi­
fied) in the place on it. Fill a questionnaire 
for each unit listed, unless the segment is 
"large" and is subsampled (see paragraph J below).
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5. Verify 
address, 
name and 
type of 
special 
dwelling 
place
6. Housing unit 
changed to 
entire special 
dwelling place
7. More than one 
unit on Segment 
List found to 
be in special 
dwelling place
For each special dwelling place in your assign­
ment in TA, NTA, and B segments, at the time of 
interviewing you are to check to see if the 
address, name and type are correct. If the 
address is incorrect, if the name has changed, 
or if both the name and type have changed, correct 
both the Special Dwelling Listing Sheet or Work­
sheet and the questionnaires. Report the changes 
on an INTERCOMM. (Refer to Appendix A to Part A 
for type and type code.)
An example of a change in type of special dwelling 
place would be a tourist home, code 76 that had 
been converted to a nursing, convalescent or rest 
home, code 4-0.
If you find at the time of interviewing in TA and 
NTA segments that a housing unit on the Segment 
List, is an entire special dwelling place, prepare 
a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for the place, 
listing all staff or unclassified units. Prepare 
new questionnaires for and interview all units 
listed. Enter in column 7 of the Segment List 
"entire special dwelling place." If in a TA Seg­
ment, cross the housing unit off the list; if in 
an NTA Segment, do not cross it off the list.
Return the original questionnaire as Type C non­
interview. Report the change on an INTERCOMM.
An example of such changes would be: a large
single-family house has been converted to a 
sorority house.
If you find at the time of interview in a TA or NTA 
Segment, that units listed on separate lines of the 
Segment List are units in a special dwelling place, 
do not relist the units on a Special Dwelling Work­
sheet or Special Dwelling Listing Sheet but report 
the situation on an INTERCOMM showing:
a. The name, address and type of place.
b. The number of all units in the place, for 
example, ."rooms 1-14 non-staff," "room 15 
staff. .
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8. Special dwelling 
place discovered 
in answer to 
questionnaire 
Items 12-14
9. Further
instructions 
on special­
dwelling places
I. Office assistance 
in difficult cases
J. How to treat TA 
segments where 
number of units 
exceeds 20
Interview any staff or unclassified units designated 
for the current sample on the Segment List. Report 
current sample units found to be nonstaff units as 
Type C noninterview.
For example, units in a nontransient hotel may have 
been listed on separate lines of the Segment List 
and the hotel may change to a transient type by the 
time of interview. Retain the place on the Segment 
List in this case and interview the current sample 
units and report the situation on an INTERCOMM.
If a special dwelling place is discovered in answer 
to questionnaire Items 12-14- and no units in the 
place have previously been listed or sampled, pre­
pare a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for the place. 
List and interview all units (staff or unclassified) 
in the place. '
Detailed instructions on how to proceed in special 
dwelling places are to be found in Part A, Chapter 
3 and Appendix A and B.
If you cannot clearly determine how to proceed in a 
special dwelling place call your office for assist­
ance. Before calling, however, assemble all the in­
formation that you think would be useful to your 
offfice in advising you on how to proceed. (Inter­
viewers not yet trained in listing should call their 
office for assistance in any case involving listing 
in a special dwelling place.) .
In TA segments which have not been subsampled in 
the office and in which it is obvious that the 
number of units eligible for interview exceeds 20, 
subsample the units as instructed below in para­
graph J-l. If it is not obvious that the total 
number of units exceeds 20, interview all the units 
even though you later discover the number exceeds 20.
In TA segments which have been previously subsampled, 
and in which extra units are found at the time of 
interview, continue the subsampling pattern used in 
the office, and interview all the units corresponding 
to the current sample designation.
Do not re-subsample a segment which has been sub­
sampled by your office even though the size of the • 
segment has increased so much that the segment is 
in the next highest interval in column 1 of the 
following table.
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1. How to 
subsample
2. Example of 
subsampling
3. Which units to 
interview after 
. subsampling
If the
total number 
of listed 
units is
Apply the following 
sampling instructions 
to the listed units
Start with and take
and take the every
21-40 1st unit 2nd
41-60 2nd unit 3rd
61 and over 3rd unit 4th
In applying the subsample pattern in segments con­
taining a special dwelling place, treat the two 
lists, the regular listing sheet and the Special 
Dwelling Listing Sheet as if they were a single list, 
carrying the subsampling pattern over from the seg­
ment list to the Special Dwelling Listing Sheet.
On the listing sheets, cross out the current sample 
designation and serial numbers of any of the units 
which are not selected as a result of applying the 
subsampling instructions given in the above table. 
Enter the current sample designation in Column 5 (or 
Column 3 for specials) for each of the listed units 
selected as a result of applying the subsampling 
pattern and for which there is no sample designation 
already entered.
For example, suppose in a TA segment (with no 
special dwelling place) 15 units were listed but 
when you arrive to start your interviewing the num­
ber has increased to 36 units. By referring to the 
subsampling table, you can see that you should start 
with and take the first, third, fifth, etc., units 
and right through to the last listed unit.
You will cross out the sample designations and serial 
numbers for the 2nd, 4-th, and 6th units up through 
the 14-th unit and will enter sample designations in 
Column 5 (since none has previously been entered) for 
the 17th, 19th, 21st up through the 35th lines.
After you have subsampled the units listed in seg­
ments containing more than 20 units, interview 
only those units for which there is still a sample 
designation in the appropriate column of the Segment 
List.
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Questionnaires for units eliminated in sub­
sampling are to be returned as Type C noninter­
views: "Eliminated in sub-sample."
4. Report sub­
sampled - 
segments on 
Segment Folder
Record the subsampling rate on the Segment 
Folder in Section IV-B for each segment that you 
subsample. Report this as follows: "Subsampled
by taking every___________________ ."
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CHAPTER 3.
' THE HOUSING
A. The Housing Unit
1. Many hinds of 
living quarters
2. Examples of 
housing units 
and "other 
units"
UNIT AND WHOM TO INCLUDE IN THE SURVEY
This- chapter tells you how to identify a house­
hold, how to decide which persons at one address 
should be recorded on the questionnaire, and 
whether more than one questionnaire should be 
used for residents at the address.
Each household in the survey will be interviewed 
on a separate questionnaire. It is necessary, 
therefore, that you learn what constitutes a 
household. At the beginning of each interview 
you must determine how many households there are 
at the address you are visiting. To do this, 
you must know what kind of living quarters are 
at the address.
People live in all kinds of places— houses, 
apartment houses, trailers, rooming and boarding 
houses, dormitories, etc. Some houses are 
arranged for just one family, some for two or 
more families, and other places (apartment 
houses), have living arrangements for dozens of 
families. Hotels, rooming and boarding houses, 
institutions and the like have living arrange­
ments for many persons. •
We need some kind of common denominator, or unit, 
to determine how many living arrangements there 
are in all of the types of places where people 
live. Therefore, all living quarters have been 
divided into two categories: "housing units"
and "other units."
Ordinarily a housing unit is a single family 
house, an apartment, or a flat. It may also be a 
trailer, boat, or tent. A housing unit may be 
located in a structure devoted primarily to busi­
ness or other non-residential use, such as 
quarters in a warehouse where the watchman lives, 
or a barber's living quarters in back of his 
shop.
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3. Household 
' defined
<4. Definition of 
a housing 
unit
5. Direct access 
defined
Examples of other units are: a room in a board­
ing house, a cot in a bunkhouse for migratory 
workers, a room in a nurses* home, and an 
unoccupied trailer site.
A household is the entire group of persons who 
live in one housing unit or one "other unit."
It may be several persons living together or 
one person living alone. It includes the house­
hold head and all his relatives occupying the 
housing unit or "other unit." The household 
may also include roomers, servants, or other 
persons not related to the head, who live there. 
Regardless of whether the household occupies a 
housing unit or an "other unit," it is to be 
interviewed on a separate questionnaire.
A group of rooms or a single room is regarded as 
a housing unit when it is occupied as separate 
living quarters; that is:
a. When the occupants do not live and eat with 
any other persons in the structure
AND
b. When there is either:
(1) Direct access from the outside or 
through a common hall (as defined below)
OR
(2) A kitchen or cooking equipment for the 
exclusive use of the occupants.
Living quarters have direct access if there is 
either:
a. An entrance to the living quarters directly 
from the outside of the structure
OR
b. An entrance to the living quarters from a 
hall, lobby, or vestibule used by the 
occupants of more than one unit.
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6. . Kitchen or
cooking equip­
ment defined
a. Kitchen
b . Cooking 
equipment
7. "Other unit" 
defined
This means that the hall, lobby, or vesti­
bule is not part of any unit but must be 
clearly separate from all units in the 
structure. Any room that serves the same 
purpose as a hotel lobby is considered a 
common hall provided it is not part of any 
unit.
Living quarters do not have direct access if the 
only entrance to the unit is through a room or a 
hall of another unit.
The terms "kitchen" and "cooking equipment" are 
defined as follows:
A kitchen is a room used primarily for cooking 
and preparation of meals.
A unit has cooking equipment when it has either:
(1) A range or stove whether or not it is used 
regularly,
OR
(2) Other equipment, such as a hotplate or other 
electrical appliances, if the equipment is 
used for the regular preparation of meals —  
usually one or more each day.
"Other units" are quarters where the living 
arrangements are not sufficiently separate to 
meet the housing unit definition. These units 
are located in places, such as hotels, insti­
tutions, dormitories, etc., where the residents 
have their own rooms, groups of rooms or beds 
but also have some common living arrangements 
such as a common dining hall, lobby or living 
room or common recreational facilities.
Some of the rooms, groups of rooms, etc., in 
these places are always classified as "other 
units" even though they have direct access or 
cooking equipment (e.g. living quarters in 
nurses' homes). Other rooms, groups of rooms, 
etc., are classified as "other units" only if 
they do not meet the housing unit definition.
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B. Rules for Handling 
Unusual Situations
1. Trailers, 
boats, tents 
and railroad 
cars
2. Guests and 
servants 
quarters
a. Guest
quarters
b. Servants * 
quarters
Although most of the time you will be interview­
ing in the more common types of living quarters,' 
such as single-family houses, apartments, flats, 
etc., you may from time to time be assigned ' 
sample households in the less usual kinds of 
living places. .
Trailers, tents, boats, and railroad cars that 
are occupied, or vacant and intended for occu­
pancy as separate living quarters on the site 
where located, are to be considered as housing 
units. Unoccupied trailer or tent sites, how­
ever, are "other units."
Occasionally quarters for guests or servants are 
located in a structure separate from the main 
house. Such quarters are to be handled according 
to the special rules given below.
Living quarters reserved for use by guests in a 
structure separate from the main house are con­
sidered as part of the main house. The guest 
house is not "separate living quarters occupied 
by a group of persons living and eating together" 
because the guests are considered as part of the 
group of people with whom they are staying. The 
main house together with the guests' quarters 
constitutes one housing unit.
In some cases, however, quarters referred to as 
"guest quarters" or a "guest house" may be occu­
pied by persons who are not "guests." For ex­
ample, a house which the people of the main house 
refer to as the "guest house" may be rented; 
quarters in a school referred to as "guest quar­
ters" may be occupied by the janitor and his 
family. In such cases, the quarters are to be 
considered as separate living quarters.
Living quarters which are located in a struc­
ture separate from the main house and occupied 
or intended for occupancy by servants are con­
sidered a separate housing unit only if they have 
separate cooking equipment which the servants 
use for preparation of meals. Otherwise, such 
quarters are considered as part of the employer’s 
quarters and the combination is one housing unit. 
(This rule also applies to servants' quarters 
located within the same structure as the main 
house.)
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3. Boarding 
house
A .  Rooming 
house
5. Combination 
rooming and 
boarding 
house
A boarding house is an establishment with 5 or 
more rooms for rent to boarders and which serves 
regular meals to the residents who pay a combined 
rate for their room and meals on a weekly or 
monthly basis. None of the living space in a 
boarding house constitutes a housing unit; 
classify each living arrangement, including the 
quarters for the proprietor or resident manager, 
as an "Other unit."
If there are four or fewer rooms for rent to 
boarders, combine these rooms with the landlord's 
quarters (or with each other if the landlord does 
not live in the structure). In this situation, 
interview all of the occupants on one question­
naire (or one set of questionnaires). Consider 
the entire living space as one housing unit.
A rooming house is an establishment with 5 or 
more rooms, or suites of rooms, for rent to 
roomers who usually pay for their rooms on a 
weekly or monthly basis. No regular meals are 
served, but linens and maid service may be pro­
vided. In establishments such as these, consider 
each separate living arrangement which meets the 
housing unit definition as a housing unit.
Living arrangements which do not meet the housing 
unit definition are to be classified as "Other 
units."
If the sample unit at which you are interviewing 
contains four or fewer rooms for rent to roomers, 
consider each room or suite of rooms, which meets 
the housing unit definition as a separate housing 
unit. The rooms which do not meet the housing 
unit definition should be combined with the land­
lord's quarters, if the landlord lives in the 
structure. If the landlord does not live in the 
structure consider each room, which does not meet 
the housing unit definition, as part of the hous­
ing unit through which access to the room is gained.
A combination rooming and boarding house is an 
establishment with 5 or more rooms for rent that 
serves meals to some resident persons bu;t only 
rents rooms to others.
I
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6. Hotels
a. Non-transient 
hotel
b. Transient 
hotel
Quarters occupied by boarders are always "other 
units." The quarters occupied by roomers, the 
proprietor, manager or other resident employees 
may be housing units or "other units" depending 
on whether the quarters meet the housing unit 
definition.
If there are four or fewer rooms for rent, com­
bine rooms occupied by boarders with the land­
lord’s quarters (or with each other if the land­
lord does not live in the structure). Rooms 
that are occupied by roomers and meet the housing 
unit definition should be considered housing 
units. Rooms that do not meet the housing unit 
definition should be considered as part of the 
housing unit through which access to the room 
is gained.
A hotel is an establishment that rents rooms or 
suites of rooms to transient or non-transient 
guests and provides regular hotel service, such 
as linens, maid, and desk service.
A non-transient hotel is one in which 75 percent 
or more of the rooms or suites are occupied or 
intended for occupancy by permanent guests. 
Permanent guests usually stay a month or more at 
reduced monthly or weekly rates. All rooms or 
suites of rooms in a non-transient hotel are 
classified as housing units.
A transient hotel is one in which more than 25 
percent of the rooms or suites are occupied or 
intended for occupancy by transient guests. 
Transient guests usually stay less than a month 
and pay daily rates. In a transient hotel, only 
the rooms occupied or intended for occupancy by 
non-transient (permanent) guests (if any) or by 
resident employees are ordinarily listed or 
sampled; these are classified as housing units, 
if they meet the housing unit definition. At 
the time of listing it may have been necessary 
to list or sample all the rooms because the 
manager could not distinguish between "transient" 
and "permanent" quarters. In a situation such as 
this, rooms or units which are occupied by "tran­
sients" at the time of interview should be classi­
fied as "other units."
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7. YMCA's 
and
YWCA’s
8. Motels, 
tourist 
camps or 
courts, etc.
9. Vacation 
cabins
a. Five or
more cabins 
' under a 
single 
management
b. Cabin not 
in group of 
five under 
single 
management
YMCA's and YWCA's are establishments which offer, 
at moderate cost, lodging for both transient and 
non-transient guests. The rules given above for 
hotels apply to the living quarters in these 
places, except that all units in the place are 
listed or sampled, whether the place is transient 
or non-transient.
Motels, tourist camps or courts, etc., are essen­
tially the same as hotels, except that guests can 
drive to or close to their quarters. The rules 
given above for hotels apply to motels, tourist 
camps or courts, etc. except that all units in 
the place are listed or sampled whether the place 
is transient or non-transient.
For vacation cabins in resort areas, apply the 
following rules:
A group of five or more vacation cabins operated 
under a single management is to be treated like 
a motel, tourist camp or court, etc. A vacation 
cabin is "one of a group of five or more cabins 
under a single management" if the cabins are 
located next to each other and belong to the same 
owner but are rented or intended for rental to 
others, and the group is identified by a sign on 
the property on which they are located.
A vacation cabin not in a group of five as de­
fined above is classified as a housing unit. 
However, a vacation cabin used as overflow sleep­
ing quarters for the main house is considered as 
part of the main house.
C. Rules for 
classifying 
giving quarters 
in special 
dwelling places
In special dwelling places the rules for deter­
mining whether the living quarters constitute 
"housing units" or "other units" depend upon the 
type of special dwelling place and for whom the 
living quarters are intended. The rules for 
classifying living quarters in transient hotels, 
YMCA's and YWCA's, motels, tourist camps or courts, 
and vacation cabins were discussed in paragraph B 
above. The following are the rules for classifying 
living quarters in the remaining types of special 
dwelling places.
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1. Armed Forces 
installations 
(excluding 
Armed Forces 
hospitals)
2. Convents, 
Monasteries, 
and Sisters ', 
Brothers ' . 
or Priests ' 
residences
a. Five or 
more rooms 
for Sisters, 
Brothers
or Priests
b. Four or 
fewer 
rooms for 
Sisters, 
Brothers, 
or Priests
3. Facilities for 
housing students - 
quarters in 
schools for resi­
dent students, 
dormitories, 
sorority or 
fraternity houses
4. Facilities for 
housing workers- 
bunkhouses, labor 
or logging camps, 
migratory workers 
camps, etc.
In Armed Forces installations (excluding Armed 
Forces hospitals) classify as an "Other unit" each 
unit for civilians (including families of military 
personnel), if: (l) the unit is in transient
quarters such as a guest house, (2) it is in a 
barracks or bachelor-officers quarters, or (3) 
it is in quarters other than those described above 
and does not meet the housing unit definition.
The procedure for classifying the living quarters, 
in convents, monasteries, and Sisters', Brothers' 
or Priests' residences depends upon the number 
of units in the place.
If there are five or more rooms for Sisters, 
Brothers or Priests, classify as "other unit" 
each unit for Sisters, Brothers or Priests, and 
each unit for resident lay employees which does 
not meet the housing unit definition.
If there are four or fewer rooms for Sisters, 
Brothers or Priests and the residence is part of 
a school for resident students, hospital, 
orphanage, or similar establishment, classify the 
units according to the rules for that particular 
place. If the convent, monastery, etc., is not 
part of an establishment, treat the entire place 
as one housing unit.
In all facilities for housing students, classify 
as an "other unit," each unit for students and 
each unit for resident employees, such as janitors, 
housemothers, and resident faculty or administra­
tive personnel, which does not meet the housing 
unit definition.
The procedure for classifying the living, quarters 
in facilities for housing workers depends upon 
the type of structure. '
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a. Bunkhouses 
and other 
barracks- 
type
structures
(1) Quarters 
for five 
or more 
workers
(2) Quarters 
for four 
or fewer 
workers
. b. Living
quarters 
other than 
those in 
bunkhouses 
and barracks- 
type struc­
tures
5. Flophouses and 
missions
6. General hospitals 
including VA and 
Armed Forces 
hospitals, chil­
dren's hospitals 
and maternity 
hospitals
7. Nurses' homes 
or quarters
The classification of living quarters in a bunk- 
house or other barracks-type structure depends 
upon the number of workers the structure is in­
tended to house. Note that living quarters 
occupied by a migrant family are considered as 
quarters for one worker regardless of the number 
of workers in the family.
If there are quarters for five or more workers, 
consider as an "other unit" each unit within the 
structure. A unit is the living space occupied by 
one person (or one family if migrant families are 
housed in the structure) such as bed, bunk, or 
room. ‘
If the structure contains quarters for four or 
fewer workers, classify the entire structure as 
an "other unit."
If the living quarters are not in a bunkhouse or 
other barracks-type structure, classify as an 
"other unit" each unit which does not meet the 
housing unit definition.
In flophouses and missions (e.g., Salvation Army- 
shelters), classify as an "other unit" each unit 
for persons except resident managerial staff and 
their families and each unit for the resident 
managerial staff which does not meet the housing 
unit definition.
In general hospitals including VA and Armed Forces 
hospitals, children's hospitals, and maternity 
hospitals, classify as an "other unit" each unit 
for resident employees, if the unit does not meet 
the housing unit definition. (Note that nurses' 
quarters are always "other units.") Also classi­
fy as "other unit" each unit for guests of 
patients.
In nurses' homes or nurses' quarters in hospitals, 
institutions, and similar places, each unit (room 
or suite of rooms) should be classified as an 
"other unit."
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. 8. Recreational 
and religious 
camps
a. Adults' (or 
family) 
recreational 
and religious 
camps
b. Children's 
recreational 
and religious 
camps
9. Private
residential 
clubs and 
tourist homes
10. Nursing,
convalescent 
and rest homes
The classification of units in recreational and 
religious camps depends upon whether the camp 
is operated for adults or for children.
In adults' (or family) recreational and religious 
camps, classify as "other unit" each unit for 
permanent guests or resident employees which does 
not meet the housing unit definition and each unit 
for transient guests (if such quarters were in­
cluded because the management could not distinguish 
between quarters for transient and permanent 
guests).
In recreational and religious camps run for chil­
dren, consider as an "other unit" each unit which 
is for resident employees and which does not meet 
the housing unit definition. Quarters for chil­
dren in children's camps are excluded from the 
survey. ,
A private residential club or tourist home is to 
be classified as a special dwelling place only if 
it contains 5 or more rooms or groups of rooms to 
be rented out. If there are fewer than 5 rooms 
or groups of rooms for rent, combine these rooms 
or groups of rooms with the landlord's quarters 
(or with each other if the landlord does not live 
in the structure).
In private residential clubs and tourist homes 
that meet the special dwelling place definition, 
classify as "other unit" each unit for transient 
guests and each unit which is for permanent guests 
or resident employees and which does not meet the 
housing unit definition.
In determining whether a place which offers nurs­
ing, convalescent or rest care is a special dwell­
ing place, apply this rule: If the place is pro­
viding, or has accommodations to provide nursing 
care or domiciliary and personal care (as required) 
for 3 or more patients or paying guests, classify 
it as a special dwelling place, i.e., a nursing, 
convalescent or rest home. Examples of care pro­
vided in these places are nursing care, help in 
feeding, aid in getting around, tray service, etc.
In special dwelling places of these types, only the 
"staff" quarters are included in the Health Inter­
view Survey, that is, quarters for the operator of 
the home and for resident employees and their 
families.
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11. Specified
institutions 
listed in 
Appendix A to 
Part A
12. Special Note
a. "Staff" 
units
b. "Non-staff" 
units
D. How to apply the 
housing unit 
definition at the 
time of interview
1. Typical family 
group
2. Additional 
household 
members - ask 
about separate 
quarters
In the specified institutions listed in Appendix 
A to Part A, classify as "other unit" each unit 
for resident employees that does not meet the 
housing unit definition. (Note that nurses 1 
quarters are always "other units.") Also classify 
as an "other unit" each unit reserved for guests 
of patients, visitors to inmates, etc.
For the purposes of this survey, living quarters 
in certain types of special dwelling places are 
divided into two kinds of units: "staff" and
"nonstaff."
Staff units are defined as the houses, apartments, 
rooms, suites of rooms, or beds.in rooms having 
sleeping accommodations for 5 or more persons 
occupied by resident employees and their families, 
if any. Note that quarters in nurses1 homes are 
always considered "staff" units. Staff units are 
to be included in the Health Interview Survey.
Non-staff units are the living quarters occupied 
by the persons for whom the special dwelling place 
is operated. Non-staff units are not included in 
this survey and should not be listed, sampled, or 
interviewed.
At the beginning of the interview, you are to 
enter in questions 1 and 2 of the questionnaire 
the names of all persons living in the sample 
unit and their relationship to the head of the 
household.
If the persons entered on the questionnaire repre­
sent a "typical family group," such as husband, 
wife and unmarried children, or a parent and child, 
two or more sisters, or some similar clear-cut ar­
rangement, consider all the members as a single 
household. .
If in addition to the head and his family the list­
ing of persons in questions 1 and 2 contains a 
roomer, a roomer and his family, a married son and 
his family, or relatives such as mother, uncle, 
cousin, etc., ask if they all live and eat to­
gether as one family.
If they do all live and eat together, treat them 
as a single household and interview the entire 
group on one questionnaire.
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3. Five or more 
boarders or 
roomers
4. Vacant 
living 
quarters
E. Office assistance 
in difficult cases
If any of the persons recorded in questions 1 and 
2 say they live separately from the others, ask 
about the access to the quarters they occupy and 
their cooking arrangements. If they have either 
direct access or separate cooking equipment, 
consider them as separate living quarters. If 
these separate living quarters have not already 
been listed, apply the rules for "extra" units, 
according to the instructions in Part A, Chapter 2.
If you have recorded five or more boarders or 
roomers in questions 1 and 2 of the questionnaire, 
the sample address may be a boarding house or 
rooming house and you should apply the rules for 
these kinds of places. (See paragraphs B-3 
through B-5).
Living quarters are vacant if no persons are 
living in them at the time of your first visit.
If the occupants are only temporarily absent, 
consider the unit as occupied. (See instructions 
in Part D, Chapter 1 on "Noninterviews.") Vacant 
living quarters constitute a housing unit if they 
have either: .
a. Direct access
OR
b. A kitchen or cooking equipment for the 
exclusive use of the intended occupants.
Even though there may be no kitchen or cooking 
equipment in the space at the time of your visit, 
consider-it as having cooking equipment if the 
last occupants had cooking equipment.
Vacant quarters which do not have direct access 
or a kitchen or cooking equipment should be con­
sidered as part of the housing unit through which 
access to the space is gained. Note, however, that 
in some kinds of living places, such as boarding 
houses, flophouses and missions, institutions, 
etc., (which were discussed in Sections B and C), 
certain types of units are specifically designated 
•as "other units." These should always be con­
sidered as separate units regardless of whether 
occupied or vacant. ■
If you cannot clearly determine from these in­
structions how to proceed in special dwelling 
places or other problem cases, call your office 
for assistance.
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Before calling your office, however, assemble all 
the information that you think would be useful to 
your office in advising you on how to proceed.
F. Whom to include 
in the survey
1. General 
rules
2. Usual place
of residence—  
defined
Two categories of persons in a household are to . 
be considered as members of the household. .
a. Persons, whether present or temporarily 
absent, whose usual place of residence 
at the time of the interview is this 
household.
b. Persons staying in the household who have 
no usual place of residence elsewhere.
A household was defined in the beginning of this 
chapter as the entire group of persons who live in 
one "housing unit" or "other unit."
In most cases, usual place of residence means the 
place the person would name in reply to the ques­
tion, "Where do you live?" More specifically, it 
is the place where the person usually sleeps. A 
usual place of residence must be specific living 
quarters held for the person to which he is free 
to return at any time. A mail address alone does 
not constitute a usual place of residence.
Living quarters which a person rents to or lends 
to someone else cannot be considered his usual 
place of residence during the time they are occu­
pied by someone else. Likewise, vacant living 
quarters (sometimes furnished) which a person 
offers for rent or sale during his absence should 
not be considered his usual place of residence 
while he is away. (If the living quarters are 
furnished, be sure the household is not just 
temporarily absent— see below.)
Persons with no usual place of residence elsewhere 
include recent migrants, persons trying to find 
permanent living quarters, and other persons who 
are staying temporarily in the unit and do not 
have a home of their own.
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3. Persons to 
be counted 
as household 
members
Count as members of the household the following:
a. Members of the household living at home 
at the time of the interview.
b. Members of the household temporarily ab­
sent at the time of the interview, on va­
cation, visiting, or on business. This 
includes bus drivers, railroadmen, 
traveling salesmen, etc., who usually do 
not stay long in one place, but who re­
turn home at intervals.
c. Members of the household who are in a 
general hospital where most patients re­
main for a short period of time only—
• regardless of how long these particular
. persons have been in the hospital.
d. New-born babies who have not yet left the 
hospital.
e. Students of any age (including student 
nurses) who live in the sample unit while 
attending school. If they are at home on 
summer vacation at the time of the inter­
view, count them at their own home.
f. Domestic or other employees who live with 
the household and sleep in the same house 
ing unit.
g. Boarders or roomers who regularly sleep 
in the housing unit.
h. Crew members of all canal or river ves­
sels that travel on inland waterways, and 
crew members of vessels in coastwise, 
intercoastal or foreign trade (including 
the Great Lakes) that make trips of less 
than 24 hours duration, are considered 
household members at their homes.
i. Civilians who usually live in the unit 
but who are temporarily abroad on a 
vacation or in connection with their work
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4. Persons not 
to be counted 
as household 
members
j. Persons temporarily visiting with the 
' household but who have no usual place of 
residence elsewhere.
Do not count as members of the household the 
following persons:
a. Persons temporarily visiting with the 
household who have a usual place of 
residence elsewhere.
b. Persons of any age who are living else­
where attending school at the time of 
the interview. (If they are away from 
the school on summer vacation, do not 
count them at their school home.)
c. Persons who take their meals with the 
household but usually lodge or sleep 
elsewhere.
d. Domestic employees or other persons 
employed by the household who do not 
sleep in the same housing unit. (if, 
however, they occupy quarters on the 
same property as the main house and 
have no cooking equipment in those 
quarters, count them as part of the ' 
main house.)
e. Persons who were formerly members of the 
household but who, at the time of inter­
view, are inmates of correctional or 
penal institutions, mental institutions, 
homes for the aged or needy, rest homes 
or convalescent homes, homes or hospitals 
for the chronically ill or handicapped, 
nurses * homes, convents or monasteries, 
or other places in which residents may 
remain for long periods of time, regard­
less of how long they are expected to 
remain there.
f. Crew members of vessels in coastwise, 
intercoastal or foreign trade (includ­
ing the Great Lakes) are considered to 
reside on the vessel rather than at their 
homes, if the ship normally makes trips 
of more than 24 hours duration.
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g. Persons working abroad if their regular 
place of duty is abroad.
h. Members of the Armed Forces. We are not 
covering military personnel in this sur­
vey. (For definition of Armed Forces, 
see Part D, Chapter 2.)
Persons with two or more homes: Some persons
(or families) have two or more homes and they 
may spend part of the time in each. For such 
cases, you must first determine which unit should 
be considered the person's usual place of resi­
dence. This is the home that the person occupies 
most of the time. Note that this is not neces­
sarily the person's legal or voting residence.
If you are unable to determine the person's usual 
place of residence because he spends an equal 
amount of time at each home, consider him to be a 
resident of the sample unit if he is living there 
at the time of interview.
Persons who work away from home: Some persons
sleep most of the week in one place to be near 
their work but may spend week-ends or other non­
work periods in another place. Count such persons 
as members of the household in which they sleep 
most of the week.
Domestic employees in separate house or cabin:
If domestic employees sleep in a separate house 
or cabin, count them as a separate household if 
they have separate cooking equipment. If they do 
not have separate cooking equipment, count them as 
part of the main household.
Persons who have lust moved into the housing unit: 
You are to interview the household member living 
in the housing unit on the day of \our contact re­
gardless of when they moved into the unit. For 
example, suppose you make your first call to inter­
view a household on Tuesday, and find no one at 
home. For some reason you are unavoidably pre­
vented from calling back until Saturday, when you 
find that the family you would have interviewed 
on Tuesday has moved out and another family moved 
in on Thursday. You will interview the household 
occupying the unit at the time of your contact 
(i.e., Saturday).
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Citizens of foreign countries: Citizens of
foreign countries and other persons who are 
living on the premises of an Embassy, Ministry, 
Legation, Chancellory, or Consulate are never 
to be interviewed. Consider any such place 
not to be included in any segment.
Citizens of foreign countries, who are not 
living on the premises of an Embassy, etc., 
and have no usual place of residence else­
where in the United States are to be considered 
residents of the sample unit and interviewed 
only under the following circumstances:
1. They are permanently living in the 
United States.
’ OR
2. They are temporarily living in the 
United States and are going to school 
here, or are employed here, or are 
members of the family of a person 
going to school or employed here.
Persons not included in paragraphs 1 and 2 above 
should be considered as having usual residence 
elsewhere.
Doubtful cases: If there is any instance in
which you are not sure whether to include per­
sons as members of the household, consider them 
as members of the household, and describe the 
circumstances in a footnote. Report the case 
to your office on an INTERCOMM.
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APPENDIX A (PART A)
CODES FOR TYPES OF SPECIAL DWELLING PLACES
I. Specified Institutions 
CODES Correctional Institutions
11....State and Federal penitentiaries, prisons, and reformatories
11....State and Federal prison farms and camps
11....County and city jails, workhouses, penitentiaries
11....County and city prison farms and camps
11 ...Federal detention headquarters
12 ...State and Federal training or industrial schools
12.... County and municipal training or industrial schools
12.... Private schools for delinquents, such as "House of the Good Shepherd,"
"Boys Town," etc.
Mental Institutions
21.... Homes and training schools for mental defectives
21....Homes, training schools, colonies, and villages for epileptics
21....State, Federal, county and city hospitals for mental diseases
23.... Veterans Administration mental hospitals . .
21 ...Private hospitals and sanitariums for mental disease
22 ...Hospitals for the treatment of alcoholics and drug addicts
. Homes for the Aged. Infirm and Needy
31....Orphan asylums .
31 .. Children's homes
32 .. County homes, almshouses, poor farms, etc.
38....Soldiers' and sailors' homes
39....iVeterans Administration homes (domiciliary care)
33 ...Fraternal or religious homes for the aged
3 A....Commercial boarding house for the aged
35 ..Homes and schools for the blind v
36 ..Homes and schools for the deaf
37 ...Hospital or resident schools, orthopedic hospitals and homes for
the crippled
A O... Nursing. Convalescent, and Rest Homes
A - A A
CODES Other Hospitals and Homes Providing Specialized Care
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51 ...Tuberculosis sanitariums
52 .. Veterans Administration tuberculosis hospitals
53 .. Homes for incurables .
54 .. Chronic and cancer hospitals .
55 ...Maternity homes for unmarried mothers
56 .. Detention and receiving homes
CODES II. Other Special Dwelling Places
61.... Veterans Administration General Medical, and Surgical Hospitals
62.... Facilities for the Treatment of the Physically 111
This type of facility treats physical disorders and is one in 
which the patient stays for a relatively short period of time. Ex­
amples of this type of special dwelling place are:
1. General or emergency hospitals; children's hospital; maternity 
hospital
2. Infirmary
71.... Hotels. Transient-type
72 .. YMCA, Trans ient-type
73 .. YWCA, Transient-type .
74 .. YMHA, Trans ient-type
75 ....Private residential clubs \  Those that meet the special
76 ....Tourist homes /  dwelling place definition
77 ...Motel, Trans ient-type
78 ...Tourist camp or court, Transient-type
78.... Groups of 5 or more vacation cabins under single management,
Trans ient-type
79.....Combination tourist-trailer court, Transient-type
Facilities for Housing Students
81 .. School dormitory
82 .. Fraternity
83 .. Sorority
84 ...Schools with resident students (other than for the needy or infirm and
other than resident schools with separate codes 93 and 94 - see below)
93 ...Schools with resident students and with predominantly non-salaried
. faculty such as nuns or priests
94 ...Schools with resident students and operated primarily for religious
training (other than those with predominantly non-salaried faculty) ■ 
such as Bible Institutes
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CODES II. Other Special Dwelling Places— Con 
Facilities for Housing Workers
85 ...Dormitory for workers
86 ...Bunkhouse (provided that it has or is expected to have quarters for 5
or more farm or ranch hands)
87 .. Labor camp
88 .. Logging camp
89 .. Migratory workers ’ camp
Additional Other Places
91 .. Convents
92 .. Monasteries
9394**’*rSee Facilities for Housing Students
00 ...Nurses * Homes ,
01 .. Flophouses
02 .. Missions
03 .. Recreational and Religious Camps (Adults or Family)
04 .. Recreational and Religious Camps (Children's)
05 .. Trailer Camps ‘
06 .. Tent Camps
07 .. Armed Forces Installations
08 .. Armed Forces Hospitals
09 ...Non-transient Hotel (when instructed to treat as a special dwelling
place) .
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APPENDIX B (PART A)
)
.SAMPLING SAMPLE UNITS FROM A REGISTER IN 
A SPECIAL DWELLING PLACE
This appendix gives instructions on how to select 
sample units from, a register in a special dwell­
ing place. You may need this information on your 
very first assignment, or you may have no occasion 
to use it for several months after you begin work. 
Therefore, you need not learn this material until 
you are required to interview in a special dwell­
ing place.
If you cannot clearly determine how to proceed in 
a special dwelling place, from these instructions 
and from instructions in Part A, Chapter 2, call 
your office for assistance.
If there is a usable register of units in a 
special dwelling place, this was noted in the 
heading of the one or two Special Dwelling List­
ing Sheets prepared for the special dwelling place 
at the time of listing, along with the name, the 
type of place, and the number and kind of units to 
be sampled. Your office will have prepared Special 
Dwelling Worksheets for use in places where a 
usable register is available. Use the Worksheets 
to select the sample units from the register. The 
Worksheet will indicate whether rooms or persons 
are to be sampled. ■
CAUTION: Be sure to use that Section (I or
II) of the Special Dwelling Worksheet which 
applies to the current sample. For example, 
if B26 is entered in the heading of Section 
I of the Worksheet and B30 in the heading 
of Section II, and you are interviewing for 
B30 you would use Section II to select the 
B30 units.
3. Staff and non- Special dwelling place units are divided into
staff units "nonstaff units" and "staff units" in the follow­
ing types of special dwelling places:
2. When the
Special Dwelling 
Worksheet is used
1. Purpose of 
Appendix B
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a. Nonstaff units 
defined
b. Staff units 
defined
c. Special case: 
Units in Nurses * 
Homes-
d. Special dwelling 
places containing 
only one kind 
of unit— "Un­
classified units"
a. Specified institutions (those listed in 
Part I of Appendix A to Part A)
b. General hospitals
c. Armed Forces hospitals
d. Veterans' hospitals (general, medical, 
and surgical)
i
For each of these places, a Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet has been prepared for "Staff units" 
only. "Non-staff" are not included in the survey. 
Where you are to sample from a register a cor­
responding Special Dwelling Worksheet has been 
prepared.
"Nonstaff units" are defined as (l) the persons 
for whom the special dwelling place is being 
operated (patients, prisoners, etc.) or (2) the 
units in which these persons live, such as rooms, 
suites of rooms, or beds in rooms having sleep­
ing accommodations for 5 or more persons. As 
mentioned above, these units will not be listed, 
sampled or interviewed.
"Staff units" are defined as the housing units, 
rooms, suites of rooms, or beds in rooms having 
sleeping accommodations for 5 or more persons, 
occupied by resident employees and their families, 
if any.
Special case. Nurses' homes are to be treated as 
a special case. According to the above definitions, 
units in nurses' homes would be "nonstaff units," 
that is, the nurses are the persons for whom the 
home is being operated. On the other hand, nurses 
living in hospitals are employees and, therefore, 
would be listed and sampled as "staff units." To 
avoid this inconsistency we are specifying that in 
nurses' homes all units in the place, whether occu­
pied by nurses or by other persons living in the 
homes, are to be regarded as "staff units."
In all other types of special dwelling places, 
it is not necessary to make a distinction and all 
units are referred to as "Unclassified units."
These are the housing units, rooms, beds, etc., 
occupied or intended for occupancy by all persons 
in the special dwelling place.
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If there are separate registers for staff and 
nonstaff units, use only the staff register in 
sampling on the Special Dwelling Worksheet. If 
there is only one register for the place, find 
out which units are staff and which are nonstaff 
and count and sample staff only.
For example, units numbered 1, 2, <4, 7, and 10 
on a register might be the only staff units in a 
place. If your instructions for sampling staff 
units were to start with the first and take every 
second, you would take the units numbered 1, <4, 
and 10.
The units to be selected will be identified by an 
entry of encircled sample numbers in column 2 of 
the worksheet in the section of the worksheet for 
the current sample. You must select the special 
dwelling place units corresponding to these 
encircled numbers and identify them by room 
number, etc.
In the figure below there is shown an illustra­
tion of a worksheet (Column 3 will not be filled 
when you receive it). The encircled numbers in 
column 2 mean that you are to select from the 
register the second, fourth, sixth, eighth, tenth, 
etc., unit of the appropriate type until you have 
completely gone through the register.
Excerpt From Special Dwelling Worksheet
<4. Identification of 
units to be 
selected
e. How to sample 
staff units
Line
no.
(1)
Sample
numbers
(2)
Number or location unit
(3)
Serial
numbers
(4)
1 (2) Room B 51
2 (T Room D 52
3 te) Room F 53
<4 (5) Room H 54
5 m
6 (12)
7 (TS)
8 fe)
9 (B)
10
11
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5. Points to be
noted in sampling 
from a register
a. Be sure register 
is current and 
identify units 
selected
b. What to do if
only one building 
of a special 
dwelling place 
is to be sampled
c. When to count 
a bed as a 
separate unit
d. How to sample 
when a floor 
plan or
diagram is . used
e. Use of a register 
of persons
In sampling from a register, note the following 
points:
Be sure that the register (whether a list, card 
index, floor diagram, etc.) is current. Also if 
you are sampling from a register, identify in 
some way the units selected so that you may 
quickly locate these units again in the register, 
if necessary. For example, if you are sampling 
from a card file, you might identify the selected 
units by turning cards up, inserting blank slips 
of paper, etc.
If the special dwelling place units in only one 
building of a special dwelling place are to be 
sampled, use either a register for the specific 
building or a register which indicates the partic­
ular building in which each unit is located. In 
the latter case, count only the units in the par­
ticular building in selecting the sample.
Find out whether any of the rooms in the register 
contain sleeping accommodations for 5 or more 
persons. If so, count each bed in such rooms 
as a separate unit in selecting your sample.
If the register being used is a floor plan or 
similar diagram, begin your count at some def­
inite starting point (usually the lowest numbered 
room or bed) and follow through the diagram in 
some systematic fashion.
A register of persons is used only when there is 
no register of rooms, etc., and it would be 
extremely difficult or time-consuming to make 
a complete listing of these rooms on a Special 
Dwelling Listing Sheet.
If the Worksheet indicates that a register of 
persons is to be used, family groups who are 
living in the special dwelling place should be 
sampled rather than individuals within the 
family. For example, assume that in a summer 
hotel, there are no permanent guests and that
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6. Identify adequately 
in col. 3 of the 
Special Dwelling 
Worksheet each unit 
to be interviewed 
in current sample
7. . Actual number of 
sample units may 
be either larger 
or smaller than 
entry in item e 
in heading of the 
Special Dwelling 
Worksheet
it would be very difficult to make a complete 
listing of the rooms occupied by employees, 
but that there is a list of employees1 names 
from which you are to sample as follows:
(Henry Jones, headwaiter
(Mrs. Henry Jones, housekeeper
John Brown, baker
(A1 Smith, gardener
(Mrs. A1 Smith, maid
Josephine de Ritz, hostess
Guy Orlando, orchestra leader
You would regard the above as five separate units 
in sampling, since the Joneses and the Smiths are 
two separate family groups and should be sampled 
as such.
As you finally determine the units which are to 
be interviewed for the current sample, enter in 
column 3 of the section of the Worksheet desig­
nated for the current sample, the number, loca­
tion, or other identification of each unit finally 
designated for interview so that later you will 
be able to locate it.
The encircled sample numbers above the red line 
in column 2 of the appropriate section of the 
Worksheet represent the units that would be 
selected for interview if the total number of 
units entered in item e were correct. When 
you visit the special dwelling place, you may 
find that the number of special dwelling place 
units is actually different from the number 
entered for the current sample in item e. Note 
that more than one sample may be designated in 
the heading of the Worksheet; for example, the 
first column in the heading may be for B26 and 
the second column for B30. Be sure to refer to 
the column for the proper sample.
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a. If actual 
is larger
Example;
b. If actual 
number is 
■ smaller
number If the actual number is larger' than the number 
entered in item e for the current sample, you 
may find that, in order to go through the listing 
or register completely, you may have to select 
some units corresponding to sample numbers entered 
in column 2 below the red line. Enter the number 
or location of these units in column 3 in the 
same manner as for units above the red line.
Suppose in the following example the number 
entered in item e of the Special Dwelling Work­
sheet is 9, but that your visit to the special 
dwelling place discloses that there are actually 
11 special dwelling place units. The unit cor­
responding to sample number 10 would, therefore, 
be selected.
Excerpt From Special Dwelling Worksheet •
Line
no.
(1)
Sanple
numbers
(2)
Number or location of unit
(3)
Serial
numbers
(4)
1 (?) Room 102 51
2 (*) Room 104 52
3 ( E ) Room 106 53
<4 Room 108 54
5 (To) Room 110
6 (12)
7 m
8 t o
9 ( T E )
10
11
It may happen that the actual number of units is 
smaller than the number entered in item e. In 
such a case, some of the encircled sample numbers 
above the red line in column 2 may not have units 
corresponding to them in the register or listing. 
If so, enter "None" in column 3 of the Worksheet 
opposite those encircled sanple numbers above the 
red line for which there are no corresponding 
special dwelling place units. For example, if
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c. Enter in 
Item e 
the actual 
number of 
units found
d. Units added 
below red 
line on 
Worksheet
8. Use of partially 
fill question­
naires
there were four sample numbers— 2, 4-, 6, and 8—  
above the red line on the Worksheet and you find 
that there are only 7 units in the special dwell­
ing, place, your entry in column 3 of the Worksheet 
on line 4- opposite sample number 8 would be "None."
If you have found that the actual number of list­
ed units differs from the original estimate 
entered in Item e for the current sample by your 
office, cross out (do not erase) the number pre­
viously entered in Item e and enter the correct 
number beside it.
All units added below the red line on the Work­
sheet are to be included in the sample. .
Do not assign serial numbers to such units. On 
the questionnaires for these units, follow the . 
same instructions as for "extra" units— that 
is, enter in Item 8 the last name of the house­
hold head if the unit is occupied, or "Vacant" 
if it is.unoccupied.
The Regional Office will assign and enter serial 
numbers on both the questionnaire and the Work­
sheet.
For units in special dwelling places to be sampled 
from a register, you will receive questionnaires 
partly filled out, as for regular sample units. 
However, there will be no designation in Item 
2 a on the questionnaire for the particular unit 
to be interviewed. After you have selected the 
unit from the register, describe it in Item 2 a 
on the questionnaire.
Prepare questionnaires for any units below the 
red line on the Worksheet.
Use a separate questionnaire or set of question­
naires for each sample unit selected.
Return partially filled questionnaires for which 
no corresponding unit was found as Type C non­
interviews "In sample by mistake." Explain the 
circumstances in a footnote, e.g., "Converted to 
non-staff unit," or "No corresponding unit on 
register."
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HOW TO LIST 
IN AREA SEGMENTS
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CHAPTER 1. LISTING —  ITS ROLE IN THE SURVEY
A. Listing to be 
done in Area 
Segments
Listing is one of the most important steps in the operation of the 
survey. It must be done in each Area Segment before any addresses 
can be selected for interviewing in these segments.
B. "Area Segments" 
defined
An "Area Segment" is usually a small area of land with well-defined 
boundaries such as streets or roads, rivers, railroad tracks, etc. 
Some Area Segments are called "TA Segments"; others are called "NTA 
Segments". The difference between these types will be explained in . 
Chapter 9 of this part of your manual.
C. "Listing", 
defined
By "listing" we mean writing down on forms the addresses or other 
description of all places where people live or might live within the 
Area Segments selected for the survey.
D. Importance 
of accuracy 
in listing
In listing you must stay within the segment boundaries exactly as 
designated on the maps and you must be sure xo list all living 
quarters within the Area Segment. In sample surveys, each unit (that 
is, living quarters) interviewed as a result of your listing 
represents many other units. If fewer units, or more units or the 
wrong units are interviewed as the result of an error in listing, the 
error is magnified many times in tabulating the results of the survey 
It is important, therefore, that the listing be complete and that it 
be done carefully and accurately in accordance with the rules in this 
manual.
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CHAPTER 2. USE OF MAPS TO LOCATE AMD IDENTIFY AREA SEGMENTS
A. Type of maps
1. Grid Map
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In listing Area Segments you will be using two types of maps —  a GRID 
MAP and a SEGMENT MAP.
The Grid Map is used to find the general location of the Area Segment and 
may be a county map or a city street or block map. Letters are entered at 
spaced intervals on the sides of the Grid Map and numbers at spaced 
intervals at the top and bottom of the map. The map is split up into 
areas called grid zones; each grid zone is identified by a grid 
reference. On county maps and on some block and street maps the grid 
zones are set off by grid symbols (|) . The area within a particu­
lar grid zone is identified by the letter opposite it on the sides of 
the map and by the number above and below it at the top and bottom of 
the map. In Fig. 1 below, the grid zone shown between the four grid 
symbols would be identified as B2. For the grid zone shown in the 
upper left comer of the map only one grid symbol is shown. It can be 
seen that, if shown, the other grid symbols would be located at points 
halfway between the letters A and B and halfway between the numbers 1 
and 2 as well as in the northwest corner of the zone. This zone would 
be identified as A1. The identification of the grid zone will be 
called the grid reference hereafter.
Fig. 1 EXAMPLE OF GRID ZONES IDENTIFIED BY GRID SYMBOLS
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A. Type of 
maps— Con. On maps which do not have grid symbols but do have spaced intervals
1.— Con. marked off on the sides by letters and on the top and botton ty numbers, 
the general location of Area Segments should be determined by the grid 
reference in the same manner as described above.
2. Segment 
Map
The Segment Map shows the exact boundaries of the Area Segment and may show 
the exact or the general location of some structures within the segment 
depending on the kind of map available. In some cases no structures 
will be shown on the map at all. The different kinds of maps used are 
discussed in Section C on page C-7. The exact Area Segment boundaries are 
outlined in red on the Segment Map.
In a few cases the map attached to the Segment Folder will identify the 
location of the Area Segment but will not show exact boundaries. For these 
segments, a footnote on the map states the composition of the Area Segment.
B. How to use 
maps
1. Grid Map Use the Grid Map to determine the general location of the segment and 
the shortest route of travel to it. The general location of the segment 
can be determined by using the grid map number and grid reference given 
in the space for "Grid Ref." on the tab of the Segment Folder for the 
segment.
There may be a number of Grid Maps for the PSU in which you are working. 
Each map will have a number the first three digits of which are the PSU 
code. The remaining digits identify the maps within the PSU and will be 
the only part of the map number shown on the tab of the Segment Folder.
For example, suppose the entry for "Grid Ref." in the tab of the Segment 
Folder were as follows:
GRID
REF. 3 
B2
2. Segment 
Map
You would use Grid Map 3 and find the grid zone identified by grid 
reference B2 (see Fig. 1). You would know that the segment was located 
in that particular grid zone.
Use the Segment Map to determine the exact location and boundaries of 
the Area Segment. After reaching what appears to be a segment boundary, 
refer to the Segment Map and check the boundaries shown on it against 
the actual features on the ground to be sure you have properly identified 
the segment.
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B. How to use
maps— Con.
Example
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For example, a segment might appear as shown on the map below. Notice 
that the southern boundary is an unnamed street. If there are several 
unnamed streets on the ground, find the exact southern boundary of the 
segment by determining the exact distance and position of the unnamed 
street shown on the map in relation to named streets such as Hillcrest 
Ave. Use the map scale and pace off the distance from the named street 
as instructed on page C-12.
Fig. 2 ILLUSTRATION OF SEGMENT MAP
The position of the boundaries should be used exactly as shown on the 
map even though the corresponding features on the ground are now in a 
different location. For example, a road may have been rebuilt and its 
route changed; yet the boundary on the map coincides with the old
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B. How to use
maps— Con.
2•——Con* 'location of the road. You must consider the old location as the 
boundary to be used in this case. '
If your Segment Map shows structures, changes may have taken place since 
the map was prepared —  new structures may have been built, old ones 
converted or demolished, etc. '
List all' 
existing liv­
ing quarters 
within 
boundaries
You must list all existing living quarters within the" segment boundaries 
" even though not shown on the map. Do not list living quarters which no 
longer exist even though symbols of such quarters are shown on the map. 
KXCEPTION: If a note on the map specifies that the Area Segment 
consists of only certain addresses within the area outlined in 
red on the Segment Man. list onlv the indicated addresses.
C. Kinds of 
. Segment 
Maps
There are four kinds of maps on which the boundaries of segments may be 
outlined. These are described below.
1. Sanborn 
detail 
maps ,
Wherever possible, segments are outlined on maps which show the location 
and addresses of individual structures. (See Fig. 3.) These are called 
Sanborn detail maps because they are made by the Sanborn Map Company. 
Such maps may not show construction or demolition which has taken place 
during the past few years. Be sure to list living quarters in all 
structures within the segment boundaries as the structures exist on "the 
ground regardless of whether they are shown on the map. Use the 
boundaries exactly as outlined on the map even though streets or other 
landmarks have changed since the map was made.
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1. — C on.
C. Kinds of
Segment
Maps— Con.
hi
ul■>
<
of
uJ
a
a.
Fig. 3 SANBORN DETAIL MAP
(The letter "D" indicates dwelling; "F" flat; "S" store; "Apts." apartments; and "A" garage.
The numbers inside the structure outline indicate the number of floors in the structure and the 
numbers along the margin are street numbers.)
2. Block or 
Street 
Maps
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Notice that in the segment in Fig. 3 the eastern boundary extends from the 
middle of Cushing Drive to the property line between 4-03 and 4.01 Piper Ave. 
The southern boundary extends from Piper Ave. along the back property 
lines of 2103-2111 Fourth Street, the property line between 2101 and 
21C3 Fourth Street, and then along Fourth Street to N. Norton Ave. The 
other boundaries are the middle of N. Norton Ave. and Cushing Drive.
Some segments are outlined on Block or Street maps which show only the 
location of blocks or streets and no structure detail. (See Fig. 4.)
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3. Reproductions 
of large-scale 
hand-drawn 
maps
G. Kinds of Segment
Maps— Con.
Other segments will be outlined on reproductions of large-scale hand-drawn 
maps which were prepared in the field by Census personnel. Usually the 
words "Final Copy" appear on these maps and there is little or no detail 
shown outside the segment boundaries. Only the boundaries outlined in 
red are to be followed in determining the extent of the segment. While 
these hand-drawn maps show the general location of houses and other 
dwelling places, they may not show the exact location of these structures. 
An example of a reproduction of a large-scale hand-drawn map is given 
in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. REPRODUCTION OF LARGE-SCALE HAND-DRAWN MAP
The following symbols are used on reproductions of Large-Scale Hand-Drawn Maps:
'J□
A
□t
2□
4-
XL.
= one housing unit 
= special dwelling place 
= trailer or tent 
= two housing units 
= four housing units
V
U  See Part B for definitions of "housing unit" and "special dwelling place".
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C. Kinds of
Segment
Haps— Con.
3.— Con. Note that a square with a number (other than the house number) over it
indicates that there'is more than one housing unit in the structure. 
(See the structure located at 1051 Beech Tree Lane in Fig. 5.) The 
figure indicates the number of housing units the structure contained at 
the time the map was prepared.
Other symbols used on reproduced hand-drawn maps are the same as 
those on county highway maps. (See paragraph 4.)
Discrepancies 
in boundary 
locations
It may happen that housing unit symbols were placed in the wrong location 
on the map when it was prepared in the field and- as a result the location 
of a segment boundary on the map may differ from the location of the 
boundary as it exists on the ground. For example,
Physical layout on ground shows:
In this particular case you should use the boundary as you find it on 
the ground; that is, you should use as the boundary the side property 
line of 10 Trenton Road as it is located on the ground.
CAUTION: Note that this rule (which is an exception to the general rule)
is to.be followed ONLY when the segment is outlined on a reproduced 
hand-drawn map ■ and when the boundary in question is a property line 
beside a numbered housing unit. In all other cases, you are to use the 
location of the boundary as shown on the map.
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4. County 
highway 
maps
C. Kinds of
Segment
Maps— Con.
Some segments will be outlined on a reproduction of a portion of a 
county highway map of the kind illustrated in Fig. 6.
D. How to locate 
boundaries 
difficult to 
find on the 
ground
Fig. 6 ILLUSTRATION OF SEGMENT OUTLINED ON COUNTY HIGHWAY MAP
Symbols on a county highway map are explained in the Key on the map and 
will help you locate and identify the boundaries of the segment. The 
highway markers will identify the roads; for example, U.S. highway 
numbers are indicated by a shield ^3^) and State highway numbers by a 
triangle , rectangle| 7 |or similar symbol. Symbols for schools
£  , churches ^  , etc.', will help identify the segment
boundaries.
If a boundary is unnamed or is difficult to locate on the ground, use 
the scale at the bottom of the map to determine the extent of the 
boundary and its location in relation to well-defined and easily 
locatable boundaries or landmarks.
To find the distance between two points, where one is easily determined 
on the map and on the ground, and the other is questionable or cannot be 
located on the ground, place a piece of paper on the.map so that the 
edge of the paper touches one point. Place a pencil mark on the paper 
opposite the other point as shown on the next page.
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D. How to locate 
boundaries 
difficult to 
find on the 
ground— Con.
Then place the paper next to the scale and read the distance as follows:
fffA D  D/STANCE B fJ W T T N  TWO ARROWS
(AHS. - /S O F T  )
6 0 0  0  6 0 0  1300  FT.
Determining 
length of 
pace
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After determining the distance according to the scale, pace off this
distance in the proper direction on the ground to find the location of
the undetermined point on the ground.
To determine the length of your pace, proceed as follows:
1. Using the map scale, measure the distance between two identifiable 
points on the map.
2. Walk between these two points on the ground, counting each step that 
you take between the two points.
3. Divide the number of steps into the number of feet measured by the 
scale. The result is your pace which should be used in determining 
distances from easily locatable boundaries or landmarks to boundaries 
which are difficult to find on the ground.
4. Example: In Fig. 2 the distance from the power line to Oak Street
is 1/4 inch which equals 25 feet according to the scale for Fig. 2. 
Suppose you walked 12^ steps from the power line to Oak Street.
You would know that in pacing off other distances, you would count 
one step (that is one pace) as two feet.
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D. How to locate 
boundaries . 
difficult to 
. find on the
ground— Con.
Example
I
1
J
As pointed out on page C-6, the southern boundary of the segment shown 
in Fig. 2 is an unnamed street. To determine the exact location of the 
segment boundary which is shown on the map as an unnamed street use the 
map scale and measure on the map the distance from Hillcrest Ave. to the 
unnamed boundary street. Then pace this distance off on the ground.
If the distance is 150 feet and your pace is 2 feet you would walk 75 
paces. The street should be located at this point; if not, check your 
measurements and if correct inquire as to whether the street was ever 
cut through. Once you are sure you have determined the exact location 
of the southern boundary as shown on the map, use that location as the 
boundary on the ground.
1!
)
1
: I
Use of mileage 
indicator 
(speedometer)
E. Special problems 
in identifying 
segment boundaries
1. Boundaries 
consisting of 
streets which 
do not exist
Whenever the distance can be traversed by car and can be measured 
accurately on the mileage indicator (speedometer) of your car use this 
method of measurement. You will find the mileage indicator (together . 
with information from local sources if necessary) useful in locating 
boundaries which are township, county or other minor civil division 
lines that are not indicated by a road, marker or other visible evidence 
on the ground. If the distance is too short to be measured accurately 
on the mileage indicator it should be paced off as instructed on page C-12.
Occasionally, you may find that one of the streets or other landmarks 
which forms part of the segment boundary does not exist. In such a case, 
estimate where the street (or other landmark) was or would have been 
located, carry out the listing using the estimated boundary, and report 
the situation on an INTER-COMM.
2. Street name 
on map 
different 
from actual 
street name
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If the street name on the map is different from the actual street name 
consult available local maps or local officials to determine whether 
the name of the street has been changed from that shown on the Segment 
Map. If you find that the street has been renamed, change the street 
name on the map and in the heading of the Segment List; then explain 
the situation on an INTER-COMM. If the name of a boundary street has 
changed, BE SURE that you follow the location of the boundary exactly 
as indicated on the map.
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3. Other 
boundary 
problems
F. Bringing 
reproduced 
large-scale 
hand-drawn maps 
up to date at 
time of original 
listing
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If you encounter other boundary problems which you are unable to resolve, 
report them on an INTER-COMM.
Reproduced large-scale hand-drawn maps are prepared from sketches on 
which housing units and potential boundaries are entered by field 
personnel prior to listing. New construction, conversions and 
demolitions may have taken place since these maps were prepared. Be 
sure to list every residential unit (house, apartment, flat, etc.) and 
fill a P-2255 for every special dwelling place in the segment even 
though these are not shown on the map. Do not list units and special 
dwelling places which no longer exist even though shown on the map.
Show the location of new units and special dwelling places by entering 
the appropriate symbol (see page C-9) on the map. Draw a large X on the 
map through structures which no longer exist. For multi-unit structures 
which change in size, correct the figure on the map showing the number 
of units the structure contains.
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CHAPTER 3. WHAT TO LIST AND GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR LISTING
A. What to list Within each Area Segment, you are to list separately (l) each housing 
unit and (2) in specified types of places each living arrangement which 
does not meet the housing unit definition such as a room in a boarding 
house.
1. Units which 
are housing 
units
Most of the units you are to list are housing units such as houses, 
apartments, or flats. List these in accordance with the basic rules 
given in Chapter C-5.
2. Units which 
are not 
housing 
units
Units consisting of living arrangements which do not meet the housing 
unit definition are located in places such as boarding and rooming 
houses and special dwelling places. List units in these places accord­
ing to the special rules given in Chapter C-ll, Rules for Handling 
Unusual Situations and Chapter 0-3-4, How to List Special Dwelling Places.
3. Structures 
which contain 
no living 
quarters
In addition to listing housing units (and each living arrangement in • 
places such as boarding and rooming houses and special dweUing places) 
you are also to list "structures which contain no living quarters" as 
instructed in Chapter C-8. The purpose of listing such structures is to 
make sure that every place in which people live or might live is covered 
and thus that all living quarters in the segment are listed.
B . General
procedure for 
listing
In general you are to list by observation. This means that you will 
list separately each house which appears to contain only one housing 
unit and each apartment, flat, trailer, etc. If a structure or part 
of a structure appears to contain more than one housing unit but there 
is little indication from the outside as to the number of units to be 
listed, you are to inquire to determine the number of units the place 
contains as instructed in Chapter C-4. '
In places such as boarding or rooming houses, nontransient hotels and 
special dwelling places, you must always inquire to determine the number 
of units the place contains. In apartment houses and in structures 
containing numbered flats, you will, of course, list by observation each 
apartment or flat.
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If an Area Segment is in a permit area, you may need to inquire to 
determine "year built" at the time of listing and will always be inquiring 
about "year built" for structures added in updating. See Chapter 16 of 
Part C for instructions about "year built" at the time of listing and 
updating; see Chapter 12 of Part C for "year built" instructions in 
segments which appear to contain more than 100 units. ■
C-15. (Revised December 1964)
CHAPTER 4. WHEN AND HOW TO MAKE INQUIRY
A. When to 
inquire
B. How to inquire 
in residential 
structures other 
than large multi­
unit structures
1. Approach to 
use
2. Questions 
to ask
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You will only need to make inquiries in the situations described in Sec­
tion B on page C-15. Always talk to a responsible person in making 
inquiries. In inquiring about "year built" follow the instructions in 
Chapter 16 of Part C (and in Chapter 12 if the segment to be listed 
appears to contain more than 100 units).
When necessary to inquire to determine the number of units in residential 
structures other than apartment houses, rooming and boarding houses, 
nontransient hotels and special dwelling places, use an approach similar 
to the following:
"I am __________ with the U.S. Bureau of the Census. (Show your
identification card.) The Bureau is conducting a sample survey and in 
connection with this survey we are making a listing of the separate 
living quarters of all persons in this area. Are there living quarters—  
either occupied or vacant —  for more than one family or for boarders 
or roomers in this house?" -
If there are rooms for boarders or roomers, follow the instructions in 
section 1 on page C-53.
If the respondent indicates that more than one family lives in the 
house, ask additional questions to determine whether the living quarters 
of each family is a housing unit.
For example, if the respondent says another family occupies the second 
floor of her two-story house, ask whether both families live and eat 
together as one group. If the answer is yes, list the house occupied 
by the two families on one line of the listing sheet.
If the respondent indicates that the families live separately, ask 
whether the upstairs family has an entrance directly from the outside 
of the structure or from a hall which is not a part of the downstairs 
living quarters. If no direct access, ask whether the upstairs family 
has a kitchen or cooking equipment for their exclusive use. If the 
upstairs family has either direct access or cooking equipment for 
exclusive use, list the two apartments on separate lines of the listing 
sheet. If the upstairs family has neither direct access nor cooking 
equipment for exclusive use, list the structure on one line of the 
listing sheet.
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B. How to inquire in
residential structures 
ocher than large 
multi-unit structures 
— Con.
2. — Con. Also ask whether there are any living quarters, including those which 
may be vacant, in other structures on the property. If there are such 
quarters, determine whether they are located inside the segment boundaries 
and if so whether they meet the housing unit definition; then list 
accordingly. Do not list other structures on the property which are 
located outside segment boundaries.
3. How to close 
inquiry
After you have completed your inquiry thank your respondent and tell her 
"A sample of households is to be selected for the survey. If yours is 
selected we will be back for more information".
4. How to show you 
have inquired
Enter a check mark in the left margin of the listing sheet opposite the 
description of each residential unit at which you have inquired.
C. How to inquire in 
apartment houses
If not satisfied by observation when listing an apartment house, identify 
yourself, explain the survey and ask the following questions of a 
responsible employee, or tenant if no employee is available.
Questions 
to ask
"How many apartments are in this building?"
"What are their numbers?"
"Are there any other quarters in the basement or attic used by the 
janitor or any other employee?"
"Are there any vacant or occupied living quarters in any other building 
on this property?"
D. How to inquire in 
boarding and 
rooming houses, ■ 
nontransient hotels 
and special 
dwelling places
In boarding and rooming houses, nontransient hotels, and special 
dwelling nlaces, you must always inquire to determine the number of’ 
units to be listed or sampled, using the procedures given in Chapters 
C-ll and C-14.
E. How to inquire in 
nonre sidential 
structures
To determine whether there are any living quarters in nonresidential 
structures, ask of a responsible person connected with the building any 
questions you may think necessary, such as:
"Does the president or general manager of the company have a penthouse 
suite, or perhaps living quarters adjoining his office?"
"Are there any janitors who live in the building?" '
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"Are there any maintenance personnel who are on call at all hours of 
the day or night who therefore have living quarters in the building?"
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CHAPTER 5. BASIC RULES FOR LISTING
A. Summary of 
basic rules
There are five basic rules which must be followed in listing.
1. Every housing unit and in certain types of places every living 
arrangement must be listed if occupied or intended for occupancy.
2. Every special dwelling place must be recorded on a Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet.
3. Every structure with no living quarters must be listed.
U. Every part of the segment must be covered.
5. The "main entrance" rule must be applied to structures which cross 
segment boundaries.
B. Discussion of 
basic rules
1. List on Segment 
List every housing 
unit and in 
certain types of 
places every liv­
ing arrangement
Exception
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The basic rules are discussed in detail below.
List on a form called the Segment List (see Chapter C-6) all housing 
units (except those in special dwelling places) within the segment 
boundaries. In addition, list on this form all living arrangements in 
boarding and rooming houses regardless of whether they are housing units. 
List all of these living quarters whether occupied or vacant or under 
construction. Watch for basement, side and rear entrances, as they may 
lead to separate living quarters. Look for-two or more doorbells, mail­
boxes, electric meters, etc., which usually show that the structure 
contains several living quarters. Some structures have more than one 
address which generally indicates there is more than one residential unit 
in the structure. If in doubt about the number of living quarters a 
structure contains, be sure to ask. List each separate living quarters 
only once.
Exception: Occasionally you may be given special instructions in
the heading of the Segment List and on the Segment Folder or map 
to list only a certain part (or only certain addresses) of the area 
outlined in red. BEFORE starting your listing be sure to look for 
and read carefully any special instructions that may appear in the 
heading of the Segment List and any notations on the Segment Folder 
or Nap.
Manufacturers of pre-cut houses, of prefab houses, etc., frequently 
construct a number of houses on a small display lot (or on the factory 
grounds) to advertise these types of houses and the different styles 
available. Houses of this type which are vacant and not intended for 
occupancy are not to be listed on the Segment List. On the other hand, 
a "model home" in a new housing development temporarily used for 
advertising purposes should be listed.
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B. Discussion of basic
rules— Con.
)
2. Record name, 
type and 
address of 
each special 
dwelling place
Record the name, type and address of each special dwelling place in the 
segment in the heading of a separate Special Dwelling Listing Sheet. Do 
not record special dwelling places on the Segment List. (See Chapter C-6 
for illustration of form and Chapter C-14 for detailed instructions on 
listing of special dwelling places.)
3. List every
"structure with 
no living 
quarters" in 
the segment
List every "structure with no living quarters" either
a. by checking the proper box on the Segment List
or
b. by entering the structure on a special form called the "List of 
Structures With No Living Quarters". (See page C-2^ for explanation 
of”title of form.)
/ '
Consider as "structures with no living quarters" houses built on display 
lots for advertising purposes only and not intended for occupancy. This 
type of house is to be distinguished from a "model home" in a housing 
development which is only temporarily not intended for occupancy. The 
latter type should be listed on the Segment List. ■
(Chapter C-8 contains detailed instructions on listing structures with 
no living quarters.) ‘
A. Cover every 
part of the 
segment
a. How to 
insure 
complete 
coverage in 
built-up 
areas
Make sure that you cover every part of the segment.
a. To insure complete coverage in built-up areas:
(1) Start in the northwest corner of the segment and go completely 
around it in clockwise fashion.
(2) Then walk through all alleyways, passageways, courts, and any 
streets within the segment.
(3) Look for "concealed" units such as basement apartments; living 
quarters over or in the back of stores, in the rear of other 
houses, in garages, etc.
(A) For segments shown on reproduced large-scale hand-drawn maps, 
draw an X through units which no longer exist and which are 
located within the segment boundaries. Show the location of 
new units and special dwelling places by entering the appropriate 
symbol (see page C-9) on the map. Also show the location of 
roads, if any, within the segment which are not already drawn 
on the map and indicate their names and/or numbers.
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b.
B. Discussion of basic
rules— Con.
b. How to insure 
complete 
coverage in 
rural areas 
and make entries 
on Segment map.
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To insure complete coverage in rural areas:
(1) Begin at some convenient corner and make sure to cover every 
road and road section within the segment. Indicate by an "X" 
and the notation "START HERE" the point where you enter the 
segment to begin listing.
(2) Begin at one end of each road and follow the road to where it 
intersects the segment boundary or to the other end of the road 
within the segment.
Often you will need to interrupt your listing of a main road 
within (or bounding) the segment in order to list a side road.
In such a case your order of travel on entering the main road 
would be (l) the first part of the main road,(2) the side road 
and (3) the remainder of the main road. (See Mill Lane Road 
in the illustrated Segment on page C-21.) The portion of the 
main road on either side of a side road (or between two side 
roads) is called a."road section".
(3) For segments being listed for the first time, assign consecutive
letters beginning with A to the roads or road sections in the 
order traveled (Road A, Road B, etc.) and enter these letters 
on the map. '
(A) List all living quarters on both sides of roads within the 
segment. .
(5) If the road forms part of the segment boundary, list only those 
units on the side within the segment.
(6) List each unit once and only once, from the most accessible road.
(7) Look for side paths, breaks in the trees, telephone wires, etc., 
which may indicate the presence of living quarters.
(8) Walk up paths and lanes to see whether these lead to living 
quarters.
(9) Check by inquiry to see whether there are living quarters along 
boundaries and in areas that cannot be traversed such as along 
railroad tracks.
(10) Enter successive arrows on map to show route of travel.
(11) Indicate on the map the location of each housing unit and each 
special dwelling place now in existence or under construction. 
Include occupied units and vacant units, if habitable. Use the
following symbols to designate location: |_I housing unit; Q  T
for trailers that are housing units; and /§\ special dwelling 
places.
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A. Con.
B. Discussion of basic
rules— Con.
Also indicate on the map (beside the unit) the sheet and line 
number of the Segment List on which each housing unit is 
listed. Housing units located on each road or road section 
should be listed consecutively on the Segment List for the 
road or road section in the order of travel.
For special dwelling places enter the name and type in a foot­
note on the map. ■
See the following sketch which illustrates how these entries 
are to be made on the map.
(12) For segments shown on reproduced large-scale hand-drawn maps, 
follow the procedure given1 on page C-19 in paragraph 4a(4).
5. Apply "Main 
Entrance Rule" 
to structures 
which cross 
segment 
boundaries
"Main entrance" 
defined
If a structure crosses a segment boundary consider it to be inside the 
segment if its main entrance is within the boundary outlines. By "main 
entrance" we mean the entrance for which the address of the building is 
given. If the building has no address, consider the main entrance to be 
the one most frequently used by visitors and persons other than trades­
men, servants, etc.
Exception' 
to rule
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NOTE: The only exception to this rule is in the case of segments
for which you are instructed in the heading of the Segment List to 
list only certain addresses which may consist of part of a building. 
For such segments-the "main entrance" rule given above does not 
apply; instead you are to list the specified part of the building.
C-21
5. — Con.
B. Discussion
of basic
rules— Con.
Example
Use of
main entrance 
rule in 
special 
dwelling 
places
The use of the "main entrance" rule in buildings of special dwelling 
places which cross segment boundaries is given in Chapter t-^4. _
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CHAPTER 6. FORMS TO BE USED IN LISTING AREA SEGMENTS
A. Types of 
listing 
forms
1. Segment List
In listing Area Segments you will use four types of listing forms.
These are:
1. Segment List— Used to:
a. list housing units (and in certain types of places living 
arrangements that are not housing units).
b. indicate the existence of structures containing no living 
quarters such as garages, stores, barns, etc. which are located 
on the same property as the residential unit being listed and
c. when specifically instructed to do so, to reoord information on 
year structures were built. (See Fig. 7.)
(Note that special dwelling places are not to be entered on this 
list.) .
Fig. 7 EXCERPT FROM SEGMENT LIST USED TO LIST AREA SEGMENTS IN CURRENT HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS
2. Supplemental 
Segment List
2. Supplemental Segment List— Form used in bringing lists up to date 
in NTA Segments. Units missed in previous listing and new and 
converted units are to be entered on this list. (See Fig. 8 on 
page C-2A.) '
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A. Types of
listing 
forms— Con.
3. List of 
Structures 
with no 
living 
quarters
3. List of Structures With No Living Quarters (appears on right inside 
page of Segment Folder) with separate continuation sheets provided 
as needed. —  Used to list structures which contain no living 
quarters (such as church, store, filling station, etc.) and which 
are not located on the same property as structures containing 
residential units. (See Fig. 9.)
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A. Types of Listing 
forms— Con.
Occasionally you may have more structures to list than lines provided on 
page 3 of the Segment Folder. In this case use form 11-170A which is a 
continuation sheet for page 3. (See Fig. 9A.)
FORM 11-170A U.S. DEP AR TM E N T O F COMMERCE S U R V E Y PSU C O D E
LIST O F STRUCTURES WITH NO L IV IN G  QUARTERS 1 1 C P S 1 1 NHS
FOR T A  AND NTA SEGMENTS 1 1 OHS 1 1 M LS S E G M E N T  N O .
(Continuation shoot) □  .
S T R E E T  
N A M E  O R
R O A O  D E S IG N A T IO N
_______ (2)
4. Special 
Dwelling 
Listing 
Sheet
H O U S E  
N O . O R 
S ID E  O P  
R O A D
(3)
L or R
D E S C R IP T IO N  O R  L O C A T IO N  O F  
S T R U C T U R E  W IT H  NO  L IV IN G  Q U A R T E R S
(4)
□  STORE □ c h u r c h  □  SCHOOL I 1 F IL L IN G  STATION
□  FA C TO R Y  □ R E S T A U R A N T  I I A BAND O N ED STRUCTURE
□  o t h e r  (S p ec ify )______________________________________
- 1 | F I L I N G  STATIO N
S E G M E N T  
L IS T  S H E E T  
A N D  L IN E  
R E F E R E N C E
(?)
ON SH E ET_
BETW EEN L IN ES  
______ A N D _______
P E R S O N
S U P P L Y IN G
IN F O R M A T IO N
( 6)
Fig. 9A EXCERPT FROM CONTINUATION SHEET OF LIST OF STRUCTURES WITH NO 
LIVING QUARTERS
X. Special Dwelling Listing Sheet.— Used to record the name, type and 
address of each special duelling place in the segment and also to 
list units within special dwelling places. (See Fig. 10.)
V ,
FORM P-2255 U.S. DEPAR TM ENT O F COMMERCE 
(0-11>et) - BUREAU O F  TH E  CENSUS
S P E C IA L  D W E LL IN G  L IS T IN G  S H E E T
FORM A PP R O V ED  
B U D G E T  B U R E A U  NO. 41-R1206.6
N O T E i F or sp ec ia l dw elling p lac e s  io TAKE ALL SEGMENTS, skip 
item s a , b, and c and l is t  u n its  in Column (2).
a .  REG ISTER A V A IL A B L E ?
Y es If " Y e s ,”  com plete beading  item s b and c only.
No If **No," sk ip  item s b and c and l i s t  u n its  in Column (2).
b . REG ISTER IS RECORD OFt
1 | L iv ing  qu arte rs  (Rooma, HUS, e tc .)  □  P erso n sSAM PLE A REA (PSU)
COOE NAME
C. D A T E
NUMBER O F UNITS
NO NSTAFF S T A F F UNC LA S SIF IE D
BLO C K  OR RURAL SAM PLE AREA (P L A C E )
IDEN. C ODE NAME
SEGMENT
SEGMENT NO. TYPE
N A M E  O F  S P E C I A L  D W E L L I N G  P L A C E
L I N E
N O .
(I)
NUM BER OR LO CATIO N OF UNIT
(2)
SAM PLE
DESIG­
NATIO N
(3)
S ER IA L
NUMBER
(4)
L I N E
N O .
( 1)
NUMBER OR LOCATIO N OF U N IT
(2)
SAMPLE
DESIG­
NATION
(3)
S E R IA L
NUMBER
(4)
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Fig. 10 EXCERPT FROM SPECIAL DWELLING LISTING SHEET 
C-25
J
A.
B.
Types of Listing 
Forms— Con.
U. — Con.
Sheet for 
recording 
problems and 
questions
You may find that some of the listing forms in your assignment are not 
identical to those illustrated above. The reason for this is that 
listing forms are revised from time to time - titles may change as new 
concepts are developed or columns may be added in order to incorporate 
new procedures effective with new segments coming into sample. Revisions 
are usually such that the originally prepared listing forms for segments 
continuing in sample over a period of time can be retained for the life 
of the segment unless you are instructed otherwise.
You will also use an INTER-COMM, on which you will record any problems 
encountered or questions you have concerning listing. (See Fig. 11.)
F O R M  11-36 O -7-63)
U .S . D E P A R T M E N T  O F C O M M E R C E  
B U R E A U  O F  T H E  C E N S U S
INTER vi«
a. Regional office ( C h e c k :  | |"| TO □  F-ROM)
c. interviewer's name
b. Survey ( C h e c k  which.)
□ C P S  □JNHS n Q H S  
n C B R  C1SOC -----
d. Date
IF REFERENCE TO SPECIFIC UNIT, SHOW WHERE APPLICABLE
COMM °ni cot ion e. PSU Code f. Segment number g. Type segment 
1 1 B | IXorN TA
h. Sample 
□  CPS---------
(Referral Sheet) i. Form No. j. Sheet No. k. Line No. | | TA | 1 Sub- 
1— 1 p r  segment 
L J  ^  □  CBR 
| | NP j— |
| 1 NHS
□  QHS
See instructions on reverse side of 1. Serial number or ocher identification □  OT
''F ield  Office*’ or Uriginator's copies
Section I -  STATEMENT (Answer required: | | Yes | 1 No)
Section II -  ANSWER
Fig. 11 EXCERPT FROM INTER-COMM
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C. Segment Polder You will be furnished with a separate Segment Folder for each
segment you are to list. This folder Is used (1) to Indicate 
your specific listing assignment and (2) to hold the maps and 
■ forms used In listing. (See Figs. 12 and 13.)
[FO RM  NHS-2024^*24-62) NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY
U.S. D E P A R TM E N T  O F COM MERCE 
BU R E A U  O F T H E  CENSUS
1. INSTRUCTIONS TO INTERVIEWERS
SAMPLE
B B B B
AREA
SEG­
MENTS
L IS T  O N L Y : TO  BE  C O M P L E T E D  BY >
|N TA  SE G M EN T! BR IN G  L IS T IN G  U P  T O  D A T E  O N L Y :
T O  B E  C O M P LE T E D  B Y  ........... .......... ■ »
T A  S E G JC N T i B R IN G  L IS T IN G  U P T O  D A T E  AN D  IN T E R V IE W  
S A M P LE  U N ITS  D U R IN G  W EEK O F  — ----------
N T A  SEGM EN T: IN T E R V IE W  S A M P LE  U N IT S  D U R IN G  W EEK OF
M g*.
SEG­
MENTS
IN TE R V IE W  S A M P LE  U N IT S  AN D  G O N B U O TI n  C C H E C K  T O n  H C r-P fi-
C O N T IN U E  P-S C H E C K  FOR S E C O N D A R Y R E F E R E N C E  U N IT S  DU RING  
W FFK OF w.
1. SAMPLING INSTRUCTIONS '
S TA R T
WITH
S T A R T  ‘ 
WITH
S TA R T
WITH
S T A R T
W ITH
T A K E
EV E R Y
T A K E
EV ER Y
T A K E
EVER Y
TA K E
EV ER Y
I I I.  RECORD OF TRANSMITTAL (Return th is  fo lder with  fast shipment for th is  sepnent)
S E R IA L
N UM BER
D A T E  O F 
SH IP M E N T
S E R IA L
N U M B ER
D A T E  OF 
SH IP M E NT
S E R IA L  D A T E  OF
N U M B ER  S H IR 4 E N T
IV . SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS AND OTHER NOTES
A. Suporvi San E N T E R  BE LO W  AN Y N EC ES S A R Y  , S P E C IF IC  IN S T R U C TIO N S  FOR S P E C IA L  D W E LL IN G  P L A C E S . SEGM ENT B O U N D R IES , SUB­
S A M P LIN G , E T C .
B. Interviewer. E N T E R  BE LO W  N O TE S  SUCH AS D IR E C T IO N S  T O  SEGM ENT FROM HOM E, BE ST  D AY OR T IM E  OF DAY TO V IS IT  SE G M EN T. E T C .
V. SPECIAL-DWELLING PLACE IN SEGMENT! I I YES □  HO
N A M E  O F P L A C E
(I tree) 2~
O
XR
m
Fig. 12 SEGMENT FOLDER USED IN NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY
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C. Segment Folder— Con.
For CPS, form 
nvmber is CPS-210
form number is 
MLS-210.
^  U.S. DEPARTM ENT O F COMMERCE 
W BUREAU OF TH E CENSUS
/  INSTRUCTIONS TO INTERVIEWER S E G M E N T  F O L D E R
FIRST PERIOD SECOND PERIOD
X  VI 
X
’ Items X 'd  under column shoving current month indicates 
action to be taken and status o f sample u n its .
YEAR
MONTH
A.
TA AND 
NTA
SEGMENTS
1. LIS T  O N LY * NEW SEGMENT 
fEm onsraflon s ta rts next m onth) . 4 4  • 5 ■ s
PA
R
T 
1 
IN
ST
R
UC
T!
2. BRING UP TO OATE y t
3. BRING UP TO DATE ANO ENUM ERATE ALL UNITS 
IN THIS SEGMENT 4
B.
ALL
SEGMENTS
1. ENUM ERATE UNITS AT AODRESSES SHOWN 
ON CONTROL CAROS 4
' V
2. ENUM ERATE BY C ALLIN G  TH E TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
SHOWN ON CONTROL CAROS $ 4 14
PA
R
T 
II
 •
M
PL
E 
U
N
IT
 S
TA
TU
S
A.
FIRST
PERIOD
1. FIRST MONTH • F IL L  CONTROL CAROS 
(W ill ra tu rn  n u t  a enA J b 4 . . 5 5
; ; v :
2. SECOND AND THIRD MONTHS 
(W ill re tu rn  h«z> m onffij
'v . — > 4 , ; - 4  v
’  ‘
3. FOURTH MONTH
(W ill re tu rn  In t  e to n th t) “ V -V 4 4 4 7 4
’5 f t 'A’ ■ 4
B.
SECOND
PERIOD
1. F IR ST. SECOND. THIRD MONTHS 
(W ill re tu rn  next month} v  >
1 3 2. FOURTH MONTH
(W ill ba dropped a lto r  M m  m onth) - ■ 4
4  ' ' v
1 NOTEt 1. P re p a re  a c o n tro l c a rd  (o r ea ch  " e x t r a "  u n it  fo un d  in  th is  segm en t.
2. Keep contro l cards o f ca llb acks  10 th is  fo ldet.
3. Return th is  fo lder w ith  the  las t shipment from th is  segment.
SAMPLING INSTRUCTIONS
STA RT WITH T a k e  e v e r t
P A R T  111 • R EC O R D  OF T R A N S M IT T A L
SERIAL
NUMBER
YR. SERIAL
NUMBER
YR .
MO. MO.
N O TEt I f  a u n it is  aon ln tem ew , esxer code A , B , nr C  for type of noo in terriew  in  appropriate box.
P A R T  IV  -  S P E C IA L  IN S T R U C T IO N S  A N D  O T H E R  N O T E S
A . SUPERVISOR fE n l t r  below any neceaaary.apeciflc  tn e ln ic fla ne  tor opaclaf 
dwmlllng p/acee, segment boundrlmm, s tc-}
(Simp)
B . INTERVIEW ER (E nter below n o te *  a t d l  aa d irections (0 segment /ram boms, best day o r  tim e to r le t t  sefcnont, mtc.)
P A R T  V  • S P E C IA L  D W E L L IN G  P L A C E  IN  SE G M E N T? Q j  YE S Q j  n o
IF  "Y E S ,1* ENTER 
NAME OF PLAC E
1.
2.
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Fig. 13. EXCERPT FROM SEGMENT FOLDER USED IN CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY AND
IN MONTHLY LABOR SURVEY
C-28
CHAPTER 7 . HOW TO FILL SEGMENT LIST FOR AREA SEGMENTS
A. Heading
1. Post Office
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You will receive a Segment Folder for each Area Segment assigned to you and 
a supply of blank listing sheess. One sheet of the Segment List will be 
attached inside the folder. (Occasionally you may receive a folder contain­
ing an Area Segment which consists entirely of a special dwelling place.
Such a place is to be listed on a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet as in­
structed in Chapter 1A.) The heading items (except, in most cases, for Post 
Office-and boundaries of urban segments or direction of travel for rural 
segments) will have,been filled on the Segment List in the folder. If you 
need more than one sheet for the segment, copy the heading information to 
each sheet that you use.
In order to send out "Dear Friend" letters to sample households in Area 
Segments in advance of interview, your supervisor must have a Post Office 
address for these households. He does not have this information for house­
holds located in rural or in some built-up areas. For this reason we are 
asking you to find out by limited inquiry the Post Office which services 
the households in segments located in these areas.
Specifically you are to fill the Post Office item on the first sheet prepared 
for an Area Segment in the following situations:
a. When it is obvious that the place indicated on the tab of the Segment 
Folder is not the name of a Post Office. The following are examples: 
Kingston twp., Luzerne County; Clinton town, Dutchess County; East San 
Gabriel div., Los Angeles County; Ward 5, Ascension County; and Salem 
dist. , Roanoke County.
b. When the segment is located in a "named place" but households in the 
segment are serviced by a Post Office that does not bear the name 
indicated on the folder.
Example 1 - A segment is located in a community that has been annexed 
to a city but the Post Office which services the community still retains 
the community name. An illustration of this situation would be a 
segment with "Los Angeles, city" entered in the tab of the Segment 
Folder but the Post Office address of households within the segment is 
"North Hollywood". In this case, you should enter "North Hollywood" in 
the space for Post Office.
Example 2 - A segment is located in a village or unincorporated place 
where there is no Post Office, therefore, the households in the segment 
are serviced by a Post Office located elsewhere.
If some of the units in the segment receive their mail through one Post 
Office and some through another, enter in a footnote in the Remarks 
Section the line numbers of the units serviced by each Post Office.
C-29
CAUTION: Determine the Post Office servicing the units from one
source —  preferably the Post Office itself or from someone with a 
general knowledge of the area. Do NOT inquire at every housing unit 
to determine its Post Office address. This is essential in order to 
keep within the costs allocated for the listing operation.
A. Heading— Con.
1 .__Con. Do not fill this item for segments where the Post Office name is the same
as the "Place" name appearing on the tab of the Segment Folder.
2. Urban Area 
Segments —  
Boundaries
If the Area Segment consists of a block or part of a block, enter the seg­
ment boundaries in the space provided in the heading. For example:
___________URBAN SEGMENTS . .  B O U NDARIES___________
E AvcA; _____________
w » ________________________
For some urban Area Segments you may find that the description of a north, east, 
south or west boundary is too long to be written in the indicated■space.
In such a case, you may continue the description of this boundary in the 
space for "Rural Segments" or continue it in the Remarks space. Be sure, 
however, to "key" (footnote, arrow, etc.) this description to the indicated 
space for the boundary you are describing.
The following is a sketch of an urban Area Segment far which -the space in the 
heading of the Segment List is inadequate for the south boundary. On page 
C-31 is an illustration of how the description of the south boundary may 
be entered on the Segment List.
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A. Heading— Con.
2. — Con.
Illustration of description of segment boundaries
—--------. .5 - -
. . URBAN SEG MENTS—  BO U N D A R IE S  . , ' . .  . . RUR AL S E G M E N T S -- D IRECTIO N O P  TR A V E L
N - 7 & < L p r t ^  r .
f /  /  “S f  £ £  . .  jd j- t o L / .
3'  -  ^ < 1 ^ 6  . ItA S - t. jjk  ~  '
" •  /l* S v i2 m /* * U j  S  J U 7  J & t. TR A V E L IN G  (N , E , S, o r W) ' '  ' > ‘ o n ROAD (S oo CotiMzm 2 ba low )
*  ^ W a s E i a Z i s E l  O  ’ ■ 1
g * MBI 1
3 .• . Rural -.Area - 
Segments —- 
Direction of 
Travel
If the .Area Segment is :located =.in, a . rural "area,-juse a separate Segment 
List, for each :road or. road, section.- .'Enter .-the direction and limits of 
travel in the space provided in. the heading.-; For “example: ■
- RURAL SEGMENTS — D IRECTIO N O F  T R A V E L  . '
PRO CEEDING. FROMi ~ ' .  , ■' ‘ , :
'  y f  o-c l c ju  a
: . - • "  ". . ' ,
TR A V E L IN G  (N t  Er &  o r  B9 s •, 3  - ON ROAD -(S oo Colum n 2 b o lo w ) -  . -
i. “Special J 
Instructions,
B. Rules for filling 
, bocty- of Segment’" ' 
List -
1. Cols. 2-U
2. Cols. 5-7
•. In some' cases the Segment Map on the left inside cover of the Segment 
" Folder will indicate'that you' are-to' list1 speciffc’“addresses for the 
““segments Your supervisor-will "have entered the addresses in the space 
"for segment boundaries on the Segment list and instructions for listing 
' these “addresses .in Section IV'A'of” the Segment Folder. :-Be sure to 
' follow ‘these instruct ions:; ; ■ ' *' ' •
Observe the following rules in.filling the body of the Segment List: •
Fill.only columns 2-1. Be sure to give a complete and;detailed ,descrip­
tion of each ,unit in columns -2-1.as .shown.,:in the examples on pages C-3.1
and C-35. . . . • . ; ' 1.
Make ho entries in columns 5-7. , , ' .
3. Col. 8 See Chapter'16 for instructions regarding filling column 8, at the time 
of listing. ...............' ......  ,
1. One lire 
" per unit '
5l ‘Indicating 
inquiry
6: Indicating .
structures with 
. . no living’ “
quarters ’
cps-aso
MLS-300
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List each unit on a separate line of the Segment List. Do not skip .'any lines*
When-in" doubt as to’ the-number o'f living quarters in a structure, inquire. ■ 
Enter a check mark in the left margin of the Segment List opposite each 
unit' at which you have inquired. • -
In column A, specify by checking the proper;box, the type of any structure 
.such.as a garage or store which1 is on the .same property as the unit
C-31 ■ :
i
1<
B. Rules for filling 
tody of Segment
List— Con. ■ ' . -
6.— Con. being listed,-but which is not at present occupied or intended for -
. ■ occupancy as living.quarters. (This structure.is to'be considered at
■ the time of interviewing as part of the unit entered on the same line 
of the Segment List —  for NHS., see Chapter 2 of Part A; for CPS and 
MLS see Chapter 11 of Part D; for SORAR, see Chapter 5 of Part. D.) •
If there•is more than one unit on the same property as a structure with 
no' living quarters, check the appropriate box on the line for only one 
of .the un-itsi" ' . ' •.......
7. Streets and 
segments* with - 
no living 
quarters
If in a built-up area, , a street or alley contains no living quarters,- • 
enter the name of the street.or alley on-.the back of the Segment-List 
. with -the notation "No Living Quaruers". =‘- If'in a rural area there are 
no living quarters on a particular road or .road.section enter "No Living 
QuartersH. on the, front of the Segment List,for that road or road''sectipn.- 
._ If. the entire .segment contains no living quarters,...write "No Living'Quar­
ters" ;.on the front , of the Segment List. Make . the. above entry even though
there is.a special dwelling place on the street orroad or in the segment 
provided there are no other living quarters in the.segment. ■
8. Order of '
listing in 
multi-unit 
structures - '
• a. If there 'is' 
a numbering 
or lettering' 
system ’
b. If no 
.'r system
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
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In structures* containing, more than one unit, use the following .rules ’in 
determining the order of listing: t
If there" is - a regular numbering or lettering system: .
(1) Begin with the lowest number or letter and proceed numerically-or
alphabetically to the highest number or letter. ‘ ‘
(2) If basement units in a structure are not included in the numbering .
. . . or .lettering system (for example a basement apartment for a.janitor)
list the basement unit before the numbered or,.lettered apartments - 
on the upper floors.
If there is no regular numbering or lettering system:. '
(1) Always list units on a lower floor before listing those on a higher
- floor. ..Begin with the.basement, then the first floor, second floor, 
v.-etci • :
(2) Always proceed to the: -right as you list units bn each floor of
either a multi-story'or a one-story structure. This means that-you 
are to turn to the right from the-main entrance to the floor and' • 
keep to the right as you list each unit in sequence. . , -
C-32 (Revised December 1964)
]
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Rules for filling 
body of Segment 
List— Con.
8 ^Jon. 
b . — Con.
9 . Special rules 
■- for rural areas
- a. Side.of: 
road •
1/ v  ■- ,
b. Name -' of
household
hdad-
C. Examples of 
partially. . 
filled. , ;r.
Segment Lists.
D. Your name and 
the date
CPS-250 
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v► u *■
(3) In structures which have living-quarters in front and rear, list '
front before rear. 1 .
(4) In structures which have .right and.left units, list right before . .
left. As you enter a structure or-floor within'a structure from. '. 
its main entrance, you must turn to the right from that entrance,’ 
then keep'to the right as: you cover the hall, making sure to;!iist ( 
all units'on it. . • ' / ll ■ ' i j
’, r-' NOTE: In/some situations it may be advisable to draw a rough . .
. ' sketch of the structure showing the location of each :unit and the -. '
; . - — t. v ", I - • -5 4 ‘ ‘ . i ;. >
• sheet .and'line number , of the .Segment-List on which the unit is
\' : listed. Do ,’this only' when you feel that another person would have .
: ■; difficulty ;£n. determining;the location of a unit you have listed' / '
’ . ih astructurewhich has no regular numbering or lettering system*
; : ' i'- !}. ] '• ' : i' 'i> '< ; i . ; ■ ' . . , . > ’-,
■ When listing in rural areas where there are no street and house numbers:
’ r - v i / - ' ; : • , . ' : •
■ '  ,  ■ - {  I .  • • • ;
■ Always.show on which side of the road:the unit is located in relation
' to your directioh of travel by ’encircling L (for left) or-R (for right),
: in column 3. 1. • : f '.. . i - ! j ! .! - ' ’ . ■
• • f- :t; ' ’■ 4 ,■ ;U '■ y • ... -1 v . . • ’
1 If you “can see’ it on a. mailbox or sign, enter the -name'of the. household '
/head;in; column-'4 as part.;of the description of each unit. Do not make 
any special-effort'to get the name if1it is not readily available.
! Since.- many households in the! same vicinity'may have the same family -
' 4 IV  r  • y  V.,--vV*' V  J; • • • V J i ,
1 name', lie . I sure to/enter in addition tot the last name,'! the first name or..-.
initials if given'on the mailbox or sign. , .
! Fig. 14 shows how. columns ,1-4 of the.. Segment List would be filled for an, 
i . ’ f.' . t ; ' . . . .  -
"urban segment; Fig. 15 for-a rural- segment.. Be - sure to-read the marginal
' notes,.which.contain,-specific; instructions.\ Instructions regarding - .- ' ■
Tilling column’ 8 of the Segment List !are given’in Chapter 16 at the end
of this part (Part C) of your manual. ! . • ■' !
At the bottom of page 3 of the Segment Folder, below the List of Structures'
With No 'Living Quarters,'enter your name;and the date'(month and-year)
the listing was' completed.  ^ ' , ■ ’ ’
■ ' ' * ” | * * * '
■ ' 'J r ; ■ C-33? (Revised ^ December 19&4) '
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Encircle side of. road 
considering direction 
you are traveling-
I Use -.permanent land- 
I marks in description.
Try to,"indicate .some 
guidemark such as: , 
RD route no. and- Box 
No., telephone pole < 
no.. etc. - 1 ■
Enter a check mark 
next to each' unit 
at which you inquire.
Enter roadr letter 
designation (Road A,.
B , Q etc.) and name ,, 
if any,._______._______
Indicate house number, 
if any
CPS-250 
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Do not enter color 
alone; houses are : 
repainted..
Determine name from 
mail.'box or sign if , 
.possible. ' .If a common! 
name?, enter first name; 
or initials.___________
If not enough space, 
use Remarks Section ,to' 
give complete descrip­
tion. s----- !-----!—
Specify any separate ■ 
structures on the'pro-; 
perty vihich are at 
present' not intended : 
for occupancy as living 
quarters. • _____■
Sometimes-it is-neces­
sary to give exact; 
mileage-,'from 1 a -rela-- 
tlvely permanent' land-' 
mark or road intersec­
tion.
__'. Mini 1 ____
L IN E  NO. 'REMARKS i t  n0CO M 6ty) J, ,J.
4. 1 ~ Use -to enter; additional description of unit, 
etc. •
Fig.'” 15 EXAMPLE OF'A PARTIALLY FILLED SEGMENT LIST FOR'A RURAL .AREA -SEGMENT
•' /See Chapter. 16 of . this part (Part C) -of your manual -for.-Y 
^instructions .’regarding'bolumn 8 of .the. Segment .List, J
. ' : '/J’'-f.p-35',-(Revised! Decembers±9.fe-4.) ;. ’
ii
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CHAPTER 8. HOW TO LIST.STRUCTURES WITH NO LIVING QUARTERS
A. Where to list 
structures with 
no living 
quarters
1. Structures 
located on 
same', property 
. • with living 
quarters
To-make' sure that every structure in an Area Segment .is. covered and ■ 
all living quarters listed, each structure which contains no living 
quarters .must be entered on either the Segment List, 11-171,- or the , 
List of Structures With No Living Quarters printed on the right ■ :
-'inside cover of the Segment Folder., You'will be'furnished with a. 3 •
supply of separate continuation sheets of the.‘.List!:of Structures - - ; ' 
With "No Living .Quarters -to use if more lines are needed, than provided,. _
. for on;the;Segment'Folder.'; : ‘ - i, 5 ’ i : > .
., If-a structure;with no-living quarters is ideated on property .on' which ’ 
..-there are jiving quarters (except in special- dwelling-places),- the ; '
, structure should be listed on the Segment'Lis'tThe listing isito be 
C , -done by checking the appropriate box-on the line for-, the living ::
- ; -^quarters on the same property as 'instructed.'ori page 'C-31 ,^ paragraph- B6i
2. Structures 
located on 
- property
B. Farm buildings 
-not used as 
. living quarters 
. in rural areas
is ' -If‘the structure; is located on.property on.which there are no; living -. '
in  ^ v--' 1 ! - i. ■ , . t ! . v ‘ i— : I -y.; - -. 1 -r- 3 .
' 4.-; ' .quarters, the structure' should, be-entered on!.the !'List: of. Structures ■'? •
with'no , ;' ;>?With No Living Quarters" printed ion i-the Segment1 Folder (or on the U • .
■ quarters •*  ^v’continuation sheet of this, list if more spaced i!s required)Tv"
e-s ’• -jin {rural arfeas 'farin' buildings not' used .as. living quarters’are?.usually
7’ located on'the same property-as a structure containingr-livii^i-quar’ters , 
.-.and! should -be accounted- for .by checking the box on. the-. Segment List on.
.-the -line for the living quarters,.*- In some -cases, -However> a farmer may 
- ' own; property on ,-which there may be a .barn or other farm buildings but 
'■ .no living,, quarters. • ;In the flatter case,' the farm-building ; with'no . .
living quarters should be. entered on:'JheyList)'df Structures With No 1 , 
*, .- Living'-Quarters.’. . '.'.vr-- ‘ ; , " y
...The; rules .for filling the List of‘Structures.'With No.Living Q u a r t e r s 3 ^
: ‘'"N
C. Rules for filling 
."List of Structures 
With No Living 
" Quarters"'
,1. Heading
CPS-250
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are; as'follows:
If you are filling the form.which is 'printed .on. page 3 of the Segment : •
- ' - -. i : "i i -. i' - . / ‘ '
Folder, there are no’-heading items-to be filled.* .. ‘
If you are filling .one :of the separate;*sheets^of- Ithe l"Llst of Structures
With No Living Quarters," Form;ll-.170A, ;check.the appropriate survey-;1
box and enter the PSU code-and Segment 'Number iii the heading, (if. you
are using an earlier .version of the continuation sheet, indicate only;­
- . , ' r *' r I " c. } ■ ' ‘ T' ’ . i ‘ - ]■ * V
the Survey, PSU' code and Segment Number . in .the heading; "leave the 
other heading items blank. ) W ' , ; - ' - _l
C-36 (Revised December 1964.)
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Rules for filling 
"List of Structures 
With No living 
Quarters" —  con.
2. Avoid 
duplicate 
listing
3. Check 
before 
listing
The same "structure with no living quarters", should not appear on' both-1 
the Segment List and List of Structurek With. No Living Quar- t", 
ters. For example, do hot check the box for rstore" on the. Segment1'- ' 
List and then enter the same-store on‘the list of' Structures With No - 
Living Quarters. . , __ '...  _ , .......
Before recording a structure"on the "List of Structures With No 1 
Living Quarters", make sure that;the structure contains no
4. Do not enter
special dwelling 
places oh the 
List of Struc­
tures With no 
Living Quarters
living quarters by either (a) asking a responsible person or (b) per­
sonal inspection. -Enter , in column-6 -the, title of-rthe -person you asked
such ;as’ neighbor; janitor', etc. > or your; initials' if j by personal,'' ■ r
I: ■ - ■ - ■  ^ i ■ ■ - i r - / ■ s 1
inspection. - ■ . - - , . - ' , . •
Do not-enter on the List of Structures With No Living Quarters ,
I any building-which is-part-of a special dwelling-place.-;— Hi —  — ;
J .-
5. If NO structures 
with no living 
quarters in ' 
s-gment
6 . Groups of 
structures 
with no 
living 
quarters
7. Example
, . ■ • . ; t .; "r; ■ - . r •" ■ -A.?-'
; If there- are no’ "structures' with non living quarters";; to be [listed for-'-
'the segment; write "NONE":acrpss; the'iorm. onithe right ijiside page of.£=f &’ 
the Segment Folder. - -• . j - ‘ : ; V • ; 1
Use one line :ori the-List ;of Structures, With;'No Living Quarters j
to list groups ;of structures! with no Giving-quarters: located .on the sake1 
property and ..operated by the same company or person.. Examples: (a)-'a j
research, company may consist of a group of buildings; check-the box for i- 
"Ofcher" and specify, for-example, "Atlas Research Company - all ■ !
- ' , . 1 •' . ' . r
' buildings";.(b) a plot of land withput.any living quarters may contain ! 
a barn and.several shacks. In this case' check the.box for "Other" and. j 
specify "Barn and shacks". . ; ' i i
Fig. ,16 shows how the List of Structures'With No Living Quarters 
would be'filled. Read the marginal notes which contain:specific 
instructions1 for filling the form. ; . ,
CPS-250 
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'■  I
I
Describe type 
of structure 
here by check­
ing' appro- , 
priate box.
If you check 
the box marked, 
"other" specify 
type of struc­
ture.
Enter, house 
number or side 
of road or any 
other number 
which will aid 
in locating 
structure.
braw,a Tine 
before entering 
"structure with 
no living quar­
ters" found on 
a different 
road.
{DESCRIPTION OR LO CATIO N OF ' 
STRUCTURE WITH NO L IV IN G  -QufcRrfKS, a ". '-\ 4^ '} I'*'
f t  * *  v . 4
S T O R E .  | | 'C  MURCM  □  S C H O O L 1' Q  P I L L ' I N O  S T A T I O N
I I F A C T O R Y  □ R E S T A U R A N T  □  A B A N D O N E D  S T R U C T U R E  
I I O T H E R  (Some i f  v )" ' ' 1 *■ - ' .
( □ S T O R E :  □ . C H U R C H *  □  S C H O O L  □  F I L L I N G  S T A T I O N
□  F A C T O R Y  □  R E S T A U R A N T  Q a B A N D O N E D - S T R U C T U R E
□  O T H E R ' f S j M C J f y )  . .. . ’_____ '____  ..
I | S T O R E  □  C H U R C H  □  S C H O O L  □  F I L L I N G  S T A T I O N  
,f~~) F A C T O R Y  Q  R E S T A U R A N T  □  A B A N D O N E D  S T R U C T U R E  
‘□ 2 ' o t h e r  (S pecify) 7 J . J '  ________
f n  S T O R E .  □ . C H U R C H  ■ □  S C H O O L  □  F I L L I N G  S T A T I O N  
□  f a c t o r y  □ r e s t a u r a n t  □ ‘A B A N D O N E D  S T R U C T U R E  
r u f  O T H  E R (Spmclly) J
I | S T O R E '  □  C H U R C H . Q  S C H O O L  □ f I L L I N  G S T A T I O N  
I I F A C T O R Y  □  R E S T A U R A N T  □ ‘A B A N D O N  E D  S T R U C T U R E  
I I O T H E R  (Specify), '________ ________ _^__________________
1
Give the name or 
other distinguish­
ing features of 
the structure here.
Specify sheet and 
line numbers of 
Segment .'List where 
this, structure 
fits'in..sequence ‘ 
of address.
Enter the title of 
the responsible 
person who supplied 
you with' the in- . 
formation about 
this structure.
If no responsible 
person was avail­
able j enter your 
own initials.
Fig, 16--EXAMPLE OF A .PARTIALLY FILLED LIST OF'STRUCTURES'WITH NO LIVING QUARTERS (HOUSING UNITS)
- rv h<
■ • '{V . v O'
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CHAPTER 9. TYPES OF SEGMENTS TO BE LISTED
A. Types of
segments to • ■ ... 
be listed .
Segments' identified as TA or NTA'in thie tab of the Segment Folder :and in 
the heading of the Segment List are called Area Segments. j-These are to 
be listed in accordance" with instructions'iri'this part (Part'C) of your 
’manual. ’ ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' . .
1. TA Segments., 
described.
. TAjSegments contain a -relatively-small-number.rof units. Because of. good.;, 
maps, and available .boundaries It was possible to. devise a-segment small . 
enough in size to permit us to take sill (interview all) units in the
' . - '...'t' "tv ■-'-•jl.i “'V 
2. NT A Segments 
described •
.segment. - . . . . . .  . -. r .
. NTA.Segments contain;more households, than- should be interviewed for any - 
one sample. The lack of available;Tboundaries made it. impossible to set
-up a segment of the proper size to permit all units to be interviewed and
"• since , we cannot take all units in the-segment we call it a "Non-Take-All" 
or NTA Segment. , - ' ",
3.- Difference,--.. r^r, 
between TA • ' 
and NTA
.Segments. . '
For. bothoTA.and NTA . Segments, ; the.- original.lis ting is done in ad vance of 
interview. Units within special. dweLLing places are listed in TA Segments 
but they may or may,not be listed in NTA Segments depending on the kind 
of records, maintained, by. the.,place.. - . ‘ '•
ci"- -sTi.
TA Segments are^updated, each..time the;,segment is interviewed for CPS, - 
MLS and.NHS (see exception,in Chapter 10 for CPS, and MLS "all-telephone" 
segments) and during the month specified:on the front of the Segment 
Folder for SORAR. NTA Segments are not updated each time the segment is 
■ 'interviewed-for-any'survey'but1 o&Ly during the^inonths specified on the '
, ' i- ’ • . - ( - -
front-'of the Segment'Folder.'’ " J. " ' ‘ . " ' ,
. - Vo.' v : y 1 - 
B. B Segments are 
NOT to be listed
In addition to Area Segments,-■there-is-another-main category of segments 
called "B Segments". . A B Segment consists of a group of addresses (or
. r •- ' -r:i -
- occasionally a,-single" address) .taken7from Census records/'-No'listing or' 
■updating visit is made’to'these segments iii advance of interview. .Proce- 
'dures'forB Segments are-contained-in Part F-of’this manual. '
*’i *’'T**1 v  r» J v <:* ‘ » Z.T, •' '•y • i *';*'* • '  ' * *' '
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NCHAPTER 10. BRINGING LISTS DP TO DATE FOR AREA SEGMENTS
A. Meaning and- 
reason for 
"bringing lists' 
up to date"
By "bringing lists up to date", we mean adding new units to the list and 
crossing off the lists units which no longer exist (except for mergers —  
see page C-41). The reason for bringing.lists up to date is to give every 
unit in the segment a chance to be selected for interviewing.
*.f
B .'When to bring 
lists up to . 
date '
C. Rules,tO'follow 
in bringing 
lists up to ’ 
date
1. Materials 
to use
Update-lists at the times specified below-for- the survey on which you •
- are working. • - ;
CPS and MLS - ‘
(1) Update the lists for TA Segments each month at the time of inter­
' viewing- and also during-the month preceding the fifth month' of
- enumeration.' : ' '' - - . '
Exception: TA Segments to be enumerated entirely by telephone during
a particular month are not to be updated that month unless it is 
necessary to make a personal visit to complete one or more inter- .
• - ■ views. ..In the latter case, update'the segment during;your.-'inter- " •' ' 
' r- 'viewing' visit.'-- • ' '■ “' :’T-
(2) Update the lists for NTA Segments ONLY when specifically instructed 
to do so on the'front of the Segment Folder and not every month at
' - :- the'time-of interviewing as in =TA Segments.-J-
NHS Update the lists for TA Segments,'but not- for NTA-Segments, - at the' 
time'of interviewing. " ’ ’
SORAR Update the lists for TA Segments-ONLY during the month specified 
on the front of the Segment,Folder,and not .each month at the time of inter 
viewing. Update the lists for NTA Segments only during the months speci­
fied on the front of. the Segment'Folder.' ‘ ,
Observe the rules given below in updating ..lists.. Be just as careful in 
carrying out .each step as,in the,,priginal listing; never assume the ’
. original listing is correct, - there may be errors, omissions or changes 
which require modification' of the listing sheets. .
Take with you the Segment Folder containing the original Segment Lists,- 
Special Dwelling Listing Sheets, if any, and Segment Map for the segment.
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C. Rules to follow 
in bringing 
lists up to 
date— Con.
1. —rGon.
2. Boundaries 
to use
Also take with you a supply of blank Segment Lists (Supplemental Lists 
for NTA Segments); and Special Dwelling Listing Sheets. . BE SURE TO USE 
THE SEGMENT MAP on the left inside cover of the Segment Folder to locate 
and identify the, boundaries of ..the. segment and to locate roads within
the segment. • ... . . ■
»
Always use the' original segment boundaries' as shown on the map, even 
though the boundaries''are streets' or-roadsiwhich have been altered.
See following example: - . . . ‘ .
3. Route of 
travel
Begin at the place where the original, listing started and follow'-'the 
route.of.the original listing. Be sure to go in and out of all courts,, 
alleys, and passageways and cover every-street and road .within the. "
U. When to 
inquire
5. Units no 
longer in 
existence or 
listed in 
error
Tri s t ru c tu re s  w h ich  ap p ear to  c o n ta in  more th a n  one u n it  b u t th e re  i s  
l i t t l e  in d ic a t io n  from  th e  o u ts id e  a s  to  th e  number o f u n it s  to  be 
l i s t e d , in q u ire  to  d eterm in e how many u n it s  th e re , a c t u a lly  a re  in  th e . 
s t r u c tu re .
Cross out, all entries from the line number through the serial number 
column for units which have been listed in error, demolished, and 
converted to commercial use. Give the reason and date deleted in 
column 7 of the Segment List. See following example.
CPS-250 .. , . , .. .
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I. Rules to follow 
in bringing ‘ 
lists up to 
date— Con.
5. — Con.' If the unit is shown on a reproduced large-scale hand-drawn map or if ' 
"in a rural area arid shown on another type map, draw a large X through the 
unit on the "map like this ; if located in a multi-unit structure,
correct the figure showing the" number of’units’the structure contains 
thus: '' ' ' '□
6. Merged units
*»*
. Do not, cross- off"units" which*-now appearito be uninhabitable. - f
Where two or more'units on the Segment"List have been merged so that . 
.only one unit now exists, do not cross off any of the merged units.listed. 
Instead, on.^ the-line,IforV each except the first of the merged units listed 
enter: in column'7: the notation’ ^Merged",’ tile Segment List sheet and line 
number -of the- first .of ,the merged units listed and the date the merger .­
was discovered;' : Correct’^the description in column 4,. for the first of 
the merged units listed. See line 3 in the following figure.
. I'Ui j,-,' < :
•v* s^.y ;
H _ L v-1-f
r'.y ’.l--" r -C:- , rc: l ‘
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C. Rules to follow in 
bringing lists up 
to dale — Con.
6. — Con.
LINE
NO.
(1)
STREET NAME OR RO AO OESIG.
U)
HOUSE NO. OR SIOE OF ROAD
O)
. DESCRIPTION OR LOCATION OF UNIT
(4) .
SAMPLE
OESIG.
IS)
SERIAL 
- NUMBER
(6)
REASON AND / OATEADOED / OR DELETED J
_____ UZ>___ /
1
L or R Jc r . ....... □ farm BLDGS.
□ store 1 |ga r. 
□ other (Specify]
— —V- — W  ^  ____
NAME;' ^ AND:
2
L or R
3W
C^ FARM bldgs, 
(□store □ gar.
1 tOTH ER (Specify)
— —
A' . - • ‘' .-*■ ’NAME: - , AND:
3
L or R
34/b
□ farm bldgs 
(□store 1 Igar. 
Q othe r (Specify) L/> 7-  M
. ' _
- v
NAME: AND: * "
If the structure is shown on-a reproduced large-scale hand-drawn map or 
if in a rural area and shown on another type map, correct- the figure' 
which shows the number of units the structure contains. . • '
If you are updating an NTA Segment and find that two or .more units which 
were found to be merged during a previous updating are now unmerged,' do. -­
not add any of the. present unmerged units at -he end of the. Supplemental , 
List. Instead, consider the lines on'which appears the first of the - 
previously merged units as representing all units. ,
Units resulting from new construction or conversions and units omitted in 
error in the previous listing are to be entered on the Segment List as , 
instructed below. For treatment of such units in special dwelling places 
see Chapter C-l/.. Be sure to look for and add any.housing unit's located 
in newly constructed commercial establishments. . . .
If- the segment is outlined on a reproduced hand-drawn map - or if in a 
rural area and outlined on another type map, the location of each'new 
unit and special dwelling place should be shown on the map by entering 
the' appropriate-symbol. - : •
If a -structure with no living quarters (indicated by a" checked box on the 
Segment List) is converted into a housing unit, draw a line -through the 
box (see example on page C-48, line 5). •
The -lists on which new units are to be entered are different for TA and 
NTA Segments as explained below.
, C-42a (Revised December 1964) .
7. Units newly 
constructed,
’ converted to 
residential 
use or omitted 
in error
a. Change in 
structures 
with no 
living
- quarters
b. Where to
• enter new 
units
CPS-250 
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C. Rules to follow in 
bringing lists up 
to da;e— Con.
7. — Con.
b. — Con
(l) For TA 
Segments
(2) For NTA
Segments -
For both urban and rural TA Segments, add new units to the end of the 
last Segment List for the segment, starting'on the first line on which 
there are no entries in columns 2-4. ' (See Fig. 19 on page C-4S)
For NTA' Segments, enter new units on a separate, sheet of the Supplemental 
Segment List for NTA Segments. . • ' * :
c. -Reason arid 
v date-added-
d. Order of 
listing
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
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If a Supplemental List was prepared for the-'segment for a-previous sample, 
add new units to that list. If no Supplemental List has previously been 
prepared for the~~segment, prepare one at this’time for your entries. If " 
you have no supply of Supplemental Lists,, label a*Segment List,"Supple- 
' mental".- and li'se 'it':- - Transcribe' the appropriate" ‘Heading information jfrom
- the regular: Segment -List. (Leave blank" "Direction of travel" "if this 
item appears In the heading of-the version of the Supplemental List you 
are using.) Number the Supplemental List in the Roman numeral series; 
t^at is,-Sheet I, II,. etc. , ,  ^ -‘ '
NOTE: If you have, prepared a separate Supplemental ListTfor each road or
road section in'updating an NTA Segment for-previous samples,-retain these - 
Supplemental Lists but in updating for the current and succeeding samples 
do not continue to prepare such ^ separate lists. Instead,, for these 
segments, prepare a new Supplemental List for the current, sample and
- add' new" unit's j* identified by road numbers in' cblumn 2, to it'.’ Number this 
■ - Supplemental" List" in" numerical sequence following the last Supplemental.
List" prepared' for'previous updating". * .
'Enter in'"column 7 of 'the Segment or"Supplemental last the reason and date.
' the" unit is" added. For'example, "a-unit' resulting from a conversion'and a 
newly* constructed unit discovered In" bringing lists up . to. date in March 
1964. would be" reported in column' 7 as "follows: -
- REASON AND 
' D A TE  A D D E D  
.OR D E L E T E D
m
3/(,Y
M-C..
3/4/
Enter between those line numbers on the Segment List where the addedJunit 
would have appeared if listed in order of travel, the sheet and line;number 
of the Supplemental List (Segment List if in a TA Segment) on which the ■ 
-unit is actually listed. See following examples. . " •
C-43
C. Rules to follow
in bringing L IN E STREET*NAME HOUSE NO . OR \
lists up to NO. ORROAD SI OE O F
date— Con. OESIG. ROAD
7.— Con. 
d.--Con.
(1) (2) (3)
l
L  or(fp
#i>3
-
: ’ - -  - * ‘ a * .
i t v/jSmA
t  , , - . .  V 2 X 9 3 .
,
-  - --------- r - V
.FOR NTA SEGMENT
Do not change the order of any units previously listed on the Segment List.
8., New .Roads *
---. 'a/'How to .
indicate
.' Trace in on the map the location .of new .roads or streets, if any, that 
have been constructed since'original- listing.- If located in a rural area, 
assign the new road a letter-- t - • .
- , .b. Units-more
accessible 
• ■ : from new •
9. Change in . 
' names on 
" mail, .boxes
10. Changes in 
structures 
previously 
checked on 
Segment List
Do not transfer previously listed units to' the list for the new road even- 
though some of these units may'be more accessible from the new road.. The 
only units to be entered on the list for the new road are those resulting 
from' new- construction or conversion and those accessible to -the new road 
but missed in a previous listing. • ' - '-
„ In rural areas, check the names. on mail boxes, against the names on the 
-. Segment List.. If, the. name., has changed,, cross .out. the old name and enter ' 
the new name above it. If the .complete name, is given on the mail box but 
net on the Segment List, enter the complete name,on the Segment list. If 
a name is entered on the Segment List but is,not shown on a'mail-box, - .
consider the; name on the Segment List to. be correct without inquiring , 
about it, since the, previous lister apparently inquired.
If a box has been .checked for garage, store, etc., on.the Segment List 
' and you find that such a! structure.now contains living quarters, cross out 
the check mark (also the entry after "Other specify", if any) and add the 
• unit to the Supplemental List.for NTA Segments or to the Segment List for, 
TA Segments (and-to the'map if the segment is outlined on reproduced '
CPS-250 
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L.i
V •
0
0
• C. Rules to follow in
bringing lists up , . • .. . .
to date--Con. - .
10. Con. large-scale hand-drawn map or, if in'a'rural area, is outlined on another
type map). If you find that there is a structure with no living quarters 
. on the property on which a residential unit has been -listed but no box
' . . > .. ... has.been, checked for the structure, enter a check mark in' the "proper- box.
. ->-• . If- there is more 'than -one‘ residential uniton-the same property as the .-
; _ ... !, ' structure' with -no living quarters', "check the., appropriate box on the line
01 . . - " -for >6nlv-one- of the units. : .• ' -
- H .  List of
Structures With 
, .No ■ Living .
Quarters.j j. .
12. Special'- .
" Dwelling,
Places I.— ~  ! r
' * l
13. Places which ) 
must be'. identi-
- fied
' transient or
- .. non transient.
Do not: update the' '"List’ of -Structures 'With No ''Lining Quarters".
See Chapter C-14.for instructions on how to handle, special dwelling - 
places^ iri..,bringing lists up;-to date. j ,
The following instruct ion's'apply only to the updating which is done before 
-the,..time :anJWAiSegmentiiWinteiwiewed, for..a:neW sample (and, for .CPS and 
MIS, to the updating which is-done before the return of a TA or NTA Segment 
■ for. .the.'secdnd,;period of/enumeration); ;They do not' apply to" the. updating
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of.TA Segments during interview week.
If.there is listed on the Segment List which you are to update, a hotel, 
motel, Y , or tourist camp, or court, you must determine at the. time of .
. updating-( see exception in last sentence of above paragraph) whether the 
place is still nontransient or whether it has become transient (or vice ' 
versa). Enter a footnote symbol in column A in front of the first of . .
the series of'listed units in the place and indicate either in the 
Remarks space at the.bottom of the Segment List or on the back of the 
form the present status of the place ("T" for Transient or "NT" for ■ 
Nontransient) for the new sample, (and for CPS and MLS, the status for the 
second period of enumeration). Also-enter the sheet number and the lines 
on which the units are listed, the designation of the sample you are 
updating and the date. For example, your entry on the back of a Segment 
List for CPS might be as follows: "l/ T—  Sheet 1, lines 2-10, A17, 
A/21/6A"; for MLS "1/ T—  Sheet 1, lines 5-10, C2, A/22/65"; or for NHS 
"1/ T—  Sheet 1, lines 3-8, B29, A/2A/6A". If, in bringing lists up to 
date for NTA Segments, some units in the place have been entered on the 
Supplemental Lists, be sure to enter a footnote on the back of each 
sheet on which units- in the place are listed. -
C-A5 ' ;
C. Rules to follow in
bringing lists up ’ _ _ '
to date— Con. ■ . '
13- Con. Retain on the. Segment List all such places found to be transient.. Do
. not transfer them to Special Dwelling Listing Sheets merely because they
are no longer nontransient.
D. . Your name .and 
the. date
.! At, the bottom of page 3 of the Segment■Folder, below the List of 
Structures With No Living Quarters, enter your initials and the date 
(month .and year) the list was.updated. , The following illustration 
shows how these entries should.be made for'a.TA Segment in CPS or MIS
which has been in sample for,four months:
'O ~
’ re > . y.'< ... .. \\ f-f?
■ ' r - u i ' . V r - i . '  .-?• I:- r.;. '■.? , ,? =•: = • :rv
• '.:r: .v
' ;eS.; v.'~
- - ■V=i=:j£
•> c..'_ . 't .
. . f  i :Z -y Axi-A A  .A . ; \ ;
'■ /■ ...o ^5 r ' L: -
' i ; J C t-:- J ... ■
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\E. Examples of Examples of TA and NTA Segments being brought up to date are given in
Segments brought Figs. 18 - 22. Assume that Segment Folders for these two segments wereup to date °
. stamped "Do not Determine year built— (NPA)". -
Trailer occupied as separate living quarters has moved 
in since listing. Enter on map and list on line 6 of 
' Segment' List ’in'Fig.' 19. ...... . ' . ’ '
-Originally contained one housing unit: .Upstairs converted 
-to-separate-housing unit.- -Enter •"2" on map and second, 
floor unit on line 7 of Segment List;;". Change'dash to 
"First floor" on line 3 of Segment List. •
BUrned .down. -. DrawX-through. structure on map and cross 
out line U on. Segment List....... ' . ■
Tarpaper shack previously used"for storage; now used as 
•separate'living quarters. '- Enter on map and line 8of ' 
..Segment List.. .Cross-out. check mark and entTy of "shack" 
on line 5,of Segment List.. ' '
Fig. 18. TA Segment being Updated at Time of/Interview. (This segment is 
outlined on reproduced large-scale' hand-drawn map;“therefore map 
as well as Segment List is updated.) See Segment List in Fig. 19.
Note: For CPS, MLS and NHS, update TA Segments each time the segment is
assigned for interviewing. For SORAR, do not update TA Segments each 
month of interview but only when instructed to do so on the front of 
the Segment Folder.
CPS-253,
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Fig.-19.^ -SEGMENT LIST 'FOR-TA 'SEGMENT SHOWN IN FIG.'" 18 '
A^FTER-. LIST. IS U P D A T E D , . ~  . ...
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-lOO
MLS-3CO .. .?«-7C^ S' .
SORAR-725 .
! t
*»*
.* i •.i .-' I ’ ’
i' -’i •" *•_
Yellow frame,
greenhouse^ -,,,.,;
attached..^ ,
w i- .- ,. -
W M r
Yellow. Brick ■ 
brown trim
-White
frame _ ^
. house, t. ,r\^ g, 
■green ■: 
shutters ’
One-story... 
redwood rambler
Fig. 20.
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Originally listed-on line 1 of Fig. 21. 
Converted to restaurant. Cross off line
1 of Fig. 21. .
^..Originally .listed^ pri .lines.-^ i and y  of Fig."- , , ' 
]_. .^Merged so that' only one Unit now ' - - .
j exists. Enter jin column 7 on line .
1 ;3’"merged withs;line 2" together with the •
' ' ’ * date. Also correct entry oh line 2. -
' Never .listed 1 because newly constructed/ Enter 
t-Road-A in column-2- and enter-unit- on line - -l-‘of - 
/ Fig; .22. ' •- - - - • ; -"; - • ■
^Structure-‘was-originally used for storage. .. 
'It'is’ribw~a‘ housirig unit'."Enter on Mihe'
2 of Fig. 22. Tr-;‘-
Originally'li sted 'pn line' 4 'of Fig.J 21 
'-Outside -segment^boundaries'.' Cross-off- 
‘line 4.- of - Fig;i.-21 .J t V;. 1 - r. ■>'«
Oliitte'd in'eVrbr-.aridjnever listed. t •
-Enter-on'-lineJ:3*of ”Fig.‘ 22.; '=.... ' ; ’ /
-Originally entered von'line *5 'o£ _Fig. -21.1,:Now'; 
demolished, .Cross off;,line. 5 of• Fig.‘;21". s-
-New Highway “constructed. -Under line .3/-draw ; 
a- line across column 2. ’ Enter ''Road' G" below it.
Brick- structure, - 
point ed roof j ,
PORTION OF A RURAL NTA 
SEGMENT BEING UPDATED
Originally structure with no living quarters^ . 
Now converted to a housing unit. Enter on line 
4 of Fig. '22.' If this had originally been a 
- housing;unit listed on -Fig.,- 21 dt would not 
.have been crossed offi'Fig. 21. .to be placed on 
Fig. 22- merely .because it is -closer to Road G 
than Road A. It is entered on Fig. 22 only 
because it is a new unit.
Newly constructed on new highway. . . ! — .
Enter on line 5 of Fig. 22. . .
C-49
\
FORM 1U171 - 
(G-s-^sa) - ‘ U iS . D E P AR TM E N T O F COMMERCE ,, BUREAU O F .T H E  CENSUS
S EG M EN T  L I S T
_ URBAN S E G M E N TS *. BOUNDARIES
N. ; - M : 'r ‘ - i  J ~  r " >- '
E. ’ ' * - ‘ '  '
a . .
w . .  1 .
PSU CODE “ • SEGMENT . SURVEY- • • . ’
?.<?7
NUMBER..
AA-S~J*
TYPE '
1 1 ta .; 
ra-NTAf
□  CPS
□
CEfNHS '□ QHS
POST O F F IC E  (C ity , Tow n o r V ltto g d
PROCEEDING FROM: • , '
RURA12 SEG M ENTS. .  D IRECTIO N O F  T R A V E L
TR A V E L IN G  (N , E . S,\OT W) . 1r _ON r o a d  (Sm  G ofunn 2 bo low )
L IN E
NO.
(1)
STR E ET
NAME
OR
ROAD
DESIG.
(2)
-HOUSE 
NO. OR 
SIDE 
O F 
ROAD
(3)
DESCRIPTION OR LO C A T IO N  O F  U N IT  
. <«»
SAMPLE
DESIG.
S E R IA L
NUMBER
( 6)
REASON AND 
D A T E  ADDED 
OR D E L E T E D
/
1
- /fen
/.
2
Zi,i^ £J6*
L  O r(5 — fr»rfV
--‘SrErtr^ ray. _ ______________•____
__L.__i_____'
□ f a r m  b l o g s , 
□ s t o r e  □ g a r .
□ O T H E R f S p o c i / y J
□ f a r m  BLDGS. 
□ s t o r e  □ g a r .
I lOTH ER (S p e c ify )
, ■".•j, . - - Fig. 21,
. 'NOTE: . The Segment List is filled the same for all current -household surveys 
' except for'checking-.the appropriate box under "Survey". Iri the above
• . - illustration the NHS -box has been checked for the National Health Survey.
CPS-25O
NHS-HIS-100 ’ - ' : ; -
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NOTE: The above is an excerpt of a Supplemental Segment List. It is possible that a
Supplemental List may have been prepared for a segment by labeling a’ Segment 
List "Supplemental". Both types of lists are to be treated in the same way.
CPS-250
NHS^-HIS-lOO
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CHAPTER 11. RULES FOR HANDLING UNUSUAL SITUATIONS IN LISTING
A. Special rules to 
be applied in 
listing
In most of your listing you will merely be recording house and apartment 
numbers or describing the location of houses in rural areas. '
Occasionally, however, you may find unusual situations which must be 
handled.somewhat differently according t o ’special rules we have • 
established. These rules are contained;iri. this chapter. The situations 
covered are listed in alphabetical order. , -
. Boarding houses,, 
rooming houses 
and combina­
tion boairding 
; 1 and"rooming * ■ ■ 
' houses ___
Insofar as listing is concerned,:-treat; places:which appear to be. boarding­
houses, rooming houses and combination boarding and rooming houses alike 
and list according to the following procedures: - - _ -
a._ .Determiue .the number of rooms occupied, or .intended for occupancy, 
- by -boarders or roomers (or both). . .,
Cv' ,Z;
V 'I 'i&'&iJL
> b^. . If. there^ are A or fewer rooms, for boarders or. roomers (or a combina-
•v,.,.,-:,1- ,, _tion of^both), combine these..rooms .yrith the landlord's quarters (or
with each other if the.landlord does not live-in the structure) and .. - ’ • .. . . .  '
' list on one line of the Segment List.. . ' -
* ..5 a- 
c. If there.are. 5 or more rooms for .boarders;'br .roomers (or a pombin 
tion- of both 1 . list the landlord *s -rinart-ers on a senaraie-'l-i ne ah
- il
«• r -
2. Boats
3.
- V • f j r> . , ;
Farm t 
buildings
c a­
n ), ' quar er parate-l nd 
list .the rooms for rent one to a line of . the Segment’List'.'
Indicate in (column 3 opposite -tlie first o'fHhe' listed,linits the "type, 
of place (i.e. ,"Bd. housd',',Rm. house", etc.’) . " ' ’ ' .
- r The .housing.umt .definition will be. applied to the, sample .units in these 
.places .at the.^time of interview^ as instructed in,Part D of the manual. .,
- Each (houseboat, -yacht, cabin cruiser, -etc. occupied or intended for . .
../^ cc^ upsuicy as separate liying quarters .on the;,site where it is located,
. , and. anchored on a river,, stream, etc.,-. within a .sample segment .is.to be 
.Upted_ on a, serrate line of the Segment List. Do not list'boats'which 
are used .only, for vacations, or extra, sleeping space. . -
i? 'The-rule's-for, listing farm buildings'depend on-;whether the building is 
... iintended'for rjliving quarters'arid'by ..whom .it isto.be occupied.
GPS-250 ' .. .... . . .
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s3.— Con. , . . . .  ■ - -
a. Farm buildings List each of the following farm structures on a separate line of the
used.as living Segment List: ’ '
quarters - -• ■ - ' • ' ’ • - - . ■
. . ' the farmhouse - - -. ■ =. . _ . .
each cabin for a migratory worker's family (unless such cabins ,are part 
. ' ■ ' of a migratory workers' -camp) ■ ;__ . .. ... , ■ r.i : .
A. Special rules to . ...
be applied in ' ' ‘ .
listing— Con.
"• 'each .tenant house'...... . ......
each other structure (except bunkhouses with quarters for 5.-pr. more/hired 
hands) occupied or intended for occupancy as living quarters., •■•‘-'f.': .
b. Bunkhouses Bunkhouses with quarters for 5 or more hired hands are special dwelling
’ places. List such'places-as instructed in Chapter C-14-. (Some bunk­
' houses are'for migratory workers and must be considered as migratory -
' ' workers' camps — ' see*%eiow.) ' 7 ‘‘ ' ... . „
c. Camp for ' A camp for migratory workers is a special dwelling place. List the camp
migratory .. ... according to Instructions"in-Chapter C-14/ - '
-. , workers' t . . . . - .. . p -
4. Guest Quarters . . _ _. . ' _ . •
a. Listing by 
’• observation
In most cases a structure for guests which is .separate from the main house 
would probably be listed by obsecration as. a-separate housing unit/ If, 
however, you happen to ask about such a structure at the time of listing 
because it appears to contain more than one7'housing unit, or because you. . ■ 
' are'inquiring at the main house' for some7 other reason, apply the following 
rule in determining ’whether thestructure:is a housing unit.
b. Rule' to‘
. follow if 
, inquiring
Quarters occupied or intended for occupancy by' guests of a private home 
' " (and which if vacant Are' not .for rent),. shbuld be-combined with .and .
• ' considered as part "of tlie main House'.*' Sucli a' combination is-one housing;
unit. The' guest house is'not "separate" living quarters occupied by, a , ■
v. ' group( of .persons,-living; or. eating together.’!.'because the'guests are .:/
■ considered a .part’ of the. group of. people "they, are’visiting. - '
c. How to' 
record on 
Segment 
List
CPS-250
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Record the main house and the. guests' quarters on a single line in 
column 4 of the Segment List, for example: .
C - 5 4
5. Hotels, Motels,' 
Y 1s, and•Touri at 
Camps or Courts, 
and groups of ' 
vacation cabins
A. Special miles to
be applied in
listing— Con.
T.C f h~:j -TO
t f - .rn c .ir r  a
‘ .r 'w.)
The procedure for listing‘the-following types of'places depends on ’ 
whether they ar'e'no'ntransient or transient type:' '
Hotels/ . . . . . . . .  , , ..
. Motels , ,, ,, , . . - , .
, : . y ;.s  . . . . .  . . . .  3  '
. .  T o u r is t  camps o rp .o u i^ s  , (See 'a lso  p a ra g ra p h ^ .) .
Groups of 5 or more vacation cabins .operated under a single , ^ :•» i'c.: ‘V.usi.'- \ • :• ■ -ij<: . ■■-; ' .
.. . .management, .(that is, ..those which are identifiable by a sign on 
the property). (See also paragraph 14.) '
- : c-’?..'.- ,ac .
Determine whether the place is nontransient or transient by applying the 
.following rules:,.. . ,r . .. . . .,. M ..- "
a . : :- If .:th e  .p la c e  i s : one .w here 75 p e rce n t o r m o re -o f th e  room s, ■ s u it e s  o r 
. . .  . c a b in s -a re  O ccu p ied  or. in te n d e d  fo r-o ccu p a n cy  by n o n tra n s ie n t (perm a-
.n e n t)”:gueat'S i,'a-it i  s  nont r ans i ent . : -- . a '
’'b.' If the place^ 'ist'one where more1 than 25' percent' of the rooms)’ .suites, 
or'cabins are' occupied ' or 'intended'for 'occupancy by transient .guests,
if “is transient.'sis
. Procedure 
‘ '‘ for listing 1 3
Permanent guests usually stay a month or more at reduced monthly rates. 
'Transient "'giiesfs' usualfy sfay less'than V  month’and pay at daily .rates.'
In the nontransient-type places indicated above, each room, 'suite :of 
rooms or cabin should be listed on a separate line."of the Segment
.List. ... .. , - -
Transient^type hotels:; motels. etc.- are.-special-, dwelling places and are to 
be listed-in accordance-with-instructions in Chapter C-14.
6. Non-housing 
unit living 
quarters in 
structures other 
than boarding or 
rooming houses 
and special 
dwelling- places-r
In structures'-other-than'-boardlng or rooming houses and special dwelling 
places', comMhe^q’uarters "which db~ not meet the housing unit definition ' 
„with the landlord's quarters (or with each other if the landlord does hot 
■‘live in'the' structure) andlisfon’orie line of the Segment List PROVIDING 
there are 4 or fewer such quarters. If there are 5 or more such quarters
■' list each ’of the' quarters' on’a separate line.- ' ' • ". . .  , ...............  , , . . , . >
For example, suppose that you are inquiring about, the number of housing 
units in a large rambling structure which appears to contain more than 
one unit. The respondent tells you .that she and her husband occupy the 
entire structure except for a studio-bedroom and private bath on the
CPS-250
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6.— Con. . .
A. Special rules to
be applied in
listing— Con.
7. Servants' 
■=<11 quarters ■:
.third floor .which they have, rented out. She doesn't know very much about 
the occupants on the third floor since they rarely stop .by except to pay 
the rent. The studio-bedroom is reached by a stairway which is used by 
the respondent to get from one part of her quarters to another. There is 
no cooking equipment on the third floor. The quarters rented out are not 
a housing unit and should be combined with the landlord's quarters.
(Although the occupants of the studio bedroom do not live or eat with the
yrt
respondent's family their quarters' are 'not a housing unit because they
* ^  j  y  i “ j  j  * * 3 i - ; r~ *’ £  |  ' • i ■"? "3 ■*' t r< * *
have neither direct access 'nor separate'cooking equipment.;
. to  L
a. Listing by 
. .observation.
b. .Rules to. ...
' ’ follow if J‘"' 
-inquiring : ’
(1),-Quarters. ,
’ " for-V ‘ ' ~
.servants
In most cases a structure for servants' which' is separate from the main 
’house.jwo.uld_prqbably be.-listed by. observation as ,a separate housing unit. 
■1 f;;>h'owever,‘ you'.happen to ask -about such~a.structure at the time of 
listing because'di^appears. to co’ntain'more than one housing unit, or
because, you.^are inquiring, at, the main .house, for some, other reason, apply 
.the. following, ^ ules .in .deterrin^ng^whether the structure is a housing 
unit. (The following rules also.„apply■ to .servants' quarters located within
the main house.) '
jc vj <so a'.fmr: r- -s;.?. r -
-Living quarters, .occupied orrintenied .for occupancy by servants, are to
be considered as a separate housing unit only if they have Separate cook- ' 
ing equipment which Vhe'seri'ants'use''for.‘bhe regular preparation of meals. 
If the quarters do not have’separate "cooking equipment which the servants - 
us‘- for the regular preparation of meals, combine them with the’employer’s
-quarteirs.-and' liso on one line "of : the.Segment List,.for example
:<s<s its s'. i r.j i.w
1c.;  "deb t a; :vsr ' -T-v.-tr :
-nr
__ _________________________________________-1:75 -i-' • . ' r '
i>!iT .- ’ir
(2) Quarters 
for farm 
. , -..and ranch, 
■’ ' ~ hands ‘ '
Living,quarters, .for farm or ranch hands .are not .to be considered -as
. w i v * . , 1. x? • > »"f -  ^  ‘. ' t j  z* .. .■ ’ < J  «-t “  “ , ■ "
servants' quarters. If they have accommodations for less than 5 hands.
the quarters "are either to be 11sbed separately or combined with the
employer's quarters depending upon wHether the farm or ranch hands'
quarters meet’the housing unit definition.’ if the quarters have accommo- 
l'.- r b - o ' ’ re; ro-rx a i*.*’
dations for 5 or more farm or ranch hands, they constitute a special
dwelling place (see page C-89, paragraph 9).
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' 8. Tents
A. Special rules to
be applied in
listing— Con.
9. Tourist 
‘-^ cabins - * —
10. Trailers
a. Trailer 
camp
.. defined,
In listing tents, tent sites, and tent camps, follow the procedure'for1 ' 
listing trailers, trailer sites, and trailer camps given in paragraph-10 
' - below.- ’ r -- <• .
The procedure for listing tourist cabins depends on whether they are in
■ ‘ viy:-.'-! . •. 11. is -■» '..ziSSa-fj f.:l"
. a tourist camp. The latter is defined as a group of 5 or more tourist 
ijr .r i', s-rii!.'. ss. .f<s i ;i.t/ v"’:-'; r ' i i i  „wr, 'r ' i-f '-r  i~-:-
pabins operated under a single management. Detailed instructions for
listing tourist cabins and units in other permanent residential
-gr..iialA .
' structures^in^tourist camps"are given in Table C on page C-64. • '
Thife procedure _for r listing, trailers depends on whether the trailer is 
located in a trailer camp (or^migratory, workers1 camp).
Aitrailer c'amp^conslsts of -; | ' .
H  . •; . :-X A*;- I, -
5 or more trailer sites! or?.' -i
(2)_^ _a jrouj ofptrailers.^arked jon the same lot provided that
(a) there are present at the time of listing five or more trailers 
which are occupied or. for rent, as separate living quarters on.
• -r~ -jg . --. The site where,.the .-trailers axe located-: c„.,
b,..Trailers, for. 
.migratory : 
workers- - -
c. How to list 
trailer 
camps
for*”'
i-rJ
, (.oj- you would expect that .at some time duiing the year five or more
iv.-. z d i  v'.o .-■£ i&itc-i'eu u
■ such trailers will be present on the parking grounds.
A -group of trailers with.quarters f or-.. 5,o r: - m o r e migratory workers is to be 
-.gonsidered as-raimigratoiy.,;,workersj.;camp,and:--;t reated as a special dwelling 
place. (Count a-trailer occupied or intended for occupancy by a migrant 
one !fnit regardless^ of the number of workers in the family.)
Trailers and trailer sites in. frailer camps are not to be listed on the 
Segment List because these camps are special dwelling places. Prepare a 
Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for each trailer camp as instructed in 
Chapter C-HI 1/ ‘ ' ;
1/ If-located in a TA:Segment, or if in. an NTA Segment and no register from which to sample, list 
units within camp. ..If ..in .an.NTA..Segment and register-is -available prepare heading of Special 
Dwelling Listing Sheet but do not list units within camp.
. * ' - * J.
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A.. Special rules to 
be applied in 
listing' -Con.
10 * — Con. ■ ■
C . — Con; .--i :
(1) List sites 
- if possible
If the trailer camp is laid out in sites which are identified by electric 
meter number, parking' lot number or in some other manner, list on the 
Special’ Dwelling listing Sheet each-site even though no trailer is located 
on it at the time. Also list sites which are under construction. If you
are mnlring a complete listing of the camp," enter the identification of
'iZi -F.-'j. • ■ cTi-v.-' y.
• t.;-..v nv
hst> TCKZ ,»3i
LI N E
NO.
(1)
N U MB ER'  OS L O C A T I O N ' O F ' U N I  T ’1 *
; r - (2) - -V
1 / rv - .
2 7ru*U> 7io. Aj
‘3 ~ j ? ~ i 3 ' '
-  -  jCteiJ ” 7Lb - */ “ s
itj-sr '..'i t\
(2) How to 
. • list if 
sites.not
. Ifisites-are-not^Identified",'.prepare-a---sketch of the camp, indicating the 
location ,of each trailer site by the, symbol 1 I T. Also indicate the - 
identified -location;of any permanent structures in the camp by the symbol
-->c _l. ?, c-riyrtyv. j t z z z  3-,°. \i. , 5  i d . _
- ' "Assign.'a number to each trailer site on the map and describe it by this
.. , y ‘"xr>-n T . r ' j - . i : ,sjv .~n<fz-yz£ ac LLa  : "sirs . ,
‘ * ■ - ■ -~a_ M  J. 1 .  A  1  j  a  M. a  m I .  .a A  4- A X X  n  A  L  X la  A  a !  a A  X* a I .  X  A  A  A - 1  a a  n fV  f l n A  A-f— T  A
As
’t-f. 7 ,
number on th e  l i s t in g  s h e e t . A tta c h  th e  s k e tc h  to  th e  l i s t in g  sh e e t fo r  
c.v --;>th e ; c'amp'Ifso '-'th a t you-'can* r e f e r  to - it '- 'to  lo c ’a te - th e  u n it  a t •th e 'time;o f -
vu-ja -x: 5.
' . 5 11
^•irfterWewing; For -example;' your':sketch might appear as follows;
-  .r  i . 3r- - C’n-r^
. , JU U T
r
r ^ ;i [^jr ' •;
■ Z ......
O i
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1 0 .— Con.
c. —"Con. ' ■ • , -  - ' ■
A. Special rules to be
applied in
listing— Con.
(3 ) Perm anent ' 
r e s id e n t ia l 
s t r u c tu re s  
(o th e r  th a n  : ' ' 
■ , t o u r is t  c a b in s ) 
" in  t r a i l e r  ' "
See T a b le  C fo r  p ro c e d u re s 'to 'fo llo w  fo r  u n it s  in  perm anent r e s id e n t ia l 
s t ru c tu re s  (o th e r th a n  t o u r is t  c a b in s ) in  t r a i le r  cam ps. ’
(a)' How to lint
t r a i le r s  mot
'  /  IJS  - l  ,rin caa^js
' I f r a - t r a i l e r ' i s  n o t in  a  t r a i l e r  camp o rV in lg ra to ry :w o rk e r 's  cam p, l i s t  i t  
on'-a s e p a ra te - 'lin e  o f- th e  S e g ^ n t ;L is t ,.'p ro v id e d .* th a t  i t  i s  o ccu p ie d  o r - 
fo r  re n t  a s  s e p a ra te - liv in g  q u a rte rs '-o n 'th e ' s it e  w here i t  i s  now lo c a te d . 
f - D b 'n o t 'lis t - t r a ile r s 'p a r k e d - in  y a rd -b e s id e  ow ner’ s-h o u se  and u sed  '.o n ly , ? 
fo r  v a c a t io n s  o r a s  e x t r a  s le e p in g !s p a c e ' fo r  ho useho ld  m em bers. "  '
. ...-Vacation.trailers left..by,owners at,lakes orrecreational, areas the year .
J i \ -  • - i £ i !-  a — ------- .V - - V ,  ^ * 1* . - .  J. t  . -> • r _.v;  v  ’ *■ ' -- 'J v i .  - —-j ’ v i '  /  . '
. , r /. ...,v royncLand used-.only for, vacations or.;. weekends. sho.uld be rids ted'-in the
rip a.i •; jf;,same5^ nner-as-.yacationt.ca.bins.j ^ _ w  _f5; ' '
„ Where..3-or. 4. tyailers^are^grouped together.bpt .are.not in a camp, you
___, j should draw a sketch showing the. location of each.trailer by the symbol
. .Also r assign . consecutive numbers. ,to. the trailers, on the map and - 
relist them;, by. their number;-. (See .following, eiample;.) Such a sketch should­
. - ; be attached-to the-Segment List^on which you/have.listed the trailers.
. - ...U se o f-.,, 
sk e tc h e s
j JT< -K
on same p ro p e rty  fo r  p ro ced u res, on l i s t in g .
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i
A . S p e c ia l ru le s  to  be j
a p p lie d  in  l i s t in g  * - - - ; • ,) .•
-Cpn. . ■
12. Unfinished 
residential 
structures
a . M u lt i- u n it  
s tru c tu re s  
u n d e r'co n ­
s tru c t io n
L is t  on th e  Segm ent L is t  u n fin is h e d  r e s id e n t ia l s t r u c tu re s  on w h ich  any 
c o n s tru c tio n  w ork i s  <in p ro g re ss  such  as e x c a v a t io n , la y in g  th e  fo u n d a tio n , 
e t c , A lso  co n s id e r^ th e , s t r u c tu re  u n d e r .e o n s trm tio n  i f  th e  fo u n d a tio n  i s  
la id , o u t, and b u ild in g  m a te r ia ls  a re  on  th e  p ro p e rty . . . .  .
In  th e  ca se  o f m u lt i- u n it  s t ru c tu re s  u n d er c o n s tru c t io n  u se  a . l in e  fo r  
each  a p a rtm e n t, f l a t ,  e t c . th e  s tru c tu re  w i l l  c o n ta in  w hen"com pleted i f  
th e  number can  be d eterm in ed ; a t  th »  tim e  o f  l i s t in g .  I f  th e  num ber, ca n -
■ri , T i . c - v i t  c l c;.;'.v,cj».jn o t bexbl.etennined'-, u s e ,:ih e  h a s t  e s t .i^ f^ a l> ta in a b le . I f  th e re  I s  no one)
•s" ioi-cfic* ? '■'£ ■" .'4available :at% thetbuilding site',.try, to,get Ithe ne.cessafy - in formaticm' from 
.ivttjj- >;o.: ,.i t> e"r.neighbors.;or;.some'.other local- soap<5e>v: . y\;y. •• /; • . -
b.•‘jApartmentt;:* .3C ocEnter- the- description-; of; the,,looatlpn'ofjunit^,In-apartment houses under, 
houses  ^ construction, as; follows?; j ' -■ rl
( I T  When lo c a t io n  '• ' G e n e ra lly , th e  d e s c r ip t io n ''o r  lo e a V ib h  o i‘ 'eaC h  a p a rtn ie n t can  b e • d e te rm in ed  
i s  f i E S T * 8*  hroM-h^"ct^»3pi an' ,' f o r ~  If-'J-o S i a re  a b le  to  d e te rm in e
'■ . w hat th e  num bering s c iS n e S H li- 11j&>' l i s t  “th e " ap artm en ts in ‘ n u m e rica l ( o r  - t
' ■ J- '''''a lp h a b e t ic a l;) '6 rd e fC ;  ^ If - b a s e m e h t 'u n it s 'in  th e - s tn ic tru -e  a re  not'- in c lu d e d  
/  ' ' ; ’ '1 t '1- ^^“ ''''ih 'th e 'n u m h ’e r ih g 'o r- 'Jl'e t t ir ih g 's y s t 'e m ;(fo r 'e x a m p i'e i a basem ent ap a rtm e n t.,
bj.*r,dos,-ji-± n’
•'■93rbr"a j !a iu l'p r ') ;'l i 's t i th e  basem ent u n it11 b e fo re  the-num bered on le t te r e d  
’ ‘’ ap ^ 'tm eh t's!6 n th e 'u p p e r f lo o r s ','’- If^ yd u '/ca w ih t d eterm in e .w h ‘n t t h e . •
1 ^ him ibering^ schem e y i l i i be b ftt'k rib w '- th e ^ flb o r^ p la h / 'b lis t A p artm ents o n 'a :
(2 )  When lo c a t io n ' 
o f ap artm en ts 
canno t be 3­
’ determ ined
1 3 . V acan t - 
r e s id e n t ia l 
u n it s
lo w er, f lo o r  b e fo re  l i s t in g  th o se  on a h ig h e r f lo o r . B e g in  w ith  th e  
b a s e m e n t l^ h T n lth ^ fir s t :jf lo 6 K ,f .s e ‘'co n d ''X lo o r,  e t c .  '
' ' ’ If^ yb uteanno t* o b ta in  a d e s c r ip t io n  o f th e  lo c a t io n  o f  th e  u n it s  w ith in
T  S !
an .ap artm en t b u ild in g  and can o n ly  f in d  o u t th e  t o t a l number o r e s tim a te d
y:&i ■ . i qf. . . .  •• •
num berAof' ap artm en ts th e  b u ild in g  w i l l  c o n ta in , le a v e  enough b la n k  lin e si J. j .
on thepSegm ent L is t  fo r  'a ll'.a p a rtm e n ts  a llo w in g  a se p a ra te  lin e  o f . th e
S e g m e n tib ist fo r  each- a p a rtm e n t. B y in te rv ie w  w eek , c o n s tru c tio n  m ay.,
r^iiaTO ;}p rq g re s s e d ^ s 0 f'ic ie n t ly  so th a t-a n y  ap artm en ts s e le c te d  fo r  th e  ' 
r |  r yc -
sam plei-m aybe id e n t if ie d . . ■ ,
f *>"■ ' - . - . . ' .
A v a ca n t r e s id e n t ia l u n it  may be a w hole house o r an ap artm ent o r i t  may
be a se p a ra te  l iv in g  arrangem ent in  a house c o n ta in in g  o th e r r e s id e n t ia l 
u n it s . When you a re  in q u ir in g  about l iv in g  q u a r te r s , a sk  about any 
'^ q u a rte rs  *w h ic lf a re ' v a c a n t.■ Peop le'-’d fte r i fo rg e ti- to ' re p o rt ,th e m . . - ‘
'Sbme' iu iits^ m ay ' be v a ca n t b ecau se  th e ' -s tru c tu re  in  -w hicla 'Xhey a re  lo c a te d
i s  b e in g  a lt e r e d , to  be to rn  down, 'e t'c t'J'^ R u le s; to ' fo llo w - in  lis t in g - s u c h
. places are given below.
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13.— Con. 
a. Being
converted : 
or merged
A. Special roles to
be applied in
listing— Com.
If work has progressed far enough to identify the units as they will'
' exist '(or if a responsible person' can' indicate to you the expected living 
arrangements when completed), list'units being converted,, or merged,' as 
they vlll'be when alteration is completed, rlf work has not progressed 
‘far enough to identify1the changed units and'you-cannot obtain information 
'.regarding the/expeeted alterations,,-lisi. theaunits as they were.hefore,- 
^Balteration' was:,begun.:-v. ; • •■•p ,.i- f,w -} ' ; "
ij^ 'Being used-for1 • Urt bn thh SegMnt'list units'Being usedHemporarilv for commercial or
-'.nebnsiMsatfpujjjDSes,'*’Also liet^ on the Segment? List', units being'used', • 
x:f-. "-■.■ V.i:''.'i'yteappragi-lytfiOT,;the^ etorage-'OfAhaT;-.'maohinBry.ibusiness supplies‘and the ,
: like. Bo cot list-aadlivlng:Ouartera-:unitB ;permanently converted to non-'
residential use EXCEPT those units being used for.the storage of excess3 ' i; Jj-irj r.-jo ts-i-j'- a v —n™jjorca-Mj>yv,.t, ' -
-household furniture. . , .. .</■ torir;,r.v , - -
c. Dilapidatedv3; sc, cirLtotfeach yacantiresidential unitaevenjthough dilapidated if there is
'10 ai5 bar, s*iorievenjai.alight.^ possibility that -.the:,unit may^ be^ occupied again, (in ■
cs-'u /..ii-t' cepecialOdvelliiig'places sampled fftu.i&regi^ er$iibouuk such' units.)
d. Unfitiifprfrrt-o?-!, j.oTacant residential^ structures vhichlarp-yinfli-if'orchun^  habitation and . 
'fe^^atlon5 ^   ^:nl»y90d^ r,epairi;are,'tO''be:;entered-.on;the Listi.pfaStructures With Ho living
. ot: AtA&io 's.lt t-iQuartersr-v -rcv (inside i right cover:ofaSegment;Folder) unless they are -
«. t 3 Ippatednontpropertytf jdiichv.cpntains.-ihabitahlesliving quarters. In'the .
, . , latter.case, check.the box for "Other -.specify" on the Segment List and­....' \j pv ;.^r3j -'.r ij 'KCi-'. 'j r.Z . , .
enter "Unfit for human habitation". If.^ there is more than one habitable
.~<fi£,5v J 3 3 , - . ; r  u s i v S *  ? £ •; i« ; ;  --- ' . r  J : « v ? r .?  \
• residential unit on the property in addition,'to ,the "unfit for human
:-; 'rChaMiati6n" uhi^^cheok ■£he,'bbx for ‘"Other - 'specify" on the line for: only, 
' ' *■ r ' ’ ' ’one of'the habitable Units; 'Units 'are'to be~considered as unfit for human
habitation if most of the doors and wihdows^ are '&ssing and floors are ‘ ■
‘ • f  I ’ ■ AO.'
p ;  c V ,  c < u t  v s t t  ^  - c U a i l  sT- ;&
-  -p m ,  » • -  ", • ’ • L ' l v ' :  f 1 ,
■ v-uj _v. i’CAUTION: : If.-:wihdows or dadrs-ihave-befenc boarded up . to keep'them from ' 
>* 'iii’di hsj- beihg,’destroyed','?they are.not,ito^ be-considered as missing. In a’.’few 
rural sectionsLof :the country;-where doors,:and windows are not used, 
do hot consider them as missing. '
e. Being
demolished
Do not list on the Segment List or Special Dwelling Listing Sheet units 
in a structure being demolished. Instead, treat such structures in the 
same manner as indicated above for "structures unfit for human habitation".
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A. Special rules to 
be applied in 
listing— Con.
13.— Con. .
.f.,To be , .j 
demolished 
' or condemned
g,~ Abandoned
• . , List .on the. Segment List, or .Special Dwelling Listing Sheet living
. .quarters _in. structures to be demolished or condemned as they exist at 
. ,,£ ...the time of listing unless the-structures are "unfit for human habita- 
, ,,f, tion". In,the latter, event, follow the rules in.paragraph 13d above.
i- v/ List on the-Segment List or Special Dwelling Listing Sheet living quarters 
in abandoned structures unlessthe'/structures, are -unfit for human habits.— 
.... .... ,r :.,tion. . .Injthe latter case, .follow.the.instructions in paragraph
14. Vacation-/* s-'f-.u The procedure for listing a/vacationcabinina’resort areadeperutean 
M v  -.’■//>.! t whether '-the j cabin i s' one.sof' a- "grbupof.? 5-s.orlmbre - vacation cabins '
-aw- 1 v viLtaoperated under a single 'management
c-i... rijijtc.r. vacation cabin is to be considered as one'of a "group of 5 or more
' vacation cabins operated undera’single management" if it is one of 
cl tfif.i.: j! ’or more’such-cabihs located’ next-10:1 each other and belonging.'to'Jthe .s’­
: a:ri%rj- i • ■’. f same/owner but /rented 'or intended"for-rental to/others and the group of
: V;, . cabins, is/identifiable’b y a  sign: on the property on which located; ■
tcc /... l.is / V, ;rr-.' '/TForlexsmple'iT.if'/ih'/a resort 'orsrecreational area'you observe ’a' sign ■ ,L'
:. /advertising PHodges/Cabins^onpropertyonwhich are located,,5,or’more .
■9,1.1
eve v-j.i/ ca si at* * w/cabins: either/ rented or for" rent ,7 you would’ consider the cabins to be ’a 
‘ .if.t,-vis-j;/"group/of 5£ orunore/.vacation cabins operated'under a single management".
/.■Vi’-'.'.c w  ^'■ / ■ .■'. -- //■ ./ r ■ 'r'j  ^ ■..// .■.'■• r ■ -
' Such vacation cabins are to’be lusted according to the rules given in
’’paragraph 9 above for listing tourist cabins in tourist camps; -
v;Dto 'ird c i.i 
•‘ESUf't vvl 
T
List,,on a ,separate, line..of the^Segment List ,e each .vacation cabin which is’
, , -not one of .a. Hgroup .of S^pr more vacation cabins, operated under’a single
... ..... management"..
- .1 r/Sis V 1536i£- ttts , lacj.i r„
B. Situations 
not covered
U/>1 S i l l  ,fC 
. v-uvi /Tu: -_v
. In-listing you may find unusual types of living’quarters which are’not- 
ai y. ^covered;.by;'the4special rules..gi:vBn..a.bove ‘and* which may present a listing 
■-i.tt ?-a problem. ,: In such. a : case describe /.the;.quarters and their locati on on an ' 
iKucr; L;. INTElMSOMM and.-;sendlit'.to?your/Supervisor!
- )r \1 i - = X ' i • i .1 -
ik’i.i ~ou .-if.-:.' ’ ~
J
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/•TAELS! fl SUMMARY OF LISTING PROCEDURES FOR TRAILERS AND TRAILER SITES, TOURIST CABINS, MOTEL UNIT®,
TABLE 0. w r W M i  V L OTHER PERMANENT STRUCTURES LOCATED ON SAME PROPERTY
CASE
NO.
■ KINDS AND NUMBER OF LIVING QUARTERS 
- ON PROPERTY .....
• PROCEDURE - '
CASE
NO.
LIST TO USE
SEGMENT
LIST
SPECIAL 
DWELLING 
LISTING ' 
SHEET
TRAILERS 
OR IDENTI­
FIABLE 
SITES
TOURIST 
CABINS 5/ 
AND MOTEL 
UNITS .
PERMANENT RESIDENTIAL 
STRUCTURES OTHER THAN 
TOURIST CABINS AND 
MOTEL UNITS •
1. 0 - 4 None or 1 or more 1. List as regular unit 1/ each trailer or identifi­able site, each tourist cabin and motel unit and 
each unit in other permanent residential struc­
ture, if any. . . ■
1. X
0-4 5 or more None or 1 or more '2. Apply transiency 2/ .rule to the group of tourist cabins and/or motel unitst '
a. , if transient, consider all units (trailers or
identifiable.sites, tourist oabins and motel 
unite, and units in other permanent residen­
tial structures) as one special dwelling 
' place. If'no-trailers or sites, olaesify as 
"tourist camp"2/or "motel*1 vhiohever appro­
priate; If .both, trailers or sites and tourist 
, cabins and motel-unitsjclassif^ y ae "oombina- 
. tion trailer-tourist camp" or»oomblnatlon ' 
motel-trailer, eainp".
b. if nontransient /consider as regular unite 
all units- (trailers oriidehtifiable sites, 
tourist cabins ahd motel units, and unite in 
•other permanent Presidential structures),
2a.
2b. X
X
I T
*
'S 'oV more 0 - 4 None or 1 or more }. Consider all units ^(trailers or identifiable sites, tourist cabins and motel unite and units 
in other permanent reeidential struoturee) as 
one special dwelling place. If no tourist ' 
cabins, classify as a trailer camp ijy if both 
trailers or sites and tourist oabins and/or 
motel units, classify as "combination tourist- 
trailer camp" or "combination motelTtrailer , 
camp" whichever appropriate.
3. . X
OP
' NHg-HIS-iQO 0"^4..
t -  - • m r-’- oCa
fS
■i U! i?
.4. 5 or more 5 orrmore None' or 1 or more:
i . t -
, ‘fK- £
4. -Apply,, transiency .rules >2/ to group''Off tourist',]' 
'oab'insi&nd/er moteljSiaitai < : v, <;*
-r: iy . t v  -  t - „  .(*■, , r V  .  ' j i . * ' ■ ■
'&i ,if jtrafisifeht j Combine the tourist Rabins and j
structures and, consider-as a ’cdmbiriation .;] 
■tourist-trailer camp- (or motel-trailer camp) 
and one special dwelling place.-" (2„ ’ '
:if'-nontransieritjC-tlV':treat eaoKHptirist cdbir 
and motel unit' and ,unit in, other- permanent' 
'residential--structures as .a\i*egular unit and
t
j: ra
i> ;y c
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f 1
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V  ^ r®Su-L&1' :^t is a:Unit not in a.-special dwelling place and1 which lls to be listed-, oh the Segment .List. 
2/ See page C-55 for transiency rule. 1, . ! ;i i" ? •' .
2/ .See page C-5? for definition of tourist '.camp. ; '■] ,£ ,[ *■ f ;i
y  -S.ee page C-57 for-.definition of trailer tcamp.1 * , f i; - ^
5/ Treat Vacation Cabins (as definedton'ipage C$62$ like tourisilcabfns.^  • -g
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CHAPTER 12. PROCEDURE FOR ARffi'ffi SBGHEBES O T S S M U H E  KOBE THAN 100 HOUSING UNITS
Area Segmeast® ffiaasteindiitg more than 1QO housing units are to be treated 
as follower •
A. Area Segments
to be newly listed
1. If Segment 
in Non-Permit 
' Area
2. If Segment in 
Permit Area
B. Segments to be 
brought up to 
date
C. Procedure for 
Area Segments 
to be subdivided 
before listing
. 1. Obtain map or 
prepare sketch
2. If map covers 
entire segment
CPS-250 
NHS-HIS-100 
MLS4300 
'SORAR-725
If you are> assign®!- aas Area Segment to be newly listed and can see before 
you start listing1 that- the segment contains more than 100 housing units, 
proceed as follows:: ■ __
If the; segment is in1 a: Non-Permit. Area- ("Do not Determine Tear Built" 
is stamped on front of . the; Segment' FolderV do" not' list "the'segment.
Instead,, subdivide the* segment’ into .smaller parts-as specified in
paragraph E be*Low~ '■* ■’ - v
’ ’ - .?•. ; i ;  -5 ,7 J  - i  .7 _ v ■’
. i L ( V  if ? 4 i . • ’
If the segment is in a Permit -Area; (the letters ■PA" included in1 the; - 
"year built" stamp on -front of the. Segment Folder) rlist -the segment, and
inquire about" "year built" for.1 each 'uniLt 'you list as instructed; in: '
- •* *; * ‘l- o ^ *•’ , • ’  ^ .
Sections D-F of Chapter 16 ofj’a^t, -• - g ^ . . ,
t C I'i ’ :5 I ^ "4 ? C' ' ■ '• ■' , " •,
If, after listing and dnquiringabout "year built",-' you'find that, the, .
■' ■ U w e i'V- •­
segment contains more than. 100' housing' mats Tbuilt before AnriUi T. -tqgin- ,
subdivide the segment . ’into,- smaller'; parts .'as specified in' paragraph G below.
Otherwise,rdo not subdivide the^Stegment.jj*, c.- ‘ *y. > • - 7 ■
If you are assigned a .oegnient to; he hroughL up to date; .-and, yam find • 
that it has increased/'irt siaepsar over-HUQ housing units J~'doj malt sub­
divide the:- segment. mg-the lists up todate.1 Empire about
- . - . • r ' < ; 1
"year built"; for. each a«RMig«rli unit if the segment is 'in a Pffitmmi Area. ' . •
Proceed, as .follows wfeem your assignment is to newly list am 
■in a faldiear sfcafliqpaaE "BO HOI Determine Tear Built— (NPAj^and you find . 
Trpnmi ycior :aaririvrail at the segment that it obviously coatains more than
* 5 — r 4 t - -
I£JO housing upaits. 1 1 . ■ ■ •
tr "v ’-f i- 1 t - _ ‘ . ;
Try to obtain, a-map of the area covered by the segment.1* If located in - 1 
a housing development try -to get a map from the contractor; otherwise , 
consult local1 officials. ' 4, -
If you can‘..obtain a- map showing the entire segment, use .this map for sub­
dividing -the..segment in accordance with paragraphs C4 and C5 on pages 
C-67 and Cr68. , - '
C-66 (Revised December 1964)
3 If no map or 
if map covers 
only part of 
segment
.  :
4. Indicate
location and 
house number 
of housing 
unit
{  -v . -
; { —  i‘-S 
S' t -V2____ ___
Structures!
which are *•: \ ^  '
close together-' <-‘~i
If no map is available or if you can get a map showing only'part of the ' 
segment, draw a sketch of the segment using black pencil. If possible^ 
draw the sketch on the inside of a manila folder. Indicate on the sketch 
all potential boundaries that might be used to subdivide the segment. • 
Potential boundaries '£b be' drawn bn the sketch include all naturai'.’bbunda- 
“ries "such as streets, roads, rivers, creeks', etc." In heavily'built’rup 
1 areabj^draw in prbperty'"linesV Make"sure to indicate on the sketch what .
‘ kind "of ijoundaries tiieyaarei ’ Sfioii enough detail on your sketch to make it-' 
'"easily 'comparable tb"’the Segment "Map-; "Be sure that you have not left out 
any part of the segment in perparing your sketch. ' ' r.
“’If you were able’to' obtain a map'of “only part of the segment, oe\carefu± .
" i" 0^17 it .‘J £ vT V a" . ' C:- ‘ .
to enter on the’^ sketcn the streets bounding the part of the segment1'covered
• ^ - fOiX ' - '
by the map. Enter "See Map" on the sketch in a footnote to the .area covered 
by the map. v ■
Indicate on the map or sketch by an open square the location of each : ;
housing unit in the segment'. Also indicate by the symbol Q  T trailers " ■ 
occupied or intended for occupancy as separate living quarters on the. site,- 
where, located. If there is a house number for a structure, be sure to enter 
--athis^number-on .-the,,map-above ^ the^square/showing the location of the struc-' '
- ;r, __„ _. k ‘ . * vK :■} 't ,• . ' ■ _ f- :
ture. o:Do riot [enter' tfie~ houseHiumb'eribetween the parallel lines which de­v- '-'.IT; L.J t~** • \ \ - ' ■ r • . '
note the ^ street 'On -which the* structiir^ is located. ^
plf you'-have^a -row^of^structiired1" (containing-living quarters) too close 
^together to be shown separately, make an'enlargement to show the location
i  f
4 , J
/ “V
of each structure. Number the enlargement and cross-reference it ori the 
' i . | I , • . '
■-■sketch. For each .structure which can be shown.(Separately on the map. but -
, which. contains, more than one housing unity(indicate the'location of the '
'structure by an,open square and enter above it ,and as close to it as
(possible, the. number^ of, housing, units the structure contains; for example
; /- 4 
£ U . (6 1 .
u
If a1 multi-unit structure hash's/house; number enter the house number above
the figure showing the number-of'-fiousihg-uniiis-; 'for example, if the House
- Xb £ ! { - •
number of a 4-unit structure were 1710 you woiild enter 1710
3
Structures 
with more 
than 6 units
CPS-250 
NHS-HIS-100 
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SORAR-725
For each multi-unit structure containing more than six housing units indi­
cate the location of the structure and the number of units it contains as 
instructed above. •
In addition, on a separate sheet of paper list on consecutive lines’ each/ 
major subdivision within the structure (such as basement, first floor,’etc.) 
and the total number of units in the particular part of the structure.
C-67 (Revised December 1964.)
*>1
C. Procedure for Area - 
Segments to be sub­
divided before “listing
■ .--Con.. - .. s r.r '
.iJ
5. Indicate 
" r’location'of. 
special,, i 
dwelling .... 
■ place
6. Where and 
■ “when t8 51' '- 
; o-tf
. . material
bSlOVCO S.'-’i.". 'Ida >1i -
7. Example of
Show the location of each, special.dwelling place by the symbol 
Enter in a footnote on the sketch the name and type of the special 
dwelling place and the total .number of units it. contains (unclassified 
pr.staff and nonstaff). Use.U.toindicate unclassified, S for staff, 
and N for nonstaff. (See Chapter 1/1. for^  definitions of unclassified, 
staff and nonstaff.) .. .... ■,.\ ra;-,. t- rr r » n: KS.r.7 -.'a.:-'
.Mail the materials on which.you did .your subdividing (map, sketch-and. v’.t -T- • ’f h 5 1 'jiu/? \T.\ ... •
enlargements) to your supervisor not later than the following day. 
Example: See Fig. 23. - ■
CPS-250 
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CHAPTER 13. PROCEDURE FOR AREA SEGMENTS THAT ARE INACCESSIBLE AT TIME OF LISTING -
A. List units 
according . to 
information . 
obtained from 
local sources
('i
If an Area Segment to be newly listed is inaccessible because of ' ' '
• impassable roads, make every effort to determine the number of units in
the segment arid ’whether ’or'not these units are occupied. To obtain this 
information,- inquire at the office of the county tax assessor, county 
recorder of deeds," county agricultural agent, forest service, or other 
' local official.- Postal officials may also be able to help.
The segment may be one in which "year built" is to be determined at the
t . ■; • x -
time of listing (indicated by the "year built" stamp on the front 
'-of the’ Segment’ Folder)'. v'lnf this case do not try to make, any;'year^built ~ - 
determination, but “check-" "NOT "MORE" in the "year built", stamp on front 
of the Folder and inquire about "year built" during interview.-''1" —5
-1-’ “ List (in the order^in 'wnich-you-will canvass the segment) the units on 
’ " the Segment ‘List-using" the information obtained from local sources. Enter 
irf the" top' margin of theL'Segment’ list' the date and source of information 
:..u EH-Iand--in; column;,.? Jthe_nqtatio_n Hocc"; (if;pccupied) or "unocc" (if unoccupied), 
u'-. .'. . Report-, -the.: situation1; on-. an f Inter-Gomm,.
B. Procedure"at time' 
of; ;i rite rvie w if. -, 
segment accessible
If 'the Area Segmeht “is accessible- at the time the segment is assigned for.
"'-“interviewing,'proceed'as'foilows: 'v ' ’ ‘ .
- >-yu, o;;»- .. .v \ “V: - i-. .
1. Verily the listing and enter in.column A any additional information
” ‘ ‘i i .  .‘ -uv: fi*. V - ‘ - . ■ '
which will help describe the unit more adequately. .
, m  fcv J- ;  -
2. Delete any units which are listed in error. Enter'the reason for
the deletion in column 7 of the Segment List. For NHS,
. if d . . ' ' ;,r .
- return questionnaires for the deleted units as Type C Noninterviews
marked "In sample by mistake" and explain the circumstances in the 
space "FOOTNOTES AND COMMENTS". Fill the "Other (Specify)" non­
interview oval on the CPS and MLS schedules prepared for such units . 
and enter "listed in error" in the space provided.
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
MLS-300
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3.
-
If the segment is TA, enter at the end of the Segment List any units 
which should have been listed and were not. Interview all units 
unless the segment is large and has to be subsampled (more than 20 
units for NHS,.more than AO for SORAR or more than 30 for CPS and 
MLS). For subsampling instructions refer to Chapter 2 of Part A 
for NHS and to Chapter 12 of Part D for CPS and MLS; for SORAR, 
consult your supervisor.
C-69 (Revised December 196A)
i i tve.’ * < ' ;
VB. Procedures at time 
of interview if­
' segment accessible 
— Con. ■
Procedure at, time 
of interview if 
-segment is still 
inaccessible .. ,,,,
j-:
rss 
'• - c
3. --Con. . .....
. If, the segment is NTA,; enter any units which should have been listed 
. and were not on a Supplemental Segment List for NTA Segments. Extend 
the sampling pattern for the. segment to the units entered on the 1 
. Supplemental List. ,If, as a result of extending the pattern there 
• ; are more, than 20. units to be [interviewed in the segment for NHS,
more than 40 for SCRAP., or more than 30 for CPS and MLS, consult 
your supervisor, . , ....
If you are still unable to. gain- access ,-to the. segment, return the inter— 
.view .form-for each-sample unit as noninterview.
-r.l XU U33
..If the,.unit is occupied,.check, -for NHS and S0RAB,the "Other" box for 
• Jype A-noninterview and. specify;."Occupied ,r impassable road". For 
CPS -or MLS fill the "OT OCCUP" oval and specify "Impassable road".i-« ■ - .. i.i --•- - *■' > s'-ar qr-« — - - u,
,!-If 'the-unit is unoccupie'd- ■ check the'-box> on' the" NHS questionnaire for 
"Vacant non-seasohal":rors"Vacant-seasbnal"as-appropriate. For CPS fill 
. .-.the. "Vacant^regular" .oval and,, as. appropriate, the "Year, round", or , .
"Seasonal" oval. For MIS fill .the ."Vacant regular" oval*. - For 'S0RARy> .
- i  ■ . . .  . . -- ..
check "vacant". Note.that since the Washington Office cannot determine- 
V'-’ i- 1" ■ I t s.-i? . , .
whether ,a .unit is occupied or unoccupied, it is essential that you obtain
this information as best yoii can.
If the unit is for migratory workers, return the schedule as "0T-(0cc .
or Unocc, whichever is appropriate) —  for Migratory Workers". ■
;Z >
s i .
CPS-250 
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CHAPTER M." HOW TO LIST SPECIAL DWELLING PLACES'
A, Introduction
I - i
! .
!
i i
! I
B. How special
dwelling' places*1 
• -are included.7 ; 
in the, survey
In addition to listing regular living quarters, such as houses, apartments 
1 and flat's,-you-are-also to list special dwelling places such as hotels, 
hospitals and convents. A list of the different types of special dwelling 
piaces’'is',giverr'at' the end of this chapter: -
Special dwelling places are included in the survey in the following ways:
* '  -» J- jr„ , *  1 , ' . .  " * , ' . . ' , v "  ~r t ^
i*j,V 1.-; Touymay,:be assigned aTA~ or NT A Segment with boundaries outlined on 
tr.i j-J a Segment Map and-find a special rdwelling place within the boundary 
i.: ^outlines..,, ■ a *K. ' u • ' ' •
~-:;f - , :12 . '■ YoufmayIbh assigned“a“B Segment -'which contains a special dwelling '
. ** 1.- .jjplace. -j *(See .Part ,-F.ofthis manual for instructions on these.)i^ . .-
—  -a&Zi s ' J g u - m a y j b e  • assigned,ra social-dwelling-place which is nqilbcated in '>
v !i''i lid-io r; a Til, ,NTAj or-B Segment-.' , -These-jare..called, "large" special, dwelling-
. i;;^ ht.; iT„ ,<i:u Hi rli-s places .and f or, ,NHS.-are^identified.-on;>the-;tab of the Segment Folder 
jga f > >  ss'.fc- f- -I , r3 ;by:the,notation.-,"Large Sp. -Dn,,in -the-.space^f or "Type of Segment". . .
iJihfitito -ij'fr ai-Tu,. -t,-. .^('SegnentaEolders rare ;not. DrovidedAjv.Washington at the present time .
for "large" special- dwelling places..in^GPS:.or MIS - though your '
. , , office, may,provide a folder.). No Segment. Lists or B Segment Addresss Eotiw .ot scs-nuc- -.<ti \ > p v -  v'-'a;.- •
. .. . . Lists,are provided in folders for. "large",special duelling ;places. ,• f c i v - a t r . - ?  ,u.hiw -.x i ' t u v  ■ i-'t (£3 TO K -.:- ': ’£g :. J .. , ,  :?'-■■■ •-- - , - ~ * - \ . , . -.-’.-.xe’ - ;> - .
.The sareaiLCovered;by -the "large",-specialr,dwelling place is outlined - .
on a map, ivdienever-^ayailable. Vftieni-.no,j,-mapsis available, the address, ,
. or description of location of the.place is.given and, where applicable,
a-i *■.’ Ha ot-o -'-no ''H.;rh« ■ • :.;.s .it-,.-; , • ’
 ^ an indication.that the "large",special dwelling place comprises only
. , ;a.specified part of an armed force installation, a college'with" ’ '
■ UTS- 3-TTy-ri-V» cwl q&fu-r H:. a-** .
resident students, a general hospital, etc. -
: ;c-. n : ' u  i r:-0'j-)A -soc-r. ic lss-jj.- <■ ;-.h r--j ■ . h -.h w w u  1  ^ . ■
, . , . ,. If a "large" special dwelling place selected for the sample;has changed
r.ifti-' vu--'-.-s- .-.ibpji.ws: 3. svSosri V..1 r„.i ■- - ,.wv; i .... , ■
^   ^ ,^v ... to-another .type, of special dweU.ing place (or part of a special ‘
tipt-aril '1 rlinu "h.-jiitHHritvttf1-' <2?
- , -rn^ xa swo -
.. , , . ' (2) has the same address ,or description as the original "large"
t_y r t  x . 1 ■ ■■e.z'pjg rh-jj."  : s-r-, - . v o r r , :  u i h  f .  & .
, , , , - . .special dwelling place, if ho,-.map 'sc -L1 - tiro --;o -w s-j-Anr! . •j-i.’Sbv’, ■ ’ itr.t--;-; -rro . *
,.... , ,the_neu type^o.f place currently occupying the area or address should
be considered as the sample large special dwelling place. If other
u  1 - - ®  c.ci i  , a r ru t ir ii* .,'> , r . - r - .  j .,- r>-tr. "n ■ ■ t i ''--i-/" . : uu-A- . o
• ■ use is presently being made of the land area or structure JL,if .no
" - - - - • land area) 'comprising the large special dwelling place, 'report the
 ^‘ 'situation on an' INTER-COMM. ' ’
y. it ■J.stuov ax
. E i O S l  
XOi' BjluiJ 
r f  f  t v ,
dwelling place) and .
a?-- aarppSsftc--' '-•■^“uXuok .
,(l) occupies the same area outlined on the map or 
r,oa.> sst;.---} J.i • - / o-ts ;'o h-t:
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1C. Listing of units 
within special. 
dwelling places
In some cases you may..list units within a special dwelling placej in ’ 
other "cases you nay merely record the total-number of-the Lind of uni L 
to be included in the. survey and. then at the time of interviewing select 
a sample of these units from-, records maintained by the place.
*
1. Special 
dwelling 
place units 
defined
In special dwelling places the units to be. listed or sampled are called 
"special dwelling place units". A special dwelling place unit may be a 
room or suite of rooms occupied or intended for occupancy..as .separate. ' 
living quarters. 'These quarters may but do not have to be-housing units. 
-A special dwelling place unit may alsd. be a bed in a room which has 
sleeping accommodations for 5 or more persons, a trailer or tent or.site 
In a.trailer -or tent. camp and in some ,cases it may be a person.
2. Kinds -:of;'-'
yr' ,-w ;SPfC ial,, . ,
. r .d w e llin g  
; ' ' ° - ;p ia c e  '-'units
-''•''-''For listing and sampling purpo'ses >' 'in-some'/types of special dwelling 
^ - places We 'must ’divide speciai;idwellirig place units into two kinds — . 
a'17-''called "staff-units" and "nonstaff units". In other types of special
' ‘ ’ * . dwelling places it-is not -necessary -to mate this distinction and'all
STt1' v units'ere ref erred to 'a's;-"un61alssified"' units. . Table D--on .'pages.- 073. and 
•' ?SC-74. shows the'kindsvof-special--dwelling place units each type .of special­
- .i'. dwelling place cohtains. ' '" . , ' ■ ■
a. Nonstaff
•--.‘.'units-;'' ■ --■ -"
- - - defined _
. j\,i a-?*-.
"."Nonstaff tinits" are'defined as' (1) the persons for whom the special 
dwelling place is being operated or (2) the Units in which these persons 
..ilive i1 such as-rooms, suite's of brooms ,l ’or-beds in rooms having sleeping
2.1-f -accommodations for;5 'or'more' persons. ' ‘
'bi 'Staff i:' ' J 
v -units, t-o vtiv y  
, defined, - . ..
Special 
- c a s e - 
runlt-s in ...
■L- .  x.nurses1 
homes,
- n-
l?"-', .'.J.-:-
c. Unclassified .
''linits'''L£'' r' 
defined. .. _>
*, ' * • '  '.S j  t  J " " f *“■ • J >') C'fy v . ■ ;£• - , t  i ’
"Staff units" are'’defined as the houses, apartments, rooms, suites of. 
rooms, or tleds in rooms having'sleeping'accommodations for 5 or more 
persons occupied by resident employees"and'their families, if any. -
Nurses* homes are to be treated as a special case. According-to the above 
definitions, nurses living in hospitals..are resident employees.and their 
quarters'would 'be'listed and 'sampled as "staff units". On the other hand, 
quarters for nurses would bd considered'as "unclassified" units in Nurses 
Homes which are" special dwelling' places in their owri- rxghn. To .- . 
avoid this inconsistency, we are"specifying that in nurses' homes nil rooms, 
s-iites iof rooms, etc^ , 'whether occupied by nurses or by other persons, 
living in thehome are to'be regarded as ‘"staff units"; ‘
"Unclassified units" are the houses, apartments, rooms, etc., occupied or 
intended fqr occipancy by all persons in certain types of special dwelling 
places. (See Table D on, pages C-73 and C-7&.)
i
J
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C. Listing of
units within' ' ’ " .
special dwelling'-- •
- places'— Con. ■ ■ ■ " ■
-3. Special rules 
in some types' 
'of places' ''
r There are■special-rules regarding-the units to be included in certain 
„ types, of, special dwelling places. ,_For_example, in. armed force installa­
tions and-hospitals, only-units-for civilians are to be included. In' 
transient-hotels and in-.adult or, family recreational and. religious camps, .
— only'unit's'for' permanent-"guests~and resident-employees-are- to-be-included.
■; - / ' I . . j J .. ' . - s
- (unlesa...the. quarters.for’ transient.iguests ,_caimot_be..separate.d from't4e£
quarters for permanent gue'sts). The special rules are given in nolumn, 5,.->
of Table!. . <•' ( ' { - m w ;
- TABLE - D K i n d s  'of-'Special--'Dwelling place Units in Each Type of Special Dwelling. Platpe ,
s ; - ,  v . i ;  - j r o - j o .y t  ' } *  j  . j  . " i ' ' " 1 - r "'
__ ____... r-jJCl...Via*?* X_indicate.s_ki4d.jof,,-uni|sL.l/-„........ . . ... .^1__'..y.-..*.,.’
I * * T J. , :TX.'v; Vr'S ' ’A xtC'‘jO %
Type of-Special Dwelling Place J
STr’H. O-.T,- \d 73'i. iu-.-F. y  j
Kind of Units the .f- 
Special" Dwelling Place 
Contains * 1'
Special In’stmctions 'for Certain i • 
Tvoes - of "SDecial' Dweiling Places'. 
Units'are'houses','’apartments, “ 
rooms, 'e'tcvy '4fc4upi'edi4rj!intended• 
for occunanov bv:' ' ’■
Non- ' 
Staff1/ siaff
Unclas­
sified
-T> r- -vj (p) -; w c  -_;l
Armed force’-hosp'i-talsr ; 5\ la -*3; 
r.-iTj p.E:c- t'SoOf-L'ii.vf
Jf) _.
F " ,
• i ■'
(3)J ,
fX ^ ~
(4) (5)
Civilians , including .civilian ' 
natients.- lift ■
_ - • - * tT<'T> *"w 0,/ -.i'a-'Y*
Armed' foree“installations~' (excluding 
armed force hosnitals) - ! 1 - '
Vv"'rt*‘
3-
""ix— -
te ■
CiVi-lians'rfi'ncludingTmimbWrs -'of ~  : 
families Tof. -miliiarvDersonnel'.’
" • ’ . ' 1 
Chronic. and._cancer. .hospitals.____ 1____ £ i ;ix__ .. .1 -
Convents j ■ ii i - - ix ' i; sv-H-r L ist;;~r i .f ,
" i ■ 'X
-p- *
Correctional institutions j -
Facilities for housing students ; . 
(A trailer camp may be a facility( 
for. housing students.) 1
♦
I
1
\1 . iix
Students and resident e'mblovees! 
as’well as’the families, of “each,
if anv. . •- ■!' v.®,.
' t
Facilities for housing workers !
(A migratory workerscamp„may_beM_
a -trailer or tent camm;)
i
i •i
5»
i
i-
-4 — -
?X--i ?
--o ij *?j ;s sa'yjns-qdiio 
Workers_and by . rb sidentj;. employee s 
who-runs-the -rfa'cilitv' iif Cm'jrsjciei?. ’
. .'..f.-U'ii'Ujl (-.;n eei/rjinoel - Flophouses . V  j . it
j - }JX. ,
General-Hospitals - - ------- ---- ----- -• X - t ....
_____  _ ^ _ ______ A  ,y -
a." r: 4-- ttms *>*:*''■
Homes for the aged, infirm or y 
needy— ....... ...............  ---—
J
-x -
4
|*x--— '
i "f 
)
tUC’i 'r-rf,-- .... 1 
V-J . S;-1"? - 
0- J.-J.’ I i . S O ' i O
Homes for incurables ‘ i Ix i _\ ■ > :-‘v .5 !.«•-' : -.j'.: yr' „{.;, T has • ,14 :-r'- /■
Hospitals and homes- providing -
Jj! t
-X*~— “i
ii ^
j*—
| m  
\
r M v - . • • C r< 1 , ; k r, ci . _ rt -ui, . ‘ 2 - vv i-7 . i, : _
'tT r/ -t. 7;;.^— r/y£
specialised care---  * .........j ( i*.-, f .L*!" - 7.74;• 'Orf-‘- : ?-;4 .“-4^ 1.
1/ Nonstaff units are to be excluded from the current household sui^eysi/pniesa.you) aj^ .'instruqteclj;-. 
s.il otherwise; -by your iRegional>:0ff ice.i; ?nc uVi i&yjt neow.ldi '■•t; hnjn'i -mggsnniS.
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•*ura.t
4-
- . - - I ' ;  s j j  .:.K ? 3  zius  s r . .> M V  
,.ia lie
'•effdP. -iu-'i
Q'X- ;li
i*>*
TABLE D (cont’d) . • - .
Type of Special Dwelling Place
Kind of 'Jnits the 
Special Dwelling Place 
Contains
Special Instructions.for Certain 
Types of Special Dwelling Places
Units are houses, apartments, ‘ 
rooms,- etc., occupied or.intended 
for occupancy by: . ' ■
Non- - . 
Staff 1/ Staff’
Unclas­
sified
• • (1) . V. , , . 
Mental institutions ’ ’
(2) .
' X '
.(3)
:x- “
U);. S (5) ’ '
Missions!.,.. . .... V..., X
 ^s i ; ?.*. X .
V, A •
Monasteries . *?<• L.icoq-s si T ...eft ,;--X : ’ --3 J .. " '
Motels, transient type x - ' -ioe; ■ ' - • -
Nurses1 'home's 1 0 ’
■ ' \ ■ - r-
y*U
A-l-l -personsv’ -This -is a special--- 
case, jin. ^Aii ch i the. uni t s - of % all 
persons living in the place are 
called "Staff units".■ .
’X
Nursing ,cojiwa.lescent, and rest homes _ ;x__ _ r_-_ _ . .. _ ■ __ __ ^ __ __ __ _* ^ ___ •' _
Privaterresidentialclubs leic-Sul ? -s*: a-- ,T % iJsiX
Recreational 'and -Religious ' Cataps :- ? “ > '
, e,ih?as.X'\ t esau-l s jfeu _' ...
Adult (or family) camps . rlVV
— - t!i.... .
. • ! ,  r~ F •
- . i.’ 4- J Jr:
M*~.i i , ,-t *
' if
j f: ( '
'SI -
r*p— ~i:
' ! '
f a i $’■-'/! r;-:r,.i' - 
Employees and by guests who have 
stayed or made arrangements t° 
stay'' in. the camp "for~30 "days or ' 
more . ' - ■ ' ’ - -
. rS^.V_wl*pj.rcj.il . -
_ - Children *s - camps \j. P 4 ri* ■? < ---
*
X
Staff personnelj-and, resident;. 
employees only; nonstaff units’ 
are'to - lie excluded. ’' V-"'
Sister s J'Dfother :svdr Priests ’--^  ; ^
Reaidences-^or Rectorlei) i-for:*5 :-f-----
or more persons ■:
- r---- ;•
} - 
'T' “ ’
3
i §>? *
lx
 ^' * 'V.Ai V-* Wil * , fi'-Ji iX.i'i. j i
Tourist-.camps orcourts- and-combil — --
nation tourist-trailer camps, j l. 
transient-type— -— .-------- * -- ------- 1 j _____f •
— +•-—1 -
- ->-x— —
■ - ‘ eirev.i o’.-
• . r 
Tourist Homes ' - i [ 1 '" h ’ sr-c r.j^ A r*?r. t x j ■
Trailer .and tent. camps •,t n.'v.(in-some 'casesx a-trailer .camp may 
be a migratory workers1 camp or ja 
•-faciii-ty-for housing-students ;f~a 
tent camp may also be a migratory 
?.'Work'er-J.s;,camp.’W
5
iV
1
l
j
i
i  ^ • 
l
i
*ry'i
1 1 t i .. O  -i
••vrai’i.nf f - l " - " f t  u:-rS•iCipi#' 
~~i v:;-m c l - i ■ 'j-oiv'-, rt*rsBt' Ar
Transient hotels cCincludingnseas'onal--7. 
summer or winter-r-hotels ' 1 .
• - - - . \ :x
1, , 
?
|
 ^' *’T'
i
* r
lx
^rmanent.'guest s^Mdlby-^rediigrt j 
employees and their-families,^ifV 
anv. 2/
T.B. sanatoriums _• \ x .. X . !■ - - * " ' - i.-
Vacation cabins— groups of 5 or 1 
more transient-type vacation cabihs 
operated under a single manflcremeut i .
{ f :
•2 - r -' - •; <• i V 'a;. p<oX
i| ( '9
. !X .
Veterans’ facilities j 
(Mental and T.B. hospitals are f ~
"Specified Institutions"; general____
medical and surgical hospitals are 
"Other Special Dwelling Places"!)
1 x' 
I \
<x ..
1
?X
j
■ i
. t
-is.1'-- ;vl ■t}‘*sic. ■'
YMCA’a and YWCA’s— transient tvne' * -- )' _ ' £ X ■
1/-See. footnote on-pre“ceding-'pagei .tot.* :v. - -J <si sr. -i h w  V
2/ If the management cannot distinguish between rooms for permanent fguests.^ ahil 'transient-. Jguesta, the 
listing units in the place include the apartments, rooms, suites, etc. occupied or intendecUfor., 
occupancy by all guests and by resident employees. For such hotels, enter in a footnote to^ She'^  
Special Dwelling Listing Sheet "Includes units--for. transient guests". -• -
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c 74.
Procedure- for ' ■
listing Special
Dwelling Places
1.. In TA 
Segments
.The procedure for listing; special dwelling places depends on (1) the 
kind of - segment (TA or- BTA-) in which-the place is located (2)-the kind 
ofunitsinthe place; ('straff, and nonstaff or unclassified) and (3) the 
kind of records -maintained' by the pla.ce. - . -
’ When you find' s, special duelling place in a TA Segment proceed as 
-follows: "• ‘ , --• • • j'' -
' a. Determine ■ - -
. kind .of units; 
iirrr place----i ~
(1) Procedure ..ixfp- 
unclassified! 
uhits ~ ;
-Refer.'to" Table D; on\ pages C-:73 and! C-74. to determine what kind of unite 
'the plage"contajani^* .....•-—
- If—the-place -contains Ttmrlassifiiedl units:__ - 1
(a)' Pi lithe Jteading’ (esEcept for ifeemsa, b andl-c).1 erf a (Special Dwelling
Listing Sheet for- the- place. . ..
(££)) Hhanaiure: if
n im stta ff.
(Is.) ,List£ eschi special dteelllng pHace unit, (house,, apartment,, mam, ^ --f 
- trailer- Mite, etc.)) ire the- place on; a'separate ilwe of the Special!
----Ewe-ding 'ElstingrSEoastrx K g r r2fc);Jb w mafe "Ijlsfc'
',il‘ unite; ‘Vrr,’ sp’e reilwiT 'iiBMeTTlhg p^ni‘mBffia-;Cimi--t,he S&gne-nt,’ List. J ’'
Tiff- th e  pBaice rnim tairee s t a f f  a m i m om sfcaff tm riite p ro ceed  a s  V fa lia s e s : , - ■
Cm) .....WHTi JtJke- h ead in g ; (excep t- Ite m s ' a .,_ b , and  .c ) ..o f „ a ..^ e c la l.B H e llin g
_  - . * • i
. . ,  . T I.isfcTiffrg Shieet, f o r  t .W  p la c e , E n te p  'STA FF"' above th e . . t i t l e  _o f .th e ,, j
p - Ust'each' Tonit'-'occcpledl-'or intended for occupancy' by staff; or resi-;'
- •- r ' V _ _ J ’ -\ . <s c '"dent'employees on a - teparate'lihe In column 2of the sheet labeled";
s t af f;..... — 1 .....-f----- f--— ........ ’-v * -i
i----
(3) Adapt terms
’(staff”,!—
,!nonstaff”__ 
and "unclas-
si'fied~tp~'"
t’ype_.ofJ__
pjlace J
i  !
2. In.NTA . ..
Segments
i"-” ~i •a - Determine -
kind” of. units, 
ini place
HOffE:' Only when' you" sreTspecif ically'instructed to do "so\by 'the -Regional 
'Office7"prep'are“a"Special ^welling 'Listing Sheet for nonsta'ff'units" j- "
IntheplaceT Label this sheet NONSTAFF. JIn'listing' nonstaff "units j1 "1
„ . - j
proceed’in'the same manner as instructed’ above for staff units. t lt |
In talking with the manager of the place, do not use the terms "staff”j-- I 
"nonstaff" and "unclassified!1. Instead adapt your terminology to the) • i 
type of place being listed'; ; For example, in a hospital, refer to patients 
Instead of "nonstaff" and to)resident doctors, nurses and other resident] 
employees Instead of "staff"l In transient^hotels, refer to rooms, ' ‘ i . 
suites, etc. for permanent-guests and employees instead of "unclassified"^-
’ v ■ i ■ ( C* - '
.When.you find a special .dwelling place, in an. NTA .Segment.,...proceed.-as ■ .. 
follows:! • ! . - "V,
t T 4 ’ - > ....  - \ I
Refer to Table D on pages C-73 and C-74. to determine what kina>pf units_1
the place contains. .... " " ’a>>
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FORM P-2255. - U.S. D E P AR TM E N T O F COMMERCE 
(9-11*01) ' • BUREAU O F T H E  CENSUS
S P E C IA L  D W E LL IN G  L IS T IN G  S H E E T
;  ' • , -F O R M .A P P R O V B D  ’ ‘  - ’
* B U D G E T  B U R E A U  NO. 4 I-R 1 2 0 6 .6  .  : . '  " ,
N O T E *; F o r s p e c ia l d w e llin g  p lace s  in 'T A K E  A L L  SEGM ENTS, sk ip  
ite m s a. b , and c  and l i s t  u n its  in  C olom a (2 ).
a . REG ISTER A V A IL A B L E ? ' '  '  *  " ’ 1
Y es 1 1 I f  “ Y e s ,”  com plete beading ite m s b and c  on ly .
No 1 1 I f . * 'N o , "  s k ip  ite m s b and c and l i s t  u n its  in  Colum n (2 ). -
b . REG ISTER IS RECORD OF* ,
1. 1 L i  r in g  quarters (Rotxmm, HUS, )  | 1 P ersons  ’ •*' 1 CSAM PLE A R E A  <PSU)
CODE
9 £ 9 _ a
NAME
C. D A T E
NUM BER O F  U N ITS  ,
0  N O N S T A F F ' • S T A F F UN C LA S H F1EO
B LO C K  O R R U R AL SAM PLE A REA (P L A C E ) . - - i ' f  - l< ■
IO EN. CO DE NAME ' • / a a r  *.*
>r
‘ .S E G M E N T  'T T - ? - * - - . . - ^  r  . >-. * -■ • > V » r
SEGMENT NO. ; TY P E
z i ‘ . :  ■?< r T / 9  -: •
* ~  -  ■ , '  - .  v *
. r .. v-. «r> /?a  -ri
■* ' ‘ - . i 8** V ; . : . o i  \  , i  \ • " A» 7  _< J
N A M E  O P  S P E C IA L . O N E U I N Q  P L A C E
" rr
■ j f
L IN E
N O .
(1)
NUM BER OR LO C ATIO N  OF UHIT-
' ’ a r ' ............... : ' "
SAMPI
DESK
NATIO N
(3)
S E R IA L  
NUM BER .
(4 )
L IN E
no;
< i)
..N U M B E R  OR LO C ATIO N  O F  U N IT
•_;c i n  - . i  e .;  j l ‘
(2)
SAMPLE
DESIG­
N A TIO N
(3)
SERIAL
NUM BER
(4)
.'f *7; . rj 21 ">1 -
22 'VIZ*jrrct:
234
l^ZL 24
25
26
/ 27
.9 29
10 30
11 31
12 32
13
r  7 33
14 -A-r:fy ~L\ 34 j fj.'i,; iicrrjr pit .'jfjj* i ‘nT , -co
15 v ;£ c v ic c ?  r.% v * ~ :.y y < 35; fr.'-,’**1 c ‘u; ofti s1‘;.i^-:racosI] iV -K -c ,
16 ; ^V;v 4 *i?-vl c ',c r. 36; ?/r.r-sfi ov^Xs ‘t' cnv> »' -4-^.
17i 1*1. tts-yi’ ^ 37 ,;£*Ja  ^7l?t. i'Lf'-'iT' 3^ V^Zi. -nsi.;V- ' c»r
■i r J .0 C'-‘' i r> o c- 7f! j fn-,
19 t i* -. Z&i ; « % 99 ,*7 _ &fc-SZ!J'2r.
20 ,40 ;
L I S T E D  B Y
w
€ M £ C K£0 *BY B A O D S N T S P  T O  D A T E  BY
M O N T H . Y E A H  /  , M O N T H . Y E A R M O K T M . T E A S
■ :.- r\i •* *Idi*T
' (fa w  toaHwwd «
U S C O M M -O C S  I sU o  P - « f
• k-sx& l j :  r
- t
£
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J
D. Procedure .for . ,
lusting Special....
Dwelling Places— Con.-
2. — Con.
b. Determine if
"usable ...
register" , . 
available • -
For places containing unciasai fi ed units, determine whether a usable 
register ,is: available from which a sample of all units in the place may 
-be-selected. *— - ---- » .. ,^ r .... . , ..... .-i.-:, „ ....... . . .
"Usable’- j 
register"] 
defined - 4
-For places containing staff-and nonstaff units, determine- whether’a;
: usable register!is- available' fn»~wfi£pfi'a sample of‘^aff'units may”Se- ; 
selected. -The register-of—staf-f-uni-ts must-not -contain any-nonstaff — 
-units.--'....  ~..-..f "*7 ’ * ‘ r, •,:-r
NOTE: When you are specifically instructed to do so by your super­
. vi soralso deteimine-whetkerr•a-re^ i-st'er-is- available^ -from 'Which-.,a ■*
• N-v..,SBJBple of. itonata^ ;i^ t'stMyr»6i>'.-pelected.-.. jrtie^ registerj of nonstaff.
units must not contain any.staff units. :
___,,_________ t ; , , ____ ... _
5y,!!usable .register!1-,we mean aa£up<^ b0a$e- oa^ 4ndsx,-,;list,, .diagram,;’pr
i sketch of hfrusea. apartments. trailers .rooms. beds.' etc. ,occupied.or-/.;,
* ' **“ ”” *' ‘ JT~ ~~ •
Whehto~uee' 
reglster.-of, 
persons for 
unclassified”’”' 
or| staff units.
_L
■•4
Intended .for occupancy by .’the particular lrind-.of.-.unitlttp/be^ sampledy^ that -
' ' ' \ . \ / i * '• ’ • ' '  ^'a - *,i s.,...^ „unclassiCi©^ prk Jjy jrtaf £ ..(05 „by jnonstaf f^jhen-you i.are, jlnstructed 
_tfl_lnclude.nonstaff). . n ._ __ X-. ii-i-
When to use 
register of 
persons for-- 
nonstaff units
“'robiM7"ete."and”there"is;‘a 'regi'ster of 'the unclassified or 'staff ^persons;,
• 7 " J _ _  J  ' ’ " - .  -  ’ - ’ ‘ 7  a'consider "the"register~bfri»rso'ns to Be' a” "usable register" and'proceed'as
'lhstnict'ed~lh”paMgraph''d ibelbw.” Keep'i'n mind / however; that fori-T^ . -'j .
” u n c l a s s i f i e d a ~  register offpersons is~tb7be usedonlvaa -_
a~la3t‘'reebrt.' ' ~ -.. — - r
__"  —  ___ l !■; f. :
For nonstaff unite, a register of persons is as acceptable as a register 
of living quarter.
a. Procedure 
if | no 'I—**i
T
I
, i,-- »
• "usable "T
register.".!.,—
V —- V
yt
. . , r
-If. there-is.no.usabie reglste'r.for the particular, kind.of,unit:, , .  - ;
___i i'* £ l ' _ i
”(1) " check " "ho" In'*!tern s on 'th"e'Speci'al Dwelling'Listing'Sheet” for ,''
_ _ . I ' i , ■ ___ - •' ' !
■' ' iSKslassifled or"staff”(or nonstaff when you are specifically . .? ■
" instructwl" to''iiwiude‘hbrist'aff) ;’whlchever' ls aTOroprlat'e'.' “  r*7;‘ 's
..... ...... ......... ....f.'.H-___ .............. ..............
(2) list, each unit {house j, 'apartment, room, bed in rooms with sleeping ,
: ficcsanraodstibhS '’{o t 5 ot more persons) von'a separate line of the ’ ’' :’
Special Bweiling Listing Sheet. List .staff units on' the staff sheet 
- ‘ wircn yoa are s« iBstructed Bonataff unitS'on a nonstaff -sheet).
i
{See Fig. 25.)
€KJ-25t£
'BSS-BIS-IOO1
MLS-3CC'
.SCSRiaH?25-
SHEET. JL__ OF__Z.
«V*
FORM P-2255 U.S. D E PAR TM ENT O F COMMERCE 
(S - lt-6 1 )  BUREAU O F THE CENSUS
S M £ £
S P E C IA L  D W E LL IN G  L IS T IN G  S H E E T
FOtQS A P P R O V E D  . * 
B U D G E T  B U R E A U  NO. 4 t-R l2 0 6 -6  "
N O T E i Foe sp e c ia l d w e llin g  p lace s  in  T A K E  A L L  SEGMENTS, sk ip  
' ite m s  a , b , and c  and l i s t  u n its  in  Colum n (2 ).
a . REG IS TE R  A V A IL A B L E ?
Y es  j 1 I f  "Y e s ,* *  com plete  beading ite m s  b  and c  on ly . - 
No n f i  I f  " N o , "  s k ip  item s b  and c  and l i s t  u n its  in  fo ln trm  (2).
b .  REG IS TE R  IS RECORO O F : '  .
1 1 L i  r in g  qua rt e rs (Rooms, HUS, o tc .)  Q  P ersons . -S AM PLE  AREA (PSU)
CODE
9 99
NAME ’
e .  QATE
* * NUMBER OF UNITS -
NONSTAFF - !  STAFF UNCLASSIFIED
B LO C K  OR R U R AL SAM PLE AREA (P L A C E ) ' '
fOCN. CODE NAME' I V " ' *  .• - '• '  ‘ - J - -  -r
‘  r  '  -  T SEGMENT "  ‘  ................................ ■ '  : *• ' "  • ~
SEGMENT N O ./ TYPE „ _
S 4  # 7 * <- ' ' '  «■-'
NAME OF SPECIAL DWELLING PLACE
T^ C-rrxt-J
AOORESS
.n. , • , . y^iXh^ jAh^ JbfjO* i$AAXA£y'~££*ij£-':V$fcjuO*&. L
LOCATION OF U N IT '
,<« ,c?.,C *Rfc:
OES1C .  
. NATION  
c  <31 >
SERIAL
BO.
j.<4>-
LIBC
wo'.
(I)
LOCATION O F‘U NIT.
^ iz) '7t, ;i£>
SAMPLE
0 E S I6 -
NATION
< 3J
SERIAL 
• N O ._  •
U)
JEU^^y Axldou CL l *r*‘ 21
...2, JLxJtXs , 6  s::
AiUjutdu 8xJ-£ _ JajoJxsO^ '
J L & ,  &
'fttontlM TiiUJ.C  ^ 25
27
28
10
II
13 "alv.U "i j»
35
i . vr
*• i  -i ?•> IX l  a'  X L f j ■ { * 2  1 i
36 lyi 'i*.-. .-v^;.
*o. -j -v-.r-« .* ■„.
£  T/" ’
CHECXEO av . . BROUGHT UP TO DATE «V
MONTH.: YEAR • :• X. MONTMf-YEAR ,- J MONTH. YEAR;
CPS-250
HHS-HIS-100
MLS-300
SORAR-725
(F o rm  continued on r* r« r« « )
Fig. 25 
C-78 ••. •
\*
FORM P-22S5 U.S. D E P AR TM E N T O F  COMMERCE 
(9 -rave t) B U R E A U  O F  TH E  CENSUS
/Z en  • S t a f f ’
S P E C IA L  D W E LL IN G  L IS T IN G  S H E E T  -
FORM A P P R O V E D  .............
B U D G E T  B U R E A U  NO. 41-R1206.6  “ \  * » .
NOTEs F o r sp e c ia l dw elling p la c e s  in  TA K E ALL SEGMENTS, skip 
item s a , b , and c  and l i s t  u n its  in Column (2).
a . R E G IS TE R  A V A IL A B L E ?  :  . ^ , r  t , . . 
Y es r r t l f  “ Yes.** com plete  heading  item s tT and c  only. * ■ >
No If **No," skip item s b  and c  and l i s t  u n its  in Column (2). * -
b . REG ISTER IS RECORD O F i ‘ ^ - 
..  , TCH Liv ing  q u a rte ts  (Room s. HUS, e tc .)  1 1 P e rso n s  . v^-j, *S AM PLE  A REA (PSU)
COOE
f f f
<KSSMC
C. D A T E
- NUM BER O F  UNITS
> N O N S TA FF /, ;• S T A F F UNC LA S SIF IE D
> > .1'
OMBiU COBHE
w
!,I,IB" " _ * *'*■•/■ *- " -  . . • •  “ C ' - v .  : k :  . : • .^ ,'v  , __ i
' t  ■•• • •  • 'SEGMENT- -< !-'•>•.• - • -  . u c o a .  , a _ * *{ r-} 7 '
S 7  T Y ”  A T # ' - * - ™ , s .u is .  s -
N C P tA C E
jCm Z b.
 ^ ^A£^U C^*_J £Lj£L-,
LIME
MO.
O)
* H U M BE R  O R L Q C A T tO flO F  U N IT
t'i-4 - , u f
SAMPLE. 
■ b E S G ^ ’ ' ' 
N A TIO N
S£RIAL^-
NUM BER
r : ! ( 4 ) : .b
L IN E
NO.
<D
1 1 MUMBER^OR LO C A TIO N  O F U N IT
•••! ' rn ^ . ( 2 )  . ' ■
SAM PLE
DESIG­
NATIO N
<3).
S E R IA L
NUM BER
(4)
1 j®- t i  C  ' « i r “ C r  i v  - ’ . 21' i' \  -'i ■ '"CO ’ . ~ .
2 iu'ij 4T0 7 *} ■Q-Jj CTVC-Ty'i * r 5 r c ;  <4 ; 2 2 . r* . Jr-TTp.' 7
3 { , v. 4 _ . .. :e r z i : ^ 23,j . '.-.T ;; - ;Cj . ' '
' * J -j' r^£>  ‘t- _ »-• * »vy*w^« r  ■ 4- 5'^. I- 24 - f..f . - '
- _
\
. " '
-J t.--» V.O iu v / - - x ‘viy c f <S'JiitUr X~ 7 ,i7 fw  i5
NOTE: . • N o n ^ £ a f f  r u l n i t 3  a r e ;  t o  b e  ' i n c l u d e d  ' i n  t h e  s u r v e y  
o n l y  w h e n  y o u  a r e  s p e c i f i c a l l y  i n s t r u c t e d  t o  d o  
s o  by y o u r  R e g io n a l  O f f i c e . ^  '  ’  *"
6, .• V  , '  ^
. 7
.8 '
9 7 " •’ *  «
t £0  0 . 7 0  r o
2T W-v;
10 : - r-V  > i :C - ‘ - ^  V -L *' ■3 ~ ~ i 30 ’
. ' 0 - i j  ^ '**• . -3 5 * • .
i f ' •> ' ' ^ - V . v  --J 3.7 ; . - T *; \ n y J'-'- 31 • "  '■ ■ :  r'V '■ '  —
12
-ys~- - .
32 •, . - ^ - x 7  - ‘ ^ .» ,
: i3 v I J u Q  ~ i j . -  •. j f x t l ,V. . .7lc ■< > -  ' 33 i'.-i-''-:'-: ' \.C  j . i l -  ;
14 0 j f 34 1 ;  ‘ .7 -0  £ 7  W  ; .■ 4 .
15 35 . ' nr-r!
16 36
17 37 ’  r  > 7 t ’'  7
18 38 * -
19 39 ’ ' - . ..
20 ' «1 <_ *7 7  t* 1' -L 1 i , ■T*^  f '  7 ' . 40 7  . * j  .* " j .  • . ’ * :■ ^  - *
L IS TE D  B Y -  v  /  '  \  ‘ ? ..'Z1
____ __________________
C H E C K E D .BY , V ^ flj ' 
. >_ . ■ r . . „
.BROUGHT UP TO  D A T E  B Y -
*- ■ t, f
s 0 z
V
m o n t h ! y e a r '  ' -  • -  • MO NTH,' Y E A R  * ' -1 ■-~.»i*
c;
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
MLS-300
SORAR-725
(Form  c o n tinued on r tv o rs o )
Fig. 26 
C-79
.. 1
V*
2. — Con. ' *
d. Procedure if .
"usable. .. ; -3 „
register" 
available <■ ' j
D. Procedure for
Listing Special
Dwelling Places— Con.
If there is a :disable register" for theparticular. kind/of unit:;
(D Jill items a, b, .and p in the heading of the Special Dwelling 
Listing .Sheet,las follows!............ __j. .. ,________
Item .a .check.' "yes?.
'Item b check the' box-'for^"Living Quarters" if register'is-a record"?j 
j' 77.11°?.. roqmSj^a^itment’s, houses, etc.'; if ^register is recordof"!
"-Persons .check-box' for "Persons"
i
I
i
i-tev. ; ‘
Item c enter the date and in the appropriate column Jheaded unclassij- 
-§tTaff ’(br"'n6hst'affiiS M ispec^lcaily Ii^ructedrio^doi. 
X.k:.-.-Wso) ithe i;otaS5humber ?of ..the- particular .kind of unit.-fn the .?i4.
s  \  x  - v •'* v . . ;r w - . i
place. This figure should^ be^ th^  ^ ame as^ tte^ muhber.-'-in the.
?2 -
f .. “ T
. .register.,.., If ‘^register: of .living ..quarters, is available,:..!! 
record the total [number of houses, apartments,-rooms, etc.!-!j 
__ for the particular kindof unit; in the place. If_a register.j. 
of persons musts be used, record, the total number of-the j-k.V I
particular kindof persons in the place. (See Fig. 26.) "1
-In. " '"ty ' ’ ’ “ ‘ '
i
V~j
t ­*
J
i - - -s
itr-
places -containing..staff-and. nonstaff...person3.-do.not ask» ;| 
~f or "a“cbimt7of' uBd!ism dccupied^'by':’MnstSff '*•for'^ count- ofZnan^ LS,
- ..t-, .. staff-/ persons) unless, you are specifically ^ nstpuctea .to do : 
7~ ; so by your supervis'or.' • -J
ij&i
. >
-4-
r — "
3. In JLarge1-; ^ ..__
Special ?
■ Dwelling------ ■­
Places-- _ _
;. s .
E. Procedure- f o r ----
Special Dwelling^ ' 
Places-which cross 
segment-boundaries -
h_____ y '
1. When special
dwelling-place --­
consists; of ; 
onerbuilding - - - 
' only | i
?(2/""Do~n6t~ Ust'~ahy- of’the. kind of iuhiW for vhicH''a'regi'ster'7i'8‘lavall-.i'
’ * V~ ’ 1; • v • j - •' rv /- -
■“ able since 'at "the 'tin£'of“inteisrteiahg'TOC will'select" the'"sample'"71
• _ _ ; j __ . > '
; "units directly ’f rom the'iregister' according to' sampling 'instructions”
• . », - •  ^ - fc ,S. X- • • 1 - - - ‘ , , • • *
td’l^ 'fiii^ 'ish'Sa'fry.'^ isf^ supe'rvlibr;' 1 '...7 " " ' i..;7T
In_listing "large"_specialsdwelling places,i follow the procedure outlined 
above for special dwelling'places in NTA Segments. ? ~f
i t f c z
r i\ ‘ ! ' ■']
If a special dwelling place, consists^ of one building which crosses the t
segment boundaiy7 -fill a 'Special^ ’^Dwelling' listing Sheet "for it only if 
the main- entrance -is within the segment- boupdartes. v---- ■ ■ ■ --- — ,'71* •! -
CPS-250 
NHS-HIS-100 
MLS-300 
S0RAE.-715
C-80
■ j .
0
E* Procedure for 
Special Dwelling 
Places which cross
segment boundaries— Con.
2. When more than 
. -. one; building ' -. 
crosses or is _ 
outside segment" 
boundary , ^
V * s ? J
3. sTMaina;,- 
entrance” 
defined
F. How to fill
Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet
If the special dwelling place consists of more than one building and some 
of the buildings' cross'or are'"completely outside the segment boundaries, 
include’ on the Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for the place only, those 
:>”/ buildings' which have main entrances inside .the segment boundaries. (In 
{{.trailer!camps.include;.only-;,those.trailers "or trailer sites which are 
..-inside, the segment boundaries.) . r . ..;-.»i •i.n fi, r ,st v ‘ ~ .\.r* ;
^siThe ^Main'»ehtrancenq-of;*a{spe’cial';dwellingi.place (and of each building in 
a special dwelling place) is the one considered as such by the management 
of the place.,. . ... '
•. ~ . ;V.i . iLc Wj j~ n \ j
Fill the Special Dwelling Listing She.efeas-follows: ,‘y  ° ■r‘, ,
1. Heading
■ s ai VJfiat^ E'o ccJj^ 1'':~'^^"ForJsp%ciai.;'dwdilirig piaces"in'TAiSorT,HTA‘"Sog|ments'{ copy the appropriate’ ■
from Segment ,■ j, ~ / - - x l  :-. w.-.-Tn- r . - yti-.L'P
Folder ' heading information (codes, segment-number and-type of segment)...from.the
--.. .{Segment Folder to the Special Dwelling-Listing-Sheet. • .
. b. Enter_;-name,dt K» MEntersthe-.name-,-p£ddress.-,pandifype of.rspecial-dwelling placeinHhe^heading.
address, { ' ■ /1 ■.
• type of special *’L a sPecla^ dwelling place cpnsistsjofimorejihan/one building^ .enter the'.
.dwelling place.- specific,.address .(street'and structure number) or other description of-the
.  S -C r fi-r-i -pj > .".U yX  S S X l J,ViJXX: \L- gf'* .c a  X ;, . . . P S -ri S r . *Q .V  '
- .location of each.bmlding.qf .the special ^ dwelling, placehinlthe.' space for • 
«,**. f.,., J ?  necessary, draw (and attach to the'Special Dwelling: Lilting
• Sheet for the place) a rou£h sketch showing the^location of each, of'the r
buildings.
-rj . z-i l '
'i*xi
"A--c. Filling 
'items ’
a ,■; b..?andrtc--- i <
'fit;
r!> ;
V’ ,
Items a. b. and c. Only fill, items a, b, and c.for special dwellingr >1 - ! '? z L -r’-> . ' j'J ( rc* " • -
places in NTA Segments and for "large" special dwelling places'.' ;
jC-.rscx. ’- i . ' w p - . " .05 Tc ;>& ’rr, x 'X; x r/.-;-.-,:
Item a. Check "yes" or "no" to indicate whether .the place has"avusable 
-re^ster“frpm^whichJo.yimple. .
V
i' ,
It‘em iii." ’Check"‘’the‘'box for*|'Living Quarters" if the register consists of
.  ^f f) i - - . ’
. . 'a' record;of houses,- apartments, rooms, etc.: if register is-a record of
5 i  t f  i  !  '  ' - ’
^persons,',check the^box-for-"Persons". If there is no usable register, 
j ‘ ^ .{,. ,C".■ t ! ■ ' . ’
j > ‘'leayei'item'b blanks "  ,
j-4 --..-.'j-i
; 1 ’-Item’c.-' .Enter the date|and’ number of units —  staff or unclassified 
-..{.-^ (find,nonstaff when required) on the' first unused line in the space 
provided. .
CPS-250 
NHS-HIS-JLOO 
MLS-300 ;
SOHAR-725
C-81 r-t r- a>
2. Column 2
F. How to fill
Special Dwelling 5
Listing Sheet-Con.
a. When to 
list units 
in [column. 2
Column 2 is to ibe used to, M;st units. within the speda! dwemug-place. 
A complete listing nf Mirita muebjbe made, in column 2 titans,. ,[ ~ . .
(T ) the. special 'dwelling place is located in a U5A Segment (regamSteas 
■ of whetherthe. place :has a'lregister.'fnamr,sdiich to sample) <ar .
{2) the special dwelling 'place is liwMted’ im sun ]
. f ■:rhap.1 1 img:pimw ’mad h»g .intn irmgi mitgflr frtnm rihiiii4h ft/ra
b. IRmHimg to 
observe in 
listing units
(1) Don't skip 
lines
(2) Identify . . . 
units .
" i adequately;'; '
(3) List each
. ;.JV,. bed^ in., rooms _
" for 5 or more1 
?J' ■' persons ' ■' • - -
(1) How' to' list '
■i "unclassified "
. units , . .
In listing units on the Special Dwelling Listing Sheet, observe the 
■ following rules: p.'1 -v~* ■ -■ j • - >hf , i .-i—-— -
Do not skip any lines.
f * , v > ;  o.  t
■J ’  -  i  .  •
• j %; y .tvyr* - ; ; c
(5) In listing 
persons- 
give name . - 
and room 
. number.,„ .
.'Vv'. i^ u)1
Be .sure that adequate identification such a3„rocm nuniber, -bednumber, etc.'.
. ~ r /. ■>,'.> V . 1 ■ ■ ^ jv.-1 v v:., / \ j .  n : V : *  x -  7 „-,v
is entered in column 2. . (See figs... 24&nd 25;) a; tic.rl .
" If ydu aj^ ' listihg robms which have sleep!ng acconmiodations for 5 or more 
persons,.be .sure to.list^ eacbbed'on a- separate line of the .Special/! .J- ' 
Dwelling Listing Sheet. -• .--Co y/li’l -rfi;. 1 ft'iT . .
If you 'are‘listing '"unclassified" units, list’rfirst all'units'Jf6r persons
T V,1- J .. , ' .'If - •* • ' " ">V *! ; * \ );'{rj »'"> * i • , • . .
for whom the place is.Being operated (guests of hotels, etc.). Then, 
without'skipping any lines listunits for resident employees and their
o - o f  - i'Jy  ” -1 .■’ . ‘ • j i t  ‘ u . - c -  i ' - V ' v :  -  ' n i t  t - i d f . J 1;  .  ' .  • '
families. ' ' >
If you are listing persons, enter in column 2 both the name of the person 
and his room'number7 bed'number (if in a~room'with sleeping accommodations 
for 5 or more persons) 7 of 'some other‘identification of his-quarters;• For 
-'example:^  ' .
CPS-250
NHS-HU3-100
MLS-300
SDRAR-725
2. — Con. .... , _ .
b.-^Con. .. ,
F. How to fill
Special Dwelling
Listing Sheet— Con.
(6) list units 
..on conse.cu- 
tive lines'
3. Tour name ' r 
and: thevdatev:
G. How to bring
special dwelling 
places up, to, ^la^ e. ,;
1. Special dwelling, 
places in TA "
Segments . __ .
scrS
2. Special-dwelling 
' places in NTA 
Segments a n d ' • - 
"large" special 
r dwelling-places
■ .rl Jh v - 
a. When, a, complete , 
listing has ' ’ ' ’ 
been-made* -vs
b. When a 
register 
was used
CPS-250 
NHS-HIS-100 
MLS-300 
S0RAR-725
-When1 .the units to be listed'are located in more than one building of a 
■ special dwelling-place,, they; are to- be listed on consecutive lines of the 
- . Special .Dwelling ListingvSheet;. Do not. preparers '.separate. Special 
\ ? Dwelling. Listing;, Sheet:.for..,each. buildings *Be'sure , howeyer,, ‘that each 
; building; is-identified’-in'-the space.'f or .address.;:
T l  < fV  r  t*  ^ 1 ' ’■ ' "  -  , *  * • ’
■' At‘ the'bottom of the' Special Dwelling Listing'Sheet enter your name in
• . ••■j '  ■* v 7 -*f^ v  -* j  ’ f "'r> ‘r * * - ’
the space for'"Listed by" and the date" below'iti '
■ u  ' . s .' cm  »f?.! .
Most special dwelling, places are to, be .broughtup to date in accordance
with paragraphs 1 and 2 below. For certain types of special dwelling
' places, however, be sure to‘b’ririg lists'up^ to^ate'in accordance with
i.J ?i~ fv" 7 3;n- r  : x s  ife i  '
paragraph 3. . . ~
i.v--, 7c j s.i'i Ss-vsi/i;.- ' ’
For^ special dwelling places., located in TA^Segments, inquire at the time
of interviewing to determine whether the place contains;any new units 
" result! r^fron! new' construct!oni conversions', etc.' Add these units/to' ' '
L ' thd' end- of the Special Dwellihg^ listing Sheet.' " Cross out any units which .
' no' longer exist '(except”'for mergers-'—  see'page C-4.1 ). ■ Indicate in a-' .
* ^ '■-* 1 >■ r  ** r : v ■} ”5* "• ~ f ' f r *  ’’ t t-r- rj Cji'v “  - .
'"-'footn6te"'the* date and reason for the change. ”
C-.'v,.-.. -J'f 'i  Vv'-- - '5- "  I
Special dwelling places, in NTA Segments and "large? special dwelling 
places may have, been in previous samples or surveys. If a complete 
listing of units has been made for airy of the kinds of units in the place, 
you are to bring this list” up'to date'I ” If'"a'register was previously-used,, 
you should find out'whether'a" register'is still available for this kind - 
of unit and1, if so', proceed as'instructed‘in paragraph 2b(1) below..
.. .When, units have previously .been listed in column 2 of the Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet,, bring this,.listing^ up(..tp, date.,by adding new units to the 
end of the list and crossing.out units which.no longer exist (except for 
mergers— see page C-^l). Enter the date and.reason for the change using a
footnote if necessary.  ^ ' 'j
If a register was previously used and: ,... -
(1) is still available. enter on the first unused line in item c of the
'■ ’s ' V  j. * **. »jriv 'v.;' t\ •“ ’ ‘ ■'/••• * "v 1 * ", 'if’
' Special Dwelling' Listing Sheet the date and the number, of. the ,
' particular kind of unit'the place now contains. ■- ■
(2) is no longer.available or usable, make a complete listing of all of 
the particular kinds of units in the special dwelling place follow­
ing the procedure on page C-77, paragraph 2c.
C-83
I«
G. Hov to bring
Special Dwelling
Places up to date— Con.
3. Special instruc­
tions for 
bringing up to 
date hotels,'
, .motels, Y'.s, _.
" tourist' camps ' ‘ 
or courts orvix: 
combination^, 
touri st -trailer '
If a hotel, motel, Y, tourist camp or court, or combination tourist- 
trailer camp listed on the Segment List is now a transient-type, do hot 
transfer the.;place to the Special Dwelling Listing Sheet. Similarly if 
-.•"one. of. these types of: places .was originally transient and listed on the 
- -.Special Dwelling ListingiJSheet, but is now. a nohtransient type, do not 
•:t transfer the- place to the: Segment;. List'.. r.For: such -places originally
camps listed;on the. Segment List; add-any',new units;.to. the end of the Supple­
... v aental f Ligt (SegmentList. If in ,a TA^ Segment).  ^If such a place was .
originally, completely listed op a. Special Dwelling.'Listing Sheet,- add: .
new units to the end of that list. Cross out units which no longer exist 
‘ ‘ ‘ ’,'x " '(except'mergers) on the appropriate'forin.
H. New special .
. dwelling'plaices'
^ , If j the place is. now nontransient tat was originally listed'as transient1" 
and a register was previously used (and,is,still available) enter on the 
first unused line in item c of Special Dwelling Listing Sheet the date 
‘ ■ and'the" number of unclassified "units the place now contains."' . ; '
„. ^r,. If,.in bringing jip. to,date„a.TA or.NTA Segment, you. come across ahy'special
..dwelling place.for which.you have not. been given,a filled Special Dwelling
t .Listing Sheet, prepare one.from your, supply, of blank Special Dwelling List­- i - or' '’v. ? *■ - M ,C‘ -]j r 1 -V -t \ J 'th~- + .-'V'.jCl1 ’-r- - .
ing Sheets for the place. If it is located in a-segment shown on a . 
reproduced large-scale hand-drawn map or in a rural segment shown on another 
'  ^ type map enterf the'special'dwelling-place'symbol on the map,: (Treat, the
' place., just as you would' if' i't were^ in a segment to be newly .listed.,;. I 
.x . >.:■ s < J  t o  - r o t  V. !  a i r ' v s - r r  " c  " e ' c s - ’ -'
SPECIAL NOTE: If the, special dwelling place is a transient.hotel, .
. i  La . . v  ...» -j .. •.:.■ - . - . -
„motel,, Y, tourist camp.on court.,, or combination tourist-trailer camp,
■’ns :r.
ilr- T XaiSfKjP. h:'o
Change in status 
of special dwelling 
places .
1. From special , 
dwelling!place ' 
to housing 
unit
, chepk to see whether, units in the place are .listed on the Segment 
List before preparing a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for the
{ V ‘ {  T > '  r  T+ '* .* '  •-% *'*•. T T  * " "V  • ,  ' r -  ’ rv L '-v » «  . • '
' placed If you find the place'listed* oh* the Segment List , abring_ ‘
1 ' s* r  -i "• r ‘ ‘r  ‘S-i '  T t" tvi*" ■- t  r  J '  ' - s~ ’* ■* *
'the' listing'up to date on that 'form and'do not prepare a-Special)
' Dwelling Listing Sheet' ?or It". 1 J"' "'' ’ '' .
: i rtrfh'i L
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
MLS-300
SORAR-725
If a. special dwelling place has-been changed into a housing unit, add 
the housing unit. to the.,Supplemental. List (pr Segment List for TA 
Segments) and enter the notation "Converted to Housing Unit" together 
with the'date on"the Special' DWel'lihg 'Lieting' Sheet.
•*'k' ( i r y, }a ' ' r -iy
C-S4
I. Change in status 
of special dwelling 
places— Con.
2. From housing 
unit to special 
dwelling place
If you find in updating that a housing unit has changed into a special 
dwelling place since the segment was last interviewed, .cross the 
housing unit off the Segment List, indicating the reason and date for 
the deletion, and prepare a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for the 
place.
3. From one 
type to . 
another i
If the special dwelling place has changed from one type to another, fill
a new Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for the place. Enter the notation
"Converted to (tvoe of sDecial dwelling place)" together with the date
on the original Special Dwelling Listing Sheet. Also fill a new Special
Dwelling Listing Sheet for transient-type hotels, motels, Y!s, tourist
camps or courts listed on the Segment List which change to a different -
type (except as indicated below) of special dwelling place. In such a
case, cross the,units. off the Segment List and enter in column 7 
. f - ; - \ ; .
"Converted ito another -type sp.. dpi.,^together with the date.
' ) i • - ■ 
Do not transfer from the Special' Dwelling Listing Sheet to the. Segment -
List (or vice versa) hotels, motels, Y's, tourist camps or courts or .
combination tourist-trailer camps which have' changed from transient to
nontransient type (or from nontransient to transient type). • ' .
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
MLS-300
SORAR-725
C-85
Vi
]
ir
.‘If
' -tl
*
+  t  r t t - " - v j ^ c u u . _- a  v , - .•• '*
’•“"A iistHMd- description’ of' r • -
^special- duelling places ' is"' "*
»j giveni on ,pages C87-C91. ,f... ,f -;
jt
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LIST AM) DESCRIPTION OF TYPES OF SPECIAL DWELLING PLACES .
I ,  T Y P E S  O F  SP E C IA L  D W E L L I N G  P L A C E S  : 
.  _  _  .
typ'
■■ .•■■■■■■ ■ 
-  -
t h e  S p e c i a l  D w e l l i n g  L i s t i n g  S h e e t  ,  e n t e r  t h e  e x a c t  t y p e  s h o w n  I n  t h e  
-  e x a m p l e *  e n t e r  " ' c h i l d r e n ^  ( o r  a d u l t )  r e c r e a t i o n  c . a n p -  a n d  n o t  J u s t  ’ r e c r e a t i o n ’ c a m p '  
’ " s t a t e  p e n i t e n t i a r y ®  a n d  n o t  " " e o - - - - - - - 1 " ‘ — ^  - *  - — ’ *  • •
;®i . /. . ■' i® '•
8  ^  e n t e r i n g  t y p e  o n
f o l l o w i n g  l i s t ;  f o r
E n t e r
,  S P E C I F I E D  T H S T I T O T I O N S
X ,  C o r r e e t i  o n a l  I n s t i t u t i o n s
c  - a *  S t a t s  o r  F e d e r a l  ' p e n i t e n t i a r y *  p r i s o n *  o r  r e f o r m a t o r y ,  
o • S t a t e  o r  F e d e r a l  p r i s o n  f a r m  o r  camp* 
c ,  C o u n t y  o r  c i t y  j a i l *  w o r k h o u s e *  o r  p e n i t e n t i a r y ,  .  
d „  C o u n t y j>r c i t y  p r i s o n  f a r i a  o r  c a t e r .  .  I  ‘ _  )
- e .  F e d e r a l  D e t e n t i o n  h e a d q u a r t e r s ,  
f .  S t a t e  o r  F e d e r a l  T r a i n i n g  o r  i n d u s t r i a l  s c h o o l .
S®;?
g o  C o u n t y  o r  m u n i c i p a l  t r a i n i n g ,  p a r e n t a l . *  o r  i n d u s t r i a l  s c h o o l ,  -
h ,  P r i v a t e  s c h o o l  f o r  d e l i n q u e n t s  s u c h  a s  " “ H o u s e  of Good  S h e p h e r d ® . *  •  “ B o y s  T o w n 5 1 *  e t c ,
2 M e n t a l  I n s t i t u t i o n s  1  _  V
a .  H o m e  o r  t r a i n i n g  s c h o o l  f o r  r e n t s : -  d e f e c t i v e s ,  ’  ,  .  -
' '  ,  -  b .  H o n e ,  t r a i n i n g  s c h o o l *  c o l o n y ,  d r  v i l l a g e  f o r  e p i l e p t i c s ,  ,  ~  -  -  :  i
. c -  S t a t s *  F e d e r a l ,  c o u n t y *  o r  c i t y  h o s p i t a l  f o r  m e n t a l  d i s e a s e s , .  -  '  -
c L ' V e t e r a n s "  A d m i n !  s t r a t i  o n  m e n t a l  h o s p i t a l ,  '  “  :
.  e .  P r i v a t e  H o s p i t a l  o r  s a n a t o r i u m  f o r  mental d i s e a s e s ,  . . .  ( -  - •
f .  H o s p i t a l  f o r  t h e  t r e a t m e n t  o f  a l c o h o l i c s  o r  d r u g  a d d i c t s ,  -  ’  •  ®  /  .
3 .  H o m e s  f o r  t h e  A g e d -  I n f i r m ,  o r  N e e d y  .  1  '  , ,  i  - 1  ;
. a .  O r p h a n  a s y l u m ,  -  -  ’ '  -  ®
-  h , -  C h i l d r e n ' s  h o m e ,  '  .  -  ”  . . .  -
c .  C o u n t y  h o m e  *  a l m s h o u s e *  p o o f  f a r m ,  e t c ,  ;  -  -
>  d ,  .  S o l d i e r s 5  o r  s a i l o r s !  h o m e ,  ’ ~  .  '  '  '  - 1
;  -  a .  . V e t e r a n s 1  - M a i n l  s t r a t i  o n  h o m e  ( d o m i c i l i a r y  e a r s ) ” ,  '  ,
f .  F r a t e r n a l  o r  r e l i g i o u s  h o m e  f o r  t h e  a g e d ,  -  -  -  -  -  -
g ,  C o m e r c l a l  h o a r d i n g  h o u s e  f o r  t h e  a g e d ,  _  ^  ,
'  -  , h „ '  H o m e  o r  r e s i d e n t  s c h o o l  f o r  t h e  " b l i n d ,  ~  _  :
I ,  H o m e  o r  r e s i d e n t  s c h o o l  f o r  t h e  d e a f ,  -  -  .  , ;
-  '  j ,  H o s p i t a l ,  o r  r e s i d e n t  s c h o o l s *  o r t h o p e d i c  h o s p i t a l s  a n d ' h o m e s  f o r .  t h e  c r i p p l e d . ;
G P S - 2 5 0
N H S - H I S - 1 C 0  '  ;  
M L S - 3 0 0  .
-- 'SC®ia-725 ’ -
C-87 .
7J:? M
1LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF TYPES OF SPECIAL DWELLING PLAGES (Coa.);
N u r s i n g ,  C o n v a l e s c e n t ,  a a d  P e s t  H o m e s  ( S p e c i f y )
I n  d e t e r m i n i n g  w h e t h e r  a  p l a c e  w h i c h  o f f e r s  n u r s i n g ,  c o n v a l e s c e n t  o r  r e s t  c a r e  i s  a  
s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e ,  a p p l y  t h i s  r u l e !  I f  t h e  p l a c e  i s  p r o v i d i n g o r  h a s  
a c c o m m o d a t i o n s  t o  p r o v i d e  n u r s i n g  c a r e  o r  d o m i c i l i a r y  a n d  p e r s o n a l ' c a r e  ( a s  r e q u i r e d )  
f o r  3 o r  “m o r e  p a t i e n t s  o r  p a y i n g  g u e s t s ,  c l a s s i f y  I t  a s  a  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e ,  i»e„, 
a  n u r s i n g ,  c o n v a l e s c e n t  o r  r e s t  h o m e .  E x a m p l e s  o f  c a r e  p r o v i d e d  i n  t h e s e  p l a c e s  a r e  
n u r s i n g  c a r e ,  h e l p  i n  f e e d i n g ,  a i d  I n  g e t t i n g  a r o u n d ,  t r a y  s e r v i c e ,  e t c .
I n  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e s  o f  t h e s e  t y p e s ,  o n l y  t h e  ' ■  s t a l l '  q u a r t e r s  a r e  I n c l u d e d  i n  ,  
t h e  H e a l t h  I n t e r v i e w  S u r v e y ,  t h a t  i s ,  q u a r t e r s  f o r  t h e  o p e r a t o r  - o f  t h e  h o m e  a n d  f o r  
r e s i d e n t  e m p l o y e e s  a n d  t h e i r  f a m i l i e s .  -  ~
y
I;
*
%  O t h e r  H o s p i t a l s  a n d  S e m e s  P r o y i d i B g  S p 8 e i a l i . z ® d . . G s r g .
S o  T u b e r c u l o s i s  s a n a t o r i u m , !  -  • f  ,  -
;  b »  V e t e r a n s 3  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  t u b e r c u l o s i s  h o s p i t a l *
C o ' - H o m e  f o r  i n c u r a b l e s *  -
• d o  C h r o m i c  o r  c a n c e r  h o s p i t a l , ,  -  -  '
® 0  J f e . t @ r a d . t y  h o m e s  f o r  u n m a r r i e d  m o t h e r s *
,  f o  D e t e n t i o n  or  r e e s i y i a g  h o m e *
B .  O T H E R ' S H S C I A l ,  B H B I U H G  P L A C E S  ^  ‘
1 o  f e t s r a n s 3  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  G e n e r a l  I f e d i e a l  a n d  S u r g i c a l  h o s p i t a l s *
C P S - 2 5 0
B H S - H 1 S - 1 0 0
M L S - 3 0 0
S O M R - 7 2 5
I f  t h e  . c o n v e n t  o r  m o n a s t e r y  o p © r a t e s - _ a n _  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  i n  t h e  s a m e  s e g m e n t ,  c o n s i d e r  -  
t h e  c o n y s n t  s r  m o n a s t e r y  a n d  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  i t  o p e r a t e s  t o g e t h e r  a s  b n ®  s p e c i a l '  • ;  
d w e l l i n g  p l a c e *  C l a s s i f y  s u c h  - a  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e  b y  t h ®  t y p e  o f  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  ■ 
o p s r a t s d ^  t h a t  ±s3 a s  h o s p i t a l  s  o r p h a n a g e  s '  s e h e e l p  e t c < r l  •  f "  -
E x c e p t i o n s  I f  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  m e n t i o n e d  a b o y e  i s  a  s c h o o l  f o r  -  _  -  ;
n o n r s s i d s n t  s t u d e n t s  o n l y *  c l a s s i f y  t h e  S p e c i a l  D w e l l i n g  P l a c e  as ' ' -
a  s b n y e n t  o r  m o n a s t e r y *  '  '  •
I f  t h e  c o n s e n t  o r  m o n a s t e r y '  d o e s  n o t  o p e r a t e  a n  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  a m  '  ;
t h e  s a m e  s e g m e n t ,  c l a s s i f y  t h e  S p e c i a l  D w e l l i n g  ' P l a c e  a s  a  e o n  r e n t  _
?1
n
■u.
3 *  F a c i l i t i e s  f a r  t h e  T r e a t m e n t  © f  t h e  P h y s i c a l l y  1 1 1 *  -  - ItlgJlB
•  1m il &o . G e n e r a l  s r  e m e r g e n c y  h o s p i t a l WSiMmSSM -  J
K C h i l d r e n 3 s  h o s p i t a l •i P a t i e n t  u s u a l l y  s t a y s
r  1
}
.  j
M a t e r n i t y  h o s p i t a l
^  f o r  a  r e l a t i v e l y  s h o r t  
1 p e r i o d  o f  . t i m e
’ J -  ,  '  ‘  •
A *  G o n r e n t s ,  M o n a s t e r i e s ,  s t e * y  ^ x5:•: j y y ? (lift
LIST WD DESCHIPTIOH OP TYPES OF SPECIAL LWELEIMG PiACES (Con.)
S o  A  S i s t e r s  %  B r o t h e r s 8  9  o r  P T I s s t s 1  R e s i d e n c e  o r  R e c t o r y  H i t h  q u a r t e r s  f o r  A  ® r  f © H ® r  
s i s t e r s s  b r o t h e r s s  o r  p r i e s t s  s h o u l d  b e  l i s t e d  o n  o n e  l i n e  o f  t h e  S e g m e n t  L i s t  u n l e s s , ,  
i t  i s  p a r t  o f  a  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e  s u c h  a s  a  h o s p i t a l ; ,  o r p h a n a g e  o r  s c h o o l  f ® r  
r e s i d e n t  s t u d e n t s *  I f  t h e r e  a r ®  q u a r t e r s  f o r  5  o r  a c r e . s i s t e r s *  b r o t h e r s  o r  p r i e s t s  
i n  t h e  r e s i d e n c e  s  l i s t  i t  - a s  a  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e * ,
5 o  T r s a s i e n t - t y o e  H o t e l s  ( i n c l u d i n g  s e a s o n a l — s u m m e r  o r  w ± n t e r - - b . o t e l s L
A  t r a n s i e n t  h o t e l  I s  o n e  i n i  w S y L ^ k s
£ *  m o r e  t h a n  2 5 %  o f  t h e  r o o m s  o p  s u i t e s  a r e  o c c u p i e d  o r  i n t e n d e d  f o r  o c c u p a n c y  b y  -  
t r a n s i e n t  g u e s t s , ,  ( T r a n s i e n t  g u e s t s  a r e  t h o s e  w h o  u s u a l l y  s t a y  l e s s  t h a n  3 0  d a y s * )
b *  m o r e  t h a n  25% o f  t h e  r o o m s  o r  s u i t e s  a r e  o c c u p i e d  o r  i n t e n d e d  f o r  o c c u p a n c y ,  b y  g u e s t s  
w h o  p a y  a t  a  d a i l y  r a t s  , ,  -  „  :  -  -  ' '
~  T r a n s i e n t - t y p e  Y M O A r l W C A .  e t c „  ^  -  -  ‘ '  ‘
A p p l y  t h e  r u l e s  g i v e n  above f o r  t r a n s i e n t  h o t e l s  t o  d e t e r m i n e  w h e t h e r  a  Y j y i G A , . Y W C A S  e t c , ,  
i s  t r a n s i e n t *  -  -  ■ .  -  -  -  • ' -
7 .  P r i v - a t e  R e s i d e n t i a l  f l l u b s  t o d - T o u r i s t  H o m e s  -  „
.  A  p r i v a t e  r e s i d e n t i a l  c l u b  o r  t o u r i s t  h o m e  i s  t o  b e  c l a s s i f i e d  a s  a  s p e c i a l ' d w e l l i n g  -  - ’ 
p l a c e  o n l y  i f  i t  c o n t a i n s  5  o r  m o r e  r o o m s  o r  g r o u p s  o f  r o o m s  t o  b e  r e n t e d  o u t *  I f  
t h e r e  a r e  f e w e r  t h a n  5  r o o m s  o r  g r o u p s  o f  r o o m s  f o r  r e n t ;  c o m b i n e  t h e s e  r o o m s  o r  g r o u p s  
o f  r o o m s  with t h e  l a n d l o r d s  q u a r t e r s  ( o r  w i t h  e a c h  o t h e r  i f  t h e  l a n d l o r d  d o e s  n o t  l i v e  
i n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e ) _ a n d  l i s t  o n  o n e  l i n e  o f  t h e  S e g m e n t  L i s t *  ~  -  '  I  ‘
8 «  '  F a c i l i t i e s  f o r  H o u s i n g  S t u d e n t s  *
a *  S c h o o l  d o r m i t o r y *  -  '  -  '  -  -  - ’
b .  F r a t e r n i t y - o r  s o r o r i t y *  _  ’  '  . .
c .  T r a i l e r  c a m p  o n l y  f o r  s t u d e n t s  a n d  t h e i r  f a m i l i e s *  ( S e e  S e c t i o n  1 3  b e l o w  f o r  d e f i n i t i o n
o f  t r a i l e r  c a m p * ;  ,  -  -
d .  S c h o o l  w i t h  r e s i d e n t  s t u d e n t s  ( o t h e r  t h a n  f o r  t h e  n e e d y  o r  I n f i r m ) *  C o n v e n t s  h r  "  -  -  .  -
m o n a s t e r i e s  o p e r a t i n g  t h i s  t y p e  o f  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e  a r e  t o  b e  classified a s  
^ S c h o o l s  w i t h  r e s i d e n t  s t u d e n t s  • , ,  e v e n  t h o u g h  n o n r e s i d e n t  s t u d e n t s  a l s o  a t t e n d  t h e  
s c h o o l *  '  -  -  • -  -  1  ‘ -  '  -
9 *  F a c i l i t i e s  f o r  H o u s i n g - W o r k e r s  '
a *  D o r m i t o r y  f o r  w o r k e r s *  :
b *  B u p k h o u s e  ( p r o v i d e d  t h a t  i t  h a s  o r  i s  e x p e c t e d  t o  h a v e  q u a r t e r s  f o r  5  o r  m o r e ,  f a r m  o r  
r a n c h  h a n d s ) *  (  .  ■ -  .
b *  L a b o r  c a m p *  .  -  • -  -  -  .
d. L o g g i n g  c a m p *
C P S - 2 5 0
H H S - H I S - 1 0 0
M L S - 3 0 C
3 0 R A H - 7 2 5
C-89
LIST AMD DESCRIPTION OF TYPES OF SPECIAL DWELLING PLACES" (Con.)
sisSiSB
e .  M i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s 1  c a m p ,
A  m i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s 1  c a m p  c o n s i s t s  o f  q u a r t e r s , - o r  s i t e s  f o r  q u a r t e r s /  f o r  5  o r  m o r e  
s e a s o n a l  o r  t e m p o r a r y  w o r k e r s  e n g a g e d  i n  a g r i c u l t u r a l  a c t i v i t i e s  i n c l u d i n g  r e l a t e d  f o o d  
p r o c e s s i n g s  S u c h  q u a r t e r s  m a y  c o n s i s t  o f  o n e  o r  m o r e  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g !
: 1 1 %  f i t  s g i S e # / : ; . '  1- L l / i t  W
-  ( l i v i n g  q u a r t e r s  o c c u p i e d  b y  a  m i g r a n t  f a m i l y  i s  t o  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  a s  " o n e  u n i t  -  -  _ -  -  ■
r e g a r d l e s s  o f  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  w o r k e r s  " i n  t h e  f a m i l y .  F o r  s s a a p l s ,  a ' c a b i n  o c c u p :  s c .  '
b y  & - m i g r a n t  f a m i l y  c o n s i s t i n g  o f - a  h u s b a n d ,  M s  w i f e  a n d  4  c h i l d r e n  a l l - o f  w h o m "  a r e  
e m p l o y e d  b y  a  g r o w e r  w o u l d  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  a s - q u a r t e r s  f o r  o n e  w o r k e r  f o r  p u r p o s e s  o f  
a p p l y i n g  t h e  a b o v e  d e f i n i t i o n , )  W h e r e  d e f i n i t e  l a n d  a r e a  i s  r e s e r v e d  f o r  a  m i g r a t o r y  
w o r k e r s ”  e a m p  c o n s i d e r  s u c h  l a n d  a r e a  a n d  a l l  b u i l d i n g s  l o c a t e d  o h . i t  a s  c o m p r i s i n g  ;
t h e  c a m p ,  "  -  -
A  m i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s  *  c a m p  m a y  b e  l o c a t e d  o n  a  f a r m  o r  r a n c h  o r  m a y  b e  o p e r a t e d  ’ -  -
i n d e p e n d e n t l y ,  A  g r o w e r ,  r a n c h e r s  a s s o c i a t i o n s  c a n n e r y . ,  e t c , ,  m a y  o p e r a t e ' s e v e r a l  '  j
m i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s 11 c a m p s  l o c a t e d  s o m e  d i s t a n c e  f r o m  e a c h  o t h e r — i n  s u c h - a  e a s e ,  ’ ‘  ;
c o n s i d e r  e a c h  c a m p  a s  a  s e p a r a t e  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e  a n d  l i s t  o n l y  t h o s a ' c a m p s  -  -
M  t h i n "  t h e  s e g m e n t  b o u n d a r y ,  1
Q u a r t e r s  o n  a  f a r m  o r  r a n c h  ' w h i c h  a r e  i n t e n d e d  f o r  t e n a n t s  o r  p e r m a n e n t  M r e d  h a n d s  - 
_ s u e h  a s  t e n a n t  h o u s e s  a n d  b u h k h o u s e s  a r e  n o t  p a r t  o f  a  m i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s  - - e a m p , '  A l s o  ;
-  i f  t h e '  t b t a l  q u a r t e r s  i n  t h e  c a m p  i n t e n d e d ,  f o r  m i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s  w i l l -  n o t -  p r o v i d e
-  a c c o m m o d a t i o n s  - f o r  5  o r  m o r e  w o r k e r s  - o r  t h e i r  f a m i l i e s  t h e y  a r e  n o t  t o  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  
a s  a  m i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s  c a m p  b u t  ' a r e  t o  b e  l i s t e d  o n  t h e  S e g m e n t  L i s t ,
1 0 ,  F l o p h o u s e s '  a n d  . M i s s i o n s  ( S p e c i f y )  -  • -
1 1 ,  R e c r e a t i o n a l  a n d  R e l i g i o u s  Camps ( S p e c i f y )  -  _  '  -
a .  F o r  A d u l t s  ( o r  f a m i l y ) -  "  -  -  “  -  y  -
b ,  '  F o r  C M l d r e n  _  "  -  ‘ -  ‘
1 2 ,  T r a n s i e n t - t y p e  T o u r i s t  C a m p  o r  M o t e l  -
A  t r a n s i e n t - t y p e  t o u r i s t  c a m p  o r  m o t e l  i s  o n e  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  5  o r  a c r e  u n i t s  - o n  t h e  s a m e  
-  p r o p e r t y  o f  s h i e h  m o r e -  t h a n  75% a r e  " o c c u p i e d  o r  i n t e n d e d  f o r  o c c u p a n c y  b y  t r a n s i e n t  g u e s t s  
- T r a n s i e n t  g u e s t s  a r e  t h o s e  W h o  u s u a l l y  s t a y  l e s s  t h a n  3 0  d a y s  o r  p a y  a t  a  d a i l y  r a t e .
T r a n s i e n t - t y p e  t o u r i s t  c a m p s  o r  m o t e l s  " a r e  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e s  a n d  a  S p e c i a l , D w e l l i n g  "  
L i s t i n g  . S h e e t  i s  t o  b e  ’f i l l e d  f o r  t h e m .  .  N o n t r e n s i e n t  ' t o u r i s t  c a m p s  o r  m o t e l s  ( t h e s e  n o t  m e e t ­
i n g  t h e  a b o v e  t r a n s i e n c y  r u l e s )  a r e  n o t  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e s  a n d  e a c h  u n i t  i n  t h e  c a m p  o r  
s o t e l  s h o u l d  t h e r e f o r e  b e  l i s t e d  o h  t h e  S e g m e n t  L i s t ,  A l s o ,  e a c h  o f  a  g r o u p  o f  f o u r  o r "  
f e w e r  u n i t s  l o c a t e d ’  o n  a  s i n g l e  p r o p e r t y  s h o u l d  b e  l i s t e d  o n  t h e  S e g m e n t  L i s t  w i t h o u t  
a p p l y i n g  t h e  t r a n s i e n c y  r u l e s ,  -
I f  &  c a m p  c o n t a i n s  t r a i l e r s  a n d  p e r m a n e n t -  r e s i d e n t i a l  s t r u c t u r e s  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t o u r i s t  _  :
e & h i n a  r e f e r  " t o  T a b l e  G  o n  p a g e  C - 6 4  f o r  i n s t r u c t i o n s  o n  h o w  t o  l i s t  u n i t s  i n  t h e  p l a c e .
SPS-2.50 
1 H S - S I S - 1 G G  
MIS-300 , ; 
S O R A R - 7 2 5
1
n
3 '■
§,M
dip 
.  j
cLJl
1 3 < ,  T r a n s i e n t  ~ T t p ®  G r o u p  o f  5  o r  M a r ©  A d j a c e n t  V a c a t i o n  C a b i n s  U n d e r  S i n g l e  M a n a g
i&ri
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A  g r o u p  o f  5  o r  m o r e  a d j a c e n t  m e a t i e r  
b y  a  s i g n  o n  t h e  p r o p e r t y ,  o n  * & h i c h  l o c a t e d  i s  t o  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  a s  a  s p e c i a l  d u e l l i n g  p l a c e  
i f  m o r e  t h a n  2 5 %  o f  t h e  e a b i n s  a r e  o c c u p i e d  o r  i n t e n d e d  f o r  o c c u p a n c y  b y  t r a n s i e n t  ' g u e s t s  
a s  d e f i n e d  i n  p a r a g r a p h  1 2  a b o v e .  I n c l u d e  a s  p a r t  o f . t h e  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e *  a l l  
v a c a t i o n  c a b i n s  i n  t h e  g r o u p  a n d  e a c h  o t h e r  r e s i d e n t i a l  u n i t *  i f  a n y *  l o c a t e d  o n  t h e
I f  75% or t o r e  o f  t h e  c a b i n s  i n  s u c h  a  g r o u p  a r e  o c c u p i e d  o r  i n t e n d e d  f
n  A  «... ■- ___V. « „ A- -i A ”, „ „ „ -I A- „  V-;: A A /A, ; « . 4 - f ~ .  A  A A A
_ _________  •
o c c u p a n c y  b y  :
s *  e a c h  c a b i n  i n  t h e  g r o u p  a n d  e a c h  o t h e r  r e s i d e n t i a l  ■ a m t *  i f  a n y *
s h o u l d  b e  l i s t e d  o n  a  s e p a r a t e  J i n s  o f  t h e  S e g m e n t  l i s t ,  • .  -  -  '
' H O T E ;  - I f  t h e r e  a r e  f e w e r  t h a n  5  a d j a c e n t  e a b i n s  u n d . b r  a  s i n g l e  m a n a g e m e n t = a n d -  _  
i d e n t i f i e d  b y  a  s i g n  o n  t h e  p i c b s r - t y  l i s t  e a c h  c a b i n . i n  t h e  g r o u p  o n  a , s i n g l e  
-  l i n e ' o f  t h e  S e g m e n t  L i s t , '  A l s o  l i s t  o n  a  s i n g l e  l i n e  o f  t h e  S e g m e n t  L i s t  e a c h  _
'  , . s e p a r a t e  v a c a t i o n  c a b i n  n o t  p a r t  o f  a  g r o u p  u n d e r - s i n g l e  m h n a g e a s n t ,  -
" ' f  .  1 4 ,  T r a i l e r  C a i r n s  a n d  T e n t ,  f i a m n f f  -  -  r  .  „  :
,  T r a i l e r  a n d  t e n t  c a m p s  { m t h  t h e  e x c e p t i o n  o f  m i g r a t o r y  w o r k e r s '  c a m p s  c o n s i s t i n g  o f
t r a i l e r s  a y f a e n t s )  a r e  t o  b e  e M s s i f l e d  a s  s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e s  o n l y  i f  t h e r e  a r e  5  o f ' - ;  
.  -  ‘ m o r e ,  t r a i l e r s  o r  t e n t s ' p r e s e n t  ’ a t  t h e  t i m e  o f  l i s t i n g *  o r  i f  y o u  e x p e c t  t h a t  a t  s o m e  t i m e  j
d u r i n g ' t h e  y e a r  5  o r  m o r e  t r a i l e r ' s  o r  t e n t s  w i l l  b e  p r e s e n t  o n  t h e  g r o u n d s ' .  O t h e r w i s e * ,  ; 
l i s t  t h e  t r a i l e r s  o r  t e n t s  a s  r e g u l a r  h a - u s i n g  u n i t s ! ,  .  ' .  :
-  , I f  t h e  t r a i l e r  c a m p  c o n t a i n s  t o u r i s t ,  c a b i n s ' o r  o t h e r  p e r m a n e n t  s t r u c t u r e s  c o n t a i n i n g  „  ^
■ *  -  - l i v i n g  q u a r t e r s *  r e f e r  t o  T a b l e  C  o n  p a g e  G - 6 4  f o r  p r o c e d u r e s  t o  b e  f o l l o w e d .  -  ;
, '  1 5 =  A r m e d  F o r c e s  I n s t a l l a t i o n s
A m y *  A i z  f o r c e *  M a v y *  h e a z d n e  o r  C o a s t  G u a r d  S t a t i o n s *  p o s t s  o r  a n y  o t h e r  e s t a b l i s h m e n t s ,  
/ - - - - - - - - - ,  a n y - e s t a b l i s h m e n t ' c o n s i s t i n g  o f  a  h o s p i t a l  o n l y )  o p e r a t e d  b y  t h e  A r m e d  F o r c e s  .
fMi-S'Sk
1 6 ,  A r m e d  F o r c e  H o s p i t a l ;
E s t a b l i s h m e n t s  o p e r a t e d  b y  a  b r a n c h  o f  t h e  A r m e d  F o r c e s  a n d  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  & h o s p i t a l  o n l y .
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■ W h e n  t o  u s e  -  
J N T E R - C Q M M  
d u r i n g ,  l i s t i n g
B  „  - P r e p a r a t i o n . - o f : 
I N T E R - C O M M
1 .  H e a d i n g
2 „  S e c t i o n  I
3 .  I l l u s t r a t i o n .
v l t o i n g  t h e  ' l i s t i n g  o p e r a t i o n  u s e  ■ t h e  ■ I N T E R - G O M M  t o  (ij - r e c o r d  -problems: -  
e n c o u n t e r e d  i n  l i s t i n g  a n d  ( 2 )  r e c o r d  a n y  q u e s t i o n s  w h i c h  y o u  h a v e  
c o n c e r n i n g  l i s t i n g .
W h e n  y o u  h a v e  o c c a s i o n  t o  u s e  a n  X N T E R - C Q M M ,  p r e p a r e  i t  a s  f o l l o w s  s
P i l l  h e a d i n g  i t e m s  a  -  k  a n d  e n t e r  I n  i t e m  1  a n y  o t h e r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
t h a t  w i l l  b e  h e l p f u l  i n  r e s o l v i n g  t h e  p r o b l e m  o r  q u e s t i o n ,  - F o r  e x a m p l e ,  
e n t e r  i n  i t e m  1  t h e  s e r i a l  number i f  a  s a m p l e  u n i t  i s  c o n c e r n e d !  i f  t h e  
p r o b l e m  c o n c e r n s  a  C P S  o r  M L S  s e g m e n t ,  e n t e r  t h e  r o t a t i o n  n u m b e r .  F o r , 
s p e c i a l  d w e l l i n g  p l a c e  p r o b l e m s  c o n c e r n i n g  s a m p l i n g ,  e n t e r  ® C W  o r  K R K  t o  
i n d i c a t e  w h e t h e r  t h e  p l a c e  w a s  c o m p l e t e l y  l i s t e d  o r , s a m p l e d  f r o m  a  -  f  
registers - - 'r
E n t e r  y o u r  q u e s t i o n  o r  s t a t e  t h e  p r o b l e m  i n  S e c t i o n  I ,  B e  s u r e ,  t o  s t a t e  
a l l  p e r t i n e n t  i n f o r m a t i o n  I n  o r d e r  t h a t  y o u r  s u p e r v i s o r  m a y  b e  a b l e  t o  
f u r n i s h  y o u  w i t h  t h e  c o r r e c t  a n s w e r  o r  f u l l y  u n d e r s t a n d  s i t u a t i o n s  w h e r e  
y o u  f o u n d  i t  n e c e s s a r y  t o  c h a n g e  a  s t r e e t  n a m e -.on. y o u r  S e g m e n t  Map s - e t c .
I f  a  r e p l y  i s  r e q u i r e d ,  c h e c k  t h e  S ! y e s , !  b o x  i n ' t h e  h e a d i n g  - o f  S e c t i o n  I j  
c h e e k  t h e  ' ’ n o 1 '  b o x  i f  y o u  a r e  m a k i n g  a n  I n f o r m a t i v e  s t a t e m e n t ,  . ,
A n  e x c e r p t  o f  t h e  I N T E R - C O M M  i s  s h o w n  b e l o w  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  h o w  t h i s  f o r m  
s h o u l d  b e  f i l l e d  i n .  r e p o r t i n g  t h a t  t h e  a c t u a l  n a m e  o f  a  s t r e e t  d i f f e r s
f r o m  t h e  n a m e  a p p e a r i n g  o n  t h e  m a p ,  ( S e e  s e c t i o n  S 2  o n  p a g e  C - 1 3 , }
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CHAPTER 16. INQUIRING ABOUT YEAR BUILT AT THE TIME OF 
LISTING AND UPDATING
A. Purpose of 
Inquiry
In some areas of the country, our survey includes a sample of building 
permits issued for new construction since April 1, I960. In TA and NTA 
Segments in these areas, all units are to be listed as usual but those 
built after April 1, I960 are to be excluded from the survey by the 
Regional Office because they have a chance to be selected as sample units 
in Permit B Segments. . •
In order that units built after April 1, I960 may be identified, in­
quiry about "year built" must be made for each structure in a TA and NTA 
Segment located in a permit-issuing place (Permit Area) ., This' inquiry 
is to be made-at the time of listing in some segments and at the time
of interview in others. In bringing lists up to date, "year built"
1 i. ' • '
inquiries are to be- made -for-each-structure added in these segments.. ,
L. B. "Year Built"
_ Stamp on 
Segment 
i Folder
1. Segments in 
Which "Year 
Built" Not 
• Required
These instructions will tell you when and how to inquire about "year 
built" at the time of listing and updating. . .
A stamp appears on the front of each TA and NTA Segment Folder, usually 
in Part IV, showing whether "year built" 3s required. f; '•
Some Segment Folders are stamped: .
DO NOT
Determine Year Built
(NPA)
These segments are located in areas where we do not sample building 
permits (indicated in the stamp by NPA meaning Non-Permit Area). Make 
no "year built" inquiries in these segments at anv tints; .
2. Segments In‘ 
Which "Year 
Built" Is 
Required
Part IV of the Folders for segments in which "year built" is required 
will show a stamp containing the letters PA. These segments are lo­
cated in areas in which building permits are issued • (indicated in the 
stamp by ‘PA meaning Permit Area). .
CPS 250 
NHS-HIS 100 
MLS 300 
S0RAR 725
C - 92
1. Segments To 
• Be Listed
C. When To Inquire
About "Tear Built"
a; Before 
Listing
b.„.oHow:to;' ■ • c 
. Estimate. ...
c. If Your 
Estimate 
Is MORS ’
CPS 250 
HH3-KIS 100 
ILLS 300 . 
30RAR 725
Inquire about "year built" as follows:
The Folders for segments to be listed .are stamped;
/p i \ BEFORE LISTING. Estimate whether MORE 
' ' THAN I I Units to be Listed. ■
Appears to be (Check a or b) : '
" a. I I More (INQUIRE About'Year Built‘for 
• Each Structure You List)
' b.i F~1 Not • More/(Make-NO Year Built ...
. - . - - Inquiries, at Time of Listing)
For these segments, proceed as follows: .■ .
Before you-begin , listing the segment, estimate ..whether the number of .
/ -.units"in-'the segment exceeds-'the. number in' tlie block in the stamp.
NOTE: The number in the-block in the-stamp-is larger than the number
of units we expect you''will find. A segment containing more 
i. • ■'thanlthis-.munber-7is: likely to/consist-.of-'many units built after '
April 1, I960.
r-iMake’Syburaestimate/iff'-the -'most Jefficient-manner possible. In some'
: cases;/youican.tell immediately.JWhetherithe-inumber of units is more than 
- the number in the block. .'.In other: cases'? you ;may need to quickly-canvass 
the segment to locate the boundaries and can make an estimate while 
doing-so. -H-Your estimate is not-expected to'-be-an/exact count; there 
' will:.b'e'(some case's where you over-estimate or"under-estimate. . .
If it is obvious that the segment contains units in special dwelling 
. places-:-or public housing projects, do not include them in your estimate. 
j"Year Built" is not?required for these units even though they are 
.located.in Permit Areas.'. < . .. • . ' • ■
If you estimate that the number of units in a segment is MORE THAN the 
number'recorded in'the stamp, on the .Segment Folder: ' ' .- "
C -.93-
C. Uhen to Inquire
About !'Year Built"- 
Con.
d. If Your : . - :
Estimate Is , 
HOT MOHS "'" -
2. "Year Built" 
Inquiries At 
Time of ' ’
Updating
3. "Year Built" 
Inquiries At 
-Time of 
Interview
CPS 250 
NH3-HIS 100 
MLS 300 
S0RAR 725
(1) check box a in the stamp and inquire about "year built" for each 
structure you list, as specified in Section E below.
(2) enter an "X" under A or B in column 8 of the Segment List for each 
unit you list, according to. the reply to your inquiry.
(3) enter an "X"-under ND in column 3, if you list a unit for which
"year built" is not required^special duelling places, trailers,--
etc.). . ' .• ■; . • .
If you estimate that the number..of units in a segment is NOT MORE than--, 
..the number recorded rin the stamp ronithe Segment Folder: " - '
(l) check box b-in.the stamp.- -
" (-2) make no "year built" inquiries at~the time of listing.
(3) leave blank column o of the Segment List, (in these segments,
"year built".}inquiries, are to beimade.at the .time of interview' as,*6 
. • ...specified in. Eart.D of your'manual- (Preface .to Part D of 'the HHS-HI3 
■ -Interviewer's M a n u a l ) 'i-'-- r-:-:. <■
In updating segments in which '.'year.built" is required (those located 
in Permit. Areas) always inquire about "yearabuilt" for each structure 
added.
Add units to a blue-Segment List (for TA Segments) or buff Supplemental 
List (for NTA. Segments) t ~ Enter;-an under A or'B in column 3 of the 
list, or in the "year built" stump.on the:Control Card or questionnaire, 
according to the reply to your inquiry.
See Part D.of your manual (Preface to Part D.of the NH3-HIS Inter­
viewer's Manual) for instructions on inquiring about "year built" for 
current sample units at the time of the first interview.
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D. Definition of 
"Tear Built"
E. How To Inquire 
About "Tear 
Built"
1. How Often To 
Inquire
a. When Segment' 
1- - Contains New" 
„ •... Housing . . ■ 
J' " Development
CPS 250 
NHS-HIS 100 
MLS 300 
SORAR 725
The definition of "year built" for structures already built refers to 
the date original construction was completed. It does not refer to:;
(l) any later remodeling. ' .
' (2) additions to previously existing structures. .
(3) conversions within structures.
(’A) the date houses" were moved to a‘ particular'site. If. a'.'house has' 
been moved, "year built" refers to the1 date construction was . 
completed for it on its original site.
In determining "year built" at the time of listing and updating ^‘ . inquire 
about each unit you enter on the list and check A or.B in column-8 of 
the list, according to the reply to your'inquiry. Do not classify a .
structure as built before or after April 1, I960 on the basis of .
' observation^' If a structure appears to'be' old, you should still inquire 
to confirm your, observation^ In such' cases', ask when the structure was 
'built rather than if it uasbiiilt before or after April 1, 1,960. .
' If'an occupant does'* iiot‘ know when' tHe^strecture was built,- is not at;
home, or if the structure'is vacant, ask a neighbor. If the structure 
’ is‘an'apartment bLdldirig/‘ ask'the'resident 'manager or-janitor. In .' 
inquiring, explain that' you are listing all'structures in the ares and 
need to identify those built after April 1, I960.
Inquire at each structure you list with the following exceptions.
If you are listing what appears to be a' part of a new housing develop­
ment and there is a developer's office in the area, list the new struc­
ture's that'are in the' segment, then’ inquire about "year built", at the 
developer's office. ’ If the developer cannot tell you about certain 
structures, go back to such structures and inquire as usual.
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E. How To Inquire
About "Year
Built"— Con.
b. Structure 
Under
Construction
If you list a structure which is entirely under construction, enter 
an "X" under A in .column 2 of the Segment List without inquiring. (If 
the structure is being remodeled or converted, inquire about "year 
built" as usual.)
2. Inquiring At 
Multi-unit 
• :Structures '
In multi-unit structures, inquire about "year built" only once, but . 
enter an "X" under A or B in column 2 of the list for each unit in 
the multi-unit structure. f .....  .
F Units for Hhich 
"Year Built" Not 
:■ - Required jy C*-: . ‘
Make no "year built" inquiries for units in the following types of 
places .even though the,, se^ent; is in,a permit area. ,
(l). special dwelling places.
(2) public housing projects,^residential buildings constructed by 
. Federal, .State and local governments (Public Housing Authorities), 
_ . state universities and Capehart.housing for; military personnel.
(3) .factories,, schools, pub^c;buildings, stores, churches and other 
. : . predominately non-housing ,^it _ stiratures.., (A predominately, non-* 
housing unit structure is s one in which more than '50? of the floor 
.space is non-residential.) .... . ... r •
(A) living quarters not located in structures; for example, trailers, 
tents and boats. . ' _ . .
Samples selected from new construction data to not include any of^ jthe
above .units; therefore such units.must^ .be, listed and enumerated■ in TA 
and NT A Segments regardless pf.when they were built. Enterah "X"; under 
NO in column 8 of the Segaient-List..,when listing or adding any such units.
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G-. Summary of Interviewer's Instructions on Inquiring About "Year Built*'
1.. Segment In 
Which. "Year 
Built" Mot 
Bequired 
Will Be 
Stamped--- -
DO NOT (NEA.)
Determine Year Built ___ _ ■ Ifake no 'year built" inquiries in this 
segment at any time.
2. Segment 
To Be 
Listed 
In
Permit 
Area 
Will Be 
Stamped-
. x BEFORE LISTING-. Estimate Whether MORE 
THAU | I Units to be Listed.
Appears to be (Check a or b):
a. Q  More (INQUIRE About Year Built for
Each Structure You List)
b. Q  Not More (Make , NO Year Built 
 Inquiries at Time of Listing)
If Estimate Is MTRE *
If you estimate that the number of units in 
the segment is more than the number .in the 
block: . . ' .
(l) check box a in the stamp and inquire 
about 'year built" for each structure 
you list. . - -
alter an '!XV under A or B in column 8 
of the Segment List for each unit, 
according to the reply to your inquiry, 
enter an*!X" under ND in'column 8 if 
you list a unit for which 'year built" 
is not required (special dwelling 
places, trailers, ...etc.).
(2)
(3)
b. If Estimate Is NOT MORE
If you estimate that the number of units in 
the segment is not more than the number in 
the block:
(1) check box b in the stanqp.
(2 ) make no 'year built" inquiries at the 
. time of listing.
(3) leave blank coliman 8 of the Segment List.
BEFORE LISTING 
Before you. begin listing, 
estimate whether . the number . 
of units in the segment .
exceeds the number in the - 
block in the stamp. (The,
- number in the block is larger 
than the number, of . units we 
expect you will find; there­
fore, a segment containing 
more than this number is 
likely to consist of many units 
built after April 1,-1960.) '
How To Estimate
ifeke your estimate in the most / 
efficient manner’possible. In same 
cases, you can tell inmedlately ■ 
whether the number of units in the 
segment exceeds the number in the 
block.' In other cases you may need 
to quickly canvass the segment to - 
locate the boundaries and’ can make 
an. estimate while doing so. Your 
estimate.is not expected, to.be an 
exact count; sometimes you. will . .
over-estimate or under-estimate.
If it is obvious that the segment 
contains units in special dwelling 
places or public housing projects, 
do not include them in your count, 
"Year Built" is not required for 
these units even though they -are 
-located in Permit Areas. ' .
3. Segments To 
Be Updated 
In Permit 
Areas ---
4. "Year Built" 
Inquiries At
Time of --
Interview
In updating segments in which 'year built" is required (those located in 
Permit Areas) always inquire about 'year built" for each sturcture added. 
Add units to the blue Segnent List (for TA Segments) or buff Supplemental 
Segment List (for NTA Segments). Enter an '5" under A or B in column 8 of 
the list, or in the 'year built" stamp on the Control Card or questionnaire, 
according to the reply to your inquiry. '
See Ihrt B of your manual (Preface to Bart D of NHS-EHS Interviewer's 
Ifenual).for instructions on inquiring about 'year built" at the time of 
interview. ■
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PART D
THE HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE 
AND .
HOW TO CONDUCT THE INTERVIEW
\
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CHAPTER 1
IDENTIFICATION SHEET
(Front page of the Questionnaire)
A. Use of
front page
B. Determination 
of "YEAR BUILT” 
in area segments 
at time of 
interviewing
The front page of the questionnaire shows the 
address of the sample unit and provides space 
for a record of interviewing and certain other 
information about the sample unit.
Always check the address of the unit against 
the address or description in Item 2a to be sure 
you are at the correct sample unit before 
proceeding with the interview.
For each prelisted sample unit in your assign­
ment you will receive a questionnaire with the 
front page partially filled. Some of these 
will also have a "YEAR BUILT" stamp on them 
(see paragraph B-l). Use each partially filled 
questionnaire as the first questionnaire for 
its appropriate household.
In addition to the partially filled question­
naires, you will receive a supply of blank 
questionnaires. Use these for "extra" house­
holds, and for cases where more than one 
questionnaire is needed for a household. (For 
a definition of "extra" units, see Part A, 
Chapter 2.)
Units in structures built after April 1, 1960 
are not to be interviewed in TA and NTA segments 
located in permit-issuing places (permit areas) 
because such units have a chance to be selected 
in a sample of permits issued for new construc­
tion. To identify these units, "YEAR BUILT" 
must be determined at the time of listing or 
interviewing. The instructions for making the 
determination of "YEAR BUILT" at the time of 
interviewing are given below. ■
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1. Identification 
of units for 
which "YEAR 
BUILT" determi­
nation to 
he made
The sample units for which the "YEAR BUILT" 
determination is to be made at the time of 
interviewing will be identified by a stamp 
which has been put in the heading on the front 
page of the questionnaire for the unit by your 
Regional Office, as follows:
*
2. Procedures 
for deter­
mining 
"YEAR BUILT"
a. When and 
how to make 
the inquiry
YEAR BUILT
□ Before April 1, 1960
Interview
□
 
-
After April 1, 1960 
Do NOT interview
(These will be units in TA and NTA segments in 
permit areas. The Segment Folders for these 
segments will bear a stamp including the instruc­
tion "Determine year built." However, you need 
not concern yourself with the stamps on the 
Segment Folders at the time of interviewing. - 
These were instructions for the Regional Office 
and the person doing the listing or updating.)
Do not determine "YEAR BUILT" if the above 
stamp is not on the questionnaire for the unit. 
Proceed to interview these sample units as 
usual. (These will be units in TA and NTA 
segments in non-permit areas and in B segments.)
Following are the procedures to be used in 
determining ,rYEAR BUILT" for sample units for 
which this information is required.
At sample units for which the "YEAR BUILT" 
determination is to be made your first question 
will be, ,fWhen was this structure built?" 
since the answer to this question will deter­
mine whether or not the unit is to be interviewed.
If the occupant does not know, is not at home 
or if the unit is vacant, ask a neighbor, 
janitor, or apartment house manager, etc.
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(l) Definition "YEAR BUILT" refers to the date the original 
of "YEAR construction was completed. It does not refer 
BUILT" to any later remodeling, additions or conversions,
or to the date houses were moved to a particular 
site. If a house has been moved, "YEAR BUILT" 
refers to the date its construction was com­
pleted on its original site.
(2) Meaning ' "Year built determination" means that you are to 
of "year determine whether the structure was built before 
built de- or after April 1, 1960, the 1960 Census 
termination" Enumeration date.
If the answer to your first question about when 
the structure was built is not specific enough 
to make the "YEAR BUILT" determination, you 
must ask additional questions to determine 
whether the structure was built before or after 
April 1, 1960.
If the person from whom you are obtaining the 
information is not sure, try to obtain an 
estimate. If you are unable to obtain the 
information from anyone, make the "YEAR BUILT" 
determination by observing the condition of the 
structure. This is to be done only as a last 
resort.
(3) Structure 
built be­
. fore 
April 1, 
1960
If you make the determination (either by inquiry 
or observation) that the structure was built 
before April 1, 1960, check that box in the 
stamp on the questionnaire(s) and proceed to 
interview the sample unit(s).
If you are unable to make the "YEAR BUILT" 
determination either by inquiry or observation—  
that is, you are uncertain— do not check either 
box in the stamp but enter the reason you have 
not in the footnote. Proceed to interview 
any such units. .
(4) Structure 
built after 
April 1, 
1960
If you determine that the structure was built 
after April 1, 1960, check that box in the stamp 
on the questionnaire (s) and return the question­
naire (s) for the unit(s) as naninterview—
Type C, "Built after April 1, 1960."
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b. When inquiry 
about "YEAR 
BUILT" not 
to be made
(l) New con­
struction
(2) Units in 
special 
kinds of 
structures
(3) Units 
not in 
structures
(4) If "YEAR 
BUILT" not 
determined
In the following cases inquiry about "YEAR 
BUILT" is not to be made even though the 
structure is in a segment for which "YEAR -
BUILT" determination is generally required.
If the entire structure is under construction, 
check the "Built after April 1, 1960" box on 
the questionnaire and return the questionnaire 
as a Type C noninterview as instructred above.
(If the structure is being remodeled or converted, 
inquire as instructed above.)
Do not determine "YEAR BUILT" for living quarters 
located in the following structures even though 
these appear to have been built after April 1,
1960:
(a) special dwelling places;
(b) public housing projects: residential buildings
constructed by Federal, State and local 
governments (Public Housing Authorities),
State universities, and Capehart housing
for military personnel;
(c) factories, schools, public buildings, stores, 
churches, and other predominantly non-housing 
unit structures: a predominantly non-housing 
unit structure is one in which more than
50$ of the floor space is non-residential.
Interview these in the usual manner.
Do not determine "YEAR BUILT" for living quarters 
not located in structures, such as trailers, 
tents, boats, etc. Interview these as usual.
If the office has put the "YEAR BUILT" stamp on 
a questionnaire for a sample unit in one of the 
places described above in (2) and (3), do not 
check either box but instead give the reason in 
a footnote, e.g., "Sample unit is a small apart­
ment in rear of store," "Sample unit is an 
apartment in Federal Housing Project No. 1,"
"Sample unit is the residence of the warden at 
Folsom prison," etc.
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(5) Units de­
termined 
by lister 
to have 
been built 
before 
April 1, 
1960
c. "Extra” 
units
C. Item 1 
Number of 
questionnaires
D. Items 2-8 
Location and 
identification 
of unit
1. Items 2a, 
2b, and
2c
Location 
of unit
In some cases the lister will have determined at 
the time of listing that the unit was built be­
fore April 1, 1960. For these units your office 
will have checked the "Before April 1, 1960" 
box for year built on the questionnaire. Proceed 
to interview such units without making further 
inquiry about "YEAR BUILT."
’TEAR BUILT" is to be determined for "extra" 
units you discover in area segments in permit 
areas, as for the regular sample units.
If the "extra" unit was built before April 1, 1960 
enter "Built before April 1, 1960" in the heading 
on the front of the questionnaire for it, and 
proceed with the interview.
If the "extra" unit was built after April 1,
1960, prepare a questionnaire for it and send 
it in as a Type C naninterview, as outlined 
above.
Do not determine "YEAR BUILT" for "extra" units 
in segments in which the "YEAR BUILT" determina­
tion is not being made for the regular sample 
units. Interview these as usual.
If you use only one questionnaire for a house­
hold, fill this item to read, "Questionnaire 1 
of 1 Questionnaires." If it is necessary to use 
two questionnaires, Item 1 on the first question­
naire should be filled to read "Questionnaire 
1 of 2. Questionnaires," and on the second, 
"Questionnaire 2 of 2 Questionnaires." Correspond­
ing entries should be made when three or more 
questionnaires are used. The entries in Item 1 
are to be made after the interview is completed.
All these items, except for Item 2b, will be 
filled by your office for prelisted sample 
units. You will fill all of the Items 2-8 
for "extra" units. Make these entries before 
you proceed with the interview.
These items provide the address or a descrip­
tion of the location of the unit to be inter­
viewed, including the name and type code of a 
special dwelling place, if any.
D-5
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a. Item 2a 
Address or 
description 
of location
b. Item 2b 
Mailing 
address
c. Item 2c 
Special 
dwelling 
place
2. Items 3-7
Identification
If the address or description of the location 
on the questionnaire is inadequate, so that the 
unit can be found only with difficulty, add addi­
tional notes to clarify the address or description. 
For an "extra11 unit, enter a complete address or 
description of location on the questionnaire.
Item 2b is to be filled after question 25 (the 
income question) has been couple ted. Verify that the 
entry in Item 2a is the correct and complete 
mailing address for the household. If it is not 
or if the entry in Item 2a is only a description 
or location, determine the correct mailing address 
and enter this information in 2b. Be sure the name 
of the post office (city, town, village or branch) 
through which the household receives its mail, 
and the State are entered in 2a or 2b.
If the address shown in Item 2a is the correct 
and complete mailing address check the "Same as 
shown in 2a" box in Item 2b.
For a prelisted sample unit in a special dwelling 
place, or for a unit expected to be selected from 
a register of a special dwelling place (See Appendix 
B of Part A), your office will have entered in Item 
2c the name of the special dwelling place and a 
two-digit code for its type (see Appendix A of 
Part A).
For "extra" units in special dwelling places you 
are to fill this item. Copy the name and code 
from the heading of the Special Dwelling Listing 
Sheet or Special Dwelling Worksheet, whichever 
you receive with your assignment.
Items 3-5 are used for tabulation in Washington;
Items 6-7 are used for control by Washington and 
by your supervisor. Item 7b, Segment type 
(TA, NTA or B) will serve as a ready reference 
for you in filling Item E and in ^ asking Item 14 
(see below). In case of an "extra" unit, fill 
all these items by copying the corresponding 
entries from any other questionnaire in the same 
segment.
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3. Item 8 
Serial 
number
4 . "Extra" 
unit in NTA 
or B segment
5. Items 6-8
To be copied 
to additional 
questionnaires
E. Items 9-15 
When and 
how to fill
F. Land Usage
1. Item L:
To be filled 
by office
Item 8 shows the serial number within a segment.
For an "extra" unit, enter in this item the last 
name of the household head if the unit is occupied. 
If the unit is vacant, enter "Vacant" in Item 8.
All serial numbers for "extra" units are to be 
assigned by the Regional Office.
If the questionnaire is for an "extra" unit in an 
NTA or B segment, fill Item E in accordance with 
instructions for "extra" units in Part A, Chapter 2.
Copy Items 6-8 to each additional questionnaire 
when more than one questionnaire is used for a 
household. These entries, together with an entiy 
in Item 1, will be the only entries required for 
the front page of an additional questionnaire.
These items are to be filled after the health 
interview has been completed, and Item 2b has 
been filled. In every case, except as noted below, 
the question printed in the item must be asked as 
worded to obtain the'correct entry for the item.
Since Items 9 and 10 on land usage are not filled 
for every household’, this section of the question­
naire is set off by shaded lines.
Item L is a check item to tell you when to proceed 
with.Items 9 and 10. Your office will fill Item L 
in advance for all units assigned to you.
a. Where to 
proceed 
next
As indicated on the questionnaire, if the "Rural" 
box is checked in Item L, proceed with Items 9 and 
10. If the "all other" box is checked, omit Items 
9 and 10.
b. Filling 
Item L for 
"extra" units
In cases where you fill a new questionnaire for 
"extra" units found at the time of interview, make 
the Item L entry in the same box as for the regular 
assigned units in the same segment.
2. Item 9 
Own, rent, 
or rent-free
Ask the question in Item 9 as worded and record 
the respondent's answer by checking the appropri­
ate box.
In some cases, you may have to ask additional 
questions to get the correct information.
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*a. Own
b. Rent
c. Rent-free
3. Item lOa-b 
Acreage
a. General
definition 
of "place"
Check the box for "Own" if the owner or co-owner 
is living at the sample unit, even though he may 
be absent from the household for a short period 
of time such as a family member in the Armed 
Forces or temporarily working away from home.
Check the "Own" box even if the place is mort­
gaged or not fully paid for.
The owner need not be the head of the household.
A co-operative apartment is owned only if the 
owner lives in it.
In the ease of a trailer which is owned by the occu­
pant but which is parked on rented ground, the land 
is considered to be the unit for the land usage ques­
tion. Check the box for "Rent" in such a case.
Cheek the box for "Rent" if any money rent is paid 
or contracted for. The rent may be paid by . 
persons not living in the unit— for example, a 
welfare agency.
Cheek the box "Rent-free" if the persons occupying 
the place neither own or rent it. Places of this 
kind are usually occupied rent-free by persons in 
exchange for services rendered, e.g., a caretaker, 
farm worker or janitor who receives the use of a 
house or apartment as part of his wages. A tenant 
farmer who does not pay money rent should be re­
ported as occupying the unit rent-free.
If the answer to Item 9 is "Own" or "Rent-free" 
ask the question in Item 10a "Dpes this place 
have 10 or more acres?" If "Rent" is checked in 
Item 9 ask 10b "Does the place you rent have 
10 or more acres?" Check the box for "Yes" or 
"No" as indicated by the respondent's answers.
When questions arise use the following definitions 
as a guide.
In most cases the "place" has a clearly defined 
meaning. For example, in a built-up area, the 
"place" is likely to be one sample unit con­
sisting of a house and lot. In the open country, 
on the other hand, it may consist of a whole 
tract of land or a combination of two or three 
pieces of land on which the sample units are 
located.
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b. Definition 
of place 
for "owners" 
or "rent- 
free"
c. Definition 
of place for 
"renters"
d. More than 
one unit 
on same 
place
e. If place is 
definitely 
in built- 
up area
f. Problem 
cases
If there is any question as to what is meant by 
"place," use the following explanation. The 
"place" consists of one or more tracts of land 
which the respondent considers to be the same 
property, farm (or ranch) or estate. These tracts 
may be adjoining or they may be separated by a 
road or creek, or other pieces of land. '
Places which are "owned" or "rent-free" include 
the entire acreage considered to be part of the 
same "place," including any part rented out to 
others. Even if the owner rents out all the land • 
but continues to live on it, the rented land 
should be regarded as part of the owner's place.
For renters, the "place" would include only the 
house and land for which they are paying rent, and 
not the entire acreage or property of the owner.
This is an especially important distinction and 
one which you should explain to the respondent, 
if necessary.
If there is more than one sample unit on the same 
place (as defined above), the answer for each unit 
must be the same. For example, an owner lives in 
one sample unit on a place of 150 acres; his hired 
hand lives rent-free in a separate sample unit on 
the same place. The answer to Item 10a would be 
"Yes" for each unit. Remember again, however, that 
if there is a cash renter on this property, we are 
referring only to the land which he rents.
There may be certain areas coded "rural" which 
have been built up into apartment areas, suburban 
housing developments, and the like. In such cases 
where the place, is obviously a private home on a 
lot or an apartment, mark "No" for Item 10a or b 
without asking the question. Also, check the 
"No" box in Item lOd. ~
If the sample unit is in a rural (not built-up) 
area the question must be asked, even if the unit 
appears to be just a house and lot.
If there are any special problems involving the 
definition of "place" about which you are uncertain, 
make the best decision you can for that particular 
case, keeping in mind the above rules. Describe 
the problem on an INTERCOMM and transmit it to 
your office for submission to Washington.
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A . Item 10c 
Sale of 
produce 
($50 or more)
a. Sales from 
this place 
defined
b. Place
c. More than 
one unit
d. Special 
situation
5. Item lOd
Sale of produce 
($250 or more)
If the answer to Item 10a or b is " Y e s " ask 
Item 10c as worded and record "Yes" or "No" as 
the case may be. It is not necessary to find out 
the precise amount, so long as the answer can be 
classified as $50 or more ( " Y e s " ) or less than 
$50 ("No"). Note that the question refers to 
gross sales during the past 12 months. If ques­
tions arise on the meaning of "sales from this 
place," use the following as a guide.
By "sales of crops, livestock, and other farm 
products" is meant.the gross amount received for 
the sale of crops, vegetables, fruits, nuts, live­
stock and livestock products (milk, wool, etc.) 
poultry and eggs, nursery and forest products 
produced on this place.
Do not include the value of products consumed on 
the place. The products may have been sold at any 
time during the past 12 months.
The "place" is the same as that referred to in 
Item 10a or b.
If there is more than one sample unit on a place 
(remembering how "place" is defined differently 
for owners and renters), the answer for each unit 
must be the same. For instance, the owner lives 
in one unit on a place of 15 acres. His total 
sales amounted to $780. His hired hand lives rent 
free in a separate unit on the place. Each of the 
two units would have "Yes" in Item 10a and "Yes" 
in Item 10c.
If the respondent has recently moved to the place, 
and he has not sold any farm products, explain 
that this question refers to sales made from the 
place during the past 12 months, either by him or 
by someone else. It’s possible he may know, in a 
general way, the amount of sales. If, however, 
he is unable or unwilling to make an estimate, 
report the item as "DK" (Don't know).
If the answer to Item 10a or b is "No" ask 
Item lOd. Ask the question as worded and mark 
"Yes" or "No" as required.
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a . Follow-
same rules 
as for 
Item 10c
6. Noninterviews
G. Item 11 
Type of 
unit
H. Items 12-14 
Listing cheek
In completing Item lOd follow the same instruc­
tions as were given for- Item 10c for sales, 
definition of "place," more than one unit, and 
special situation. The only difference is that 
Item lOd refers to sales of $250 or more. (The 
higher amount of sales from a place of less than 
10 acres must have been made for it to be clas­
sified as a farm.)
If the place is obviously a private home on a lot 
or an apartment, lOd can be checked "No" with­
out asking the question.
If the unit is a Type C noninterview, do not fill' 
Items 9 or 10. For Type B - vacant units, leave 
Item’9 blank, but try to obtain information for 
Item 10a and for 10c or lOd as appropriate.
For other Type B and for Type A noninterviews try 
to obtain information for Items 9-10d, asking 
neighbors, etc,', as necessary. If you cannot ob­
tain information on value of produce, at least try 
to get answers for Items 9 and 10a or b. Where 
this is not possible, leave the items blank, but 
footnote the entry to say you were unable to find 
out.
In Item 11 check the box for "Housing unit" or 
"Other unit" according to the rules in Part A,
Chapter 3. Check Item 11 for Type A and Type B 
noninterviews, as well as for interviewed units.
Leave Item 11 blank for Type C noninterviews.
f
Items 12 through 14 are to be asked to find out 
whether there are any unlisted units at the sample 
address. The information sought through Items 12,
13, and 1 4 is to be obtained for Type A and Type B 
noninterviews, as well as for interviewed units.
Use a neighbor, building superintendent or the like 
as respondent for a vacant unit and for units where 
the occupants themselves have not been interviewed,
i.e., because they are temporarily absent, etc.
If "Yes" is reported in answer to any of the •
questions in Items 12-14, check the "Yes" box and 
review the Segment List to see if the living quarters 
reported is listed. If it is found, enter, for "S,"
D-ll
1. Wording of 
questions
2. Item 12
a. Address 
identifies 
only part 
of structure
the Segment List sheet number and, for "L," the 
line number on which the listing is found. If 
more than one quarters is reported, for example, 
two basement apartments, check the Segment List 
for each and enter the sheet and line number for 
each, if found.
Fill Table X for each living quarters reported 
which is not listed. Thus, for each "Yes" box 
checked, there must be an entry of sheet and line 
number(s) or one or more lines of Table X must 
be filled.
Ask all these questions exactly as worded in units 
being interviewed. In inquiring about noninterview 
units, some rewording of the questions will be 
necessary. For example, you might say "Are there 
living quarters for more than one group of people 
in that vacant house next door?"
Ask Item 12 in all segments if the address in Item 
2a identifies a SINGLE-UNIT structure (including 
a row house).
Obtain an answer to the first part of the question 
before asking the second part; and to the second 
part before asking the third part.
In some cases you may discover that the address in 
Item 2a, which appears to be for a single-unit 
structure, actually identifies only part of the 
structure. In such a case, do not ask Item 12.
(If the address identifies an entire floor of the 
multi-unit structure, ask Item 13.)
Footnote the Item 2 a address and give a description 
of the unit. Also enter the description on the 
Segment List.
Example: The sample unit address in Item 2a and on
the Segment List is 301 N. Green St. You discover 
that 301 N. Green Street is a downstairs apartment 
and the upstairs apartment in the same structure 
has an address of 303 N. Green St. You would not 
ask Item 12 for this unit, but describe in a footnote 
to Item 2a and on the Segment List, "Downstairs 
apartment, upstairs is 303." Since the address of the 
sample unit describes an entire floor in a multi-unit 
structure, you would ask Item 13.
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3. Item 13 .
4 . Item 1 4
a. Item 1 4  
to be asked 
for Type C, 
"Built after 
April 1, 1960" 
noninterviews
5. "Other 
units"
Ask Item 13 in all segments if the address in 
Item 2a identifies an entire floor or an un­
numbered part of a floor, such as, "first floor," 
or "second floor left rear." It is not necessary 
to ask Item 13 in regular apartment houses where 
the apartments are identified by numbers or 
letters. Of primaiy concern are units which 
have been created by conversion of an old 
house, or similar situation, which are likely 
to have been missed in listing or Census 
enumeration.
In asking Item 13, be sure to make it clear 
that you are asking about the particular sample 
unit described in Item 2a, for example, "— on 
this floor?" or "— in this first floor left 
rear apartment?"
Item 1 4  is to be asked in TA and NTA segments 
only. It is not to be asked in B segments.
Also, it is not to be asked in apartment houses 
or apartment developments. In these cases, 
leave Item 1 4  blank.
Determine that the other building(s) on the prop­
erty is within the segment boundaries before 
checking the Segment List. If it is not, and 
you have checked the "Yes" box in Item 1 4 ,  
explain the circumstances in a footnote, e.g., 
"Unit referred to is outside segment."
Item 1 4  is to be asked for Type C, "Built 
after April 1, 1960" noninterviews, since 
this might disclose an unlisted unit on the 
property which was built before April 1,
1960, and should be interviewed as an "extra" 
unit.
Items 12-1*4 do not need to be asked for sample 
units selected from a special dwelling place 
register, nor for a sample unit which is a 
person, bed or cot, or unoccupied trailer site 
in special dwelling places, nor for a sample 
unit which is a room in a boardinghouse or 
nurses' home. Leave Items 12-1*4 blank when 
they do not need to be asked.
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V6. Table X
Column 1
*
Column 2
Column 3
Column 4
Columns 5-7
Col. 5
"Table X" is designed to record the existence 
of separate living quarters and to help to 
determine whether the living quarters are a 
part of the unit being interviewed or consti­
tute an "extra" unit to be listed and inter­
viewed on a separate questionnaire. You are 
to vise Table X as follows:
This is the line number column from which the 
number of "extra" units can be determined at 
a glance. These line numbers provide identi­
fication for the exrbra units in case a 
reference should have to be made to any 
particular one. In most cases, only one line 
will be filled on one questionnaire.
Enter the questionnaire item number by which 
the unit was discovered, for example, 13.
The purpose of this column is to find out the 
number of separate living quarters in each 
space reported, for example, the number of - 
separate quarters on the second floor, etc.
Check "Yes" in column 3a or "No" in 3b as 
appropriate and fill a separate line of Table 
X for each separate living quarters reported.
When more than one line is filled as a result 
of asking 3a, columns 2, 3a and 3b need be 
filled only for the first line.
Enter a description of the location of the spe­
cific space you are inquiring about; for example, 
"2nd floor, left"; "1st floor rear"; "basement"; 
etc.
The questions in these columns will determine 
whether the space is a housing unit, "other" 
unit or not separate living quarters.
Determine whether the quarters shown in col. 4 
are occupied; if so, ask the question and re­
cord the answer by making an "X" in column 5a 
or b. If the quarters are vacant skip to col­
umn 6.
S
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Col. 6 Ask question 6 whether the space is occupied 
or vacant, and check column 6a or 6b as appro­
priate. (See Part A, Chapter 3, paragraph A-5.)
Col. 7 Ask question 7 for both occupied and vacant 
space and check column 7a or b. (See Part A, 
Chapter 3, paragraphs A-6, 6a, and 6b.) If the 
space is vacant and has no direct access or 
cooking equipment, it will be necessary to ask 
whether the last occupants had cooking equip­
ment. (See Part A, Chapter 3, paragraph D-4-.)
Columns 8 
and 9
Use these columns to classify the information 
recorded in columns 5-7 as follows:
Col. 8 If the space is neither a housing unit or "other" 
unit, enter a check in column 8 and if occupied, 
add the occupants to the questionnaire for the 
sample unit at which discovered.
Col. 9 If the space qualifies as a housing unit or 
"other" unit, check column 9a or 9b as appro­
priate and fill a separate questionnaire for 
the unit and interview it if occupied.
Columns 10 
and 11
The questions in columns 10 and 11 apply only 
if the space is classified as a housing unit 
and is in a B Segment. (Part F of this Manual 
contains instructions on B segments.) '
Column 12 If the space inquired about is found to be an 
"other" unit, describe the unit in column 12; 
for example, enter "room in boarding house," 
"staff unit in mental hospital," etc.
I. Item 15 
Telephone 
number
Enter the telephone number in Item 15. If the 
household has a telephone but the number is not 
obtained footnote the reason. The "No phone" 
box is to be checked only in those cases where 
there is no telephone in the household at all.
If the respondent asks why the telephone number 
is being obtained explain that in case additional
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J. Item D
K. Item 16 
Record of 
calls
i*
1. Calls for 
entire 
household
information is required, it would he cheaper 
to call for it by telephone than to send some­
one out again to make a personal visit.
After completing Item 15, go to Item D and 
follow the instructions printed on the question­
naire. As indicated there, if any person in 
the household has been reported as having 
diabetes, you are to check the "Yes" box and 
fill a Diabetes Supplement for each such person. 
(Instructions for the Diabetes Supplement are ' 
in Part D , Chapter 8.)
This is a record of all visits made to a house­
hold to complete your interviewing, and is to 
include all visits made regardless of whether 
or not you found anyone home. Count as "visits" 
only actual attempts to contact the household, 
such as by ringing the doorbell or knocking on 
a door.
The first line of Item 16 is for a record of 
calls to obtain an interview from any accept­
able respondent. Enter the date and time of 
each visit in the column for the particular 
visit you are making. That is, enter the date 
and time of the first call in the column 
headed "1," for the second call in the column 
headed "2," etc. For the date enter the month 
and day, e.g., "Feb. <4." Do not use numerals 
for the month. For time enter the time of 
day or night, e.g., "9:20 A.M.," "7:30 P.M.," 
etc. This time represents the time you make the 
call, not the time you complete the interview.
Enter an "X" on the line for "Entire house­
hold" in the column headed "Com." for the last 
call made to the household to indicate that the 
interviewing for the household has been completed. 
For final "Noninterview" leave the "Com." column 
blank. Ordinarily the "X" will be entered in the 
"Com." column immediately after the last date 
entered on the household line.
However, if return calls for additional respond­
ents are necessary, the "X" on the household 
line should be placed directly above the "X" 
on the last call line.
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2. Return 
calls for 
individual 
. respondents
3. Illustration 
of how to 
fill Item 16
The remaining lines in Item 16 are for a record 
of return calls to obtain information from 
individual respondents. Use one line for each 
person for whom it is necessary to make a return 
call, and enter the column number of the person 
in the space following "Col. No." Ordinarily, 
such calls will be required only for persons 
not related to the head.
Enter an "X" in the appropriate column headed 
"Com." to indicate that an interview has been 
completed on a call for a specific respondent. 
Enter the "X" on the appropriate line and in the 
"Com." column immediately following the date . 
and time of interview.
Below is an illustration of how to fill Item 16.
No one was at home on the first trip to the house­
hold. The housewife and 20-year-old son were 
interviewed for themselves and for other related 
household members on the second trip. A roomer 
(column 5) could not be interviewed until the 
fourth trip.
16. RECORD OF CALLS AT HOUSEHOLD
Item 1 Com. 2 Com. 3 Com. 4 Com.
Entire household Date n < u t b *Time /0:30a/*>. _ 1 ^  7,yy*P.«.
Record of 
return 
calls for 
individual 
respondents
Col.No.5_
Date '■ii'yj.-. XTime a7 ! W « . d9. )o
Col.No. DateTime
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L. Item 17 
Noninterviews
*
1. Type A non­
interviews
a. Refusal
Item 17 is for recording any instance in which 
you are not able to obtain complete interviews 
for part or all of a household.
A completed interview is one in which the inter­
viewer has asked all questions on personal char­
acteristics and health for all members of a 
household. If a respondent has refused to 
answer a few of the questions, such as that on 
income, but has provided the rest of the infor­
mation to the best of his knowledge, the inter­
view is considered completed.
In a case where an interview is not completed, 
enter an "X" in the box for the appropriate non­
interview reason, one box only.
In case you are in doubt as to whether a 
questionnaire should be considered to be a 
completed interview, or are uncertain as to 
what type of noninterview should be recorded, 
do not check Item 16 or 17. Send an INTERCOMM, 
explaining the circumstances, with the question­
naire when you return it to your Regional Office.
Noninterviews can be classified into four 
general groups. The first of these (Type A) 
consists of households occupied by persons 
eligible for interviews, but for which no 
interview was obtained, (if only part of a 
household is noninterview, it is classified 
as Type Z noninterview— see below.)
Type A noninterviews must be held tc an absolute 
minimum. Every Type A noninterview means that 
we are losing valuable information; and if the 
number is large, our sample returns may not 
- be representative of the entire population.
An occasional respondent may refuse to be inter­
viewed. When this is the case, check the "Refusal' 
box in Item 17. Also, in the Footnotes space, 
write out all the pertinent details regarding 
the respondent's reason for refusing to grant 
the interview.
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b. No one
at home—
repeated.
calls
c. Temporarily 
absent
d. Other 
Type A
2. Type B
noninterviews
a. Vacant-
nonseasonal
b. Vacant- 
seasonal
c. Usual
residence
elsewhere
Check this box if, after making the permitted 
number of calls, you have not found an eligible 
respondent at home even though there are people 
living there during the interview week.
Check this box if the usual residents of a house­
hold are temporarily out of town, and will not 
return until after the end of the interview 
week; make certain that the unit is not vacant.
This category will include occupied units on 
impassable roads, quarantined households, and 
any other Type A cases not listed above. On 
the line under the box state the reason briefly, 
e.g., "impassable roads."
Type B noninterviews consist of vacant units, 
units occupied solely by persons who are not 
household members by Census definition, and 
certain other special situations.
Check this box for all vacant units intended 
for year-round occupancy, regardless of where 
they are located. However, do not count as 
"vacant" a unit whose occupants are only tem­
porarily absent, i.e., would be defined in 
Part A. Chapter 3 as usual residents of the 
unit even though they are out of town now.
Such units should be classified "temporarily 
absent."
Check this box for vacant units intended for 
only seasonal occupancy. These may be in 
slimmer or winter resort areas, used only during 
the hunting season, etc., (except units for 
migratory, workers).
This category is for units occupied solely by 
persons who have usual residence elsewhere as 
defined in Part A, Chapter 3.
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d. Armed 
Forces
e. Other 
Type B
(l) Unit 
under 
con­
struc­
tion
(2) Unit 
being 
created 
from c o n ­
version 
of former 
unit
In resort areas, particularly, there will be 
many houses, apartments, etc., occupied by 
persons and families who have homes elsewhere. 
When an occupied summer or winter home is one 
of the sample addresses and the occupants have 
a usual residence elsewhere (as defined in 
Part A, Chapter 3), the household is to be 
classified as "usual residence elsewhere."
Note, however, that the sample unit must be 
actually occupied at the time of interview 
to be classified here. Usually, this means 
that you will need to contact a household 
member to learn that a unit is to be classified 
properly as "usual residence elsewhere."
Sample units being held for persons with usual 
residence elsewhere who are not actually living 
there at the time of interview.should be classi­
fied as "vacant," even if fully furnished and 
not for sale or rent. .
This category is for units occupied solely by 
members of the Armed Forces on regular active 
duty, as defined in Part D, Chapter 2.
This category will include all the classes of 
units listed below. In each case, check the 
"Other" box and on the line under the box 
state the reason briefly, e.g., "under con­
struction."
Consider a unit as "under construction" if the 
construction has not proceeded to the point 
where all exterior windows and doors have been 
installed and final usable floors are in place. 
If the construction has proceeded to this point, 
the reason for noninterview should be reported ' 
as "vacant." ■
Indicate here units being created from the 
conversion of a former unit. Use the same 
criteria for completion of construction as 
in the case of "unit under construction."
]
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(3) Vacant—  
migratory 
workers
(4) Tempo­
rary 
business 
or
storage
(5) Vacant 
trailer 
space
(6) Units 
not yet 
started 
in SOC ' 
permit 
segments
3. Type C
noninterviews
a. Demolished
b. In sample - 
by mistake
c. Eliminated 
in sub­
sample
Indicate here units now vacant and used only 
for the temporary accommodation of migratory 
workers.
Indicate here units temporarily used for busi­
ness or storage purposes, but expected to 
revert to residential use. If a unit has been 
permanently converted to business or storage 
use, it is to be classified as a Type C 
noninterview.
You may occasionally be assigned to interview 
the occupants of a designated trailer space 
in a trailer camp. If the space has no trail­
er in it, classify it here.
You may be assigned a segment with the letter 
»P" following the segment number and find that 
construction at a sample unit in the segment 
has not been started. Treat this unit as a 
Type B noninterview, "Other" and specify 
"Permit granted, construction not started."
Type C noninterviews include units which ordinar­
ily would not be listed or sampled for this 
segment, and which you have eliminated as sample 
units in accordance with the instructions in 
Part A, Chapter 2. '
"Demolished" units have been totally or partially 
t o m  down. If merely vacant pending demolition, 
classify as vacant rather than here. ■
This classification refers to units that should 
not have been listed originally. The units may 
be outside segment boundaries, never intended 
for residential use, etc. Describe the situa­
tion fully.
Check this box when you have eliminated a unit 
in subsampling, in accordance with instructions 
in Part A, Chapter 2.
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d. Built alter 
April 1, 1960
Check this box when you have made the "YEAR 
BUILT" determination and found that the 
sample unit is in a structure which was 
built after April 1, 1960.
e. Other 
Type C ■'-
This category will include all the classes of 
units listed below. In each case, check the 
"Other" box and on the line under the box 
state the reason briefly, e.g., "nonexistent."
(l) Non4- ' 
exist-
Classify here any unit which you have not been 
able to find. Describe the situation fully.
(2) Unfit 
for 
human 
habita-
J tion
An unoccupied unit which has become unfit for 
human habitation and is beyond repair so that 
it is no longer considered living quarters 
should be classified here.
(3) Perma- 
. nently 
converted ' 
to busi­
ness or 
storage
Classify here any unit that has been permanently 
converted to business or storage use.
(4) Mergers Classify as Type C "Other-Merger" units which 
are noninterview because they have been merged 
with another unit. See the instructions in 
Part A, Chapter 2.
(5) Other • Classify here any other Type C noninterviews 
and describe them in full. '
4. Type Z non­
' interviews
As mentioned above, a Type Z noninterview is 
a case where onlv part of a household is non­
interview; an interview has been obtained for 
-one or more members of a household, but no 
interview has been obtained for one or more 
other members. Since Type Z noninterviews 
have nearly the same effect on our statistics 
as Type A noninterviews, every effort must be 
made to avoid Type Z's as well as Type A's.
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M. Items 18 and 19 
Name and code of 
Interviewer
\
In case of a Type Z noninterview, enter the 
column numbers of noninterview persons in the 
indicated blanks. Also enter the noninterview 
reason in full.
Sign your name in the space provided in Item 
18 after you have completed the entire inter­
view for a household or are turning in the 
questionnaire as a final noninterview. In 
Item 19, enter the interviewer's code which 
has been assigned to you by your office.
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\CHAPTER 2.
SELECTED PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS (QUESTIONS 1-5) AND ITEM H
A. Symbols, type 
face and gen­
eral rules
In order to become familiar with the questionnaire, 
you must first know the meaning of the different 
kinds of symbols and type face used on the question­
naire •
1. Symbols used
a. Use of
three dots
*
b. Use of two 
dashes
c. Words in 
parentheses
2. Questions in 
heavy type
3. Use of pronoun, 
"you"
4. How to delete 
an entry
The following symbols are used throughout the 
questionnaire wherever they apply. , '
Where three dots appear, insert the name of
the illness, accident or injury which you are asking 
about. This aids the respondent in answering the 
questions, especially when several illnesses have . 
been reported.
Where two dashes "— " appear, insert the name of 
the person, relationship or the number, whichever 
is appropriate. -
Words in parentheses are alternative wordings of 
the question and are to be used when they fit a 
particular situation better.
The questions to be asked the respondent appear in 
heavy black type (bold face). Instructions to you, 
as the interviewer, appear in light type. These 
instructions tell you when you are to ask the 
questions. Words in the questions which are in cap­
ital letters are to be emphasized in asking the 
questions.
Most of the questions include the word ,fyou" and, 
therefore, apply only when you are talking to the 
respondent about his own characteristics and 
health conditions. When you are asking about 
other members of the family, substitute for "you" 
either "he" or "she" or use the name or relation­
ship of the person involved.
If you make the wrong entry in writing out an 
answer to a question, do not erase. Instead, draw 
a line through what you have written and write the 
correct entry elsewhere in the space or in;.a note 
in the footnote space. If you make an "X" in the 
wrong check box, draw a circle around that box and 
make an "X" in the correct box.
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5. Use of 
footnotes
B. Questions on 
personal 
characteristics
C. Eligible 
respondent
Footnotes should be used to explain questionable 
or inconsistent entries, to continue an entry when 
the space provided is not adequate, and to give 
additional information which you feel to be perti­
nent. Footnotes are required for various specific 
entries and circumstances, as cited in later instruc­
tions .
The remainder of this chapter deals with the first 
set of questions you will be asking in each house­
hold. Some of these items are used to establish a 
list of the household members. Other items provide 
descriptions of the persons such as age, race, sex, 
marital status, and work status during the past 2 
weeks so that illness in the population can be 
studied in relation to these factors. Other ques­
tions on personal characteristics are asked at the 
end of the interview.
Questions 1 and 2 (name and relationship of all 
household members) may be asked of any "responsible" 
adult member of the household. "Responsible" means 
anyone who is not mentally incompetent or too ill 
to be able to think clearly about the questions 
being asked. Adult means a person 19 years old or 
older or any person who has been married.
Single persons 17 or 18 years old must not respond 
for other family members but may respond for them­
selves under the following circumstances:
(1) If there is no related person in the house­
hold who is 19 years old or over; for example, 
if the household consists of two unrelated 17 
or 18 year old boys living in a school dormi­
tory room, each may respond for himself.
(2) If they are present during the interviews with 
an older respondent, 17 or 18 year old persons 
may respond entirely or partly for themselves. 
However, do not make any extra effort to have
. them participate.
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1. For ques- 
tions 3-5
a. "Related" —  
defined
b. Children
c. Adults
not related
2. Exceptions 
to eligible 
respondent 
rule
The reason for this restriction is that, 
while 17 and 18 year old persons should know 
about themselves, they are unlikely to have 
sufficient knowledge about the rest of the 
family to be able to furnish accurate infor­
mation.
Questions 3-5 may be asked of the respondent for all 
related persons in the household. Also, the respond­
ent may be asked all the remaining questions on the 
questionnaire for related children (under 19 years 
of age) in the household, and for related adults, 
but only if they are not at heme at the time of 
interview. (See the instructions for Item H in 
paragraph J of this chapter.) -
"Related" means related by blood, marriage, or 
adoption.
Information about a child is normally to be obtained 
from one of the parents or other related adult in 
the household. If an unrelated person is usually 
responsible for the child's care, that person may 
report for the child. Thus, if the respondent has 
a foster child or ward living in his home:, he 
should answer the questions about the child.
Adults not related to the head of the household (part­
ners, roomers, or servants) are to answer’questions 
3-5 (and all other questions) for themselves. If, 
however, such persons have related family members 
in the household, any responsible adult member of 
that family may answer the questions for that 
family group. If adults not related to the head are 
not at home at the time of the original interview, a 
return call must be made to interview them.
In the following two cases a person who is not a 
related member of the sample household can be 
considered an acceptable respondent.
a. You may interview a person who is responsible 
for the care of a person who is not competent 
to answer the questions, provided there are no 
related members of the household who can answer 
for the person. The person may or may not be a 
member of the household. For this type of 
case, enter a footnote describing the circum­
stances, e.g., "only household member is 
mentally incompetent and unable to respond for 
self; respondent was person who takes care of 
her during the day."
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3. Return call 
maybe 
necessary
4. No eligible 
respondent 
in household
D. Qiestion 1
Names of house- 
hold members
1. U s t  all 
household 
members
b. A member of the Armed Forces who lives at 
home with his family may be interviewed for 
his family even though he himself is not 
listed as a household member.
In seme instances, you will have to make a second 
visit to the household in order to interview an 
eligible respondent. For example, if a respondent 
who is otherwise acceptable does not appear to be 
"responsible" because of extreme age, illness, etc., 
stop the interview and continue with another respond­
ent even if doing so requires an additional call.
Also if an otherwise eligible respondent can answer 
questions for himself, but does not know enough 
about other related adults in the household, 
finish the interview with him, but arrange to 
call back for the other household members. For 
cases such as the foregoing, describe the circum­
stances in a footnote.
If none of the household members listed is an 
eligible respondent, and there is no eligible 
respondent according to the exceptions in para­
graphs 2-a and 2-b above, turn in the question­
naire as a noninterview, Type A - Other, and 
explain the circumstances.
After asking the "YEAR BUILT" question when 
required, and determining that the household 
is to be interviewed, question la "What is the 
name of the head of this household?" is the 
opening question of the interview. Next, ask 
question lb to obtain the names of the other 
household members.
Then, ask questions lc and Id as reminders 
about persons who may be overlooked by the 
respondent.
There is an asterisk beside the "Yes" boxes 
in questions lc and Id which refers you to an 
instruction under question le: "(Apply house­
hold membership rules)". Do not list a person
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Iif you discover at this point in the inter­
view that he is not a household member by 
Census definition. See Part A, Chapter 3.
: . List each person named by the respondent in
answer to questions la-Id who i£ a house­
hold member.
a. Question lc Before asking the question in lc, state to the
respondent "I have listed" and read the names 
of all persons listed in response to questions 
la and lb. (if the relationships are known at 
this point, you may used or include them. For 
example, you might say: "I have listed your
husband, you, your sons, John and James and 
your daughter, Nancy.")
Then ask "Is there anyone else staying here 
now such as friends, relatives, or roomers?"
If "Yes", list each one reported, unless it is 
definitely clear at this point that the person 
is not a household member.
b. Question Id Ask question Id: "Have I missed anyone who':
USUALLY lives here but is now away from home?"
If "Yes", list each one reported, unless it is 
definitely clear at this point that the person 
is not a household member.
Do not list persons who formerly lived with this 
household but now live elsewhere, such as a daughter 
who has married and moved into her own heme.
t - ' '
Do not list a person if you learn from this 
question that he is on active duty with the 
Armed Forces.
2. Questions Questions le and If are to be asked to help.
,le and If determine whether or not the persons listed
frem questions la-ld are to be considered 
household members.
You may have learned in question lc or Id 
that a person named by the respondent is not
1
1
j
:j
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a household member because his usual residence 
is elsewhere or he is on active duty with the 
Armed Forces. Questions le and If apply to 
the other persons named by the respondent, 
that is, those you have listed.
a. Question le If an answer of "Yes" to question le is given
for any person listed, ask additional questions 
for that person as needed in order to determine 
whether he has a usual place of residence else­
where . If he is not a household member, delete 
him according to the instructions in paragraph 
4 below.
b. Question If Question If is to be asked if it appears that
any adult males have been listed. For the pur­
pose of this question, "adult" means a person 
who is 17 years old or over. The question is 
to be asked at this point to avoid asking un­
necessary questions about active members of the 
Aimed Forces, who are not included in the Survey.
. Although exact ages have not been determined 
at this point in the interview, it should be 
. possible in most cases to have a general idea
of the age of household members. For example, 
the apparent age of a female respondent who 
is head of the household should indicate whether 
her son living at home is probably 17 years old 
or over. When in doubt, always ask.
If .the answer to question If is "Yes" delete 
the person(s), according to the instructions 
. in paragraph 4 below.
Although question If is primarily for males, 
if in asking the question, it is discovered 
that a listed female household member is in 
the Armed Forces she also is to be deleted.
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\(l) "Armed "Aimed Forces" means the U. S. Army, Navy, Air 
Forces"- Force, Marine Corps or Coast Guard and any 
defined National Guard unit presently activated as part
of the regular Armed Forces. Included in "Active 
duty" is the six month period a young man may 
- serve in connection with the provisions of the
Reserve Forces Act of 1955.
*
Do not count as members of the Armed Forces persons 
working in civilian positions for the Armed Forces, 
persons serving in the Merchant Marine, persons in__. 
a National Guard unit not activated as part of the 
regular Armed Forces, or civilians who train only 
part time as reservists.
(2) Armed 
Forces 
■ Reserve
Persons who are in any reserve component of the 
Armed Forces but who only attend weekly reserve 
meetings, summer camp or the like are not on 
"full-time active duty."
3. V/ho are 
. household 
members
The rules given in Part A, Chapter 3 for determining 
which persons are to be considered members of a 
household must be applied at every household. You 
should always ask any additional questions needed 
in order to determine properly who are household 
members. Examples of such questions are as follows:
"How many days a week does your husband spend 
in the city where he works?"
"Does your daughter live in the town where 
she goes to college or does she sleep here 
and go back and forth to classes?"
"Do your family and your son's family all 
live and eat together?"
"Does your cousin have her own cooking 
equipment in her room?"
4. Delete the 
name if not 
household 
member
If a person whose name you have listed would be 
considered to have a usual place of residence 
elsewhere, to be living in a separate unit, 
or not a household member for any other reason, 
(following the rules in Part A, Chapter 3), delete his 
name by drawing a large X in the column for that 
person, fran question 1 through question 13.
Explain in a footnote the reason for the deletion.
Do not change the column numbers of other members 
of the household.
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5. Use additional 
questionnaires 
if more than 6 
household 
members
6. Prescribed 
order of 
listing 
household
All members of the household, regardless of whether 
they are related to the head, are to be listed on 
one questionnaire (or one set of questionnaires if 
more than 6 persons). If there are 7 to 12 members 
of the household, list them on a second questionnaire 
and change the column numbers to "7," "8," etc. If 
there are more than 12 members of the household, 
use additional questionnaires in a similar manner.
List the members of the household in the following 
order:
1. Head of the household '
2. Wife of the head
3. Unmarried children of the head, or of the 
wife, in order of their ages, beginning 
with the oldest
4. Married sons and daughters (in order of age) 
and their families listed in this order: 
husband, wife, children
5. Other persons related to the head
6. Roomers and other persons not related 
to the head.
a. Related List first the head of the household and all per-
persons first sons related to the head in the order specified.
b. Unrelated Then, list all persons not related to the head, for
persons example, servants, roomers, etc., in a convenient
second order. If among the persons not related to the
head there are married couples or persons otherwise 
related among themselves, they should be listed in 
the order indicated for the families of married 
children (group 4).
7. How to enter 
names
Use column 1 for the head of the household and use 
a separate column for each of the other persons.
Do not skip columns.
In the column for the head of the household, enter 
the last name in the space provided at the top, and 
enter the first name in the space below the last 
name. If there should be two persons in the house­
hold with the same first and last names they must 
be further identified by a middle initial or name, 
or as Sr., Jr., etc. Do not assume members of the 
household have the same last name. However, for 
each member of the household with the same last 
name as the person in the preceding column, enter a 
long dash instead of repeating the last name.
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The following example of a five-person household 
illustrates the correct procedure:
Col. (1) Col. (2) Col. (T) Col. (5) Col. (5)
Doe Poe Roe
John Betty Olive Samuel Thomas
Head Wife Daughter Grandson Roaner
E. Question 2 
Relationship 
to head of 
household
1. Head of 
household
a. Head—  
defined
b . If "head" 
deleted
As the respondent gives you the name of each house­
hold member, enter not only the name but also the 
relationship of this person to the head of the 
household. You may find it convenient to repeat 
the name and relationship as you write them, so 
that the respondent does not give you the names 
too rapidly for you to record them.
Accept as the head of the household the person 
whom the respondent names as the head.
There must be one and only one head of the house­
hold. In some households you will find two or 
more persons sharing a housing unit who are not 
related. Since there can be only one head, des­
ignate one as.the "Head" and call each of the 
others "Partner".
If a question is raised as to what is meant by the 
head of a household, say that he (she) is the 
person who is regarded as the head by the members 
of the household. In most cases the head is the 
chief breadwinner of the family, although this is 
not always true. In scsne cases the head may be 
the parent of the chief earner, or may be the 
only adult member of the household. As pointed 
out above, members of the Armed Forces are not 
covered by the survey even if they continue to 
live at home. Therefore, if a member of the 
Armed Forces is regarded as the head, list instead 
his wife (or other logical person) as the head.
If the person originally designated as the head 
of the household is deleted for any reason, des­
ignate another person as "head" and change the
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2. Relationship 
of other 
persons
a. Examples
of relation­
ship entries
b. Persons 
unrelated 
to the head
3. Persons in 
"special 
dwelling 
places," 
rooming 
houses, etc.
F. Questions 3-5 
How to ask 
the questions
relationships of other household members if 
necessary. Do not change the column numbers of 
other members of the household.
After you have determined who is to be recorded 
as the head of the household, enter in question 
2 for each person the relationship of the person 
to the head of the household.
Some typical examples of relationship entries are 
"wife," "son," "daughter," "stepson," "step­
daughter," "father," "mother," "grandson," 
"daughter-in-law," "aunt," "cousin," "nephew," 
"roomer," "servant," "hired hand," "partner," and 
"maid." (Note: In the case of common-law mar­
riages report the relationship as you would for 
married persons.) v
If there are any persons in the household who are 
not related to the head, but are related to each 
other, their relationship to each other should be 
shown also. For example, a roomer and his wife 
must be listed as "roomer" and "roomer's wife"; 
a roomer and his brother must be listed as "roomer" 
and "roomer's brother"; a servant and her daughter 
must'be shown as "servant" and "servant's daughter."
you may be assigned to interview persons who live 
in "special dwelling places" (institutions, hos­
pitals, hotels for transients, facilities for 
housing students or workers, summer camps, trailer 
or tent camps, etc .)
In all such places, follow the rules in Paragraphs 
E-l and E-2 above for relationship entries in 
question 2 (e.g., "head," "wife," etc.), including 
unrelated members to be included on the same ques­
tionnaire such as "partner," "roomer," etc.
As indicated above, questions 1 and 2 (name and 
relationship) are to be filled for each person in 
the household at the beginning of the interview.
Ask question 3 for each person (for whom the 
respondent is an eligible respondent) before you 
ask question 4 (marital status) for any person.
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\Similarly, ask question A for each person before 
you ask question 5 (work status),
For each of the questions, start by asking the 
respondent to answer the question about himself. 
Then ask him to answer the question for the head 
. (if the respondent is not the head) and proceed 
to the other household members for whom he is an 
eligible respondent, in the order in which the 
members are listed.
1. Illustration Illustration A below summarizes the order of
asking the questions in a four-person household, 
where the wife .is the respondent on questions 1 
and 2 for all household members, and on questions 
3-5 for related persons; and where a rocmer is 
respondent on questions 3-5 for himself.
Illustration A
Questions Head Wife Daughter Roomer
____________________ £ _____________ ®  ®  ®
1
2 ____________
3 2nd
A 2nd
____ /y
Asked about all household members
1st
A
3rd Roomer re­
sponds for 
himself
1st For
self
5 1st
y \
For
self
G. Question 3 
Age at last 
birthday, 
race and 
sex
Be sure to obtain the age of each person at his 
last birthday. If the respondent does not know 
the exact age of the person, ask him to estimate 
it as closely as he can,
For babies under 1 year of age, enter "Und. 1" 
for age.
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1. Race and sex As a rule, do not ask about race and sex but
simply check the proper boxes while you are asking age. 
Unless you learn otherwise, assume that the race 
of all persons related to the respondent is the 
same as the race of the respondent.
a. Nonwhite Report Mexicans as white, unless they are defi-
races nitely Indian or other nonwhite race. Report
Negroes and persons of mixed Negro and other 
parentage as Negro. Report American Indians and 
' all races other than white or Negro as "other."
! b . Sex
'  i
*.1
H. Question 4
Marital status
i \
| j ■
I
j 1. Annulled
I marriages
The sex of a person cannot always be known from 
the name. For example, names such as "Marion" 
and "hynn" are used for both males and females,
If there is any doubt, ask the sex of the person.
Ask question 4, on marital status, only for per­
sons 17 years old and over. If the person is 
under 17 years of age, check the box "Und. 17. 
yrs." without asking the question, even though 
you may have learned that the person is married, 
widowed, divorced or separated. As noted on the 
questionnaire, give the marital status of such 
persons in a footnote (unless the marriage was 
annulled). For persons 17 and over, if it is 
obvious from the relationship entries that two of 
the household members are husband and wife, check 
the box for "Married" without asking the question.
If the person is■the mother or father of a household 
member leave off the phrase "...or never married." 
in asking the question.
Consider persons whose only marriage has been 
annulled as never married.
j
i!5
2. Separated 
persons
3. Common-law 
marriages
Accept a respondent's statement that a person is 
separated. If, however, the respondent raises a 
question as to the meaning of "separated," explain 
that the term refers only to married persons who 
have a legal separation or who have parted because 
they do not.get along with each other.
Persons who are separated from their spouse be­
cause of the circumstances of their employment, 
service in the Armed Forces, or similar reasons 
(other than marital discord) should be classified 
as married not separated.
Consider persons with common-law marriages as 
married.
I
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VI. Question 5
Work status in
past 2 weeks
1. Work—  
defined
2. Where to
proceed next
3. Question 5b 
With a job 
or business
Question 5a is to be asked for each person 17 
years old or over. For persons under 17, check 
the box "Under 17 years."
Ask the question as worded and accept the re­
spondent’s reply of "Yes" or "No." However, if 
questions arise as to the meaning of "work," 
use the following definition as a guide.
"Work" includes paid work as sin employee for 
someone else for wages, salary, commission,7or 
pay "in kind" (meals, living quarters or supplies 
provided in place of cash wages). Also include 
work in the person's own business, professional 
practice or farm, and work without pay in a 
business or farm run by a relative.
Do not count work around a person's own house 
or volunteer unpaid work for a church or charity.
A person who worked at any time last week or .the 
week before, even for an hour, is to be checked 
"Yes" for question 5a.
If "Yes" is checked"in question 5a omit questions 
5b-5e and go to Item H.
If "No" is checked in question 5a both questions 
5b and 5c must be asked.
Ask question 5b as worded and check "Yes" or 
"No" in accordance with the respondent’s 
answer. When questions arise, consider as 
having a job or business a person who was tem­
porarily absent from his job or business all 
of last week and the week before because of 
vacation, bad weather, labor dispute or person­
al reasons such as illness; and expects to 
return when these events are ended. Also check 
"Yes" for a person who says that lie has a new 
job which he has not yet started but enter a 
footnote, "New Job— not yet started."
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a. Job- 
defined
(1) Seasonal 
job
(2) Persons 
"on 
call"
b. Business-­
defined
4. Question 5c 
Looking for 
work or on 
layoff
a. How to 
record the 
answer
A person has a job when he has a definite ar­
rangement with one or more employers to work 
for pay (full-time or part-time).
Seasonal employment is considered a job only 
during the season and not during the off-season.
A person "on call" to work only when his services 
are needed is not considered to have a job during 
weeks when he does not work. For example, a sub­
stitute teacher who was not called to work last 
week or the week before would be checked "No" 
for question 5b.
A person has his own business (including a farm 
operation or professional practice) if he does 
one of the following:
(1) Maintains an office, store, or other place 
of business.
(2) Uses machinery or equipment in which he 
has invested money for profit.
(3) Advertises his business or profession.
Casual workers who work for themselves such as 
itinerant handymen or other odd job workers are 
not .'considered to have a business during weeks 
when they do not work.
Question 5c is to be asked regardless of the 
answer to question 5b. The reason for asking 
the;question of persons who have answered "Yes" 
to .'5b is that a person who is not working but 
considers himself as with a job may actually 
be on temporary layoff or looking for a job 
and; we want to provide such persons an oppor­
tunity to say whether this is so.
Checjk the "Yes" box if the respondent's answer 
indicates that the person was either looking for 
work! or on layoff or both.
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\b . Looking 
for work—  
defined
*  c. Layoff—
defined
5. Question 5d
Which—  
looking or 
on layoff
6. Question 5e 
Are you 
retired
Looking for work refers to any effort to get a 
job or to establish a business or profession.
A person was looking for work if he actually .
tried to find work during the past two weeks 
and also if he made such efforts previously 
(i.e., within the past 60 days) and was wait­
ing during the past two weeks to hear the re­
sults of these earlier efforts. :
Some examples of looking for work are: register­
ing at an employment office; visiting, telephoning 
or writing applications to prospective employers; 
placing or answering advertisements for a job; 
and being "on call" at a personnel office or at 
a union hiring hall, etc.
A person is said to be on layoff if he is waiting 
to be called back to a job frcm which he^has been 
temporarily laid off or furloughed. Layoffs are 
generally due to slack work at the person's place 
of employment. However, they may also be due to 
plant re-tooling or re-modeling, seasonal factors 
and the like. If a person was not working because 
of a labor dispute at his own place of employment 
he is not to be considered "on layoff" but with a 
job from which he is absent.
If the answer to question 5c is "Yes," ask question 
5d: "Which— looking for work or on layoff from
a job?"
Check the box for "Looking," "Layoff," or "Both" 
in accordance with the respondent's answer and 
the definitions above. .
Ask question 5e: "Are you retired?" for males 4-5
years old or over, if the answer to all of questions 
5a-c is "No," and check "Yes" or "No" for question 
5e. Otherwise, leave it blank.
Accept the respondent's answer to this question if 
it is "Yes" or "No." If a question is raised as . 
to what is meant by "retired," state that it means 
that the person has either voluntarily or involun­
tarily stopped working, (or never worked), and 
that he is not looking for work. Most retired 
persons have pensions.or independent incomes. A 
retired person may or may not be unable to work.
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J. Item H .After completing questions 1-5, note the instruc-
Wham to tion in Item H that if related persons 19 years
interview old or over are listed in addition to the re­
spondent, you are to say: "We would like to have
all adults who are at home take part in the 
interview. Is your — , — , etc., at home now?"
Check the "At home" or "Not at home" box for 
each adult on the basis of the respondent's 
answer. In the case of children, check the 
"Under 19" box unless a person under 19 years 
of age is the respondent. In that case, check 
the "At home" box.
If other eligible respondents are at home, ask: 
"Would you please ask — , — , etc., to join us?"
This procedure is a reminder, as stated on the 
questionnaire, to interview each ADULT for himself 
for questions 6-13 and the rest of the question­
naire if. he is_ at home at the time of the inter­
view. Since these questions are about each 
person's own health, he should be the best 
1 source of information about them.
. If you have checked "Not at home" for a person
who arrives later on in the interview, you should, 
of course, interview him also, but do not change 
‘ the original entry. This rule applies even
though the person arrives in time to answer some 
of questions 6-13.
In the case of unrelated persons (partners, 
roomers, servants, etc.), this determination is 
not to be made until you have completed the 
' interview for all related members. Record
"At home" for an unrelated person at the time 
you conduct the interview with that person.
Persons unrelated to the head of the household 
■ who are related to each other, are to be treated
the same as any other family group.
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CHAPTER 3
HEALTH AND HOSPITALIZATION QUESTIONS, 6-13, AND ITEM R
A. General 
procedure
* 1. Order of
’ asking
questions
6-13
Questions 6-13 are organized so as to obtain 
health information systematically for each member 
of the household. Space is provided for recording 
the illnesses, injuries and hospitalizations re­
ported for each person in the column for that 
person. After questions 6-13 have been asked for 
all related household members, detailed infor­
mation about each illness and injury will be ob­
tained and recorded in Table I and Table A, and 
about each hospitalization in Table II.
(
When you are interviewing a person for himself, 
and he is not reporting for any other persons in 
the household, follow the order in which the 
questions appear on the questionnaire.
When you are interviewing one person in the house­
hold about himself and also asking about other 
related members of the household follow the order 
listed below:
Block of Questions 
or Single Question
6-9
10, 11
Ask for:
These questions are 
asked as a block for 
the respondent first. 
Then, as a block, for 
each related household 
member, one member at 
a time.
All related household 
members at one time.
12 Respondent first. Then,
each related household 
member— one at a time.
13 Respondent first. Then,
each related household 
member— one at a time.
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The example below Illustrates a three-person 
household in which the wife is the respondent.
ILLUSTRATION B
Order of asking questions 6-13
Ask in order:
Questions
£
Head Wife Son
7
8
2nd
/ \
1st
/ \
3rd
A9
10
11 ______A _ _____ _______A _________ / V
All family members at one time
12 2nd
A
1st
A
3rd
A
13 1st
A
3rd
A
When two (or more) related adults in the same 
household are being interviewed together, follow 
the same general order of asking the questions: 
ask questions 6-9 as a block of one respondent, 
then ask questions 6-9 of the other respondent, 
then ask questions 6-9 for each other related 
household member in the order in which he is 
listed on the questionnaire. Follow the same 
procedure in asking question 12, and in asking 
question 13. Complete questions 6-13 for all 
related household members before filling Table I 
or Table II.
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I 2. How to record
; illness condi-
• tions reported
j in questions 6-
j
3. Use of probes 
questions 6 - 8
a. Probe
question b
b. Probe
question c
Record the answers to questions 6-12 for each 
person in the column for the person in the space 
opposite the corresponding question. If more
-12 than one condition is reported in answer to a
question, record each condition not already 
recorded for the person. Do not record the same 
condition twice for the same person even though 
the respondent names the condition twice.
Record as illness whatever the respondent reports 
to you as illness. Record in the column spaces 
the respondent's own description of the illness 
(using his words— not your own). Record enough 
of the description so that when you are ready to 
obtain the additional information in Table I, 
later in the interview, you will be able to 
identify the condition properly. The complete 
description of the condition will be recorded 
later in columns d-1 through d-4 of Table I.
Record the condition in the column space of the 
question in answer to which it is reported. . For 
example, if an injury, chronic condition or im­
pairment is reported in answer to question 6 or 
7, it is to be recorded there (in 6 or 7) even 
though specific questions will be asked about 
injuries, chronic conditions and impairments 
later.
in There are two probe questions, labeled b and c
to be used in connection with each of questions
6-8 .
Whenever the answer to one of questions 6a-8a 
is "Yes," ask the appropriate probe question;
"What was the matter?", "For what condition?" 
or "What were they?", to bring out a descrip­
- tion of the condition and the name of it if the 
condition is not volunteered.
After recording any conditions reported in an­
swer to one of questions 6 - 8  ask the appropriate 
second probe question: 6c— "Did you have an-
thing else during that period?", 7c— "Did you 
take any medicine for any other condition?" or 
8c— "Did you have any other accidents or injuries 
during that 2-week period?" This gives the 
respondent an opportunity to report additional 
conditions. Ask probe question c regardless of 
whether probe question b is asked.
J
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4. Probe in 
question 9
5. Questions 
10, 11 
List of 
conditions 
and list of 
impairments
6. Question 12 
Other problems 
with health
7. Question 13
Hospitalization 
probe question
B. Questions 6-8
1. Time reference
Continue to ask probe question c until you 
obtain an answer of "No11 and check the "No" 
box. Thus, either the "No" box alone will be 
checked in questions 6-8 or both the "Yes" and 
"No" boxes will be checked; never the "Yes" 
box alone.
There is a single probe question in question 9, 
to bring out the present effects of "old" 
injuries. Either the "Yes" or "No" box is to 
be checked in question 9.
There are no general probe questions to be asked 
in connection with questions 10 and 11, since 
they are directed at specific conditions named 
in lists to be read to the respondent. There­
fore, either the "Yes" box or the "No" box will 
be checked for each person in questions 10 and 
11. If the "Yes" box is checked, one or more 
conditions should be recorded for the person.
Question 12 is designed to give the respondent 
an opportunity to report other ailments, condi­
tions or problems with health which a family 
member may have, which had not been asked about 
specifically. There are two probe questions 
similar to those in questions 6-8. Ask probe 
question b if the condition is not volunteered. 
Ask probe question c regardless of whether 
probe question b is asked and continue to ask 
the question until an answer of "No" is received. 
Thus, the "No" box must always be checked in 
question 12, as in questions 6-8.
If the answer to question 13a is "Yes" the 
question "How many times were you in' the 
hospital during that period?" is to be asked 
and the answer recorded in question 13b in the 
column for the person. For each "time" recorded 
in this question, a line of Table II is to be 
filled.
Questions 6-8 apply to the 2-week period, "Last 
week or the week before," as defined below.
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2. Last week or
the week before—  
defined
a. Calendar 
card
*
Red line
"Last week or the week before" refers to the 2 
weeks (14- days) just prior to the week in which 
you are interviewing. The 2-week period starts 
with Monday and ends with last Sunday night. No 
days of the interview week are to be included.
For example, if you are interviewing on Tuesday, 
July 21, 1964 "last week or the week before" 
would refer to the period from Monday, July 6,
1964 through Sunday night, July 19, 1964; no 
illness starting after July 19 would be included, 
no matter how serious it might be. This 
principle applies to all succeeding questions.
In order to help the respondent identify the 
correct reference period for questions 6-8, he 
is to be handed a special 2-week reminder calendar 
(white card) with the dates of the 2-week 
reference period (last week and the week before) 
outlined in red.
Before starting each of your interviewing assign­
ments, prepare three calendar cards by outlining 
the dates of the 2-week reference period in red, 
in accordance with the following examples.
(These examples show the correct reference 
periods for Weeks 01 and 02 of Sample B-30.) '
EXAMPLE FOR WEEK 01:
1 9 6 4
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
JU N E
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
23 24 26J zz z? Z  i
28 29 30
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
JU L Y 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 ' 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
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Red line
EXAMPLE FOR WEEK 02
1 9 6 4
S M T w T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
JUNE
14 15 16 17 18 19 2 0
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
JULY 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
Carry a few calendar cards with you in case you 
lose one.
In the rare cases in which the interview for an 
assignment week is delayed until the following 
week, prepare a new calendar card showing the 
reference period as changed, i.e., the 2-week 
period ending the Sunday night just before your 
actual interview date.
After asking question 6, let the respondent keep 
the 2-week reminder calendar (with the 2-week 
reference period outlined) until the end of the 
interview. This will enable him to refer to it 
whenever you find it necessary to remind him of 
the two-week period in those sections of the 
interview which ask for information about "Last 
week and the week before."
At the close of the interview, take back the 
calendar so that it may be used in other house­
holds during that week's assignment.
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3. Question 6
Sick last week 
or the week 
before
4. Question 7 
Medicine or 
treatment
When asking question 6 the first time for a 
family, read to the respondent the introductory 
statement printed on the questionnaire above . 
question 6a: "This survey covers all kinds of
illnesses. These first questions refer to last 
week and the week before last, that is, the 
period outlined in red on this card." Hand the 
respondent the calendar card. (The introductory 
statement is to be read only once for a family.
Do not repeat it for other family members.)
Then ask question 6a: "Were you sick at any
time LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE?" Add the 
parenthetical statement "(the 2 weeks shown on 
that card)" the first time you ask the question 
of each respondent. After the respondent has 
heard it once, you may ask question 6a for other 
members of the family without including the 
parenthetical phrase, unless you feel that the 
respondent needs to hear the phrase repeated 
more often.
If the answer to question 6a is "Yes" and the 
illness (condition) is not volunteered, ask 
question 6b, "What was the matter?" If "Yes" 
to 6a, ask probe question 6c regardless of 
whether it was necessary to ask question 6b. 
Continue to ask question 6c until the answer is 
"No." Then check the "No" box.
Record in question 6, in the column for the 
person, all conditions reported in answer to 
questions 6a-6c.
Record as illness whatever the respondent 
mentions as illness, using his words, not your 
own.
Ask question 7a as it is worded, but whenever 
you have an entry in question 6 for a person, 
add the parenthetical phrase, "besides ... which 
you told me about." Question 7 is not intended to 
obtain information about medicine or treatment 
taken for the conditions already reported, but 
rather about conditions for which medicine or. 
treatment is taken. It is not necessary to 
repeat conditions reported previously.
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If the only medicine taken is to prevent an 
illness from starting or for general well­
being, such as vitamins or minerals, ques­
tion 7 should be checked "No." However, if by 
not taking the medicine the person would have 
a flare-up or attack of an illness condition 
which would otherwise be expected to be dormant, 
question 7 should be checked "Yes" and the 
condition recorded.
5 . Question 8 
. Accidents and 
injuries during 
• last week or the 
week before
Question 8 covers accidents and injuries happen­
ing last week or the week before and is to be 
asked as worded. Of concern are all sorts of 
injuries, such as cuts, bruises, bums, poisonings, 
fractures, strains, sprains, and dislocations. 
Record separately each injury reported by the 
respondent.
The word "accidents" together with "injuries" 
is used in the wording of the question in case 
some persons may think of "injuries" only in 
terms of "accidents." Accidents can occur 
without causing injuries and such accidents 
should not be reported. On the other hand, not 
all injuries are accidental, for example, one 
person attacking another or injuries received 
in an attack or battle during a war. All 
injuries are to be recorded whether or not they 
were caused by accidents.
It is not necessary at this point to find out 
the full detail of the nature of the injury since 
this will be obtained later in Table I, but you 
should record sufficient information to be able 
to identify it later in Table I.
C. Question 9
Injuries which 
still bother 
a person
This question is for reporting the type of 
effects still bothering the person as a result 
of "old injuries", i.e., those occurring prior 
to "last week or the week before." The original 
injury may have occurred only a few weeks or 
months ago or, on the other hand, it may have 
happened many years agp. This question serves
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as an additional probe for reporting conditions 
of interest in this study which persons might 
fail to mention in answer to earlier questions 
since they may now be adjusted to them and not 
look upon them as illness.
It is not necessary that the person suffered 
ill effects during "last week or the week before" 
or be suffering from them "now" for the illness 
condition to be present. If the person is subject 
to periodic recurring attacks of a condition caused 
by an old injury, it should be recorded. For 
example, a person who is subject to recurrent 
attacks of "foot trouble" due to an old injury 
had his last attack over a month ago but knows 
he may have another attack at any time. "Foot 
trouble" should be recorded in question 9- for 
such a person. ,
1. What to record Record in question 9 the present ill effects 
experienced, not the injury itself. For example, 
entries of "stiff shoulder," "pains in arm," 
etc., describe the present effects and are proper 
entries for question 9. If the respondent answers 
only "Yes" or reports the condition only in terms 
of the original injury, as for example, a broken 
hip that occurred some time ago, ask the added 
probe in question 9b: "In what way does it bother 
you?", then record the present effects. If the 
injury occurred recently and is not yet healed, 
e.g., a wrist fractured three weeks ago has not 
yet healed, the entry should be the injury, e.g., 
"fractured wrist."
D. Question 10
Conditions List 
Card A
Question 10 differs from the earlier questions 
in three major respects:
(1) It covers a twelve-month period.
(2) It involves reading a list of conditions 
to the respondent (see Card A).
(3) It is asked for all of the family members 
at one time.
The conditions on Card A are for the purpose of 
calling the respondent's attention to certain 
selected chronic conditions which have a fairly 
high prevalence rate in the population and which 
might be overlooked by the respondent unless they 
are causing trouble at the present time.
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1. Time reference
2. How to ask 
the question
a. Family 
reference
The time period referred to in this question 
is the past 12 months1. The past 12 months is 
defined as the 12 months immediately prior to 
the week of interview. An easy way to do this 
is to take "last Sunday’s" date and ask about 
the period from that date a year ago. For 
example, if "last Sunday’s" date was July 5,
1964— then the period you are asking about is 
July 5, 1963, through July 5, 1964.
In asking question 10, read to the respondent 
the introductory statement above the question: 
"Now I am going to read a list of conditions." 
Then continue: "Please tell me if you, your
— , etc., have had any of these conditions 
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?" After a brief 
pause, follow by reading the Conditions List 
on Card A to the respondent. Read the list 
condition by condition, and wait for a reply 
of "Yes" or "No" to each condition before going 
on to the next one. This procedure is necessary 
in order to be sure the respondent has time to 
think about each of the conditions. This is the 
only acceptable way for reading the list. If two 
respondents are present, wait for each to reply 
to each condition before going on to the next 
one.
Question 10 includes a reference to the specific 
members of the family about whom you are 
inquiring. In the course of reading the list 
of conditions, insert the reference to the 
family members as often as necessary to keep a 
particular respondent aware of the fact you 
are asking about other persons as well as about 
him.
In reading the Conditions List, if you should 
come to a condition which has been reported 
previously for any family member, read the name 
of the condition anyway and add a phrase such 
as "besides your asthma" or "besides your son’s 
asthma?", etc.
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b. Ask about 
others
c. Repeating 
question
3. Conditions not 
present at time 
of interview
<+. Present 
conditions 
not causing 
trouble
5. Doubts about 
recording
If the respondent's reply to a condition is ,
"I have that," "ny husband had ..." or a similar 
response which indicates the respondent may not 
be reporting about the entire family, after 
recording the condition ask "Has anyone else in 
the family had ... DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?" .
To help the respondent remember that question 10 
applies to all related household members, and 
also that it refers to a specific period of time, 
repeat the question whenever it seems appropriate 
to do so. The question is printed in the heading 
of Card A as a reminder to you to repeat it as 
often as necessary.
Any condition on the list which the person had at 
any time during the past 12 months should be 
reported even if the source of the trouble has 
been corrected (as in the case of a hernia repair), 
or removed (as in the case of a tumor operation).
The respondent may mention that a member of the 
household has a certain condition but that the 
condition hasn't caused trouble in the past 12 
months. For example, a person with diabetes 
which is kept under control through treatment, 
might not consider that the diabetes has caused 
trouble but he knows that he still has it. Con­
ditions of this type should be recorded an the 
questionnaire.
The words in capital letters are to be emphasized 
in reading the check list of conditions. However, 
if the respondent reports "Yes" to a condition 
do not ask if it is CHRONIC, REPEATED, etc.
Assume the respondent heard the condition as read 
and record it. (it is not necessary to record 
the word "chronic," etc., unless the respondent 
specifically says, "Yes, I have chronic bronchitis.")
If the respondent mentions a condition but is not 
sure whether it would be considered "chronic," 
etc., or adds that he doubts whether we are 
interested in it, ask "Have you had ... during 
the past 12 months?" If the answer is "Yes," 
the condition should be recorded on the question­
naire.
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6. Hasn't had 
condition 
for 12 months 
or more
7. "Arrested" - 
conditions
8. Conditions 
volunteered
9. How to record 
the answers
10. What to record
E. Question 11
Impairments List 
Card B
If the respondent mentions that a household 
member formerly had one of the conditions on the 
list, but that the condition was cured (e.g., 
asthma the person had as a child), or that it 
was corrected by an operation, prior to the past 
12 months, it is not to be reported unless it 
was present at some time during the past 12 
months. .
When a condition is reported as arrested it means 
that the person still has the condition but that 
its progress has been arrested. Such conditions 
should be reported in question 10. For example, 
a person who said he has a case of arrested 
tuberculosis would be checked "Yes" in question 
10 and "arrested tuberculosis" would be recorded.
Occasionally, when listening to the list of 
conditions on Card A, a respondent will volunteer 
a condition not included on the card. Such , 
conditions should be recorded in question 10 
provided the conditions were experienced during 
the last 12 months. However, conditions which are 
usually temporary or of short duration (such as 
colds, flu, chicken pox, etc.) should not be re­
corded unless they started or were present during 
the past 2 weeks.
Even though question 10 is asked for the family 
as a whole, you record the answer in the proper 
column for each person: either a check for "Yes"
and an entry of the condition(s), or a check for 
"No" should appear in each persons's column.
The condition to be recorded in question 10 should 
be in terms of the respondent's answer. For 
example, if in answer to your reading the condi­
tion, "heart trouble" the respondent should say 
"I have that," you would record "heart trouble" 
in question 10. However, if the respondent should 
say, "I have .' angina'," that is the condition to 
be recorded in question 10, not "heart trouble." 
(This rule applies also to question 11.)
Question 11: "Do you, your— , etc., have any of
THESE conditions?" is to be handled in the same 
manner as question 10, except that question 10
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F. Question 12
Other ailments, 
conditions, or 
problems with 
health
*
1. Time reference
2. How to ask 
the question
and Card A refer to chronic conditions, ques­
tion 11 and Card B refer to impairments. All 
impairments are to be recorded if the person 
still had them as of "last Sunday night," even 
though the person may not think of them as illness.
The wording of question 11 serves as a break in 
the reading of a list of conditions and calls to 
the attention of the respondent that these are 
conditions of a different type.
Question 12 is to be asked separately for each 
related household member. This question is a 
kind of general "clean-up" question and is 
intended to provide the respondent an opportu­
nity to report here any ailment or condition 
which had not been mentioned earlier— possibly 
some that the Check Lists may have called to his 
mind.
Question 12 refers to the present time, except 
that, as with all the health and hospitalization 
questions, any ailment, condition or problem 
with health which started after "last Sunday, 
night" is not to be reported.
Ask question 12a as worded, "Do you (does your 
husband, etc.) have any other ailments, condi­
tions or problems with your health?" Check the 
box for "Yes" or "No" for each person. If the 
"Yes" box is checked ask probe question b "What 
is the condition?" unless it has already been 
volunteered. Record the condition itself if it 
is still present. If the condition is no longer 
present, record the present ill-effects.
Following are some examples of responses to ques­
tion 12, together with the way each should be 
handled: .
a. In answer to question 12, a respondent re­
ports that her son is subject to frequent 
nosebleeds. "Nosebleeds" should be recorded 
as a condition for the son.
b. A respondent reports in answer to question 
12 that her mother had a virus infection 
last fall which hung on for a long time. In 
reply to your question the respondent says 
her mother no longer has the infection but 
it left her with "weak lungs." ''Weak lungs" 
should be recorded for the mother as the 
present effect of the old condition.
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c. In answer to question 12, a respondent re­
ports that she had pneumonia last winter.
When you ask if she still has any ill effects 
from the pneumonia she says no, she recovered 
from it completely some time ago. Nothing 
should be recorded since neither the condition 
nor ill-effects from it are present now.
If "Yes" has been checked in question 1 2 , ask 
probe question c, "Any other problems with your 
health?" regardless of whether it was necessary 
to ask.probe question b, and record any problem 
(condition or effect of old condition) reported. 
Continue to ask probe question c until an answer 
of "No" is received, then check the "No" box.
As indicated in the instructions for question 12, 
for certain conditions you will need to ask 
additional questions to determine if the condi­
tion is still present or if there are any present 
ill-effects. However, this does not apply to 
impairments, or conditions on Card A. If one of 
these is reported, it should be entered in ques­
tion 12 (unless, of course, it had been reported 
earlier) without trying to determine whether it 
is "still present" or has left any "present ill- 
effects.
Question 13a is to be asked separately for each 
related household member. Check the box for "Yes" 
or "No" for each person, and if "Yes" is checked 
ask question 13b, before asking question 13a 
for the next person.
A date will have been entered in question 13a 
on questionnaires prepared for each of your 
assignments. This date will be the first of the 
month preceding the month in which the first 
day of.the interviewing week falls. Always use 
the date on the questionnaire in asking the 
question. For example, in all interviews being 
conducted in the week starting Monday, July 6, 
196-4, you would ask the question "Have you been 
in a hospital at any time since June first, a 
year ago?"
3. Impairments and 
conditions on 
Card A
G. Question 13
Hospitalizations 
. since specified 
date
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1. "Being in a
hospi tal"-defined
2. Nursing homes, 
rest homes, or 
similar places
Although the survey is primarily concerned with 
hospitalizations which occurred during the past 
12 months, for certain statistical purposes we 
also need to know about hospitalizations which 
occurred just prior to the past 12 months. Also, 
people tend to forget hospitalizations which 
started prior to the "past 12 months" but which 
actually extended into the 12-month-period, For 
these reasons, therefore, the hospitalization 
question is asked for a period that is slightly 
longer than 12 months.
If a second questionnaire is needed because there 
are more than six household members, enter in 
question 13a the date which is on the first 
questionnaire before asking the question.. If 
you need to prepare a questionnaire for an 
"extra" unit, enter in question 13a the date 
used on other questionnaires for that interview 
week before asking the question
For each person for whom the answer to question 
13a is "Yes," ask 13b, "How many times were you 
in the hospital during that period?" and enter 
the number in the column for that person.
If a respondent should ask what you mean by 
"being in a hospital," explain that this means 
being hospitalized as an inpatient for some ill­
ness condition, for childbirth, for an operation, 
etc. Going to an outpatient clinic in a hospital 
or to visit another person who is a patient there 
should not be counted as "being in a hospital."
Although only the term "hospital" is used in 
question 13a, as noted on the questionnaire, any 
stays reported in nursing homes, rest homes, or 
similar places are to be included as hospital 
stays.
"Nursing homes, rest homes, or similar places," 
mean any type of "home," sanitarium (sanatorium) 
or institution where patients are apt to remain 
for long periods of time. These include homes 
for the aged, convalescent homes, TB sanitariums 
or TB wards in general hospitals, institutions 
for the mentally ill, etc. The length of time
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H. Item R
Who Responded
1. Adults
2. Children
3. "At home" 
but not 
interviewed
the person was a patient, in a place of this 
type does not affect the inclusion of this 
stay, as long as the person is now a household 
member by Census definition (see Part A,
Chapter 3).
Item R is for the purpose of identifying who 
responded for the health probe questions 6-13. 
Check one of the boxes in Item R as follows:
If the adult person responded for questions 
6-13 entirely for himself, check the box 
"Responded for self-entirely." If he responded 
partly for himself, check the box "Responded 
for self-partly" and enter the column number of ' 
the person who partly responded for him. For 
adults not present, enter the column number of 
the person or persons who responded for them.
Consider a person to have responded entirely 
for himself if he was present during all this 
part of the interview.
Consider a person to have "Responded for self­
partly" if he was present to the extent that 
one or more of the probe questions was address­
ed directly to him.
For an unmarried person under 19, enter in 
Item R the column number of the person or persons 
who responded for him.
If you have checked the "At home" box for a 
person in Item H but have not been able to inter­
view him for himself, explain the circumstances 
in a footnote. This instruction appears in 
Item R on the questionnaire.
CHAPTER 4.
TABLE I AND TABLE A 
ILLNESSES, IMPAIRMENTS, AND INJURIES
A. Table I
1. General 
procedure
a. Order of 
asking 
questions 
within 
Table I
>«
b. One line 
for each 
condition
c. Follow 
order of 
questions 
in Table I
2. Column (a)
Column number 
of person
. The questions in Table I are to be asked separately 
for each condition reported in answer to the health 
probe questions, 6-12,
Successive lines of Table I are to be filled in 
accordance with the following order. Start with 
the respondent and carry each of his illnesses 
through Table I, one at a time, beginning with the 
first one listed in questions 6-12, Continue for 
each other person in the same manner in the order 
the person is listed on the questionnaire. See 
Illustration C on the following page.
Use one line of Table I for each condition. Fre­
quently, two or more closely related conditions 
will be reported for one person; for example, a 
person might have heart trouble and high blood 
pressure. You would use one line for the heart 
trouble and one for the high blood pressure.
There are five lines in Table I on pages 2 and 3 
of the NHS-HIS-1 questionnaire. If more lines are 
needed for entries in Table I, use the additional 
lines numbered from 6 to 12 on pages 4 and 5 of 
the questionnaire. If more than twelve lines are 
needed, use an additional questionnaire and re­
number the first line (pages 2 and 3) number 13, 
the second line 14, etc.
Ask each question in the order specified going 
across the Table. Headings across certain columns 
-tell you when these questions are to be asked.
Enter in column (a) the column number of the person 
for whan the illness, injury or impairment is 
reported. This entry identifies the person who has 
the illness and is essential for tabulation purposes. 
If it is incorrect or has been emitted, all of the 
related illness information in this line of Table I 
might be attributed to the wrong person.
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The column number to be entered for a person 
listed on the first questionnaire for a household 
is the column number printed on the questionnaire, 
even if one or more columns have been deleted. For 
persons listed on additional questionnaires because 
all six columns on the first questionnaire have 
been filled (even if some are deleted), enter the 
column number as you have changed it, i.e., 7, 8,
, or 9, etc.
3. Column (b) Enter the number of the question from which the
Question number condition was first obtained.
a. Conditions 
not picked 
up by ques­
tions 6-12
' 4. Column (c)
"doctor ever 
talked to"
When conditions not picked up by questions 6-12 are 
reported later in the interview, show in column (b) 
where such conditions were first reported; for 
example, "Table II." (Do not add conditions of 
this type to questions 6-12.)
"Did you ever AT ANY TIME talk to a doctor about 
your ...?" is to be asked for each condition 
reported. Check "Yes" or "No" in this column accord­
ing to the response obtained. When interviewing a 
household respondent for other adult members of the 
household, obviously you would substitute for the 
words "you" and "your" the proper words to indicate 
the person referred to. In the case of children, 
substitute the phrase "Did anyone ever AT ANY TIME 
talk to a doctor about — 's (your daughter Jane's, 
your sen John's) ...?"
a. "Doctor
talked to"-- 
defined
"Talking to" a doctor about a condition includes 
both seeing a doctor and consulting a doctor by 
telephone.
Consider as "talking to a doctor" a visit by the 
person to the doctor or a visit by the doctor to 
the person. If the doctor pays a visit to the 
household to see one patient and while there 
examines or visits professionally another member 
of the household, a single visit may be counted 
as "doctor ever talked to" by each individual for 
each condition receiving the doctor's attention. 
For the purpose of column (c) talking to or seeing 
a doctor in a clinic or at a hospital (including 
as an outpatient) are to be considered as talking 
to a doctor.
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b. Chronic 
conditions
c. Non-chronic 
conditions
d. Type of 
doctor—  
defined
Consider as "talking to a doctor” s:sy telephone 
calls to the doctor's office that involve receiving 
suggestions for treatment or advice from the doctor 
even if they are transmitted through the nurse and 
the doctor wasn't spoken to directly,
Consider talking-about the condition to a family 
member who is also a doctor as talking to a 
doctor ("Yes" in col. (c)). Also, if the person 
who had the condition is himself a doctor and he 
followed his own treatment or advice, this should 
be reported as doctor "talked to" in column (c).
Exclude telephone calls made to the doctor's 
office only for the purpose of making appointments.
For chronic conditions, such as the type shown on 
Card A or impairments, the question in column (c) 
refers to any time a doctor was seen since the 
condition started. For example, a person might 
not consult a doctor every time he experienced an 
occurrence (attack) of the trouble. Such cases 
would be checked "Yes" in col. (c) if a doctor 
had been consulted for the trouble AT ANY TIME.
In the case of non-chronic conditions such as 
colds, virus, etc., the question in column (c) 
refers to whether a doctor was talked to at any 
time about that particular condition (cold, virus) 
which was experienced last week or the week before. 
The question in column (c) does not refer to talk­
ing to a doctor about previous attacks of colds, 
virus, or other non-chronic conditions.
For the purposes of column (c), consulting MD's, 
osteopaths or dentists (for dental conditions) 
will be considered as talking to a doctor but 
consulting chiropractors, chiropodists, podiatrists, 
naturopaths, Christian Science healers or other 
types of people giving medical care will not he 
counted. However, do not make special inquiry 
about the kind of doctor consulted. It is not in­
tended that you tell the respondent the survey 
definition of who is considered a doctor. For ex­
ample, if a person said in answer to the question 
in column (c), "I saw a chiropractor— do you con­
sider him a doctor?", you would not need to answer 
"Yes" or "No" but tell him we are interested in any 
doctor he may have talked to. Continue at once to
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Table I 
Columns
the next question, "What did the doctor say it 
was-- did he give it a medical name?", and check 
"No" in column (c) for the condition about which 
a chiropractor was seen.
Record in column (d-1) what' the chiropractor said 
it was even though you have checked "No" in column 
(c).
Opticians and optometrists do not hold M,D. de­
grees. However, an oculist is an old-fashioned 
term for ophthalmologist, and ophthalmologists do 
hold M.D. degrees and are to be counted as doctors.
For purposes of analysis, all illnesses and injuris? 
reported will be translated into medical, codes. 
Since the coding system to be used provides for 
over 1500 different conditions, it is essential 
that the descriptions on the questionnaire be as 
complete and detailed as you can make them,
The best description of an illness is its exact 
medical title. Names of illnesses given by re­
spondents are often sufficient to permit medical 
coding. This is true of the specified conditions 
listed on Card C in your flashcard booklet. As 
noted on Card C and on the questionnaire it is 
not necessary to ask the questions in columns (d-l) 
through (d-4) for these conditions.
However, the statements of respondents do not al­
ways give a complete description of the condition. 
When the respondent does not know the exact medi­
cal title of the illness, one or more of three 
different kinds of information generally need to 
be obtained.
1. A specific description of what the trouble 
was, that is, the specific kind of trouble,
2. The respondent's statement of the cause, or 
note that the respondent does not know the 
cause.
3. The part of the body affected.
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1. Column (d-l) 
Asking the 
question
1
When a doctor has been talked to about an ill­
ness the question in column (d-l), "What did the 
doctor say it was— did he give it a medical name?" 
is always to be asked (except for the conditions 
on Card C and current injuries), and constitutes 
the first step toward getting an adequate entry. 
Regardless of whether or not a doctor was talked . 
to, the respondent’s first statement may not give 
a complete description of the illness condition. 
The questions in columns (d-2) through (d-4) are 
for the purpose of supplying the additional infor­
mation needed.
The "x" which appears on the right side of each 
of columns (d-2), (d-3), and (d-4-) is to be 
circled whenever the question does not need to be 
asked,. The question does not need to be asked 
when the information you would expect to obtain by 
asking it already appears in an earlier column of 
Table I. As noted above, columns (d-2) through 
(d-4) do not need to be asked for conditions on 
Card C.
For conditions on Card C, enter the probe question 
entry in column (d-l) without asking the question. 
For all other conditions, ask column (d-l), "What 
did the doctor say it was— did he give it a med­
ical name?" exactly as worded for each illness 
condition about which a doctor was talked to 
("Yes" in column (c)). As stated on the question­
naire, this question is also to be asked for 
present effects of "old" injuries, i.e., those 
which happened prior to last week or the week 
before. For injuries which happened during 
last week or the week before do not ask "What 
did the doctor say it was— ," ask instead 
"What part of the body was hurt? What kind of 
injury was it??’ This instruction together with 
the question appears in the lower part of the 
heading over column (d-l). See the instructions 
in paragraph B-l-e below.
If a doctor was not talked to about an illness 
condition ("No" in column (c)), do not ask the
I
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a. Recording 
name of 
condition
b. Vague or
incomplete 
deeeviction
c. Accidents 
or injuries- 
entry in 
column (d-l)
(1) Injury 
happened 
in last 
two weeks
question over column (d~l), but instead enter in 
column (d-l) the original entry from the question 
(6=12).
Enter in column (d~l) whatever the respondent tells 
you the doctor said, using the respondent's own 
words. If the medical name given by the respond­
ent is one which is unfamiliar to you, ask him to 
spell it for you. If the exact spelling is not 
known, record it phonetically but also ask the 
respondent to describe how it affects him and 
record the description in a. footnote. In this 
way it may be possible to apply the medical codes 
when the spelling is poor.
Your entry in column (d-l) and its related columns 
(d-2) through (d~4) should represent the most com­
plete description of the condition the respondent 
can give you. Therefore, if the respondent does 
not know the medical name or if his answer is 
vague, if a more complete description was given 
in answer to one of questions 6-12 than given 
in answer to the question in column (d-l), copy 
the pertinent details of the first answer to the 
space in column (d-l); or ask the respondent how 
it affects him and record the description in a 
footnote.
The entry to be made in column (d-l) for accidents 
or injuries depends on whether the injury happened 
during the past two weeks or before that time. 
Therefore, at this point, if it isn't clear when 
the injury occurred ask additional questions to 
find out if it occurred last week or the week 
before or prior to that time.
For injuries which happened during "last week or 
the week before," column (d-l) is for recording 
the nature of the injury and the part of the body 
affected at the time the injury occurred.
I
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(2) Injury 
happened 
prior to 
last two 
weeks
For injuries or accidents happening prior to 
last week or the week before, column (d-l) is for 
recording the present effects of the original 
injury, (it is not the place for recording the 
original injury itself which will be recorded in 
Table A on the back page of the questionnaire.)
In the case of an injury which happened earlier 
but has not yet healed, the original injury is 
to be entered in column (d-l), since the original 
injury is still present. For example, in the' 
case of a fractured hip occurring four weeks 
prior to the interview, the entry "fractured hip" 
is appropriate in column (d-l) if the fracture has 
not yet healed. For these cases, indicate in a 
footnote that the injury has not yet healed.
d. Injuries—  There are many kinds of injuries, such as cuts,
defined bruises, etc. "Insect stings," "animal bites,"
"sunburn," "sun poisoning," "heat or sun strokes," 
"blisters," "frostbite," etc., are also consid­
ered as injuries. .
(1) Poisonings Illnesses resulting from poisoning also count
as injuries. A poisoning can occur from eating, 
drinking, breathing or coming in contact with 
some poisonous substance or gas. Poisoning 
also may occur from an overdose of a substance 
that is non-poisonous when taken in normal doses.
Such occurrences are considered injuries (and 
, Table A is required) whether or not the illness 
was from a one-time occurrence or was the result 
of continued exposure.
Note; Sometimes the words "poison" or "poison­
ing" are used to describe conditions which are 
classified as diseases or illnesses and not as 
injuries, e.g., "poison oak," "poison ivy," 
"ptomaine or food poisoning." These do not 
require a Table A. '
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(2) Continued 
exposure
e. Adequate 
reporting 
of nature 
of injury 
for column 
(d-1)
Except for poisonings (see above), exposure to 
heavy lifting, loud noise, and other similar 
hazards are considered injuries only when they 
are one-time occurrences. For example, a 
punctured eardrum resulting from a loud ex­
plosion would be considered an injury, but con­
tinued exposure to loud noises at work result­
ing in partial deafness would not be considered 
an injury. For the latter case, do not fill a 
Table A. but footnote the entry in column (d-l) 
or (d-2) to state that the condition was caused by 
continued exposure to loud noises at work.
Follow the same procedure if cause is continued 
heavy lifting, continued strain, etc.
For injuries which occurred "last week or the 
week before," the entry in column (d-l) should 
specify the exact nature of the injury sustained 
and not how the accident itself happened. Gen­
eral, vague answers such as "hit," "bumped," 
"mashed," etc., are not acceptable since they 
do not provide sufficient information on the 
nature of the injury, (in addition to the exact 
nature of the injury, the specific part of body 
affected must also be recorded. See paragraph 
B-4 below.) Following are some examples of 
adequate and inadequate nature of injury entries:
Adequate Nature of 
Injury
Inadequate Nature of 
Injury
knee fractured
lower back strained
scsilp cut
brain concussion
hip dislocated
toe fractured
bones in foot broken
upper arm cut and bruised
neck whiplash
ankle sprained
foot bruised1
lower back hurt 
toe mashed 
foot crushed 
knee smashed 
eye hit
upper sirm mangled 
hand injured 
ankle swelled 
head bumped 
fell downstairs 
broken blood vessel 
in foot
1caused broken blood vessel
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(l) Internal 
injuries
(2) Something 
entering 
. body
(3) Poisonings
(4) Multiple 
injuries
(5) "Current" 
injury 
causes 
impairment
If the respondent cannot supply the exact nature 
of the injury, as required above, record his 
description but also add "DK exact nature of 
injury."
For injuries to internal organs it is only 
necessary to know the name of the organ injured, 
such as "injury to liver," "spleen injured."
For the purpose of this survey, "internal organs" 
are those inside the chest, abdomen and pelvis.
For something entering the body through the eye, 
ear, nose, etc., that caused trouble, the entry 
should show the object causing the trouble, 
where the object entered the body and where it 
lodged. For example, "swallowed fish bone, 
stuck in throat," "cinder in eye," etc.
For all poisonings show the substance or agent, 
and the manner in which the person was poisoned,
e.g., "swallowed overdose of aspirin," "breathed 
carbon monoxide," "lye burned hand."
A single accident may result in one or more kinds 
of injuries. Only one line should be filled in 
Table I for current injuries from a single 
accident, but column (d-1) should include a prop­
er description of each specific injury, for 
example, "fractured ankle and dislocated shoul­
der, " "loss of eye— 6 ribs broken— fractured 
skull." If the space is not sufficient in (d-l) 
for an adequate description, continue the entry 
in the footnote space.
If a "current" injury results in an impairment, 
both the injury and the impairment should be 
recorded in the appropriate columns (d-l) through 
(d-4) on the same line of Table I. For example, 
if a person broke his lower back "last week"
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and this resulted in immediate paralysis of both 
entire legs, you would enter in (d-l) through (d-4) 
"Paralysis of both entire legs caused by broken 
lower back." Similarly, if a person was blinded 
in one eye by a knife cut, you would record 
"Blind in one eye— eyecut." If the space is 
not sufficient, continue the entry in a footnote. 
Consider these as a single entry in asking col­
umns (e)-(p) of Table I. However, since the injury 
involved an impairment, you would continue beyond 
column (aa) for the impairment, even though the 
injury happened during the past 2 weeks.
When the entry in column (d-l) is an impairment or 
a symptom or any entry from questions 9 or 11 
except conditions on Card C, the question "What 
was the cause of ...?" is to be asked unless the 
cause has already been recorded in column (d-l).
If the question in column (d-2) is not to be 
asked, circle "X" on the line for that condition.
a. Impairment—  An impairment may be the result of a disease or
defined illness, or it may be from an injury the person
has received, or it may be a defect present since 
birth. The cause of the impairment must be ob­
tained so that it will be possible to distinguish 
between these three main sources of impairments.
As defined for this survey, an impairment consists 
of:
(l) Any of the conditions on Card B 
.(2) Loss of one or both eyes, loss of 
breast, loss of kidney or lung
(3) Mental deficiency or retardation’
(Note: Any seeing or hearing "trouble" or
"trouble" with back or limbs are to be considered 
as on Card B, regardless of the question in 
answer to which they were reported.)
I
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Cause of 
condition
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(l) Entries 
from
question 
9 or 11
b. Symptom—  
defined
(l) Synonyms 
of symp­
toms on - 
Card D
c. Amount of de­
tail required 
for impairments 
and symptoms in 
column (d-2)
Whether or not they fall under the definition of 
impairments as given on page D-66, column (d-2) 
is to be asked for all entries in column (d-l) 
which came from question 9 or li, except for 
conditions on Card C. (This instruction also 
appears in the heading of column (d-2), as a 
reminder.)
Generally speaking, "symptoms" are signs of 
diseases and when a person has symptoms he is 
said to be ill. The term "disease" refers to 
the underlying condition causing the symptoms. 
Because symptoms are only signs and because 
certain symptoms, such as backache or headache, 
may be produced by more than one condition, 
just reporting the symptom is not a sufficient 
entry. An upset stomach, for example, is a 
symptom of some condition,— it could be from 
a virus or from food eaten or it could have 
an emotional basis, etc.
Card D in your flashcard booklet contains a 
list of symptoms arranged in alphabetical order 
which, together with their synonyms, is to be 
considered a complete list for the purposes of 
the survey. When you are in doubt as to whether 
the entry in column (d-l) is a symptom, refer to 
this list.
There are certain symptoms not listed on Card D 
which are clearly synonymous with the symptoms 
which are listed. For example, "running a 
temperature" is not listed but "fever" is and 
these are clearly synonymous. In the case of 
symptoms clearly synonymous with those on 
Card D, column (d-2) is also to be asked.
The amount of detail required for column (d-2) 
is the same as for column (d-l). If the answer 
to the question in column (d-2) is an impairment 
or a symptom, column (d-2) should be asked again 
for the cause of the impairment or symptom 
reported in column (d-2).
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3. Column (d-3) 
Kind of 
trouble
Examples:
(d-1)______________  (d-2)
deformed lower leg paralysis . 
. stroke
headache upset stomach 
DK
The entry of "DK" (for "don't know") shows the 
interviewer has recognized "upset stomach" as 
a second symptom and has asked column (d-2) again 
in an attempt to obtain the cause of the upset 
stomach.
Illustration D on the following page shows some 
examples of entries in columns (d-1) and (d-2). 
Column 2 is the respondent in this illustration.
With respect to the medical coding requirements 
for certain illness conditions, the entries in 
column (d-l) or (d-2) do not always show the exact 
kind of condition the person has. For example, 
"heart trouble," "kidney trouble," and "stomach 
trouble" are all general terms which mention 
trouble with a specific part or organ of the 
■ body but they are not specific as to the kind 
of trouble. Thus, heart trouble might be of 
several different kinds— angina, coronary, 
rheumatic heart, heart leakage, etc.; kidney 
trouble could apply to kidney stones, nephri­
tis, bladder infection, etc.; stomach trouble 
could refer to any number of digestive distur­
bances, for example, ulcers, appendicitis, 
intestinal flu, etc., and in column (d-3), we 
want to give the respondent an opportunity to 
provide this more specific information.
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Ia. When to ask There are four illness conditions printed in
column (d-3). the heading of column (d-3) for which the.question
. ” "What kind of ... is it?" is to he asked.. These 
conditions are "asthma," "cyst," "growth," and 
"tumor." This question is also to he asked if 
‘ column (d-l) or column (d-2) contain the words 
"trouble," "condition," or "disease," which 
’ are vague descriptions. (This instruction
also appears in the heading of column (d-3).)
If the respondent's first answer indicates that 
he does not understand what information is de- 
, sired, re-ask column (d-3), emphasizing the word 
"kind." If the respondent does not know the 
. specific kind, record what he does say about
it and also enter "kind DK."
b. How to ask When "allergy" or "stroke" has been reported
column (d-3) in the column (d-l) or (d-2), ask column (d-3) but
for allergies, use alternate wording printed in the heading 
strokes of column (d-3), namely: .
"How does the allergy affect you?" 
or
"How does the stroke affect you?"
(if the effect of "allergy" or "stroke" in 
column (d-2) has been given in column (d-l), 
column (d-3) does not need to be asked.)
(l) Descrip- For allergies and for strokes the information
tion for - needed is not "kind of trouble" but how the 
allergies disease affects the person— that is, what the 
and , manifestations are. For example, in the case
strokes of an allergy, the person may have been affected
with a swelling income part of the body, with 
a breaking out or itching, with sneezing, eyes 
■ watering and nasal trouble or trouble with
breathing, etc.
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4. Column (d-4) 
Part of body 
affected
a. Conditions 
for which 
column (d-4) 
must be 
asked
In the case of a stroke the manifestation 
might be, for example, "nervous tic on left 
side of face," "entire right leg and a m  par- 
alized," "speech difficulty," etc. Note that 
for a stroke, the information needed is how 
the person is affected now, not necessarily 
how he was affected at the time of the stroke.
Column (d-4)is to be asked only for certain 
specified types of conditions. These are 
listed in the heading of column (d-4) and also 
appear in paragraph 4-a below.
Ask column (d-4) unless one of the entries in 
column (d-l), (d-2), or (d-3) contains the re­
quired description of the part of the body which 
is'affected. Circle the "X" in column (d-4) if 
"part of body" is not required at all or has 
been entered in a previous column.
The conditions for which the "part of body" 
must always be shown— either in column (d-4) 
or one of the previous columns are:
(1) All impairments
(2) "Current" injuries (those happening 
last week or the week before)
(3) Present effects of "old" injuries
(4) Certain conditions and symptoms, as 
follows:
Abscess .
Ache (except 
headache)
Bleeding 
Blood clot 
Boil 
Cancer
Cyst
Growth
Hemorrhage
Infection
Inflammation
Neuralgia
Neuritis
Pain
Sore
Soreness
Tumor
Ulcer
Weak
Weakness
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b. Detail 
needed
e. Illustration 
E
5. Condition to 
which remaining 
questions refer
For certain parts of the body more detail is 
needed than for others. Whenever column (d-4) 
is required, the specific parts of the body . 
for which more detailed specification is needed 
are the ear or eye, head, back, arm, or leg.
These are listed in the heading of column (d-4) 
together with the type of specific detail that 
is required.
Other detailed entries besides those listed are 
acceptable, for example, "finger," "toe," "arch," 
"neck," etc. If an entire arm or leg is affected, 
state that this is so by entries such as "one 
entire arm" or -"one whole leg"; do not simply 
enter "arm" or "leg."
If the part of the body affected is the eye 
or ear, or any part of the arm or leg, ask 
whether one or both are affected. The use of 
the singular or plural is acceptable except in 
those cases where the use of the singular or 
plural does not show specifically whether one 
or both are affected. For example, in the case 
of "eye infection" or "deafness" an entry of 
"one" or "both" (eyes or ears) must be made.
See Illustration E on page D-73,.for examples 
of entries in columns (d-l)-(d-4) of Table I.
The most specific description of a condition 
is considered the "main condition" and is the 
one which should be asked about for the re­
maining questions in Table I. For example, 
if a symptom has been reported in column (d-l) 
but the entry in column (d-2) is a condition on 
Card A or some other condition that usually last 
for a long time, that is present now or was 
present at any time during the past 12 months, it 
is the condition to which the remaining questions 
should refer. If the condition in column (d-2) 
was not present at any time during the past 12 
months, the questions in Table i should refer to
)
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Illustration E includes examples of some 
conditions properly reported in columns (d-l) 
through (d-^).
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If condition  is  on Card C , enter 
condition w ithout asking  
columns (d - l)  through (a -4) and 
go to .columns (e) *•({).
c a u s e KINO PART OP » 0 0 V
If the entry in co l. (d - l)  is 
An IMPAIRMENT
or
a SYMPTOM 
or
came from Q uestion  9 or 
11, ask:
What wos the  couse  of • • .?
(If “ Cause** is  an iojury, 
eo ter “ A ccident'* or 
“ Injury** and fill Table  A.)
(d-2)
For any entry in co l. (d - l)  or 
col. (d-2) that inc ludes the 
words:
Allergy* Tumor 
Asthma “ C ondition" 
C yst “ D is e a s e "  
Growth “ Trouble'* 
Stroke*
ask :
What kind of . . .  Is It?
•F or an ALLERGY or 
STROKE, ask:
How d e es  the  olloroy 
(stroke) a ffec t you?
(d-J)
AJi oaty for
IMPAIRMENTS, “ CURRENTM 
INJURIES, sad PRESENT EFFECTS 
OF *Y)LD“  INJURIES 
And for:
Abscess Inflammation 
Ache (except Neurslgis 
beadsche) Neuritis 
Bleeding Paia 
Blood clot Sore 
Boil Soreeess 
Cancer Tumor 
Cyst Ulcer 
Growth Weak 
Hemorrhsge Weakaeae 
Infection
Whet port of tho  body le  offected?
For a ll o ther i l ln e s s e s  and 
present e ffec ts  of “ old** . • • 
in ju ries  —
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(d-l)
Show detail b e ..
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Hood — (skull, scalp, face)
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u k le , foot; one or both)
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Ithe condition (symptom) in column (d-1). Explain 
the circumstances in column (d-2) or in a footnote 
in such a case. (See illustration of "sore leg" 
and "varicose veins" below.)
An impairment, regardless of the column in which 
it is recorded, is the condition to which the 
remaining columns should refer.
Current effects from old injuries are to have
the remaining columns asked about them, not
the injury itself. .
In the examples below, the asterisk (*) shows 
the condition to which the remaining columns . 
apply:
a. Re-ask 
column (c) 
if "No"
Types of
reporting
problems
(d-1) (d-2) (d-3) . (d-4)
stomach
trouble
stomach
ulcer*
backache
loss of 
kidney* 
from accident
■ ® ~
curvature 
of spine*
arthritis Middle and upper
sore leg* varicoseveins1
® one
lower leg
1varicose veins removed 2 years ago
If the "main condition" being carried aeross Table 
I is different from the condition entered in col­
umn (d-1), and the "No" box is checked in column (c) 
for that condition, ask column (c) about the "main 
condition" and correct column (c) if "Yes."
The following paragraphs call attention to some 
conditions that may cause reporting problems 
particularly with respect to whether or not they 
should be included if they are reported by the 
respondent.
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1. Dental
conditions
2. Pregnancy 
and child­
birth
3. Menstruation 
and menopause
Do not report filling of cavities in the teeth 
as such, but report the toothache or other symp­
toms together with their causes. Also, report 
all diseases of the mouth and jaws— including 
. pyorrhea, abscesses, and boils. If teeth were 
pulled or other dental surgery performed, report 
it, giving the name of the disease or condition 
that necessitated the pulling of the teeth or 
surgery.
Normal pregnancy is not to be considered as ill­
ness. Complications of pregnancy, if considered 
by the respondent as illness, should be reported 
as such.
Delivery or childbirth, even when normal, should 
be reported for the mother in Table I if it oc­
curred last week or the week before since this 
condition involves bed days and usually hospi­
talization. In recording a delivery either 
state that it is normal or that there were comp­
lications. If there were complications, enter 
"delivery" and also a description of the comp­
lications in columns (d-1) through (d-4) of Table I. 
Do not record "pregnancy" if you mean "normal 
delivery" or "childbirth."
Childbirth during the last two weeks need not 
be reported for the baby in Table I, unless 
there were birth complications for the baby 
or the baby had some other illness. For these 
kinds of cases enter the specific condition; 
do not enter just "birth."
Normal menstruation is not illness. However, if 
the respondent reports that menstruation is 
abnormal or caused illness this should be re­
corded, for example: excessive or slight "flow,"
delayed or painful menstruation, or frequent or 
irregular menstruation. Any menopausal symptoms 
mentioned should be included as illness.
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I4. Cysts,
tumors or
other
growths
5. Illness 
resulting 
from 
vaccina­
tion, 
immuniza­
tion, etc.
6. Mental illness
7. Names of 
operations
8. Reaction to 
drugs
9. Illnesses 
occurring 
in past 12 
months not 
now present
Cysts, tumors, and other growths can be either1 
malignant (cancerous) or benign (non-cancerous). 
The questions in column (d-1) and/or column (d-3) 
may obtain this information and it is anticipated 
that they will. If they do not, however, do not 
ask the respondent if the growth was malignant.
Vaccination and immunization in themselves are 
not illnesses. However, they may cause temp­
orary illness with such symptoms as fever, head­
aches, etc. Illness resulting from vaccination 
or immunization should be reported as in the 
following example: "Fever and headache" in col­
umn (d-l); and "smallpox vaccination" in column
(d -2 ) .  ;
All mental illnesses that are mentioned by the 
respondent should be recorded on the question­
naire. Try especially to get the medical term 
if known by the respondent.
If the only description the respondent gives of 
an illness is the name of an operation, ask what 
the condition was that made it necessary to have 
the operation and record it in column (d-l).
Also, record the present effects, if any, that 
cause illness.
If the respondent reports as an illness in the 
past 2 weeks a reaction to drugs taken, three 
things should be reported— the reaction, the 
drug, and the.reason for taking the drug. For 
example, "skin rash-penicillin-virus."
For chronic conditions, such as those on Card A, 
experienced during the past 12 months which the 
person no longer has (for example, a hernia which 
has been repaired or a tumor which has been re­
moved) show what the trouble was at the time the 
person had the condition.
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10. Illnesses, etc., 
starting after 
"last Sunday 
' night".
11. Conditions
first reported 
in Table I
For the purposes of this survey, no illness, 
hospitalization or other health-related event 
starting (or first occurring) after "last 
Sunday night" should be recorded on the question­
naire. If you have recorded something of this 
kind and afterwards learn that it should not 
have been recorded, delete or correct the entry 
as appropriate and explain the deletion in a 
footnote. This rule does not apply to house­
hold membership (see Part A, Chapter 3) or 
personal characteristics such as age, marital 
status or membership in the Aimed Forces, all 
of which apply as of the time of interview.
A condition first reported in columns (d-2) 
through (d-4) of Table I which becomes the "main 
condition" for that line, or which is closely 
related to the condition in column (d-1), is not 
to be recorded on a separate line of Table I.
For example, "loss of kidney" first reported in 
column (d-2) as the cause of "backache" in (d-1) 
would be the "main condition" on that line but 
would not be recorded on a separate line of 
Table I.
If an impairment or a condition \on Card A is 
first reported in columns (d-2) through (d-4) 
but is not the "main condition" on that line, 
it should be recorded on a separate line and 
carried across Table I if it is present now or 
was present at any time during the past 12 
months. For example, "arthritis" first reported 
in column (d-2) as the cause of "curvature of 
spine" in (d-1) would not be the "main condition" 
on that line but should be recorded on a separate 
line and carried across Table I if it is present 
now or was present at any time during the past 
12 months. If such a condition was not present 
during the past 12 months, explain in a footnote 
why you have not recorded it separately.
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I12. Conditions 
reported 
later in 
interview
*
13. Birth injuries
14. Broken eardrum
15. Uncertain 
injuries
The questionnaire is designed to bring out by 
the probe questions 6-12 and Table I all con­
ditions the person has. However, it may happen 
that a chronic condition (on Card A) or an im­
pairment will be first reported in Table II or 
questions 16 and 17. Such conditions are to be 
carried back to Table I. See the instructions 
in Part D, Chapter 5 for Table II, and in Part 
D, Chapter 6 for questions 16 and 17.
Conditions first reported later than question 17 
in the interview are not to be carried back to 
Table I, but are to be recorded in footnotes.
For example, if in answer to question 20b the 
respondent should report that he quit smoking 
six months ago because of his bronchial condition, 
and this had not been reported earlier, you should 
footnote the entry for question 20b, and.enter in 
the footnote: "Quit smoking 6 months ago because
of bronchial condition —  not in Table I."
Birth injuries to either the mother or the child 
do not require a Table A. However, you should 
make sure that the injury occurred during the 
act of delivery, not later. Injuries occurring 
after birth, even if while still in the hospital, 
require Table A.
A "broken (perforated) (ruptured) eardrum" may 
be caused by an accident or injury or may be 
due to some other cause, such as a childhood 
disease. Always ask what caused the broken 
eardrum. If the cause was an accident or in­
jury, fill Table A. If the cause was other than 
-an accident or injury, or if the respondent does 
not know the cause, no Table A is needed but the 
circumstances should be explained in Table I or 
in a footnote to column (d-2).
If the respondent does not know whether a con­
dition or impairment was caused by an accident 
or injury, or cannot recall such an occurrence 
when an accident is indicated, do not fill . 
Table A. Explain the circumstances in a footnote 
to Table I, e.g., "Doctor says probably caused 
by blow on head but respondent cannot recall 
such an occurrence happening."
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16. Conditions 
reported 
separately 
which may be 
the same
a. Caution about 
deciding two 
conditions 
are the same
b. Procedure 
for con­
ditions 
which are 
reported 
to be the 
same
D. Table A
When conditions which may be the same are report­
ed separately in answer to questions 6-12, 
record each one on a separate line of Table I. 
Follow this rule even though the conditions may 
be related in the respondents mind or in yours.
Under no circumstances are you to attempt to 
diagnose conditions or to make decisions that 
two conditions are the same because you your­
self have the impression that they should be.
It is only when the respondent indicates that 
they are the same by his answers to columns (d-1) 
through (d-4) that you are to consider that they 
are the same.
In asking the questions in columns (d~l) through 
(d-4) for two or more conditions, if the respond­
ent says that one condition is the same as 
another condition, follow this procedure:
(1) Leave in Table I the separate entries in 
columns (d-1) through (d-4) for each condition 
reported but put a footnote symbol in column 
(d-4) on the lines affected and state in the 
footnote that the conditions are the same.
(2) Since you will already have taken the first 
condition through all columns of Table I, 
do not ask the remaining questions for the 
other condition or conditions which have 
been reported as being the same. See Illus­
tration E.
Table A is for the purpose of obtaining additional 
facts about three types of cases:
1. Injuries or poisonings occurring "last week 
or the week before."
2. . Injuries or poisonings which occurred prior
to "last week or the week before" which 
caused ill-effects that are still present. .
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1*.1
1. Information 
from Table I
,1
3. Injuries or poisonings which occurred prior —
to "last week or the week before" which have 
caused impairments.
Table A is to be filled immediately after complet- . : j
ing columns (d-1) through (d-4) and before asking >
the remaining columns of Table I.
• ■ •­
For group 1, questions 3-5 of Table A will be .
asked. Questions 1 and 2 will not be asked since 
the date of the injury and the nature of the in- :j
jury will be recorded in Table I. j
For groups 2 and 3 all of the questions in Table 
A will be asked about the injuries, since Table I .
will have recorded only the present effects of 1 '
earlier injuries or the present impairment. .
If an impairment or the present effects of an old 
injury are the result of more than one accident, * 
fill a separate Table A for each accident. If 
two or more persons are injured in the same acci­
dent, fill a separate Table A for each. .2
If space for three or more injuries or poisonings :
is needed for a household, use one or more addi- -
tional questionnaires for this purpose. Do not 
use the footnote space for recording accidents 
or injuries. , .
Enter the number of the line in Table I on which : -
the accident, injury or poisoning or the present j
effects or impairment from an earlier injury or '
poisoning are listed. ,
. i
If a single "current" accident resulted in multi- ; ^
pie injuries, all of these should have been record­
ed on a single line of Table I, and that line {
number would be recorded in Table A. If a single . !
"old" accident has resulted in more than one 
"present effect" which are recorded on separate ' j
lines of Table I, enter all of these (e.g., 2, j
3, and A) as the "Line No. from Table I" for that 
Table A. ,
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2. Questions 
1 and 2
a. Question 1 
When it 
happened
b. Question 2 
Nature of 
injury and 
part of body
3. Question 3a 
Motor vehicle 
involved in 
accident
a. Motor 
vehicle 
, defined
Questions 1 and 2 are to be asked only for acci­
dents or injuries which happened prior to "last 
week or the week before."
For accidents which occurred during the past two 
weeks do not ask questions 1 and 2, but check the 
box "Accident happened last week or week before" 
and skip to question 3a.
Ask question 1 for all injuries or poisonings 
which occurred prior to "last week or the week 
before."
Record the month and the year if the injury or 
poisoning occurred in 1963, 1964, or 1965. Only 
the year needs to be recorded if the accident 
occurred prior to 1963,
Ask question 2 of Table A for all injuries or 
poisonings which occurred prior to "last week 
or the week before." The entries for part of 
body and nature of the injury require the same 
amount of detail as for entries in columns (d-1) 
through (d-4) of Table I. Follow the same instruc­
tions given in paragraphs B-l-e and B-4-b when 
filling this question.
If more than one part of body was injured, be 
sure to identify the injury to each part of body. 
Example:
upper leg I bruised 
ankle fractured
Ask question 3a for each injury unless the answer 
is clear from the information already given. In 
that case check the proper box without asking 
question 3a. If the answer to question 3a is 
"No," go to question 4,
A motor vehicle is any mechanically or electrically 
powered device, not operated on rails, upon which 
or by which any person or property may be trans­
ported or drawn upon a land highway. A land high­
way is any street, road, path, etc., (either 
public or private) which is customarily used for 
vehicular traffic. Any object such as a trailer, 
coaster, sled, or wagon attached to a motor 
vehicle is considered a part of the motor vehicle.
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*Motor vehicles include cars, busses, trucks, fire 
engines, motorcycles, motorized bicycles, motor­
ized scooters and trolleys not operating on rails. 
In addition, farm machinery, construction machin­
ery, tractors and arny tanks are considered motor 
vehicles only when in transport, under their own 
power, on a land highway. Devices used solely 
for moving persons or materials within the confines 
of a building or its premises are not considered 
motor vehicles.
Some respondents may think of certain non-motor 
vehicles such as trains, streetcars or bicycles 
as motor vehicles and report accidents involving 
those1vehicles as "Yes" answers to question 3a. '
Be careful that such accidents are recorded as 
"No" in question 3a on the questionnaire.
b . Involve- 
ment not 
restricted 
to collision
U . Question 3b 
Number of 
motor vehicles 
involved
Check "Yes" for each accident involving a motor 
vehicle in any way at all, regardless of whether 
the person was in the vehicle and regardless of 
whether the vehicle was moving at the time of the 
accident. The "Yes" box would be checked in ques­
tion 3a, for example, for the following situations: 
A pedestrian hit by a car, a person hurt while 
boarding or leaving a bus, or a person on a 
bicycle hurt by running into a parked car, or a 
person hurt while repairing a car. These would 
be reported as accidents involving a motor 
vehicle as well as the case of a person hurt in 
a collision or some other type of accident while 
riding in a motor vehicle.
Question 3b is to be asked if the answer to 
question 3a is "Yes." Check the box "Yes" if 
more than one motor vehicle was involved and 
"No" if only one motor vehicle was involved.
Again, be careful that only motor vehicles are 
reported as involved in the accident and exclude 
non-motor vehicles.
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5. Question 3c 
Was motor 
vehicle moving
a. How to ask 
the ques­
tion
b. Moving- 
defined
6. Questions 4a 
and 4b
Where accident 
happened
a. Home 
defined
Ask question 3c if the answer to question 3a is 
"Yes," regardless of the answer to question 3b.
If only one motor vehicle was involved ("No" in 
question 3b), question 3c is to be asked without 
the parenthetical phrase. If more than one 
motor vehicle was involved, ask "Was either one 
moving at the time?"
If a motor vehicle and non-motor vehicle were 
involved (e.g., a bus and a train collision), 
be sure the respondent understands that the 
word "it" in question 3c refers to the motor 
vehicle and not to the other vehicle.
In most cases it will be easy for the respondent 
to determine whether or not the motor vehicle was 
moving at the time of the accident, but in some 
instances a question may arise. Consider that 
the motor vehicle was moving if the wheels were 
moving (this includes skidding) or if the vehicle 
had come to a stop just an instant before the 
injury occurred.
Question 4a is to be asked for each accident 
and if the accident did not occur at home, ques­
tion 4b is also to be asked.
If the accident did happen at home, it is necessary 
to know if it happened inside the house or on the 
premises.
"Home" as used here includes not only the person's 
own home but also any other home. vacant or oc­
cupied, in which he might have been when he was 
injured, as well as homes being remodelled or 
under-going repair. Do not consider an accident 
occurring at a house under construction as occur­
ring at home, but check the box "Industrial place 
and premises" for these.
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*(1) Inside Check the box for "inside house" if the accident 
house occurred while the person was inside the house,
in any room or porch but not an inside garage. 
Porches or steps leading directly to porches or 
entrances are considered as "inside the house." 
Falling out of a window or falling off a roof or 
porch also are included as "inside the house."
. Also to be included in this category are injuries
happening within motel or hotel rooms. The lobby, 
corridors and other public places within the motel 
or hotel premises are not to be regarded as "home."
(2) Adjacent Check "adjacent premises" if the accident occurred 
premises in the yard, the driveway, patios, gardens or walks 
to the house, or a garage. On a farm, the adja­
cent premises include the home premises or garage, 
but not the bams or other buildings (unless used 
as a garage) or the land under cultivation.
b. Some 
other 
place
c. Street 
and
highway
d. Farm
e. Industrial 
place and 
premises
Check "some other place" if the accident occurred 
some place besides a home. In that case, ask ques­
tion 4b and check the box which describes the 
particular type of place where the accident happened. 
If the types of places listed do not describe the 
type of place where the accident occurred, check 
the box "other" and specify the type of place.
The phrase, "street and highway" means the entire 
width between property lines of which any part is 
open for the use of the public as a matter of right 
or custom. Note that this includes more than just 
the traveled part of the road. "Street and high­
way" includes the whole right of way. Public side­
walks are part of the street but private driveways, 
private lanes,'private alleys and private sidewalks 
are not considered part of the street.
"Farm" is to be checked if the accident occurred 
in a farm building or on land under cultivation 
but not in the farm home or premises. "Farm" in­
cludes a ranch, as used here.
"Industrial place and premises" is to be checked 
if the accident occurred in industrial places and 
premises such as a factory building, a railway 
yard, a warehouse, a workshop, a loading platform 
of a factory or store, etc. A construction pro­
ject (houses, buildings, bridges, new roads, etc.) 
is included in this class, as well as buildings
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undergoing remodeling. Private homes which are 
undergoing remodeling are not to be classified as 
industrial places and premises, but instead should 
be classified as "home." Other examples of "in­
dustrial place and premises" are logging camps, 
shipping piers, oil fields, shipyards, sand and 
gravel pits, canneries, and auto repair garages.
f. Schools "School (including school premises)" is to be
checked for an accident occurring either in the 
school buildings or on the premises (campus). This 
classification includes all types of schools, ele­
mentary, high schools, colleges, business schools, 
etc.
g. Place for 
recreation 
and sports
h. Other
7. ,Question 5 
, At work when 
accident 
happened
"Place for recreation and sports" is to be checked 
for accidents occurring in places which are de­
signed for sports and recreation, such as, bowling 
alley, amusement park, baseball field, dance hall, 
lake or mountain or beach resort, stadium. In 
contrast, a person injured while sledding on a 
hill near his home, for example, would not be 
checked as "sports and recreation" even though 
sledding is a sport. Places for recreation or 
sports located on the premises of an industrial 
place should be classified as "Industrial place 
and premises."
Exclude recreation and sports a£ schools from this 
class, since it would be checked in box 6.
Check the box "Other" if the specific types of 
places listed above do not describe where the ac­
cident happened. If "Other" is checked, specify 
the exact type of place, such as, grocery store, 
restaurant, office building, church, etc. General 
entries such as "Armed Forces" are not satisfactory 
since a person can be in the Armed Forces and have 
an accident in any one of several kinds of places.
Check the box "Under 17 at time of accident" when 
that is clearly the case from the information 
given in question 1 of Table A and question 3 (age) 
Otherwise, ask question 5 of Table A and check one 
of the appropriate boxes.
Consider an injury as occurring "at work" if the 
person was on duty at the time of the accident. 
Thus, a salesman traveling from town to town
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would be "at work" if an injury occurred en route 
between towns, but a person on his way to an office 
job who had an accident en route would not be con­
sidered as having been injured "at work."
Check "No" for persons who were not "at work" at a 
job or business at the time of the accident.
Check "While in Armed Services" for any injury or 
poisoning which occurred while the person was in 
the Armed Services (excluding the Reserves), re­
gardless of whether he was on duty at the time it 
occurred. For example, check the box "While in 
Armed Services" for a sailor who was away from his 
ship when he slipped, fell on the ice and broke 
his leg on a downtown street.
E. Table I
Cols, (e)-(w)
1. Columns 
(e)-(h) 
Restricted 
activity last 
week or the 
week before
a. "Things 
you usual­
ly do"—  
defined
The purpose of these questions is to separate the 
illness conditions causing persons to cut down on 
their usual activities for as much as a day from 
those conditions not affecting usual activities.
Ask the question over columns (e) and (f) exactly 
as worded. Check either column (e) or column (f), 
but not both. If the answer is "No," enter "X" 
in column (e) and leave columns (f)-(l) blank. If 
the answer is "Yes," enter "X" in column (f) and 
ask the question over columns (g) and (h).
Record the respondent's answer to the question 
without explaining "the things you usually do." 
However, if questions are raised the following 
guide should be used.
♦
The things a person usually does are the person's 
"usual activities." For school children and most 
adults, "usual activity" would be going to school, 
working, or keeping house, etc. For children under 
school age, "usual activities" depend upon whatever 
the usual pattern is for the child which will, in 
turn, be affected by the age of the child, weather 
conditions, etc. For retired or elderly persons, 
usual activities might consist of almost no activity, 
but cutting down on even a small amount would mean 
that a person should answer "Yes" to the question.
On Sundays or holidays "usual activities" should 
be interpreted as the things the person usually
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(l) Illustra­
tions
(2) In bed or 
in a
hospital
(3) Problem 
cases
b. Columns
(g) and (h)
Cut down for 
as much as 
a day
(l) "Cut down 
for as much 
as a day"—  
defined
does on such days--going to church, playing golf, 
visiting friends or relatives, staying at home 
and listening to the radio, reading, looking at 
television, etc. -
The following examples illustrate cases of persons 
cutting down on the things they usually do because 
of illness or an injury: a person in school was 
kept away from school; a person who worked away 
from home was kept away from work; a farmer or a 
housewife was kept from caring for the farm or 
home either completely or had to cut out all but 
the essential chores; an elderly person who 
normally takes a daily walk in the park was kept 
from doing so.
If a person is sick in bed or in the hospital 
(because of the condition you are asking about), 
he is always to be counted as cutting down on 
the things he usually does. This includes a 
chronic invalid who might spend all of his time 
in bed because of the condition you are asking 
about.
In borderline cases, where "usual activity" is 
difficult to determine, accept the respondent's 
view of what he himself considers to be his 
"usual activities." For example, a man with a 
heart condition may still consider his "usual 
activity" to be "working," even though the heart 
condition has prevented him from working for a 
year or more. You should accept his statement 
that "working" is his "usual activity." In 
another example, a man may say that a heart attack 
six months ago forced him to retire from his job 
or business, he does not expect to return to 
work, and considers his present "usual activities" 
to include only those associated with his retirement. 
The question, then, would refer to those activities.
If column (f) is checked, ask the question over 
columns (g) and (h), "Did you have to cut down for 
as much as a day?" If the answer is "No," check 
column (g) and skip to column (m). If the answer is 
"Yes," check column (h) and continue with the 
question in column (i).
Accept the respondent's answer to this question, 
but if questions are raised as to the meaning of 
"cut down for as much as a day," use the following 
as a guide.
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A day of restricted activity (cut down) is a day 
when a person cuts down on his usual activities for 
' the whole of that day on account of an illness or
injury. "Usual activities" for any day means the 
things that the person would usually do on that 
day, as defined on page 86.
Restricted activity does not imply complete inac­
tivity hut it does imply only the minimum of the 
things a person usually does. A special nap for an 
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting down 
on usual activities for as much as a day, nor does 
the elimination of a heavy chore such as cleaning 
ashes out of the furnace or hanging out the wash.
All or most of a person's usual activities for the 
day must have been restricted for the person to 
have been caused to cut down on the things he usually 
* does for as much as a day.
Following are some examples of a person having to 
cut down on the things he usually does for as much 
as a day:
A housewife who expected to clean house after doing 
the breakfast-dishes, then work in the garden and 
go shopping in the afternoon was forced to rest 
because of a severe headache, doing nothing after 
the breakfast dishes until she prepared the evening 
meal.
A young boy who usually played outside most of the 
day was confined to the house because of a severe 
cold.
A garage owner whose usual activities included 
mechanical and other heavy work was forced to stay 
in his office directing others, talking to customers, 
etc., because of his heart condition.
Ask column (i): "How many days did you have to cut
down during that two-week period?" for all persons 
answering "Yes" to the question over columns (g) 
and (h) ("X" entered in (h)) • Enter the total 
number of different days during last week or the 
week before on which the condition caused the person 
to cut down on the things he usually does for as 
much as a day. The days to be entered here are not 
necessarily consecutive days.
Note that the "two-week period" in the question in 
column (i) includes the Saturdays and Sundays. All 
days of the week are of equal importance in this 
question, even though the types of activities which 
were cut down might not be the same on week-ends as
2. Column (i)
How many days 
during that two- 
week period
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3. Column (j) 
Number of days 
in bed
a. "Day in bed"—  
defined
b. Check entry
4. Column (k) 
Days lost 
from school
a. "School
day"— defined
on regular week days. If necessary, this should be 
brought to the attention of the respondent.
To illustrate the concept involved in the preceding 
paragraph, consider the following example:' a man 
who planned a fishing trip for Saturday and Sunday 
had to stay home from work Friday and was also too 
ill to go fishing both on Saturday and Sunday 
because of a flare-up of his back trouble. Assuming 
that this is the only time during the past 2 weeks 
in which he was bothered by back trouble, the correct 
entry for column (i) would be "3."
As stated above, a person who is sick in bed or in 
the hospital (because of the condition you are asking 
about) is cutting down on the things he usually does, 
so all days in bed or in a hospital are to be included 
in the total in column (i).
Ask column (j) as worded, "During that two-week 
period, how many days did ... keep you in bed all 
or most of the day?"
Enter the total number of days this condition kept 
the person in bed, either all or most of the day or 
check the box for "None." Do not leave this column 
blank if there is an "X" ("Yes") in column (h).
Count as a "day in bed" any day on which the person 
was kept in bed either all or most of the day 
because of the condition being inquired about. All 
or most of the day is defined as more than half of 
the daylight hours. Taking a nap on "general 
principles" should not be counted.
All hospital days or days as. a patient in a sani­
tarium or nursing home, are to be counted as bed 
days even if the patient was not literally in bed 
at the hospital, sanitarium, or nursing home.
Since all days in bed are to be included in column 
(i), the number of days shown in column (j) can 
never be greater than the number in column (i).
Ask the question as it is worded for persons 6-16 
years old. Check the box "None" if no days were 
lost from school and also if the person does not 
go to school (and is between the ages of 6-16, 
inclusive). Once you have learned that the person 
would not have been going to school during that 
period whether he had been sick or well, you can 
check the box "None," without asking the question 
for any other conditions listed for him in Table I, 
and for which column (k) requires an entry.
Count only the days when the whole school day was 
lost from school due to an illness or injury. For 
example, a day when the person went to school at
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*
b. School 
vacation
c. Disregard 
work days
5. Column (l) 
Days lost 
from work
a. Work— defined
b. "Work day"—  
defined
c. Disregard 
school days
noon would not count as a day lost from school. 
However, if the person's regular school day is 
less than a whole day and that amount of time was 
lost from school on account of illness, it should 
be counted as a whole day lost from school.
Since school vacation periods are not all the 
same, this question is to be asked even during 
periods of the year which you might normally 
think of as school vacation periods.
If a person 6 through 16 years of age works 
instead of, or in addition to, going to school, 
record only the days lost from school (disregard­
ing any days lost from work).
This question is for the purpose of finding out 
if a person lost time from work because of the 
condition you are asking about in Table I.
For column (1) you will need to check question 5.
As indicated in the heading, the question in 
column (l) is to be asked only for persons who . 
have answered "Yes" to question 5a or 5b (working 
or having a job or business).
Check "None" for persons who did not lose time from 
work. Leave column (l) blank for persons under 17 
or with "No" to questions 5a and 5b, since the 
question is not to be asked for them.
"Work" is defined for column (l) the same as given 
for question 5 in Part D, Chapter 2.
Apply the same instructions given above for "school 
day" to a "work day" in arriving at the number of 
days lost from work. (See paragraph E-4-a.)
If a person 17 years of age or over goes to school 
in addition to working, record only the days lost 
from work (disregarding any days lost from school),
6. Check for Since hardly anyone works 7 days a week or goes to
number of school 7 days a week, you should follow-up such
days reported replies as "the whole 2 weeks" or "all last week,"
in columns etc. Do not enter "14" or "7" automatically but
(k) and (l) re-ask the question in order to find out the actual
number of days lost from work or school. If a 
person actually lost 7 or 14 days from work or 
school during "last week or the week before," 
enter "7" or "14" but explain in a footnote that 
these days were actually lost. '
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Illustration F indicates some patterns of re­
stricted activity during the past 2 -weeks.
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V7. Check between
columns (i), (j), 
. (k), and (l)
8. Overlapping 
days of 
restricted 
activity
9. Columns (m)-(o) 
Condition first 
noticed during 
or prior to 
past 3 months
a. "First 
noticed"- 
defined
The number of days entered in column (i) must be 
equal to or greater than the number of days 
entered in any one of columns (j), (k), or (l), 
since days in bed or days lost from school or 
work all represent "cutting down on usual activ­
ities." If there are inconsistencies of this 
kind, additional questions must be asked to 
ascertain the correct numbers to be recorded in 
each.of the appropriate columns.
If the person has days of restricted activity 
reported (columns (i), (j), (k), or (l)) which are 
caused by more than one condition enter the 
number of days for each condition reported and 
ask, "Were any of these days the same?" If 
the answer is "Yes," specify in a footnote the 
number of days that were the same.
Ask the question appearing over columns (m)-(o) for 
each condition in Table I. In the case of an 
injury or poisoning, substitute the question 
"Did ... happen during the past 3 months or be­
fore that time?" for "Did you first notice ... 
during the past 3 months or before that time?"
If the condition was first noticed prior to 'the 
past 3 months, enter "X" in column (m) and leave 
columns (n) and (o) blank. If it started during 
the past 3 months, enter "X" in column (n) and 
ask the question in column (o).
The time when a condition was first noticed 
refers to the time when it first began to give 
any trouble or show any symptoms. This could 
have been even prior to the condition having 
been diagnosed if there were symptoms which 
later proved to be the diagnosed condition.
In the case of a current injury, this is when the 
injury occurred; in case of after-effects of an 
injury, such as an infection from a blister, this 
refers to when the after-effects began to give 
trouble.
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b. Past 3 
months- 
■ defined
c. Column (o) 
Condition 
started prior 
to or during 
past 2 weeks
10. Column (p)
Condition first 
noticed during 
past 12 months 
or before
In the case of a condition that has continued 
for a long time, as. might be the case with heart 
trouble or arthritis, the date might be many 
years ago. Some conditions which a person has 
all of the time manifest themselves in more 
serious ways from time to time. It is the date 
the trouble was first noticed that is referred 
to here, not necessarily the date of the most 
recent attack or flare-up.
The past 3 months refer to the 3 months immedi­
ately prior to the week of interview. Count the 
week of interview as starting with Monday of 
that week. Thus, for an interview being conducted 
on Monday, July 13th, the past 3 months refer to 
the period from April 12th through July 12th.
Ask column (o), "Did you first notice it (did it 
happen) during the past 2 weeks or before that time?" 
for each condition that was first noticed (or injury 
that happened) during the past 3 months.
If the condition first started prior to the week 
before last, check the box "Before 2 wks.". If 
it started within the past 2 weeks, ask the ques­
tion "Which week, last week or the week before?"
Check the box "Last week" if the condition started 
during the week before the week of interview.
Check "Week before" if it started during the week 
before the one immediately prior to the week of 
interview..
Column (p), "Did you first notice it during the 
past 12 months or before that time?" is to be 
asked if column (m) is checked (condition first 
noticed before 3 months ago). Check the "3-12 
months" box if the condition started during the 
past 12 months. Otherwise, check the "Before 12 
months" box.
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11. Column (aa) 
Instructions 
to interviewer
a. Other con­
ditions to 
"be carried 
beyond col­
umn (aa)
The heading of column (aa) tells you, the inter­
viewer, under what conditions you are to con­
tinue with the remaining questions in Table I 
for a condition. The questions are to be 
continued for all conditions starting prior 
to 3 months ago ("X” in column (m) and for all 
conditions which are included on the Conditions 
List (Card A) and all impairments as defined 
earlier. As indicated in the heading of column 
(aa) the questions in columns (q)-(w) are not to be 
asked about a condition which started less than 
3 months ago unless it is on Card A or is an 
impairment.
Impairments or conditions listed on Card A may 
not necessarily have been reported in answer to 
questions 10 and 11— they may have been reported 
earlier or'later in the interview. The condition 
as recorded does not need to include the terms 
"chronic," "repeated," etc., to be considered as 
on Card A or as an impairment, even though these 
terms are used in reading the check lists.
For conditions starting "during the past 3 months"
. (column (n) checked) you are instructed to con­
tinue the questions past column (aa) only if the 
condition is an impairment or is on Card A. This 
procedure also applies to conditions like those 
on Cards A or B. For example, if in answer to 
the reading of "heart trouble" on Card A, a per­
son said that he had "angina pectoris" which 
started a month ago you would carry the condition 
beyond column (aa), despite the fact that it was 
not reported literally as "heart trouble." It 
would of course be impossible to provide a 
complete list of all the conditions which are 
"like those on Card A," but in general, if you 
have any reason to believe that a reported 
condition is an impairment or similar to one of 
the Card A conditions it should be carried past 
column (aa).
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Bed days 
during past 
12 months
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a. "Bed day"—  
defined
b. Help the 
respondent 
to estimate
c. Check entry
d. Overlapping 
bed days
13. Column (r) 
Bed days 
during last 
week or the 
week before
5
This column is for recording the total number of 
days during the past 12 months which have been 
spent in bed because of a particular condition.
The word "ABOUT" in this question is intended to 
convey the idea that an approximation of the number 
of bed days is sufficient. Check the box for "None" 
if no days were spent in bed during the past 12 
months on account of this condition.
Staying in bed means all or most of the day as 
defined for column (j). As indicated earlier, 
days spent in a hospital are to be included.
It may be desirable to assist the respondent in 
making an estimate of the number of days in bed 
for all or most of the day during the past 12 
months. For example, you might ask "How many days 
usually during a month did ... keep you in bed—  
how many months was this the pattern?". Or, the 
same type of question might be asked in terms of 
weeks.
The number in column (q) cannot be less than the 
number in column (j) since "last week and the 
week before" is part of the past 12 months.
Any days in bed caused by more than one condition 
are to be reported in column (q) in the same manner 
as overlapping days of restricted activity in columns 
(i), (j), (k), and (l). (See par. E-8 of this 
chapter.)
The question in column (r) is for the purpose of 
recording the number of days in bed "last week 
or the week before" for persons who are usually 
bed-ridden or who are "in and out" of bed fre­
quently. Such persons may not consider being in 
bed as a departure from their usual activities 
and, therefore, may have reported that they had 
not cut down on their usual activities during the 
past two weeks.
As stated on the questionnaire, column (r) is to be 
asked only if one or more days in bed are reported 
in column (q) and column (j) is either blank or has 
the "None" box checked. Insert the number of days 
in column (q) for the dashes in asking the question. 
If ,TYes", enter the number of days in bed during 
last week or the week before. If "No," check the 
box for "None."
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3A. Column (s) 
Number of 
times doctor 
seen in past 
12 months
15* Column (t) 
Activities 
affected 
by health
a . Card to 
be used
Leave column (r) blank if it does not need to be 
asked. For example, if there is an entry of bed- 
days in column (j), column (r) is not to be asked 
and is to be left blank.
Do not change earlier entri.es made in columns 
(e)-(l) as a result of the answer- to column, (r),
If the answer in column (q) is 365, do not ask 
column (r) but record "lV in column (r) (if col­
umn (r) is required).
As indicated on the questionnaire, column (s) 
is to be asked only if a doctor had been talked 
to about the condition you are carrying across 
Table I ("Yes" in column (c)). '
The wording of the question "ABOUT how many times 
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS have you seen or talked 
to a doctor about your ...?" means that an esti­
mate of the number of times is acceptable, (if 
the person was an inpatient in the hospital for this 
condition during the past 12 months, do not 
count this as a doctor visit.)
Enter the number of times (or the respondent's 
estimate), or check the "None" box, if no doctor 
was seen or talked to about this condition dur­
ing the past 12 months.
Column (t) is to be asked for each person for whom 
one or more conditions are reported which require 
entries beyond column (aa), to obtain the person's 
present activity status. The question is asked 
only once for each person, and only after all 
conditions for the person have been recorded in 
Table I.
The respondent is to be asked to look at an 
Activities Card and classify himself or any other 
person for whom he is reporting by selecting one 
of the four statements on the card. There are 
four versions of the card to be used, as follows;
Card E (green) is to be used for all males IT or 
over and females 17 or over who. 
have answered "Yes" to question 5a, 
5b, or 5c.
Card F (blue) is to be used for females 17 ox- 
o v e r who have answered "No" to 
all of questions 5 a - 5 c .
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b. How to 
ask the 
question
c. Illus­
trations 
of some 
limita­
tions
Card G (yellow) is to be used for children age 
6-16.
Card H (white) is to be used for children under
6.
As evidenced above, the age and sex entries in 
question 3 and the work status entries in question 
5 determine the card to be selected. Note that 
Card E is to be used for females 17 or over who 
have answered "Yes" to any one of questions 5a-5c.
Ask the respondent to look at the appropriate 
card for the person and read to him the heading 
of column (t), emphasizing "in terms of health."
If the respondent does not appear to understand 
that he is to select the statement best describ­
ing the present status of his activities, read 
each statement aloud and ask him which one best 
fits the person. Follow this procedure also in 
cases where the respondent is not able to read 
the card.
If the first answer of the respondent indicates 
that the respondent has not understood the re­
ference, you should inquire if he is thinking 
of it in terms of health.
Statement No. 1 on all the cards— "unable to work 
(keep house, go to school, etc.) at all"— is rela­
tively easy to understand and respondents do not 
appear to have any difficulty in deciding whether 
the first statement applies to a person. The 
following examples are for the purpose of ac­
quainting you with the types of limitations that 
may be questioned.
Statement No. 2— "able to work (keep house, etc.) 
but limited in the amount or kind of work (house­
work, etc.)"— may need some additional explana­
tion. Some examples of the kinds of limitations 
referred to are listed on the following page.
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d. Where to 
record
e. If "4" 
reported
Cards
Workers: 
(Card E)
Limitations
Employer needs to provide special 
equipment; needs special rest 
periods at work; unable to work 
full time or for long periods of 
time; unable to do strenuous work, 
etc.
I
Housewife: Unable to lift children, wash or
(Card F) iron or do housework for long
periods at a time, etc.
Children 
6-16: 
(Card G)
Needs special schools or special 
teaching, unable to go to-school 
full time or for long periods at 
a time, etc.
Children 
under 6: 
(Card H)
Needs special rest periods, unable 
to play strenuous games, unable to 
play for long periods at a time.
Statement No. 3 refers to those who are only limit­
ed in their outside activities. For example, limit­
ed in participating in sports, clubs, hobbies, 
church, civic projects, shopping, athletics, games, 
etc. Note that Card H does not carry Statement No. 3 
since it is not applicable to children under six 
years old.
Enter on the line for the last condition for the 
person the number of the statement the respondent 
selects, even if the condition on that line is 
not a condition which requires entries beyond 
column aa. .
(Column (t) is not to be asked, of course, if the 
only conditions reported for the person do not 
require'entries beyond column (aa).)
If statement No. 4 is reported for a person, skip 
column (u) but ask column (v).
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16. Column (u) 
Due to 
illness 
conditions
a. Which 
condition
b. "Temporary" 
activity 
limitations
17. Column (v) 
Mobility 
limitation
Column (u) is to be asked only if the entry in 
column (t) is "1," "2," or "3"— i.e., if the per­
son's present activities are limited in some 
way. Check "Yes" or "No?' on the line for the 
last condition for each person for whom column (u) 
is asked. Be sure the respondent understands that 
the question refers to all of the conditions re­
ported for the person, and only to those conditions. 
If a respondent has reported only one condition, 
ask the question in column (u) as follows: "Is
this because of the condition you told me about?"
Do not report "Yes" for an elderly person merely 
because of his age, if he says that the limitations 
on his activities are not due to any of the condi­
tions reported for him. In this circumstance, 
check "No" but do not change the entry in column 
(t).
If the respondent has reported more than one con­
dition and has answered "Yes" to column (u), ask 
"Which?", meaning which condition. Enter "X" to 
the right of the "Yes" and "No" boxes on the line 
for each condition the respondent says has con­
tributed to the limitation of activities reported 
for the person in answer to this question.
If the "X's" in column (u) are ONLY for conditions 
involving (1) pregnancy, (2) injuries which have 
not yet healed, or (3) conditions not carried 
beyond column (aa), go back and re-ask column (t) 
as follows: "Except for your 'broken leg' ('preg­
nancy,' 'influenza,' etc.), which statement on 
this card would normally fit you best, in terms 
of health?" If the respondent selects a different 
statement, correct columns (t) and (u) as appro­
priate .
Column (v), about the ability of the person to get 
around (mobility limitation), is to be asked 
regardless of the answer to column (t).
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*18. Column (w) 
Due to 
illness 
conditions
Read the introduction in the column heading to 
the respondent and ask him to look at Card I.
Enter the number of the statement the respondent 
selects on the line for the last condition for 
the person.
The five statements on Card I are scaled in order 
of severity and are self-explanatory.
If a question is raised, the limitations must be 
"in terms of health" and should be of a long 
range nature. Temporary limitations due to an 
acute illness or a current injury should not be 
considered in arriving at the degree of limita­
tion. For example, a person who would otherwise 
not be limited in getting around, but who was 
temporarily confined to bed or to the house be­
cause of pneumonia, should, be counted as a "5," 
that is, not limited in any of the four preceding 
ways.
Column (w) is to be asked if the entry in column 
(v) is "1," "2," "3," or "4S"
The questions in column (w) are the same as those 
for activity limitations in column (u) and the 
entries are to be made in the same manner. That 
is, the "Yes" or "No" box is to be checked on the 
line for the last condition for each person for 
whom column (w) is asked; enter "X" on the line 
for each condition mentioned as contributing to 
the mobility limitation.
As in the case of activity limitation, if the only 
condition(s) reported as causing the mobility lim­
itation is a "temporary" condition, re-ask column 
(v) as to which statement would normally fit the 
person best, in terms of health. Correct columns 
(v) and (w) as appropriate.
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19. Question 14-
Visual acuity
a. Question 
14a
Ability to 
read news­
paper print 
with glasses
Question 14 is to be asked after completing 
Table I for all persons.
As instructed in the heading of the question, 
check Table I for eye conditions that may have 
been reported there. If the person you are 
asking about had any kind of an eye condition 
or vision problem (including cataracts or 
glaucoma) and is 6 years old or over ask the 
varioxas parts of the question as prescribed by 
the instructions preceding each part, which 
are printed on the questionnaire.
If the person has no eye condition or is under 
6, check the box marked "No eye condition or 
under 6 years" and go on to the next person.
Ask question 14a as worded. This question applies 
to the total vision a person has. Impaired vision 
in only one eye would not necessarily affect a 
person's ability to read newspaper print. There­
fore, if the person is blind (or has impaired 
vision) in one eye, make sure that the respondent 
understands that the question refers to the 
person's ability to read with either one or the 
other eye.
Be sure to read the question clearly so that the 
respondent hears the phrase "with glasses," since 
many people who have serious eye trouble can read 
ordinary newspaper print when they are wearing 
their glasses, even though they may not be able 
to read without them.
Check the box for "Yes" or "No" depending on the 
respondent's answer.
Check "Yes" if the person does not wear glasses 
but says he can read ordinary newspaper print.
If the person cannot read (is illiterate), 
question 14a is to be checked on the basis of 
whether he can see well enough to read if he 
knew how.
If the answer to question 14a is "No" check that 
box and proceed to the next person for whom ques­
tion 14a must be asked.
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Ib. Questions 
14b and c
*
If the answer to question 14a is "Yes" ask the b
part of the question. "Can you see well enough \
to recognize a friend walking on the other side
of the street?" No reference to "glasses" is
in this question, but if the person uses glasses
the answer to be obtained should be in terms of
what the person can see when he is using his
glasses.
If the answer to question 14b is "No" ask ques­
tion 14c and check the box which most closely 
approximates the answer: "Great deal," "Some" „
or "Hardly any or None."
, - . i
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CHAPTER 5»
A. Ho spitali zations 
and stays In 
nursing homes, 
rest homes or 
similar places
1. Interviewer 
Instruction
2. General 
procedure 
for Table II
TABLE II
HOSPITALIZATIONS .
Table II is to be filled for all hospitalizations 
and stays in nursing homes, rest homes or any 
similar places since the date entered in question 
13a. Table II is to be filled after completing 
question I k  for all related household members.
After completing question l4 for all related house 
hold members, follow the instructions which appear 
in the shaded section to the left of Table II:
Enter (in the space provided) the total number 
of hospitalizations recorded in question 1 3 - 
Fill one line of Table II for each hospital 
stay reported. If no hospitalization has been 
reported, check the "None" box.
If there are unrelated persons in the household 
the entry in this section should show the total 
number of hospital stays reported in question 1 3 •
The answers to question 13 will have indicated 
which persons in the household were in hospitals 
or nursing homes, rest homes, and similar places 
during the specified time period. Each stay in 
any one of these types of places is to be recorded 
on a separate line, regardless of the number of 
times a person was in any of them during the 
period and regardless of how many times a person 
may have gone for the same condition.
If a person was moved from one hospital to another,
e.g., from an emergency hospital to a general 
hospital, these are to be recorded as two 
separate stays.
When hospitalization is for childbirth, one line 
of Table II will be filled for the mother and a 
separate line for the baby.
Each line of Table II represents information 
about a particular hospital stay and all the ques­
tions, including column (g), apply to that stay.
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3- Column (a)
Column number 
of person
k . Column (b )
Question number
5. Column (c ) 
Date entered 
hospital
Since a separate line of Table II is to be filled 
for each stay (time) in a hospital, the number of 
lines filled for a person in Table II should agree 
with the number in his column for question 13 (plus 
any lines added by question 1 5 )- If it does not, 
correct the.figure in question 13b and explain the 
reason for the correction in a footnote, e.g., 
"respondent misunderstood question 1 3 — actually 
only one time in hospital." ■ ■
If more than four, lines are needed in Table II 
use additional questionnaires.
Enter the column number of the person for whom you 
are recording the information. As in Table I, it 
is essential that the column number be entered for 
the correct person. Otherwise all of the related 
hospital information might be attributed to the 
wrong person.
Enter the question number (13 or 15) that pro­
vided the information for the line of Table II 
you axe filling.
Read the question in column (c ) as worded, inserting 
the number of times reported for the person in the 
first part of the question. If the person was in 
a hospital more than once during the period, add 
the parenthetical phrase "the last time" to the end 
of the question. As indicated by this phrase, the 
most recent hospitalization is to be recorded 
first if the person had more than one hospitaliza­
tion in the period.
Record in column (c) the month, day, and year the 
person entered the hospital. If the respondent 
cannot furnish the exact date, obtain the best 
estimate possible. Use the calendars in the back 
of your Flashcard Booklet to assist the respondent 
in recalling dates and ask whatever additional 
questions seem appropriate.
Some examples of questions you might ask to 
assist the respondent in recalling dates are:
"Can you recall the approximate date?"
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a. Caution 
regarding 
correct 
entry for 
year
6. Column (d) 
Number of 
nights in 
hospital, 
nursing 
home, etc.
"Do you know which week of the month it was?"
"Do you recall the day of the week you entered 
the hospital?" .
"Was it "before or after Memorial Day (or some 
other special date)?"
"Was it in the early part, the middle part or the 
last part of the month?"
If, after your probing, the respondent cannot fix 
the exact date "but can set it as between two dates, 
enter both dates, e.g., "5-10." As a last resort, 
enter the part of the month, e.g., "early part," 
"near end of month," etc. .
If, after your additional questioning with the 
calendar, the respondent cannot say which month 
it was but that it was one of two, enter both, 
e.g., "Mar. or Apr." If the respondent is unable 
to. name any months, ask what season of the year 
it was, e.g., "Was it in the winter or spring?" 
and enter the season (e.g., "winter") for the month
You should always be able to make some sort of 
entry in column (c). For statistical purposes a 
date must always be assigned for each hospital 
entry, so it is essential that you obtain the 
maximum amount of information available.
Experience has shown that it is very easy to make 
a mistake in entering the year a person was hospi­
talized, particularly when you are working in a 
different calendar year from the reported year of 
hospitalization. In all cases, make sure that you 
have entered the correct year in column (c).
Enter the total number of nights spent in the 
hospital in column (d). Do not include any nights 
in the interview week. However, nil nights in 
the hospital through '*last Sunday night" are to 
be entered, including nights prior to the date 
stamped in question 1 3 .
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a. Not
overnight,
delete
b. Entire stay 
prior to 
reference 
period
If the respondent is unable to state the exact 
number of nights the person was in the hospital, 
again use your calendar to assist the respondent's 
recall, and ask any necessary additional ques­
tions, for example: -
"Do you remember the day of the week you left 
the hospital?"
"Was it more than 20 nights or less than 20 
nights?"
"Do you remember how many weeks you were there?"
As in the case for column (c), you should always 
be able to obtain some approximation of the number 
of nights. Therefore, and whenever necessary, 
obtain the best estimate you can and enter that 
in column (d).
If the respondent's answer is in terms of days, 
repeat the question so that he understands we are 
interested only in the number of nights. For 
example, a first answer of, "I was in for 7 days" 
might mean 6, 7 or 8 nights. Such answers should 
always be followed up by repeating the question 
or by asking an additional question to clarify the 
answer.
If it is learned that the person did not remain 
overnight for any "time" (stay) in the hospital, 
enter "None" in column (d). Delete this line of 
Table II, correct the figure in question 13 and 
explain the reason for the deletion in a footnote, 
e.g., "Did not remain overnight."
If the respondent's answer to the date of hospital 
entry for column (c) and the number of nights for 
column (d) indicates that the entire stay was prior 
to the reference period, that is, before the date 
specified in question 13a, check with the respond­
ent to verify that you have the correct date of 
entry and number of nights.
N
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Do not delete this line of Table II, even if 
you verify that the entire stay was prior to 
the reference period. Explain in a footnote 
that you have verified the date of entry and 
number of nights and that the stay was prior to 
the reference period. Complete the remaining 
entries in Table II.
7 . Columns (e), 
(f), and (g) 
Check on 12- 
month and 2- 
week period
Columns (e), (f), and (g) contain questions which 
you (the interviewer) can usually answer from 
information obtained earlier. In such cases, do 
not ask the questions but be sure to make the 
appropriate entries.
a. Column (e) 
Number of 
nights in past 
12 months
"The past 12 months" is defined the same as' for 
question 10, i.e., from "last Sunday's" date a 
year ago through last Sunday night, and includes 
both the beginning and ending dates.
If the answer to column (e) is not perfectly 
clear from earlier information ask the question, 
again using your calendars to assist the respond­
ent in recalling dates.
If all the nights in column (d) were in the past 
12 months, copy the column (d) figure in column 
(e).
b. Column (f) 
Nights in 
hospital, - 
nursing home, 
etc., during 
last week or 
the week 
before
If none of the nights in column (d) was in the 
past 12 months, enter "None" in column (e). Do 
not delete the line in such a case. Complete 
the remaining entries in Table II.
)
If the date in column (c) and the number of nights 
in column (d) show that none of the nights in the 
hospital, nursing home, etc., could possibly have 
been "last week or the week before," enter "None" 
in column (f). If there is any chance at all that 
any part of the hospitalization was in the 2-week 
reference period, and the answer is not clear from 
earlier information, ask the question, and record 
the number of nights or enter "None" as the case 
may be.
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c. Column (g) 
Still there 
last Sunday 
night
8. Column (h)
£ Condition
*' causing hos­
pitalization 
or stay in 
nursing home, 
rest home or 
similar place
If the person was still in the hospital, nursing 
home, etc., on last Sunday night, for this hospi­
tal stay, check "Yes" in column (g); if not there 
last Sunday night, check "No." If the date in 
column (c) and the number of nights in column (d) 
show that this period , could not possibly have 
included "last Sunday night," check the box for 
"No" without asking the question. If there is 
any doubt,- ask the question.
Note that even if the person was in the hospital 
"last Sunday night" for his most recent hospital 
stay, "No" would be checked in column (g) for any 
previous hospital stays reported for. him.
Ask the question in column (h), "For what condi­
tion did you enter the hospital— do you know the 
medical name?" Enter the medical name, if known; 
if not known, enter the best description of the 
condition which the respondent can give. The 
entry should fully describe the condition for 
which the person entered the hospital. As in­
dicated in the column heading, n.11 the rules for 
entry of "cause," "kindy" and "part of body" in 
columns (d-l) through (d-4) of Table I apply to 
entries in column (h) of Table II. If "cause," 
"kind" or "part of body" is required and this 
information is not known by the respondent, 
enter "cause UK," "kind DK" or "part of body IK"; 
do not enter just "DK."
The column (h) entry should represent the diagnosis 
given at the hospital, if it is known, which may 
not necessarily be the complaint for which the 
person went to the hospital. In the case of a 
person going to the hospital for tests or diag­
nosis, enter the final diagnosis if known; other­
wise enter the trouble or condition that made the 
tests seem necessary. If the respondent reports 
that a person entered the hospital to have an 
operation, determine and enter in column (h) the 
condition which made the operation necessary.
If more than one condition was diagnosed or 
treated during this hospital stay, enter all such 
conditions.
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a. Check with 
column (q)
| Table I
)
9. Column (i) 
Operations 
performed
For delivery and childbirth, enter in column (h) 
whether the mother's delivery was normal ("normal 
delivery") and whether the baby was normal at 
birth ("normal birth"), or whether there were 
complications. In the latter case, enter 
"delivery" or "birth" in column (h) and also 
specify what the complications were. For example, 
if the mother's delivery was by Caesarian section 
but the baby was a perfectly normal baby, the 
entry for the mother would be "delivery -­
Caesarian" and the entry for the baby would be 
"normal birth." Conversely, the mother may have 
a "normal delivery" but the baby may be born with 
a deformity, e.g., "birth— club foot." Other 
examples: the mother's. delivery maybe compli­
cated by an illness condition, the baby may be 
"premature," "underweight," "weighed only four 
pounds," "blue baby," etc. Any such complica­
tions are to be recorded in addition to 
"delivery" or "birth."
If the hospitalization is for a condition which 
has been carried beyond column (aa) of Table I, 
ask if the nights reported in column (e) of 
Table II have been included in the number of days 
reported in column (q) of Table I. If they have 
not, correct the figure in column (q). If there 
was more than one hospital stay for this condi­
tion during the period, make sure that all nights 
in the hospital because of the condition are 
included in column (q).
Ask the question in column (i), "Were any opera­
tions performed on you during this stay at the 
hospital?" for each hospital stay.
If any operations were performed on the person' 
during the stay in the hospital, check the "Yes" 
box and enter in column (i) the name of each 
operation performed. Otherwise, check the "No" 
box. If an operation(s) is reported, ask "Any 
other operations?" until you receive the answer 
of "No" and check the "No" box.
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a. Surgical 
operation—  
defined
b. How to 
report 
surgical 
operations
A surgical operation, for the purpose of this 
survey, includes any cutting or piercing of the 
skin, including stitching of cuts or wounds.
It includes cutting or piercing of other tissue, 
scraping of internal parts of the body (e.g., 
curettage of the uterus), and setting of frac­
tures and dislocations. Also included are the 
insertion of instruments in body openings for 
internal examination and treatment (e.g., 
bronchoscopy, proctoscopy,, cystoscopy), and the 
introduction of tubes for drainage. Injections, 
transfusions, and routine blood tests are not to 
be reported as surgical operations.
If the condition for which the operation was 
performed is not already recorded in column (h), 
ask for the name of it and report it in column 
(i), in addition to the name of the operation.
For example, if the respondent states "amputation 
of one leg above knee," ask the name of the 
condition for which the operation was performed-- 
it may be "diabetic gangrene," or "leg lacerated 
in automobile accident," or "osteomyelitis," 
etc. If the name of the operation is not known, 
record in column (i) the condition for which it 
was performed. The following examples show the 
correct method of reporting:
Amputation of one foot--diabetic gangrene
Operation for varicose ulcers on both upper
legs
Be sure to report each operation if more than one 
was performed during the stay in the hospital.
c. Fractures, 
dislocations, 
and stitches
In some cases respondents may not think of the 
•setting of fractures and dislocations or the 
stitching of cuts or wounds as operations. If 
the person entered the hospital for such an 
injury and the respondent says no operation was 
performed, ask if the bone or joint was set or 
if stitches were taken in the cut or wound. If 
the answer is "Yes," enter the action taken as 
the name of the operation (e.g., "Broken wrist" 
in column (h), "Wrist set" in column (i)).
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10. Column (j) 
Name and 
address of 
hospital
If the respondent should say that the hone was 
not set, etc., explain the circumstances in a 
footnote.
Enter the name and address of the hospital, 
nursing home, rest home, sanitarium or similar 
place in column (j). The exact street address is 
not required but the name of the street on which 
the hospital is located is needed to help in 
identifying the hospital. Enter the name of the 
hospital on the top line. Enter the street and 
the city and State below it. If the name of the 
street is not known, enter "DK." If the city is 
not known or the hospital is not in a city, enter 
the county and State.
It is important to obtain the full and complete 
name of the hospital in order to classify each 
hospital by type in accordance with Public Health 
Service specifications. If the respondent abbre­
viates the name or supplies only a shortened local 
name, for example, "county hospital," "general 
hospital," etc., when he means "Baker County 
Hospital" or "Detroit General Hospital" etc., it 
will be necessary to obtain and record the full 
name.
Also, be sure you have the correct name of the 
hospital. For example, "Baker County"may operate 
a hospital but its name is "Jeremiah Wilson 
Memorial Hospital." In such a case it would be 
impossible to identify "Baker County Hospital" 
for classification. In n.11 such cases in which 
it is possible that the respondent could be giving 
the name as it is referred to locally, ask the 
respondent if that is the name of the hospital.
Be sure that your entries of the names of the 
hospital, the street, and the city or county are 
legible. If the respondent is not sure how to 
spell any one of the names, spell it phonetically 
and footnote that it is a phonetic spelling.
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a. Check local
telephone
directory
B. Question 15 
Baby horn 
in hospital
1. Question 15a 
Baby in 
household
2. Question 15b 
Births and 
deliveries 
shown in 
Table II
3- Question 15c 
Was baby 
b o m  in the 
hospital
4. Question 15d 
Birthdate 
of baby
C. Conditions to 
be carried back 
to Table I
If you are interviewing in the general area in 
which the hospital is located and have ready 
access to a local telephone directory, check the 
latter for doubtful hospital names. Also, if the 
respondent does not know the name of the street 
on which the hospital is located, check the tele­
phone directory for that, when possible.
Question 15 is a check on Table II to be sure that 
all deliveries and births which should be recorded 
are entered in Table II.
As instructed on the questionnaire, examine the 
ages in question 3 to see if a baby (or babies) 
one year of age or under is listed as a household 
member. If a baby 1 year of age or under is listed, 
check the "Baby" box in question 15a and go to 
question 15b. If no baby is listed, check the "No 
baby" box in question 15a and skip to question l6.
If a baby age 1 or under is listed, check Table II 
to see if the baby's birth and the mother's delivery 
are recorded. If more than one baby age 1 or under 
is listed, be sure to check on both (or all). If 
delivery and birth are recorded in Table II, check 
the "Yes" box in question 15b and skip to question 
16. Otherwise, check the "No" box and ask question 
15 c.
Check the "Yes" box in question 15c if the baby 
(babies) was b o m  in the hospital and ask question 
15d. If the baby was not b o m  in a hospital check 
the "No" box and skip to question l6.
Enter the month, day, and year the baby was bom.
(if it is necessary to ask about more than one 
baby, continue the 15d entry in a footnote, e.g., 
"(name of baby) b o m  (month) (day), (year).") If 
the birthdate is on or after the date shown in 
question 13a, fill one line of Table II for the 
mother and a separate line of Table II for the baby 
for all deliveries and births not previously 
recorded in Table II.
At the end of Table II is an interviewer instruction 
within a shaded box. After completing Table II for 
al1 persons, carry each condition in column (h) or 
column (i) back to Table I if it does not already 
appear there and either:
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1. The stay in the hospital, nursing home or 
sanitarium includes any part of "last week 
or the week before" (an entry of "1" or more . 
nights in column (f))
or
2. The stay was for a condition listed on Card 
A or for an impairment.
Carry such a condition through column (s) of 
Table I only, unless it is the only condition 
' past column (aa) reported for the person. Then, 
you would ask the questions in columns (t)-(w).
Do not re-ask the questions on activity status 
and mobility, columns (t)-(w) for that person.
If the condition carried back to Table I is due 
to an accident or injury, a Table A should be 
filled for that line of Table I.
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CHAPTER 6.
MEDICINES AND SMOKING HABITS 
(Questions 16-22)
A. General
B. Medicines—  
Questions 
16-17 ~and 
Tables P 
and NP
1
1. Question 16 
Medicines 
prescribed 
by a doctor
During fiscal year 1965, information is to be 
collected about medicines bought or obtained 
by members of the family, and about smoking 
habits. This chapter contains the instructions 
for these supplemental questions, 16-22, and 
Tables P and NP.
Questions 16 and 17 are "family style" questions 
about medicine prescribed by a doctor and medi­
cine NOT prescribed by a doctor bought or ob­
tained by anyone in the family "last, -week or the 
week before." The time reference period is 
defined the same as for questions 6-8. Addi­
tional information about these medicines will be 
obtained and recorded in Tables P and NP.
"Bought or obtained" refers to the. time the person 
actually got the medicine. Exanqples: A person
obtained medicine from a doctor last week for 
which he will be billed later; a family ordered 
medicine from a mail order house three weeks ago 
which was received week before last. Both of 
these should be reported as medicine bought or 
obtained last week or the week before.
Before asking these questions, read to the re­
spondent the introductory statement printed on 
the questionnaire above question l6a: "Now I •
have some questions about purchases of medicine. 
First, I want to ask you about medicine pre­
scribed by a doctor — ."
Then ask question l6a: "Last week or the week
before, did anyone in the family buy or obtain, 
any kind of medicine prescribed by a doctor?"
Check the "Yes" or "No" box below the question 
in accordance with the respondent's answer.
Ask the respondent to refer to the 2-week 
calendar card again, if you have any doubt as 
to whether he is thinking of the correct 
reference period.
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If the answer to question l6a is "No," skip to 
question 17-
a. Medicine 
prescribed 
by a doctor—  
defined
*>•
b. Question l6b 
and Table P
(l) Respondent 
offers to 
show label 
on box, 
bottle, 
etc.
"Medicine prescribed by a doctor" is defined as: 
(l) any medicine obtained on a doctor's written 
prescription, (2) any medicine which has been 
prepared on the basis of a doctor's telephone 
call to a pharmacist, or (3 ) any medicine given 
by the doctor (or nurse) to the person to take 
home with him- .
There are some kinds of medicine which require 
an initial prescription but re-fills do not, 
e.g., insulin used for the control of diabetes.
The original prescription is primarily to advise 
the pharmacist, and the person himself, as to 
the type of insulin to be taken. Medicine of 
this kind should be counted as medicine pre­
scribed by a doctor, even though the doctor may 
not issue a written prescription or call the 
pharmacist for each refill.
Not to be included are medicines and shots or 
injections administered to the person in the 
doctor's office, or in a hospital or clinic.
If the answer to question l6a is "Yes," ask 
question l6b: "What is the name of the medicine?"
Enter the name of the medicine in column (a) of 
Table P. If the name of the medicine is not 
known, enter "IK" in column (a); ask column (b) 
as follows: "What condition is the medicine
for?"; and enter the condition in column (b). 
However, if the name of the medicine is known 
do not ask the question in column (b) until all 
of the prescription medicines for the family have 
been recorded in column (a).
In those cases where the respondent offers to 
get the box or bottle of medicine and show you 
the label, copy the name of the medicine from 
the box or bottle. .
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*c. Question l6c Then ask question l6c: "Last week or the week
before, did anyone buy or obtain any other 
medicine prescribed by a doctor?" and check the 
"Yes" or "No" box.
If "Yes," ask question l6b and enter the name of 
the medicine in column (a) of Table P and con­
tinue to re-ask questions l6b and l6c until you 
receive an answer of "No." Then check the "No" 
box.
d. Complete After all prescribed medicines reported to have
Table P been bought or obtained last week or the week
before have been recorded in Table P, complete 
the line of Table P for each.
(l) Column (b) If the name of a medicine is entered in column 
Condition (a), ask column (b): "What condition is the -­
for?" inserting the name of the medicine for the 
dashes in asking the question.
Record the best description of the condition 
the respondent can give you. If more than one 
condition is volunteered, enter all mentioned. 
If the respondent does not know what the medi­
cine is being taken for, enter "DK" in column 
(b) and record the circumstances in a footnote.
(2) Column (c) Ask column (c): "Who was it prescribed for?"
For whom and enter the column number of the person reported 
prescribed by the respondent.
Only the column number of the person for whom 
the medicine was prescribed is to be entered, 
not those of all persons who may have taken the 
medicine. For example, a mother might obtain a 
prescription for her son for his bronchial con­
gestion, and give some of the son's medicine to 
her daughter when she developed a similar condi­
tion. In such a case, only the column number of 
the son should be entered.
If a medicine was specifically prescribed for 
more than one person, enter the column numbers 
of both (all).
If the name of the medicine was not known, so 
that column (b) was asked earlier, ask column (c) 
as follows: "Who was the medicine for (condi­
tion) prescribed for?"
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Askjcolumn (d): "Did you buy (obtain) the —
last week or the week before?" inserting the name 
of the medicine for the dashes in asking the 
question. Again, ask the respondent to refer to 
the calendar as appropriate. Check the box for 
"last week" or the "week before" in accordance 
with the respondent's answer.
vIf the medicine was purchased both last week and 
the week before, check both boxes and footnote 
the entry showing the number of separate purchases 
during the past 2 weeks.
If it should be disclosed at this point that the 
medicine actually was bought or obtained before 
the 2 week reference period check the "Before 2 • 
weeks" box and do not ask column (e). .
If you should learn that the medicine was bought 
during interview week, do not check any box but 
enter a footnote symbol in column (d). Enter in 
the footnote: "Bought (obtained) during inter­
view week." Do not ask column (e).
(U) Column (e) Column (e): "How much did it cost?" is to be
Cost asked only if the medicine was bought or
obtained last week or the week before.
Accept the respondent's estimate, but enter the 
cost in dollars and cents. The "cost" referred 
to is the cost of the total amount of this 
particular medicine purchased during the past 2 
weeks. For example, if a prescription was filled 
week before last at a cost of $2.66 and was re­
. filled last week at the same cost, the "cost"
to be entered in column (e) on that line of Table 
P would be $5-32. In this case also enter in 
parentheses the number of purchases of this 
prescription during the two week recall period 
as represented by the total cost. In the pre- ■ 
ceding example, the complete entry would be as 
follows: "$5 .32(2 )."
If the medicine was obtained without cost to the 
family enter "Free" and explain where the medi- ■ 
cine was obtained, e.g., "Free from county.clinic, 
"Free from doctor," etc.
(3) Column (d) 
When 
bought
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Ve . More than 
five medi­
cines 
reported
2. Question 17 
Medicines WOT 
<. prescribed
‘ by a doctor
If the respondent cannot provide the cost or a 
reasonable estimate, enter "DK" and the reason, 
e.g., "DK— husband bought," "DK--Dr.'s bill not 
yet received."
There are five lines of Table P on the question­
naire. If more than five medicines prescribed 
by a doctor should be reported, give the informa­
tion about the additional medicine(s) in a 
footnote. Put the footnote symbol by the heading 
"Table P." Be sure to give in the footnote the 
answers to the questions asked in al 1 columns 
of Table P.
The pattern for asking questions l j a - c  is similar 
to that for questions l6a-c. Ask question 17a: 
"Last week or the week before, did anyone in the 
family buy or obtain any medicine NOT prescribed 
by a doctor?" "Here is a list of SOME of the 
items in which we are interested." Show Card J, 
or ask the respondent to look at the pink card 
(Card J ) in the flashcard booklet. .
Allow the respondent time to look over the list 
of items. If the respondent's answer is "Yes," 
check that box. If the respondent answers by 
naming one or more medicines, check the "Yes" 
box and enter the name of the medicine(s) in 
column (a) of Table NP.
If a question is raised concerning what consti­
tutes "non-prescription medicine," it includes 
any of the items shown on Card J unless the item 
was prescribed by a doctor in accordance with 
the definition referred to in paragraph B-l-a on 
page D-115. Also, since Card J is not an 
exhaustive list include any other non-prescription 
medicine’ or medication which has been purchased 
or obtained last week or the week before.
If the respondent appears to be thinking in terms 
of the medicines he has in his medicine cabinet, 
point out to. him that we are interested only in 
the medicines bought or obtained last week or the 
week before.
If necessary, ask the respondent to refer again 
to the two-week calendar.
If the answer to question 17a is "No" check the 
"No" box and go to question 18.
i
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a. Column (a) 
of Table HP
(l) Respondent 
offers to 
show label 
on box, 
bottle, etc.
b. Question 17c
If the answer to question 17a is "Yes" check the 
"Yes" box and ask question 17b, "What is the name 
of the medicine?" Record the name of the medi­
cine in column (a) of Table NP, using a separate 
line for each medicine reported in answer to 
question 17b. Then ask question 17c (see para­
graph 2-b below).
Record in column (a) the respondent's description 
of the medicine, e.g., "Bayer's aspirin." If the 
respondent's description does not include the 
brand name ask what the brand name is and enter 
that information also.
If the brand name is not known enter "DK brand 
name" and record the general name by which the 
medicine is known, e.g., "cough syrup," 
"laxative," "corn plasters," "vitamins," and so 
forth.
If the respondent does not know either the brand 
name or the general name, ask the question which 
appears in the heading of column (a), "What is 
it generally used for?" Enter that information 
in column (a). Some examples are, "salve for 
poison ivy," "stomach ulcer pills," "tonic to 
increase appetite," and so forth.
In those cases where the respondent offers to 
get the box or bottle of medicine and show you 
the label, copy the brand name from the box or 
bottle.
After completing question 17b and recording in 
column (a) of Table NP the name(s) of the 
medicine(s) mentioned in answer to 17b, ask the 
probe question 17c: "Last week or the week
before, did anyone buy or obtain any other 
medicine NOT prescribed by a doctor?"
Check the "Yes" or "No" box. If "Yes," enter 
the names of the additional medicines in column
(a), as instructed above.
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\c. Complete 
Table NP
(l) Column 
When 
bought
*
(2) Column 
Cost
Continue to re-ask questions 17c and 17b until 
you receive an answer of "Wo" to question 17c. 
Then check the "Wo" box in question 17c.
After all non-prescribed medicines reported have 
been recorded in Table NP, complete the line of 
Table WP for each.
(b) Ask column (b): "Did you buy (obtain) the —
last week or the week before?" inserting the 
name of the medicine for the dashes in asking 
the question. Again, ask the respondent to 
refer to the calendar as appropriate. Check the 
box for "last week" or the "week before" in 
accordance with the. respondent1s answer.
■ If the medicine was purchased both last week and 
the week before, check both boxes and footnote 
the entry showing the number of separate pur­
chases during the past 2 weeks.
If it should be disclosed at this point that 
the medicine actually was bought or obtained 
before the 2 week reference period check the 
"Before 2 weeks" box, and do not ask columns 
(c)-(e).
If you should learn that the medicine was bought 
during interview week, do not check any box but 
enter a footnote symbol in column (b). Enter 
in the footnote: "Bought (obtained) during
interview week." Do not ask columns (c)-(e).
(c) Column (c): "How much did it cost?" is to be
asked only if the medicine was bought or obtained 
last week or the week before.
Accept the respondent's estimate, but enter the 
cost in dollars and cents. The "cost" referred 
to is the cost of the total amount of this par­
ticular medicine purchased during the past 2 
weeks. For example, if a bottle of aspirin was 
bought last week and a bottle the weex before ■ 
at the cost of eighty-nine cents per bottle, the 
"cost" to be entered in column (c) on that line 
of Table NP would be $1 .78(2 ), the (2) indicating 
two purchases of the medicine in the 2-week 
recall period.
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VIf the medicine was obtained without cost to the 
family, enter "Free" and explain where the medi­
cine was obtained, e.g., "Free from county 
clinic," "Free from doctor," etc.
If the respondent cannot provide the cost or a 
reasonable estimate, enter "DK" and the reason,
e.g., "DK— husband bought."
(3) Column (d) Ask column (d): "Where did you buy it?" and
Where check the appropriate box if the respondent
bought tells you that it was a "drug store," "grocery
store," or "mail order house."
If the respondent reports some other type of 
place, check the "Other" box and specify the 
type of place. Be sure that this entry describes 
completely the type of place. If the respondent 
tells you that the medicine was bought at a 
discount store ask further questions to determine 
if. it was a discount department store or discount 
drug store or some other type of store. Some 
examples of "Other" types of places are: "gas
station," "department store," "five and ten cent 
store," "door to door salesman," "lecturers," 
"spielers," etc.
, Do- not record the name of the firm. If the re­
spondent should give you a name, such as 
"Butler's," "The- Broadway," etc., it will be 
necessary for you to ask the respondent what 
type of place it is (unless you are familiar 
with the place and know the type).
Only one box is to be checked in column (d),
- unless, of course, there were two or more pur­
chases at different places; in that event check- 
all boxes that apply and indicate in a footnote; 
the number of purchases at each place. If the 
respondent questions what to call, the place 
(store) because it sells more than one type of 
product, ask him to class it according to what 
he considers the principal products sold.
If you learned in asking column (c) that the medi­
cine was obtained free of cost to the family, 
leave column (d) blank (that information will be 
included in your footnote to column (c)).
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(^) Column (e) 
Who
uses the 
medicine•
As noted on the questionnaire, column (e) is not 
to he asked for first aid supplies. For other 
medicines bought (obtained) last week or the 
week before, ask: "Which members of the family
use the — ?" inserting the name of the medicine 
for the dashes in asking the question.
Unlike the instructions for column (c) of Table P 
you are to enter in column (e) of Table NP the 
column numbers of all persons who are using (or 
will use) the particular box, bottle, etc., of 
the medicine bought or obtained last week or the 
week before. For example, a woman might say that 
she bought a box of aspirin week before last and 
used all of it herself, since she was the only 
one having headaches. In this case, you would 
enter only her column number in column (e) of 
Table NP (even if other members of the family 
may have taken aspirin in the past and may do so 
again). If she said she bought the aspirin just 
to have on hand, but that nobody had taken any 
yet, you would need to ask additional questions 
to find out who would use the aspirin when the 
need arose. For example, you might say, "Who 
will use this aspirin the most?" and "Will any- • 
body else use this aspirin?"
d . More than 
five non­
prescription 
medicines 
reported
If more than five non-prescription medicines are 
reported, show the Table NP information about 
the additional medicine(s) in a footnote, enter­
ing the name of the medicine, week of purchase, 
cost, and so forth in the same detail required 
for Table NP.
3- Conditions
to be carried 
back to Table I
As indicated by the "INTERVIEWER" instruction 
enclosed in the box to the right of question 17; 
"impairments" and "conditions on Card A" which 
are reported in answer to question 16 or 17; but 
which do not already appear in Table I are to be 
carried back to Table I. This should be done 
only after completing question 17 and Table NP.
In carrying such conditions back to Table I, 
enter in column (b) the question number in which 
it was reported— 16 or 17- Before starting 
Table I for the added condition use an introductory 
statement something like the following, "You told 
me your husband was taking insulin for his 
diabetes"; then proceed to ask the necessary ques­
tions in Table I.
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C . Smoking Habits-- 
Questions 18-22
1. Question l8a 
Cigarettes 
smoked during 
entire life
If you have previously asked the questions in 
columns (t)-(w) of Table I for this person, carry 
the added condition only through column (s)j if 
.not, ask the questions in columns (t)-(w) also.
Questions 18-22 on smoking habits are to be 
asked after Tables P and NP have been completed 
for all medicines reported. They are to be 
asked individually as a block for each person 17  
years old or over in the household. Ask questions 
18 through 22 of the respondent first, then the 
other family members in the order listed.
For persons under 17 years of age, check the 
"Under 17" box in question l8a and skip ques­
tions 19-22. This applies even if you learn 
that a person under 17 actually does smoke.
Before asking questions 18-22 of a respondent 
the first time, read to him the introductory 
statement printed on the questionnaire above 
question l8a: "Now I have a few questions about
smoking--." '
Then ask question l8a as worded: "Have you
smoked at least 100 cigarettes during your 
entire life?" (100 cigarettes is the equivalent 
of 5 packs, of course, but is to be asked in 
this way, because the respondent might misinter­
pret a question about "5 packs" as referring to 
5 packs a day.)
Check the "Yes" or "No" box in the person's 
column in accordance with the respondent's 
answer. If "Yes" ask question l8b. If "No," 
skip questions l8b, 19 , and 20, and ask ques­
tion 21.
A self-respondent should be able to answer 
question l8a without difficulty. In some cases 
a respondent answering for another person may 
not know how many cigarettes the person has 
smoked. If the respondent is unable to provide 
the answer, enter "DK" for question l8a in the 
person's column, but treat the "DK" as a "Yes" 
answer and ask question l8b.
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a. Question l8b 
Most cigarettes 
smoked per day
Enter the number on the "per day" line in the 
person's column. An estimate is acceptable. 
Also, intervals are acceptable. For example, 
if the respondent should say "6 or 8," you would 
enter "6-8." However, if the respondent gives 
a vague answer, such as, "hardly any at all," 
ask him what he means and try to obtain an esti­
mate of the number. .
If the answer to question l8a is "Yes" or "DK" 
ask question l8b: "During the period when you
were smoking the most, how many cigarettes a 
day did you usually smoke?"
If .the respondent should answer in terms of 
"packs," convert this to the equivalent number 
of cigarettes. For example, if a person should 
report "about a pack and a half a day," you 
would enter "30" for the number of cigarettes 
smoked per day.
Although the question refers to cigarettes smoked 
"a day," some persons who smoke only occasionally 
may answer in terms of "a week" or a longer 
period. If the answer is in terms of a week, 
enter the figure on the "per week" line in the 
person's column. If the person did not smoke 
at least one cigarette a week, but does smoke 
occasionally, enter in a footnote what the 
respondent says, e.g., "Smoked only about 2 cig­
arettes a month at the most," etc.
The phrase, "During the period when you were 
smoking the most" refers to the period in which 
the respondent smoked the heaviest, and can 
range from a month to many years. If the 
respondent appears not to understand this, ask 
an additional question, such as, "Was there any 
period in your life when you smoked more than 
you did smoke before or more than you smoke now?"
2. Question 19 
Persons 
now smoking 
cigarettes
a. Question 19a 
Smoke cigar­
ettes now
Question 19 is to be asked for all persons who 
have answered "Yes" (or "DK") in question l8a-
Ask question 19a as worded: "Do you smoke
cigarettes now?" and check "Yes" or "No" in 
the person's column.
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b. Question 19b 
How many 
cigarettes 
smoked now
c. Question 19c 
How many _ 
cigarettes 
smoked 12  
months ago
Accept the respondent's answer, but if a ques­
tion is raised, what you need to determine is 
whether or not the person had stopped smoking 
altogether on or before "last Sunday night."
If he had stopped smoking cigarettes only tem­
porarily because of illness, economic reasons 
or the like, but indicates that he has not 
stopped altogether, you should check "Yes" for 
this person.
In some cases, you may get a qualified answer to 
question 19a, such as "Occasionally," "Once in 
a while," "Just when I go to a party," etc. In 
such cases, check "Yes" but also enter the 
essence of the respondent's answer in a footnote.
If "Yes" to question 19a, ask questions 19b and 
19c. If "No," skip questions 19b and 19c and 
ask question 20.
If "Yes" to question 19a, ask question 19b: "On
the average, about how many cigarettes a day do 
you smoke?"
Enter the number of cigarettes the person smokes 
"per day" or "per week" at the present time, 
i.e., as of last Sunday night. The term "on the 
average" and "about" indicates that an estimate 
is acceptable. However, try to get an exact 
number. If the answer is expressed in "pack(s)" 
smoked per day convert this to the number of 
individual cigarettes smoked.
Question 19c: "Twelve months ago, how many
cigarettes a day were you smoking?" is to be 
asked to learn if the person's smoking habits 
have changed in the past year.
If the respondent's answer is "The same or about 
the same as now," or he gives a number which is 
the same as the entry for question 19b, check 
the "Same" box in the column for that person.
If the person "did not smoke cigarettes 12 
months ago," check the box "Didn't smoke."
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3- Question 20
Former cigarette 
smokers: Amount
smoked 12 
months ago
£ a. Question 20a
'* How many
cigarettes 
smoked 12 
months ago
b . Question 20b 
How long 
since smoked 
cigarettes 
fairly 
regularly
If the person smoked a different amount of 
cigarettes 12 months ago than he is smoking 
now, enter the number on the "per day" or "per 
week" line.
After making the entries for question 19c, skip 
question 20 and go to question 21. This instruc­
tion appears in the shaded area in each person's 
column.
Question 20 is to be asked to learn about the 
changes in smoking habits of persons who used 
to smoke cigarettes but are not smoking 
cigarettes now ("No" to question 19a).
Ask question 20a as worded: "On the average,
about how many cigarettes a day were you smoking 
12 months ago?"
If the person was not smoking cigarettes 12 
months ago, check the "None" box in his column.
If he was smoking 12 months ago enter the number 
smoked "per day" or "per week" on the line 
provided for that purpose in the person's column.
Question 20b: "How long has it been since you
smoked cigarettes fairly regularly?" is to be 
asked regardless of the answer to question 20a. 
The answer to question 20b may be more than 12 
months ago, less than 12 months ago, or "Never." 
that is, the person may never have smoked 
"fairly regularly." ,
Accept the respondent's answer, but if he should 
ask you what you mean by "fairly regularly’,'" tell 
him this means smoking cigarettes on three or 
more consecutive days.
If the respondent's answer is "less than a 
month," enter "Und. 1" for "months." If less 
than a year, enter the number of completed 
months (l-ll) on the line for months. If more 
than a year, enter the number of completed years 
on the line for years. If the respondent is 
not sure, obtain the best estimate he can give 
you. If the respondent is unable to provide any 
estimate enter "DK."
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U. Question 21 _
Cigars
a- Question 21a 
Ever
smoked cigars
b . Question 21b 
Smoke
cigars now
c. Question 21c 
How many 
cigars 
smoked now
d. Question 21d
How -
long since 
smoked cigars
If the person says he never smoked cigarettes 
regularly, put a footnote symbol in the column 
for question 20b, and enter in the footnote, 
"Never smoked cigarettes regularly."
Question 21 is to be asked of all persons 17  
years or older.
Ask question 21a as worded: "Have you ever
smoked any cigars?" and check "Yes" or "No" in 
accordance with the respondent's answer.
If the answer is "No," skip questions 21b-d and 
go to question 22. .
If "Yes" to question 21a, ask question 21b:
"Do you smoke cigars now?"
Question 21b is similar to question 19a, except 
that question 21b refers to cigars.
If a qualified answer is given, check the "Yes" 
box but enter the answer in a footnote. For 
example, a person might say that he smokes 
cigars when they are given to him in celebration 
of the birth of a baby or some other special 
occasion. For such a case, the "Yes" box should 
be checked and the answer recorded in a footnote.
If the answer to question 21b is "Yes," ask 
question 21c: "About how many cigars a day do
you usually smoke?" and enter the number smoked 
"per day" or "per week" in the person's column.
If the answer to question 21b is "No," ask 
question 21d: "How long has it been since you
smoked cigars?"
Accept the respondent's answer, but if a ques­
tion is raised, explain that you want to find 
out how long it has been since he smoked at 
least three cigars or more a week.
If the person should say that he never smoked 
cigars regularly (as many as three per week), 
enter in the footnote, "Never smoked as many 
as three cigars a week."
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5- Question 22 
Pipe smoking
a . Que stion 22a 
Ever smoked 
a pipe
t>. Question 22b 
Smoke a 
pipe now
c. Question 22c 
How many 
pipefuls 
smoked
d. Question 22d 
How long since 
smoked a pipe
6. Where to
proceed next
Question 22 is similar to question 21, except 
that question 22 refers to pipe smoking.
Ask question 22a as worded: "Have you ever
smoked a pipe?" and check "Yes" or "No" in the 
person's column.
If the answer is "No," skip questions 22b-d, 
and ask questions 18-22 for the next person 
17  years old or over.
If the answer to question 22a is "Yes," ask 
question 22b: "Do you smoke a pipe now?" and
check "Yes" or "No" in accordance with the 
re spondent1s answer.
If the answer to question 22b is "Yes," ask 
question 22c: "About how many pipefuls of
tobacco a day do you usually smoke?" Enter the 
number of pipefuls of tobacco smoked "per day" 
or "per week." If the respondent cannot give 
an exact number or an estimate but instead answer 
answers in terms of packages of pipe tobacco 
smoked, or ounces of tobacco smoked enter "EK" 
in question 22c and enter the information about 
the amount smoked in a footnote.
If the answer to question 22b is "No," ask 
question 22d: "How long has it been since you
smoked a pipe?" and enter the number of months 
or years in the space provided.
Accept the respondent's answer, but if a question 
is raised explain that you want to find out how 
long it has been since he smoked at least 2 or 
more pipefuls of tobacco a day.
If the person should say that he never smoked a 
-pipe regularly (as much as 2 pipefuls of tobacco 
a day), enter in the footnote, "Never smoked as 
much as 2 pipefuls of tobacco a day."
After checking the "No" box in question 22a, or 
completing either question 22c or 22d, ask ques­
tions 18-22 for the next person. Complete ques­
tions 18-22 for each related household member 17  
years old or over. Then go to question 23•
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PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND INCOME 
(Questions 23-25)
Questions 23-25 axe to be asked after completion 
of the questions on smoking habits for all 
related household members.
Illustration G below summarizes the order of 
asking questions 23-25 in a four-person house­
hold, where the wife is the respondent.
Illustration G
Questions Head
0
Wife
©
Son (age 20) 
©
Roomer
©
23
1st Check box 2nd/V
For
self
2 k 2nd/V Forself
25 To be asked for all related members; answer to be . For
entered in column for head only self
A. Questions 23-25
1. Order of 
asking 
questions 
23-25
B. Question 23 
Service in 
Armed Forces
1. "Armed 
Forces"- 
defined
Ask question 23a, on service in the Armed Forces, 
only of males 17 years old and over. For other 
persons, check the box "Fern, or under 17 yrs." 
and skip the remaining parts of question 23-
If the answer to question 23a, "Did you ever 
serve in the Armed Forces of the United States?" 
is "No," skip the remaining parts of question 23. 
If the answer to question 23a is "Yes," ask the 
remaining parts of question 23 that are appro­
priate, as indicated below.
"Armed Forces" means active duty for any time at 
all in the Armed Forces as defined in Part D, 
Chapter 2, paragraph D-2-b-(l).
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.1
2. Questions 23b, 
23c, and 23d 
Service 
during war
3• Periods 
of service
*
C. Question 2 k  
Education
1. Make only 
one mark
2. Regular 
school
If the answer to question 23a is "Yes," ask 
question 23b, "Was any of your service during 
a war?" Check the "Yes" box if the person's 
service was during war-time only or if it was 
during both war and peace, and ask question 23c. 
Check the "No" box in question 23b if the person's 
only service was during peace-time. For those 
with "No" to question 23b, ask question 23d.
Accept the respondent's answers to questions 23b, 
23c, and 23d regarding, the period or periods of 
service in the Armed Forces. However, if a ques­
tion is raised as to what dates are covered by a 
given war, cite the appropriate period as follows:
World War II —  September 16, 19^0 to 
July 25, 19^7
Korean War —  June 27, 1950 to 
January 31, 1955
Check the appropriate boxes for all of the wars 
in which the person has served.
Check the box "Other", for service during World War 
I, the Spanish American War or any other war not 
listed on the questionnaire.
Ask question 24a highest grade of school attended 
only of persons 17 years old and over. If the 
person is under 17 years of age,, check the box for 
"Under 17 years" without asking the question.
Make only one mark to report the answer for this 
question. Thus, if the highest grade a person has 
attended is the junior year of high school, circle 
the "3" opposite "High." Enter the highest grade 
attended regardless of "skipped" or "repeated" 
grades.
Count only grades attended in a regular school 
where persons are given formal education in graded 
public or private schools, whether day or night 
school, and whether attendance was full time or 
part time. A "regular" school is one which 
advances a person toward an elementary or high 
school diploma, or a college, university, or 
professional school degree.
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3. Nonregular 
schools
Do not count education or training received in 
nonregular schools, such as vocational, trade, or 
business schools outside the regular school 
system. For example, barber's colleges, beautician 
schools, citizenship schools, and dancing schools 
are not to be counted.
Likewise do not count training received "on the 
job," or correspondence school training unless it 
is given by a regular school and is credited 
toward a school diploma or college degree.
U . Junior 
high 
school
If the highest grade a person has attended is in 
a junior high school, determine the number of 
years attended and record the grade as if it 
had been in a school system with eight years of 
elementary school and four years of high school.
5. Post-graduate 
schooling
For persons who have attended post-graduate high 
school but have not attended a regular college, 
circle the " V  opposite "High."
For those with post-graduate college training, 
circle the "5+" opposite "College."
6. Other 
school 
systems
If the person attended school in a foreign country, 
in an ungraded school, under a tutor, or under 
other special circumstances, give the nearest 
equivalent of his highest grade attended or the 
number of years of attendance.
7. No schooling For persons who have not attended school at all 
check the box "None."
8. Question 2^b - 
Year finished
Ask question 2 U b for all persons who are shown in 
question 2 k a as having attended school. Check the 
"Yes" box if the person has completed the entire 
grade or academic year entered in question 2 h a .  
Check the "No" box if the person did not finish 
the grade or year. For example, a person may have 
completed only a half year, or he may have failed 
to "pass" the grade.
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Note that the entry in question 2.bb for a person 
who may he currently enrolled in the regular school 
system would he "No." For example, a 17-year-old 
hoy enrolled in the fourth year of high school 
would have "High-V circled in question 2.b& hut 
since he would not yet have completed this grade 
the "No" hox would he checked in question 2 k b .
For a person marked as "college 5+" in question 
2 k a check "Yes" in question 2^b if he has gone 
through one or more post-graduate academic years. 
Otherwise check the "No" hox.
If the answer to question 2^a indicates that the 
person completed more than one post-graduate 
academic college year, check the "Yes" hox with­
out asking question 24b.
Question 25 is asked in order to obtain the total 
comhined income for the entire family during the 
past 12 months.
Ask the respondent to look at the salmon card 
(Card K), in the flashcard booklet as you ask the 
question.
Read all parts of the question so that the 
respondent will know which persons are included 
in the family and what types of income are to he 
included.
This question covers the income of the head of 
the household and all other household members 
who are related to the head. Thus, it may cover 
the income of two married couples who are related 
to each other.and living together. Record the 
code designation (A, B, C, etc.) for the income 
of this entire group of related persons in the 
column for the head of the household and leave 
the question blank for all household members 
related to the head.
Income to he reported is gross cash income (ex­
cluding pay in kind) except for reporting income 
for a family with their own farm or business; 
in that case, net income should he reported.
If the question is raised, this should he income 
before taxes are deducted.
1. Income of 
all related 
members
*
D. Question 25 
Family income
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2. Income of 
unrelated 
persons
Also include in the family income figure, the 
income of a member of the Armed Forces who is 
living at home with his family even though he 
is not to "be recorded as a family member.
Include allotments and other money received by 
the family from a member of the Armed Forces not 
living at home.
In the column for each roomer, servant, or other 
person not related to the head, enter the code 
for his or her individual income, with one 
exception— if two or more such persons are related 
to each other (e.g., roomer and roomer's wife), 
enter the code for their combined incomes in the 
column for the member of the group who is listed 
first on the questionnaire.
The following illustrates the proper entries in 
question 25 for a five-member household consisting 
of a man (head) and his family and a roomer and 
his wife.
c o i .  CD Col. (g) Col. (3) Col. (g) Col. ©
Poe
Howard
Roach
JohnEmily Sam Mary
Head Wife Son Roomer Roomer's wife
Gr F
3- Problem - Nearly all respondents will answer the income
cases question without hesitation. An occasional re­
spondent may refuse to answer the question, 
however, even though you explain that the infor­
mation will be kept strictly confidential. In 
that case, enter the word "Refused" in the column 
for the head. If the respondent does not answer 
the question for some other reason, enter this 
reason in the column for the head.
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k . Approximation 
acceptable
5- Reasons for 
obtaining 
income
The fact that income is divided into groups on 
the income card and that you ask "Which of these
income groups-- ?" should indicate to the
respondent that an approximation is acceptable. 
If he appears not to understand, to be trying to 
figure out the exact income, or says he cannot 
give the exact income, point out that we are 
interested only in the income group and that an 
estimate is acceptable.
The income is very important in the.statistics 
for separating the families we interview into 
groups that live differently. The way these 
different income groups live affects their 
health in many ways. For example, people with 
different incomes have different kinds of 
occupations, and their occupations affect their 
health. All of the income information, just 
like the rest of the information, is completely 
confidential. .
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CHAPTER 8.
ITEM D AND DIABETES SUPPLEMENT
A. General In fiscal year 1965, the Public Health Service
is interested in obtaining additional information 
about persons with diabetes. This will be 
accomplished by filling a separate Diabetes ' 
Supplement (Form NHS-HIS-l(d)).
After completing Item 15, the telephone number, 
make the diabetes check referred to in Item D.
That is, you are to check Table I to determine 
whether any of the persons in the household have 
been reported as having diabetes. If there are 
none, leave the "Thank You" letter and depart.
If diabetes has been reported for one or more 
persons, a Diabetes Supplement questionnaire must 
be filled for each such person.
In preparing the Diabetes Supplement, enter the 
identification information called for on the 
front page. Enter the PSU number; the segment 
number; the household serial number; the sample 
number; and the full name, age, and column number 
of the person with diabetes in the spaces provided.
1. Respondent The respondent rules for the Diabetes Supplement
rules are contained on the front cover. If the person
who has diabetes is an eligible respondent 
according to the definition used in the basic 
survey he is to respond for himself. If he is 
at home at the time of the original interview,
- simply continue with the diabetes questions. If
the person is an eligible respondent but is not 
at home, arrangements must be made to call back 
at a time when he will be home. In these cases, 
it is of the utmost importance that you deter­
mine the best time to call and that you try to 
' plan your work so that you will be able to call
back at the right time. In order not to forget 
this, enter the best time to call in the footnote 
space on the front cover of the Supplement, e .g .,
' "Mr. Smith will be home after 6:00 P.M. any night 
in the week."
C . Diabetes Supplement 
(Form NHS-HIS-lTdTT
B . Item D on 
Front of 
Questionnaire
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* 2. Record ofreturn calls
D. General- inter- 
viewing procedure
1. Use footnotes
If the diabetic person will not be available at 
any time during interview week, you may use as 
a respondent a person who knows the most about 
the person's diabetes, for example, his wife or 
mother.
Make the necessary respondent entries, i.e., 
check the "responded for self" box or enter the 
column number of the respondent. Except for 
children under 19 years of age, if someone other 
than the diabetic person responded enter the 
reason in a footnote.
If no return call is necessary, check the "None" 
box in the "Record of return calls to complete 
supplement." If return cells are necessary, 
enter the date and time. Also enter your signa­
ture and code.
For the most part, the questions in the supple­
ment are self-explanatory. Special points and 
definitions are shown on the right hand side of 
each page.
Instructions about the order of asking the ques­
tions and following any necessary skip pattern 
appear on the questionnaire in various ways and 
are in light face type.
Prior to starting the interview, it will be 
necessary to have ready at hand the two auxil­
iary forms: NHS-HIS-l(c)— the special symptoms
card to be used in connection with question 3> 
and the special folder of pamphlet covers to 
be used in connection with question 35*
In addition to recording the specific answers 
to each question, make generous use of the 
footnote space (or the right hand margin).
Keep these footnotes as brief and cogent as 
possible; when a respondent expands or qualifies 
his answer, record the essential part of it in 
a footnote, or in the side margin, by using his 
words not your own.
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2. "Don't know" 
answers
3• Conditions, 
hospitaliza­
tions , and 
other health 
information re­
ported while 
asking the 
Diabetes 
Supplement
k . Miscellaneous 
points
As in the regular interview, if a respondent 
does not. know the answer to a question, enter 
that fact in the appropriate space. However, 
before accepting such answers make sure that 
you give the respondent time to provide a more 
positive answer. Some persons say, "I don't 
know" as a means of organizing their thoughts or 
as a verbal preface to a more positive answer.
If during the course of an interview for a 
Diabetes Supplement the respondent should 
report conditions or hospitalizations not 
reported earlier, or give information which is 
inconsistent with other health information re­
ported earlier, do not under any circumstances 
make any changes on the basic NHS-HIS-1 question­
naire, instead, just enter such information in a 
footnote on the Diabetes Supplement.
The interviewing principles contained in Chapter 
1, Part E of your Manual apply to the diabetes 
questions as well as to the other health ques­
tions. It is particularly important that you 
display an objective and impartial attitude and 
avoid influencing the respondent's answers by 
expressing any knowledge you yourself may have 
about diabetes--it is the respondent's account 
we are interested in, not yours.
If you sure asked the purpose of the diabetes 
questions, you may say that it is to obtain, 
on a national basis, up-to-date information on 
diabetes from the people who actually have it 
so that all the various agencies concerned with 
this important health problem will have access 
to the kind of diabetes statistics that will 
help them plan their research and information 
programs. Point out that the information re­
quested will be accorded confidential treatment 
(this is a specific provision of the law) and 
only statistical totals will appear in any 
ensuing publications.
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PART E
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES 
QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF WORK 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
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CHAPTER 1. 
THE INTERVIEW
A. Purpose of 
this chapter
This chapter covers the techniques and procedures 
essential for accurate interviewing.
B. How to “begin 
the interview
1. Introduce 
yourself 
to the 
respondent
I
The first step in the interview is to introduce 
yourself, state that you are from the United 
States Bureau of the Census, and show your iden­
tification card. Use the following introduction:
"I am,_________________  from the United States
Bureau of the Census; here is my identification 
(show your identification card). We are making 
a survey for the United States Public Health 
Service." (Be sure to mention that the survey 
is being conducted for the United States Public 
Health Service.)
At sample units for which the "year built" deter­
mination is to be made (a "year built" stamp is 
on the front of the questionnaire for assigned 
units), ask first "When was this structure built?" 
See Part D, Chapter 1. '
If you are not invited in immediately after you 
have introduced yourself and determined that the 
household is to be interviewed, you may add, "May 
I come in?"
2. Ask the first After seating yourself, begin immediately with
question as the first question of the interview:
soon as possible .
"What is the name of the head of this 
household?"
The sooner you get the respondent to participate 
in the interview, the better. To start off with 
the interview is much more desirable than to 
describe the types of questions you are planning 
to ask. '
E-l
a. Advance 
letter
*>*
3- If persons 
outside 
immediate 
family are 
present
4. Explaining 
the survey
An advance letter (sometimes called the "Dear 
Friend" letter) is sent out from the. Regional 
Office immediately prior to the week of interview- 
It is sent only to those households for which a 
specific street address or mailing address has 
been obtained. This letter tells the respondent 
that his household has been selected for inclu­
sion in the sample and briefly explains the 
general purpose of the survey. Enclosed with the 
letter is a booklet (prepared by the Public Health 
Service) describing further how the survey is 
conducted and illustrating the kinds of statis­
tics which are produced.
Even though the advance letter and the booklet are 
sent to inform the household of your visit, you 
should not ask whether they have been received or 
voluntarily supply the respondent with copies. 
Drawing attention to the letter might interfere 
with the introduction as specified' in Par. B-l. 
However, if the respondent questions why you are 
there, you may use the material in the letter and 
the booklet in making your explanation.
If persons who are not members of the immediate 
family are present, suggest to the respondent 
before continuing that he might prefer to talk to 
you in a more private place. Even though a re­
spondent might not refuse to be interviewed under 
these circumstances, the presence of outsiders 
might cause a reluctance to talk: about certain 
types of illnesses which could result in a loss 
of information.
You will find that most respondents will accept 
the brief explanation in your introduction of 
the reason you are taking the survey. However, 
there will be a few who will want more information 
about the survey and you should be prepared to 
answer their questions. There may be a few others 
who are reluctant to give information, or who may 
actually refuse to be interviewed because they 
don't want to be bothered or because they don't 
believe the survey has any real value.
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a . Re spondent 
questions 
purpose
b . Confusion 
with other 
Census work
If a respondent questions the purpose of the 
survey, explain that it is being taken to obtain 
information on the health of- the people of the 
entire country. Point out that all information 
about individuals will be given confidential 
treatment. If it is necessary to give additional 
explanation, you should base it on the material 
given in Part A, Chapter 1 of this manual, using 
your own words to suit the level of the under­
standing of the respondent.
If a respondent questions you as to whether the 
National Health Survey has any connection with 
any National or local health program or legis­
lation, use the following statement as a guide:
The National Health Survey was set up by an 
Act of Congress in 1956. The National Health 
Survey Act was originally proposed by the 
Eisenhower administration but it was supported 
by both major political parties and also by 
the American Medical Association, and other 
organizations.
The reason it received this support from all 
groups was because it was intended to be—  
and still is— a fact-finding survey only-- 
with no axe to grind at all.
Everybody realized that the information about 
people's health and medical care, was very 
badly needed, and they trusted the Survey to 
be concerned only with gathering facts about 
these health problems--and not with how the 
problems should be solved.
Actually, when there are controversies about 
how to solve some health problem both sides 
turn to the National Health Survey for the 
facts on the situation because they trust 
the Survey to be unbiased.
If the respondent confuses this survey with other 
Census work, or the 10-year Census, explain that 
this is one of the many special surveys that the 
Census is asked to carry out because of its 
function as an objective fact-finding agency and 
because of its broad experience in conducting 
surveys.
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\c . Why this 
household
If you are asked why you are interviewing this 
particular household, explain that this happens 
to be one of the representative addresses picked. 
Who lives at the address, and whether or not they 
have problems with their health, had nothing to 
do with the selection. Taken as a group, the 
people living at these sample addresses, will ' 
represent the total population of the United 
States in the health statistics produced and 
published by the Public Health Service in their 
various publications.
d. Respondent 
questions 
time required 
for interview
If the respondent asks how much time will be 
required for the interview, tell him that this 
depends on the number of people in the family 
and on their health conditions. Do not say
*if
that the interview will take only a few minutes.
If the respondent states that he has no time 
right now for an interview, find out when you 
can come back. However, always assume (without 
asking) that the respondent has the time right 
now unless he tells you otherwise.
e. Refusals Our experience has been that very few respondents 
actually refuse to cooperate. However, if you 
have difficulty in obtaining an interview, explain 
the purpose and importance of the survey, and 
stress the confidential treatment accorded all 
information furnished by the respondent. This 
should be done also at any point during the 
interview if the respondent should hesitate to 
answer certain questions.
C. Your own manner Your greatest asset in conducting an interview 
efficiently is to combine a friendly attitude 
with a business-like manner. If a respondent's 
conversation wanders away from the.interview, 
try to cut it off tactfully— preferably by asking 
the next question on the questionnaire. Over­
friendliness and concern on your part about the 
respondent's personal troubles may actually 
lead to your obtaining less information.
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It is especially important in this survey that 
you maintain an objective attitude. Do not 
indicate a personal opinion about replies you 
receive to questions, even by your facial ex­
pression or tone of voice. Since the illness 
discussed may be of a personal or serious nature, 
expressions of surprise, disapproval, or even 
sympathy on your part may cause respondents to 
give untrue answers or to withhold information.
Your own objectivity about the questions will 
be the best method for putting the respondent 
at ease and making him feel free to tell you 
of the conditions and impairments•in his family.
Avoid "talking down" to respondents when explain­
ing terms but give as direct and simple explanations 
as possible.
D. How to ask the 
questions
1. Follow the 
' order on the
questionnaire
2. Information 
given out 
of turn or 
volunteered
Ask the questions in the order specified in these 
instructions. If you change the order, it is 
likely that both you and the respondent will be­
come comfused. This is especially true of the 
health questions, which refer to different 
periods of time. Asking the questions out of 
order would force the respondent to keep jumping 
back and forth between time periods and would 
invite confusion.
Again, as pointed out earlier, the questions in 
Table I and Table II are to be asked only after 
all conditions and hospitalizations for each re­
lated member of the household have been reported 
in questions 12-13• Going back and forth between 
the top and the bottom of the questionnaire would 
be the "hard way" to conduct the interview. It 
is also likely that if you should skip around the 
questionnaire you would not remember to ask every 
question for every person.
Sometimes respondents will start describing the 
health of the family in answer to the very first 
question and will cover their own illnesses and 
those of other family members in such a way that 
it is difficult to keep straight which person has 
which condition.
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V/
When this happens, you should explain your 
problem to the respondent, namely, that you 
cannot keep up with him in recording the infor­
mation and at the same time be sure that you are 
recording accurately what he says. Then, ask 
him to permit you to ask the questions as they 
appear so that he won't need to give the infor­
mation more than once.
3• Ask each 
question 
exactly 
as worded
You are to ask each question exactly as it 
appears on the questionnaire, except for the 
substitution of the name of the person for "you," 
etc.
*.1
The wording and order of each question have been 
tested in actual interviewing, and have been 
carefully designed to give the desired informa­
tion. Therefore, the uniformity and value of the 
final results depend on all interviewers asking 
the questions in the same order and with the same 
wording. .
a. Do not ask 
question- when 
the answer 
has been 
provided 
earlier
However, you should avoid asking questions unneces­
sarily. It is bad interviewing practice to ask 
a question when the respondent has already provided 
you with the specific answer. It may confuse the 
respondent, or even antagonize him, and may result 
in loss of information for later questions in the
interview.
*
If you axe sure of the specific answer you may 
make the appropriate entry without asking the 
question. If you are not sure, it is good inter­
viewing practice to verify the answer by saying 
something like: "I believe you told me earlier
that --. Is this correct?"
For example, if you recall that the respondent 
said in answer to question 7 that he was under a 
doctor's treatment for "diabetes," you should 
check the "Yes" box in column (c) of Table I for 
the "diabetes" without asking the question. 
Similarly, if you learned (and remember) that a 
person had a foot cut off in a World War II injury, 
you may make the appropriate entry in column (m) 
and the "Before 12 mos." box in column (p) for the 
"missing foot" without asking those questions.
Of course, if you do not remember the answer to 
any question, you must always ask it.
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k . Avoid
influencing 
the respondent
5• Listen to the 
respondent
Experience in other studies has shown that 
respondents tend to agree with what they think 
you expect them to say even though the facts 
in the.case may he different. Therefore, you 
must avoid "leading" the respondent by adding 
words to the questions or making slight changes 
in them that might indicate an answer you 
expect to hear. Even slight changes which may 
seem to make no apparent difference can prove 
harmful and should be avoided. For example, 
the question "Were you sick at any time last 
week or the week before?" is greatly changed in 
meaning when changed to "You weren't sick at any 
time last week or the week before, were you?"
The question, "What did the doctor say it was—  
did he give it a medical name?" would have a 
different meaning if changed to, "Did the doctor 
say you had bronchitis?"
Changes in question wording such as these suggest 
answers to the respondent and must be avoided. In 
an effort to be helpful the respondent may say, 
"Yes, that was it" or "That is true" or "That 
sounds about right," whereas the true facts may 
have been quite different. Sometimes the 
respondent may not know the answers to the ques­
tions, and if this is the case, the. fact that he 
doesn't know should be recorded (see par. F-2 on 
page E-12).
Listen to the respondent until he finishes his 
statement. Failure to do so can result in your 
putting down incorrect or incomplete entries.
The two most common types of errors made in this 
regard are:
a- Failure to listen to the last half of the 
sentence because you are busy recording the 
first half. '
b. Interrupting the respondent before he has 
finished, especially if the respondent hesi­
tates. A respondent often hesitates when 
trying to recollect some fact, and you should 
allow sufficient time for this to be done. 
Also, people will sometimes answer "I don't 
know" at first, when actually they are merely 
considering a question. When you think that
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6. Repeat the
question when 
necessary
this may he the situation, wait for the 
respondent to finish the statement before 
repeating the question or asking an 
additional question.
The respondent may not always understand the 
question when it is first asked, and sometimes 
you can tell from the answer that the question 
has not been understood. In this case, repeat 
the question using the same phrasing as you used 
originally. This should not prove to be embar­
rassing since what you said the first time was not 
heard or understood. Frequently the respondent 
is capable of understanding the question but has 
missed a word or two. If you think it helpful, 
you can preface the repetition of the question by 
a phrase such as "I see," "Oh, yes," and the like, 
and then repeat the actual question. A conversa­
tional tone will go far in making the question 
sound new, even though you are using exactly the 
same words.
7- Repeating 
the answer
Sometimes it is helpful to repeat the respondent's 
answer and then pause expectantly. Often this 
will bring out additional information on the sub­
ject. It is also useful as a check on your under­
standing of what has been said, expecially if the 
statements or comments given have not been entirely 
cle ar.
8. Do not 
practice 
medicine
You are to interview the respondent, not practice 
medicine. Do not try to decide yourself whether 
or not any member of the household is ill. Enter 
on the questionnaire everything the respondent 
mentions. If a person mentions some condition but 
makes light of it or expresses doubt that he was 
"ill," enter the condition on the questionnaire 
anyway and ask the appropriate questions about it.
Do not attempt to diagnose a respondent's illness 
from his symptoms, or to substitute names of 
diseases for the respondent's own description of 
the trouble. If a respondent's answer to a ques­
tion is not specific or detailed enough, ask 
additional questions in accordance with instruc­
tions in paragraph E below. However, the final 
entry must always represent what the respondent 
said, in his or her own words.
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9. Pacing the 
interview
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10. Flashcard 
Booklet, 
NHS-HIS-501
Try to avoid hurrying the interview even under 
trying circumstances. If the respondent senses 
that you are in a rush to complete the questions 
and get out of the house she will probably coop­
erate by omitting important health information 
which she might feel would take too much time to 
explain and record.
Maintaining a calm, unhurried manner and asking 
the questions in an objective and deliberate way 
will do much to promote an attitude of relaxed 
attention on the part of the respondent.
Reference has been made to Cards A-K in the instruc­
tions for various parts of the interview. These 
cards and calendars for 1963, 1964, and 1965 are 
bound together in your flashcard booklet, NHS- 
HIS~50l(b). Of these, the respondent is to look 
at Cards E-K, select a statement, note the types 
of nonprescription medicines in which we are 
interested, or select the income group.
To facilitate the interview, a version of the 
flashcard booklet for the respondent's use, 
containing Cards E-K, has been prepared. Each 
of these cards is a different color, to help the 
respondent locate the correct card. When you 
first ask the activity limitation question, 
column (t) of Table I, locate the appropriate card 
and hand the respondent the booklet with that 
card on top. (Have the respondent keep the 
booklet until you have completed the income 
question.)
For later questions involving looking at one of 
the cards, ask the respondent to turn to the 
appropriate card, giving both the letter and the 
color. For example, if you are asking the mobil­
ity limitation question, column (v) of Table I, 
ask the respondent to turn to the tan card (Card i).
By noting the color of the card at which he is 
looking you can make sure the respondent is look­
ing at the right card, (in some households, of 
course, only Cards J and K will be used by the 
respondent.) Be sure to get the booklet back 
before leaving the household.
The foregoing procedure is not mandatory. In 
some interviews, it may be more efficient to use 
only your Flashcard Booklet, but by and large 
the use of this method will avoid the delays and 
interruptions caused by the necessity of passing 
the Flashcard Booklet back and forth.
1
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j E. Asking additional 
i questions
i
| 1. When to ask
j additional
j questions
I
! «;
2. How to ask 
additional 
questions
i
Sometimes a person will give you an answer 
which does not furnish the kind of information 
you need or one which is not complete- You 
should always ask additional questions in such 
cases, being careful to encourage the respondent 
to do the explaining without your suggesting 
what the explanations might be. In all sections 
of the questionnaire you should ask as many ques­
tions as necessary to satisfy yourself that you 
have obtained complete and accurate information 
insofar as the respondent is able to give it to you.
Be sure to keep asking additional questions until 
you have a complete picture and all the pertinent 
details.
However, do not "over-probe." If the respondent 
says she does not know the answer to a question, 
to try to insist that she give some answer to the 
question might not only irritate the respondent, 
but also make her wonder about our interest in 
accurate responses.
Additional questions must be asked in such a way 
that you obtain the information required without 
suggesting specific answers to the respondent.
There are many acceptable phrases that you can 
use to draw out the respondent. For example,
"Please explain that a little more," "Please 
describe what you mean," or "What was the operation 
for?" might be used when the information given is 
sketchy or incomplete. In every case you will 
need to fit the questions to the information 
which has already been given.
In some instance’s you may need to suggest specific 
alternatives to the respondent when general phrases 
have not been successful in obtaining the infor­
mation. This is also an acceptable method for 
asking additional questions, provided the re­
spondent is never given a single choice. Any 
items specifically suggested to the respondent 
must always consist of two or more choices.
"1• i
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able methods for asking additional questions as 
well as to methods that are not acceptable.
Acceptable Not acceptable
a. Can you tell me the ap­
proximate number of times?
Would you say it 
was six times?
b. You said you first noticed 
the condition about a year 
ago. Was it more than 12 
months ago or less than 12 
months ago?
Was it more than a 
year ago?
c. Do you all live and eat ‘ 
together?
Are you all one 
household?
d. Does she live the greater 
part of the year here or 
at her sister's home?
Is she a member of 
this household?
e . What kind of asthma is it? Is it bronchial 
asthma?
The "Not Acceptable" questions in examples (c) and 
(d) shown an interviewer who is unable to apply 
Census rules for determining the composition of a 
household, and expects the respondent (who doesn't 
knew the Census rules) to make the decision.
' The "Not Acceptable" questions in examples (a) and (e)
illustrate an invitation to the respondent to just say 
"Yes" without giving any thought to the question.
The "Acceptable" question in example (b) illustrates 
a proper way to give the respondent an opportunity 
to tie an event to a particular period of time. The 
- "Not Acceptable" question is again an invitation to 
the respondent to say "Yes."
F. Recording informa­
tion correctly
1. General Recording the information exactly is just as
important a part of the interview as asking the 
. questions correctly. This involves writing
clearly and plainly, recognizing in advance the 
amount of space allotted for descriptive entries 
and adjusting the size of your writing to fit 
into the space provided. If additional description 
is required, make free use of the footnote space.
Be careful not to leave blank spaces where they 
should be filled in. You may use ink or pencil
E-ll
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2. Recording 
answers of 
"don't know"
*
3. Recording 
information 
for unrelated 
persons
h , Making
corrections
G. Review 
of work
1. At close of 
interview
as you prefer. In case you use pencil, be sure 
the lead isn't so soft that it smudges, or so 
hard that it is difficult to see the writing.
As mentioned earlier, every effort should be made 
to encourage the respondent to give specific and. 
complete answers to the questions. However, it 
may happen sometimes that the respondent doesn't 
have the information needed to answer a question.
In such cases, you should enter "BK" for "don't 
know" in the space for the answer.
Do not use "DK" to indicate that you, the inter­
viewer, don't know whether or not to ask the 
questions.
The use of "DK" is only to indicate that the 
respondent does not know the answer to a partic­
ular question. It is not to be used to fill 
answers for questions that you may have overlooked, 
at the time of interview. If, after an interview, 
you discover blanks on the questionnaire for 
questions which should have been asked, leave 
the items blank.
As pointed out earlier, the same questionnaire 
(or set of questionnaires) is to be used for an 
entire household, including any members not re­
lated to the head. Since you must interview the 
unrelated members separately from the related 
members, you must be careful about two points:
a. You must not permit any respondent to look at 
information previously entered on the question­
naire for persons to whom he is not related,
b. You must be sure to enter the information for 
each of the persons in the proper coluiron.
Do not erase any entries. See Part D, Chapter 2 
for procedures in making corrections. Do not 
copy questionnaires over since copying is often 
a major source of error. •
It is important that you review your work.
Be sure to look over the questionnaire while you 
are in the house and with the respondent, so 
that you can ask any additional questions that 
are needed,
1
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2. Prior to
transmittal
H. Letter to be 
left at house­
hold after 
interview
;
I . Use of
telephone
You should carefully review all questionnaires 
again before mailing them back to your super­
visor. Check to make sure that the correct 
column number of person and question number 
have been entered in Table I and Table II, that 
all "Und. IT yrs." boxes have been checked where 
applicable, that there are entries in question 
15a, and similar items. However, do not make 
any entries of information which should have been 
furnished by the respondent and recorded during 
the interview.
You will receive a supply of "Thank You" letters 
(Form NHS-601) signed by the Surgeon General of 
the U. S. Public Health Service. One of these is 
to be left at each household after the interview 
has been completed. The letter thanks the respond­
ent briefly for his cooperation, and can be shown 
by the person interviewed to other members of the 
household who were not at home at the time of your 
call.
In leaving the letter you can say something like 
the following: "Here is a letter of appreciation
from the U. S. Public Health Service," (or)
"Here is a letter from the Public Health Service 
thanking you for your cooperation in this survey."
Telephone calls can be used for the following 
purposes only:
(1) To make appointments.
(2) To obtain one or two items of information
for which the respondent has specifically 
invited you to telephone later. .
Such calls should be made by use of a local 
telephone wherever practicable.
CHAPTER 2.
MAINTAINING BALANCE BETWEEN 
QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF WORK
A, Introduction
1. The group 
you are . 
joining
*
2. Rules to 
become a 
successful 
interviewer
You are joining a group of over 700 Census inter­
viewers who each month interview some 35>000 
households on a Current Population Survey, about 
8,000 businessmen on a Current Business Survey 
and about 3,5000 households in the National Health 
Survey.
All Census interviewers are given continuous 
guidance and counsel during training periods in 
the Regional Office and through on-the-job obser­
vation of their interviewing and activities 
related to interviewing.
Periodically, supervisors independently reinter­
view some of the households to determine whether 
the interviewers understand and are following the 
correct survey procedures. Interviewers are also 
told what production is expected of them, that is, 
in terms of completing assignments efficiently and 
economically.
Except for the types of questions asked, many of 
the techniques and procedures these interviewers 
apply will also be used by you on the National 
Health Survey.
It would be well for you to know and apply, at 
the outset, several fundamental rules to become 
a successful interviewer--one who will consistently 
enjoy the pride of accomplishment of a job well 
done.
a. Know precisely what your job is.
b. Obtain the required information as 
correctly as you can.
c. Record this information accurately 
and completely.
d. Work efficiently, with a minimum of 
lost motion.
e. Complete your assignment on time.
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B. Importance of 
careful work
Your supervisory staff will give you all possible 
assistance toward helping you attain these ob­
jectives as quickly as possible.
1• Know your 
question­
naire
As you no doubt realize by now, you must become 
very familiar with the organization of the ques­
tionnaire, the skip pattern of the questioning 
and the types of entries you have to make in 
each item. Your initial training will have given 
you a start on this. Becoming a skilled inter­
viewer can be achieved only by maintaining an 
active interest in all phases of the NHS program, 
with close and continuing study of the instruc­
tions contained in this Manual and with the ap­
plication of these instructions in your actual 
field work.
2. Review
completed
question­
naires
Be sure to review all your questionnaires, as 
instructed in Part E, Chapter 1. This is the 
only way to be sure that you have not made 
careless errors.
C. Plan each
day's travel
Before you start, make sure you have a good plan 
of the segments you will visit each day. This 
plan should take into account the possibility of 
having to go back to each segment up to three 
times. Consider al1 such factors in planning 
the day's work, and take time each morning to 
decide how you can get to the necessary segments 
using the least number of miles.
D. Getting enough 
successful 
interviews
One major requirement of a successful survey is 
to obtain information from every occupied house­
hold assigned to you. You should try your very 
hardest to obtain interviews at all occupied 
households. You should work conscientiously to 
obtain interviews at those households where no 
one is at home during the day and from the few 
respondents who may be reluctant to cooperate.
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Flan .your 
calls
1. Concentrate 
on "Not 
home "
Number of 
calls allowed
Quality
Standards
1. Some of your 
households 
will be 
re intervi ewed
Frequently, however, there are households whose 
occupants.are not home when you call. These are 
usually households of a single person or a working 
husband and wife. After your first call when you 
find no one home ask neighbors, janitors or switch­
board operators, when the absent persons usually 
come home. Then, make your next visit coincide 
with the information given you about the best time 
to call. If you are unable to find out when some­
one is most likely to be home, don’t waste your 
time calling again during the day, but make your 
second call during the evening hours, since ex­
perience has shown that it is during these hours 
when you are most likely to find people at home. 
Conscientious application of these procedures 
will enable you to complete your interview within 
the authorized number of calls. If other attempts 
fail, try to get the name of the head of a "not 
home" household, so you can telephone him for an 
appointment.
To keep the number of calls to a single household 
within reason, you should limit your calls on a 
household to three (at different times of the day 
or evening). If you have to obtain interviews 
from additional specific individuals in a house­
hold, two more visits ma,y be made.
Just like every organization which operates on a 
large-scale basis, we have to continuously inspect 
our product--which is statistics--to insure that 
there are no flaws. Here is a summary of the 
things that axe done to make sure our product is 
consistently of the highest quality.
Every so often, certain households you have inter­
viewed are revisited by the program supervisor and 
interviewed again. This is to insure that you 
understand and consistently apply bhe correct rules. 
Any differences found are reviewed with you so 
that your performance can he improved as needed.
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2. Excessive 
Type A
noninterviews
3 • Complex, ion c 
work on time
U. Editing Reports 
(Form WHS-HIS-TO5)
There axe some few households in which it is dif­
ficult to find someone at home or in which the 
persons are reluctant to give information. • In 
order to insure that you are meeting these prob­
lems satisfactorily, your office will notify you 
if such noninterviews are excessive. You should 
ask for your supervisor's advice and help in 
deeding with the problems of noninterviews.
Wot only must interviews be obtained for all. 
occupied households, but they must be obtained 
within the alloted time, i.e., during the interview 
week for the assignment. Therefore, -except for 
some unusual circumstance such as illness, you 
must start your assignment on Monday of interview 
week and complete it as soon as possible. With an 
early start and efficient planning, you should 
generally be able to finish the greater portion 
of your assignment by Wednesday of interview week. 
This should help to insure better information, also, 
since the sooner the respondent is interviewed the 
better will be his recall of the time reference 
period.
If you are not able to start your assignment on 
Monday, or if you cannot complete your assignment 
during interview week, get in touch with your 
supervisor immediately. Wo interviews for the 
assignment are to be conducted after the end of 
interview week unless you receive special per­
mission from your supervisor.
From time to time you may receive Editing Reports 
(Form WHS-HIS-705) containing transcripts of some 
entries of diagnostic information in Tables I, II, 
or A which you made on questionnaires during a 
previous assignment. The entries on this form 
will tell you the type and nature of errors which 
you made on a particular questionnaire. An ' 
illustration of a completed Form WHS-HIS-705 
together with a list of Error Codes is shown in 
Figure IV and Appendix B to Part E.
You may also receive other types of reports 
telling you about omissions or inconsistent entries 
from other parts of your completed questionnaires.
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7» Horae study
8, INTERviewer 
COMMunicat ion 
( Referral 
Sheet)
These errors are reported to you as a continuation 
of your training on the survey. If you do not 
understand why you received a particular error 
report, return it to your supervisor with a re-™ 
quest for an explanation, ’
Periodically, a supervisor will accompany you on 
«n assignment to observe your interviews. During 
these observations, you will be advised on.any ' 
phase of your work which may require improvement. 
It will also give you an opx-ortunity to consult 
with him on any problems you may have about your 
work.
From time to time, you will come into the office 
to meet with other NHS interviews to discuss 
common problems, and to take refresher training 
on certain subjects related to the survey.;
You will also be expected to complete home study 
exercises and return them for office review and 
correction. Any misunderstand!ings reflected by 
your answers will be clarified by the Regional 
Office.
You may sometimes run across problems which you 
cannot resolve through studying your Manual or 
other KBS memoranda which ha\e been furnished 
you. Use the INTERCOMM (Form 11-36) to communi­
cate to the Regional Office any problem or ques­
tion for which you cannot find an answer in the 
Manual.
In some cases you may think you know what to do 
but may not be certain. If this is so, do what 
you think is right, but communicate you?, problems 
to your Regional Office and ask. them to review 
what you did.
Of course, if your question is one which must be 
answered before you can complete your assignment, 
and to await a mail reply would delay the work 
beyone the established deadline, you should use 
the telephone. In other cases, making your 
inquiries by an INTERCOMM will allow' your super­
visor to think your problem and his answer out 
more completely, and will lessen the possibility 
of any misunderstanding.
E"i8
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Directions for filling the INTERCOMM appear 
on the hack of the last sheet of each set of 
the forms.
The yearly budget for an operation as large as 
this one, is determined some time in advance of 
the time the expenditures start. This budget 
assumes that each interviewer will complete his 
work within a prescribed number of hours and keep 
his travel within a prescribed number of miles.
For this reason, production standards have been 
established so that each interviewer may know 
what is expected of him. These standards are 
based on past experience, taking into account 
insofar as possible the size and nature of the 
assignment area. Details on how these are 
measured are given in the Administrative Hand­
book for Interviewers.
These production standards represent the perfor­
mance which must be met or bettered in order 
that the National Health Survey can operate with­
in its budget.
Your supervisors will keep you informed at all 
times as to the performance standards required 
of you. At regular intervals, generally once 
every 3 months, you will be told how your per­
formance compared with the established standards. 
Where necessary, your supervisors will advise 
you on ways to improve your performance which 
■ will help you meet the standards that the Bureau 
of the Census expects of each interviewer.
H. Production 
Standards
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CHAPTER 3.
General
information
Hours of work
Conf idential- 
ity of Survey 
Information
1. Falsifi­
cation of 
information
2, Bureau of the 
• Census Adminis­
trative Order
Use of Forms 
llrJl.and_ll^A
ADMINISTRATIVE
When you were interviewed you were given the 
essential facts about your job. Further in­
formation about your job is given in your 
Administrative Handbook for Interviewers.
This also contains information and instruc­
tions for the pay procedure for claiming 
salary and reimbursements, travel and per diem, 
and accidents and injuries. You should famil­
iarize yourselves thoroughly with these instructions.
Since you must complete your work within a certain 
week, you will be required to work evenings and 
some Saturdays to enable you to interview persons 
not usually home during the day. Of course, no 
interviewing should be done on Sundays, except 
when specifically requested by respondents.
Information obtained in this survey must not be 
discussed with or disclosed to any persons except 
other Census and U. S. Public Health Service 
employees. This applies even to members of 
your immediate family.
The same law's and regulations that require confi­
dentiality also stipulate severe penalties for 
any Census employee who deliberately falsifies 
any information.
Your responsibilities in this regard are set 
forth in the Bureau of the Census Administrative 
Order reprinted in Appendix A of Part E.
With each assignment, you will receive Forms 
11-35 and 11-35A. (See Figures I, II, and III.)
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The white Form 11-35 is for your use to keep as 
a control on the progress of your work. The 
green sheet 11-35A (Figure Il)must be completed 
and returned to the office immediately after 
receiving and checking in an assignment. Enter 
in "Date received" the date and the time you 
received the shipment and check carefully that 
each item listed is in the package. If any 
item listed is not in the package check "All 
not received" and describe what is missing.
If you need any supplies, use the back of Form 
11-35A (Figure III). However, if you need 
specific supplies at any other time, request 
the items and amount needed by memorandum to 
your Regional Office.
E. Transmittal All "materials" for a segment are to be trans-
of materials mitted to the Regional Office together, in the
. same package. These include all questionnaires
(completed interviews and final noninterviews) 
and the Segment Folder. Be sure that any 
Diabetes Supplements completed are enclosed in 
their respective questionnaires.
These are to be mailed on the day you make your 
last call, i.e., complete your last interview, 
in the (each) segment, without exception.
If you have picked up an "extra" unit(s), enter 
"Extra" in the serial number column of the 
"Record of Transmittal" on the Segment Folder, 
following the serial numbers for questionnaires 
received from your office.
' Enter the date you are mailing the "materials" 
for the segment on the Segment Folder in the 
"Date of Shipment" column opposite serial 
number "0 1."
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1 . Late transmittal
2. Packaging 
and mailing
*
If, in unusual circumstances, you are permitted 
to complete any questionnaires after interview 
week, enter the following notation in the lower 
left hand corner of the mailing envelope: "Late
transmittal for Week ___" (enter the appropriate
interview week number, e.g., 0 1, 02, etc.).
You must make sure that any mailing piece-- 
whether it be a card or a large package--has the 
correct address of your office on it. To insure 
this, envelopes and labels having the office 
address on. them will be given you. You will be 
shown during your initial training how to pack­
age materials satisfactorily for mailing.
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APPENDIX A (PART E)
CONFIDENTIAL NATURE OF INFORMATION COLLECTED 
IN NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEYS
1. PURPOSE OF SURVEYS:
National Health Surveys are conducted for the U. S. Public 
Health Service to obtain accurate and current statistics as to the amount, 
distribution, and effects of illness and disability in the United States, 
and the health services received as a result of these conditions.
2. PARTICIPATION BY BUREAU OF THE CENSUS:
The Bureau of the Census is cooperating in the surveys by 
collecting and compiling the data for the Public Health Service.
3. NONDISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION:
National Health Surveys involve obtaining on a continuing basis 
details of the personal health records of a large number of individuals 
throughout the Nation. The Public Health Service has given assurance to 
the public that information identifying the individual will be held 
strictly confidential, will be used solely by persons engaged in and 
only for, the purposes of the survey, and will not be disclosed or re­
leased to other persons or for any other purpose. Bureau of the Census 
employees will observe this assurance of confidentiality and are subject 
to the Public Health Service as well as Department of Commerce and Bureau 
of the Census laws against unauthorized disclosure. In addition, the 
sworn statement or affidavit of nondisclosure/each employee signs upon 
entering on duty pertains to National Health Surveys the same as to our 
programs.
k .  SUBPENA OF RECORDS:
In the event of a record collected in the National Health 
Survey being subpenaed, any Bureau employee upon whom such subpena is 
served will communicate with the Director of the Census. Action to 
satisfy such subpena will be taken only as authorized by Public Health 
Service Regulation, Section 1.108 of Title k 2 , Code of Federal Regulations.
5. PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OR FALSIFICATION:
Unauthorized disclosure of individual information collected in 
the National Health Surveys is punishable by a fine of up to $1,000, or 
emprisonment up to one year, or both (l8 U.S.C. 1905).
• Deliberate falsification by an employee of any information in 
the Survey is punishable by a fine of up to $10,000, or imprisonment up 
to five years, or both (l8 U.S.C. 1001).
By Direction: Dated: April 18, 1937
f
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APPENDIX B (PART E)
Edit of NHS-HIS Questionnaires
A. Purpose 
and
timing
B. Forms used 
to report 
your errors
C. How you are 
informed of 
the results
At the start of each new fiscal year the Regional 
Office does a complete edit of -your first few 
assignments in order to notify you of errors early 
enough for you to correct them in subsequent 
assignments. If you are a new interviewer, your 
first few assignments will be edited after you 
begin your regular interviewing. Then, throughout 
the rest of the year, one or more of your assign­
ments will be edited in the Regional Office on a 
sample basis, the number depending on your rate of 
improvement.
In addition to the Regional Office edit, ail of 
your assignments are edited in Washington and the 
results are made known to you at periodic intervals
The forms used in the edit of your questionnaires 
are Form NHS-HIS-705> for reporting diagnostic 
errors, and Form NHS-HIS-706, for reporting errors 
and omissions other than "diagnostic" errors.
After your assignment has been edited in the 
Regional Office, the results will be sent to you 
on Forms NHS-HIS-705 and NHS-HIS-706. After re­
ceiving the forms, note the nature of the errors 
by referring to the error codes assigned and 
matching them with the explanations of the codes 
given in this appendix. The error code explana­
tions for Form NHS-HIS-705 are in Part I of this 
Appendix (disregard the error codes printed on 
the back of Form NHS-HIS-705); Part II lists the 
error code explanations for Form NHS-HIS-706.
If, after consulting the lists of error codes and 
the Manual instructions, you do not understand 
why a particular error was assigned, send an 
INTERCOMS, Form 11-36, to your office for an 
explanation. •
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LIST OF ERROR CODES FOR ILLNESS, INJURY, AND HOSPITALIZATION ENTRIES 
(Codes used on Form NHS-HIS-705- See Figure IV.).
A. General The following columns and questions are, edited
for inadequate entries and omissions:
Table I -- columns (a), (d-l)-(d-U)
Table II -- columns (a), (c)-(h)
■ Question 1^
Table A -- question 2
Errors and omissions in any of the above columns 
or questions are called diagnostic errors.
B. List of
Diagnostic Error .
Codes used with 
Form UBS-HIS-705
Definition
• PART I— /APPENDIX B (PART E]7 '
"Present effects" or "impairment" not given, Table I, but 
"old" "operation" or "injury" entered, (injury happened prior 
to "last 2 weeks"— no indication that injury itself had not 
yet healed.)
"Condition" which was reason for "operation," "laboratory 
tests," "observation," etc., not given in same table, Table I 
or Table II.
Column (d-l) of Table I or column (h) of Table II blank or 
only "part of body" entered.
"Nature of injury" not given or inadequate— in Table I for 
an injury "last week or the week before," or in Table II for 
an injury current at time of hospital, admission.
"Cause" not given— in column (d-2), Table I for a "symptom" 
in column (d-l), or in column (h), Table II for a "symptom."
"Cause" given for a "symptom" in column (d-2), Table I or 
column (h), Table II is also a "symptom," and "cause" not 
given for the second "symptom."
Error Code 
01
. 02
' 03
04
05
06
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1
Error Code
07
08
Definition .
"Cause" not given--in column (d-2), Table I for an "impairment" 
in column (d-l) or in column (h), Table II for an "impairment."
"Cause" given in column (d-2), Table I or column (h), Table II 
is an "impairment" and "cause" not given for this "impairment."
09 "Cause" not given in column (d-2) for an entry in column (d-l),
Table I which came from question 9 or 11. •
10 "Kind" (or "Manifestation") not given for the specified 
"conditions" in column (d-3), Table I or column (h), Table II.
11 "Kind" given in column (d-3), Table I or column (h), Table II
is a "symptom" or otherwise "vague description" and "Kind" not 
re-asked. '
12 "Part of body" affected not given or inadequate in column 
(d-t-), Table I or column (h), Table II.
13 Impossible date in column (c), Table II, or omission or 
inconsistent entries in columns (c)-(g) of Table II.
It- Table A not filled for an "injury" or a "condition" due to an
. injury (or accident) in Table I . .
15 "Nature of injury" not given or inadequate in question 2, Table 
A (injury occurred prior to "last week or the week before""7!
16 ' "Part of body" not given or inadequate in question 2, Table A
(injury occurred prior to "last week or the week before").
17 Failed to ask question 1^ for person 6 years old or over with 
eye condition reported in Table I .
18 Wrong column number of person entered in column (a) of Table I 
or Table II.
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Error Code Definition
. 00 Condition reported in one of questions 6-12 not brought down 
to Table I .
OX
--or--
A line of Table II not filled for each hospital stay reported 
in question 13 or 1 5 -
Condition reported in Table II only not brought back to 
Table I when it should have been because it is an impairment, 
is on Card A, or had one or more nights in column (f),
Table II. .
NHS-HIS-100
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LIST OF ERROR CODES FOR ERRORS OTHER THAN DIAGNOSTIC 
(Codes used on Form NHS-HIS-706. See Figure V.)
A. General An edit of the remaining sections is made for 
omissions or incorrect entries. These errors 
are tallied on Form NHS-HIS-706. This form also 
shows the number of completed and noninterview 
(by types) households and the total number of 
errors which you made on this assignment as shown 
by the NHS-HIS-705 and NHS-HIS-706.
B . List of Error
Codes for Errors 
Other than 
Diagnostic
Error Code Questions 1-5 Manual Reference
20 Failed
lC y Id;
to ask one or more of questions 
, or le. ' '
Pages D-27 
pars. D-l, 
D-l-b.
, D-28, 
D-l-a,
21 . Failed to ask question If if any adult 
males listed as household members.
Page D-29, 
D-2-b
par.
22 Failed
listed
to footnote reason for deleting 
household members. '
Page D-30, 
D - k
par.
23 Failed to enter the Relationship for 
each household member in question 2 .
Page D-32, pan. E
2 b Failed to enter Age in question 3- Page D-3^, par. G
25 Failed
3-
to check Race or Sex in question Page D-35, 
G-l.
par.
26 Failed 
tion ^
to check Marital Status in ques- 
for person 17 years old or over.
Page D-35, par. H
27 " Failed 
person
to ask question 5a for each 
17 years old or over.
Page D-36, par. I
28 Failed to ask BOTH questions 5b and 5c 
for "No" answer to question 5a.
Page D-36, 
1-2
par.
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29 Failed to ask question 5<1 for "Yes" answer 
to question 5c. . .
Page D-38, par.
. 7-5
30 Failed to ask question 5e for males ^5 
years old or'over and all "No's" to 
questions 5a through 5c.
Page D-38, par. 
1-6
- Item H
31 • Failed to fill Item H for each household 
member. ‘
Page D-39, par. J
Question 13
32 Failed to check "Yes" or "No" in ques­
tion 13a for each household'member.
Page D-53> par. G
33 Failed to record "number of times"in 
question 13b for "Yes" answer in ques­
tion 13a.
Pages D-53, D-5^, 
pax. G
. Item R
3^ Failed to fill Item R for each household 
member.
Page D-55> pars. 
H, H-l, H-2
35- Item H checked "At home" but Item R 
indicates person did not respond for self • 
and no footnote explaining circumstances.
Page D-55> par. 
H-3
Table I
3 6 Failed to check (or ask) column (c)-- 
"Doctor talked to."
Page D-58, par. 
A - h
37 >Failed to check column (e) or (f). Page D-86, par. 
E-l
38 Failed to check column (g) or (h) of 
Table I when column (f) is checked.
Page D-87> par. 
E-l-b
39 Column (h) is checked but failed to ask 
columns (i), (j), and (k) or (l) 
(depending on age and entry in question 
5a or 5t>).
Pages D-88, D-89> 
pars. E-2, E-3, 
E-l*, E-5
0
E-30
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Error Code Table I Manual Reference
Failed to check (or ask) column (m) or 
(n). .
Page D-92 , par. 
E-9
Ul Failed to check (or ask) column (0) 
when column (n) is checked.
Page D-93> par. 
E-9-c
k2 Failed to check (or ask) column (p) when 
column (m) is checked.
Page D-93> par. 
E -10
b3 Failed to check (or ask) column (q) for 
condition eligible to be carried past 
column (aa). .
Pages D-9k, D-9 5, 
pars. E-ll, E-12
kk Failed to check (or ask) column (r) for 
condition with one or more days in column 
(q) and column (j ) is blank or checked 
"None."
Page D-95> par. 
E-13
^5 Failed to ask column (s) for condition 
carried past column (aa) with "Yes" 
checked in column (c).
Page D-96, par. 
E - l b
b6 Failed to make an entry in column (t) on 
line for last condition for person with 
one or more conditions carried past 
column (aa).
Page D-96, par. 
E-15
b l Failed to check "Yes" or "No" in column 
(u) for entry of "1 ," "2," or "3" in 
column (t).
Page D-99, par. 
E-l6
b3 Failed to make at least one "X" in 
column (u) for "Yes" answer in column (u)..
Page D-99> par. 
E-l6-a. .
k-9 Failed to make an entry in column (v) on 
line for last condition for person with 
one or more conditions carried past 
column (aa). ,
Page D-99,
D-100, par. E-17
50 Failed to check "Yes" or "No" in column 
(w) for entry of "1 ," "2," "3," or " V  
in column (v).
Page D-100j par. 
E-l8
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51 Failed to make at least one "X" in column 
(w) for "Yes" answer in column (w).
Page D-100, par. 
E-l8
Question 1 ^
52 Failed to ask question lVb with "Yes" 
checked in question lUa.
Page D-102, par. 
E-19 -b
53 . Failed to ask question lUc with "No" 
checked in question lUb.
Page D-102, par. 
E-19 -b
Table II
5^ . Failed to check "None" box or enter TOTAL 
number of hospitalizations in space to 
left of Table II.
Page D-103, par. 
A-l
55 Failed to check "Yes" or "No" in column 
(i) for each line of Table II or "Yes" 
checked in column (i) but no operation 
entered.
Page D-109, par. 
A-9
56 Failed to enter Name of hospital, Street, 
City and/or State or "DK" in column (j).
Page D-lll, par. 
A-10
Question 15
57 Question 15 left blank or some part of 
question 15 filled incorrectly.
Page D-112, par. B
Questions 16-17 -
58 Failed to check "Yes" or "No" in ques- 
tionl6a or 17 a.
Page D-llU, par. 
B-l, Page D-ll8, 
par. B-2
59 Failed to enter at least one medicine in 
column (a) of Table P with "Yes" answer 
in question l6a.
Page D-115, par. 
B-l-b
60 Failed to ask (or fill) all applicable 
columns of Table P for each medicine 
listed in column (a).
Pages D-ll6, D-117 
pars. B-l-d-(l), 
(2 ), (3), and (*0
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!j Error Code Questions 16-17 Manual Reference
i 6l Failed to enter at least .one medicine in 
column (a) of Table NP with "Yes" answer 
in question 17 a.
Pages D-118, ’ 
D-119, par. B-2
i ,
62 Failed to ask (or fill) all applicable 
columns of Table NP for each medicine 
(or condition) listed in column (a).
Pages D-120,
D-121 , D-122, 
pars. B-2-c-(l), 
(2 ), (3 ), and (4)
Questions 18-22
i
‘
63 Failed
person
to ask question l8a for each 
17 years old or over.
Page D-123, par.C
j
6 k Failed 
or "EK'
to ask question l8b with a "Yes" 
1 answer to question l8a.
Page D-124, par. 
C-l-a
6 5 Failed 
or "DK'
to ask question 19a with a "Yes" 
' answer to question l8a.
Page D-124, par. 
C-2
1
N)
66 Failed 
a "Yes'
to ask questions 19b and 19c with 
' answer to question 19a.
Pages D - 1 2 k ,  
D-125, par. C-2-a
) 67 Failed 
a "No"
to ask questions 20a and 20b with 
answer to question 19a.
Page D-126, par.
c - 3  .
68 Failed
person
to ask question 2 1a for each 
17 years old or over.
Page D-127, par. 
C-4
69 Failed
answer
to ask question 21b with a "Yes" 
to question 2 1a.
Page D-127, par. 
C-4-b .
70 Failed
answer
to ask question 21c with a "Yes" 
to question 21b.
Page D-127, par. 
C-4-c
■ 71. Failed
answer
to ask question 21d with a "No" 
to question 21b.
Page D-127, par. 
C-4-d
72 Failed to ask question 22a for each person 
17  years old or over.
Page D-128, par. 
C-5
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73 Failed to 
answer to
74 Failed to 
answer to
75 Failed to 
. answer to
76 Failed to 
years old
77 . Failed to 
17 years <
78 , Failed to
79
Questions 23.-25
24b for a person having a "highest grade 
attended" circled in question 24a.
Failed to enter income group letter in 
question 25 in column for head of 
household.
80
81
82
Two income group letters given for 
related members.
Failed to enter income group letter for 
unrelated person (i.e., roomer, servant, , 
etc.) in the column for that person.
Item D
Failed- to fill a Diabetes Supplement for 
a person reported in Table I to have 
diabetes. -
Page D-128, par. 
C-5-b .
Page D-128, par. 
C-5-c
Page D-128, par. 
C-5-d :
Page D-129, par. B
Page D-129, pair. C
Page D-131, pair.
C-8
Page D-132, par.
D-l
Page D-132, par.
D-l
Page D-133, par.
D-2
Page D-135> par. B
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FORM 11-35 U iS . DEPARTM ENT O F COM M ERCE 
(4-l«S3) BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
INTERVIEWER'S ASSIGNMENT AND CONTROL SHEET
R E G IO N A L OFFICE DATE M A ILE D
9-2- & ¥
INTERVIEW ER ' -CODE
/JL
TRANSMITTED -Q HEREWITH
FI UNDER SEPARATE 
COVER
S U R V E Y -O CPS-HVS □  SOC 
□  CB R  □  OHS 
H NHS
n
^C LO S E D  -  O MEMORANDUM 
1~1 TR A IN IN G  M ATERIALS 
E ASSIG NM ENT
n
SURVEY PERIOD -  
TH IS  ASSIGNMENT
1 . S H O U LD  BEG IN
2 . S HO ULD BE 
COMPLETED B Y
L 7 -7N (bat*) 
?-/<&
(ba te )
W PSU AN D  SEGMENT NUM BER  
□  o t h e r  (Spea/b)______________
S ER IAL 
NO S. OF 
UNITS
FOR IN TER VIEW ER 'S USE
DATE LAST 
U N IT
COMPLETED
NOTES
(CPS Vnita  AeM fa r Office phoning, lo ca lity  o f 
segment or tout, tames to ca ll, eallbache, etc.)
1 O /
2 o z
3 03
4
5
6 0/
7 02
8 <?3
9
10 o r
11 j y
12 /<?a. >77,.
13 JT3
14
15
TO TA L U N IT S ____ /A
S E G M E N T S -
TO BS
NEWLY LISTED
TO BE 
UB-DATEO
a r t /
SPE C IA L INSTRUCTIO NS
INTERVIEW ER’S  COPY
E-35
Figure II. Example of Form 11-35A (Front)
j
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SHEET /  OF /  SHEETS
FORM 1 1 -3 5 A  U . S .  D E PA R TM EN T O F  C O M M ER C E  
(4-1 -63) BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
IN TERVIEW ER'S ACKNO W LED GM ENT 
O F RECEIPT
REGIONAL OFFICE DATE MAILED
9 -2 -0 *
INTERVIEWER ' CODE
/JL
TRANSMITTED -
IS  HEREWITH
P I  UNDER SEPARATE 
COVER
S U R V E Y - ,
□  CPSHVS Q  SOC
□  CBR □  QHS
I S  n h s
n
LH m e m o r a n d u m  
□  TRAINING MATERIALS 
ASSIGNMENT
n
SURVEY PERIOD -  
THIS AS8IGNMEN1
X. SHOULD BEGIN
2 . SHOULD BE 
COMPLETED BY
In. f - /
< 5 3 5
9 - / 2 ,
(Alto)
0  PSU AND SEGMENT NUMBER 
□  OTHER (SpoctlW
SERIAL 
NOS. OP 
UNITS
NOTE P lo w . d »d c M o w  If " b o o te d  OE" or ^ T E  RECEIVED 
“Ho* Rooalvsd," tctftr mining to n s  In “Notts." ^
ALL
REC'D
OK
ALL
NOT
REC*D
NOTES
1 4 9 4 ' JJ32P O/
2 02-
3 03 X
4
5
6 -  //3 0 0/ s '
7 02. /
8 03 X
9 /
1 0 0 3
11 3 /
1 2 3 Z /
13 X
14 3 /
15
TOTAL UNITS .... / 2 s - H  SUPPLIES BEING REQUESTED _ _________________________________________________ tO * r)
SEGMENTS - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
TO SB
NEWLY LISTED
TO BB 
UPDATED
W -O f¥ /' .999-092* '
(CHECK THOSE RECEIVED)
EM PLOYEE -  F IE LD  O FFIC E  COPY
E-36
\H H S -H I S -1 0 0
FY  1 9 6 5
Figure III. Example of Form 11-35A (Back)
IN TE R V IE W E R ’S R E Q U IS IT IO N  O F S TO C K SU PPLIES
P lM M M itorths number o f the follow ing stock supplies flood od and oheek tho box fo r “ Supplies being requested,** on the fro n t of ths form .
Form um ber • Form  Name Num ber needed Form  Num ber , Num ber needed
A d m in is tra tiv e
BC-27A
Tim e and Cost D istribu tion  Report fo r Non­
Leave Earning Personnel
soc
SOC-900
BC-27B Field Employee’s Record o f M ileage, Per Diem , and O ther.Reim bursable Expenses. z o SOC-900A
11-36 INTERviewer COMMUNICATION z o SOC-900B
11-38 Appointm ents N otice S0C-901
Sm all W hite Return Envelopes SOC-902
Large Brown Return Envelopes S0C-905
Lead, 2.5 SOC-921
SOC-922
CPS
C PS-263 Dear Friend Letters
QHS
QHS-300
CPS-260 C ontrol Cards (Sam ple ) QHS-301
CPS-262 Individual Census Reports QHS-400
11-171 Segm ent L is ts  (also-used on NHS) QHS-401
tl-1 7 4 8  Segm ent Address L is t
P-2255 Special Dwelling L isting  Sheets (a lso used on NHS)
HVS-1 Housing Vacancy Form
C 8 BUS-054F CCBR Interview  Cards
O TH ER
BUS-093A Census C urrent Business Reports
BUS-093SA M onthly Service Trade Reports
BUS-095 
Section 111 C ontinuation Sheets
BUS-095 
Section IV Enum eration Sheets
NHS
NHS-MIS-I Q uestionnaires A T
NHS-600 Dear Friend Letters
NHS-601 Thank you Lette rs . 1 0 0
NHS-HIS-50/ Book o f Flash Cards /
wega-iv) J O ia te te s  S * p p le ,n e " t /0
FORM 11-35A (4-1-63)
E-37
Figure IV. Example of Form NHS-HIS-705
*
F O R M  N H S -H IS -7 0 5  u  S . D E P A R T M E N T  O F  C O M M E R C E
(6 -7 -8 3 )  '  B U R E A U  O F  T H E  C E N S U S
D IA G N O ST IC  E D IT IN G  FO R  IL L N E S S E S ,
IN JU R IE S , A N D  H O S P IT A L IZ A T IO N S
(To be used for edit of Form NHS-HtS-1)
Regional office _
/3
Sample
B  - 3 0
PSU Segment No.
? / ?  O S/S
I n t e r v ie w e r ’ s  n a m e
C k & rrs jz fs  W Jtr/erv * 7 / W l L O i L v
H .H .
serial
number
C am e
from
Q.No.
Column (d-1) Column (d-2)
Cause
Column (d-3 )
Kind
Column (d-4)
Part of body
Error
code
O S / /
(3 0 C3
09 /Z
£
0 /yiA / /W £?j 17
T a b l e  I I - T J O
H .H .
Columns * • * 1-'--
Date of entry Nights '• • E rro r '
number ( c ) ( d) (e ) (0 (g)
code
Mo. 1 Day | Year T o ta l 12 mos. 2 wks.
03
1 1
L \ i o \ m 10 / o HotUL
1 1 Yes
I S  N ° /3
\ 1 
1 1 
1 1
_____ 1 1_____
□  Yes
□  No
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1
□  Yes
□  No
Table A - A C C ID E N TS  AND IN JU R IES .
H .H . Question 2
- - v. - r- . - 
- . » - •’ ' v- _/ t. . . * Error
number Part(s) of body ' ■ : Kiod of in ju rtfin ju rie s ) "
code
0 / tX .
•' < -  - ' V r ,  v • ri r -:
. W ; V  ' /6
T  ;
Comments
U S C O M M -D C  t  5 6 2 1 P - 6 3
E-38
' -
M i b - H l b - l O O  
FY 1965
Figure V. Example of Form NHS-HIS-T06
f o r m  NHS-HIS-706
10-17-03)
U.S. DE P AR TM E N T OF COMMERCE 
B U R E A U  O F  T H E  C E N S U S
T A L L Y  O F  E R R O R S  O T H E R  TH AN  D IA G N O S T IC  ER R O R S
(To bo used far edit o f Form NHS-HIS-1)
See explanation in Appendix C (Part E  o l the IVNSdUS'iOO Manual)
7. NUMBER O F  SEGMENTS
TH IS  WEEK &
TO D A T E -  
THIS Q U ARTER
1.-R E G IO N , 2  E D IT E D  BYa a.
1  SAM PLE
B -30
A  WEEKo r .
5. IN TE R V IE W E R  .  J CODE
6. PSU NUMBER(S) 
THIS WEEK
J 7 f
ft. NUM BER O F INTERVIEW S (IN C LU D IN G  HOUSEHOLDS WITH T Y P E  Z'S)
TO DATE
COMPLETED
ERROR
CODE 9. T A L L Y  O F ERRORS
10. ERRORS
THIS
WEEK
TO
OATS
ERROR
CODE 9. T A L L Y  O F ERRORS
W. ERRORS
THIS
WEEK
TO
PATE
20 j L 5 4
21 55
2 2 56
23 57
24 58
25 59
26 60
27 I I I . 61
28 62
29 63
30 64
31 65
32 66
33 67
34 / 68 /
35 69 J I L .
36
37 71
38 72
39 73
40 74
41 75
42 76
43 77
44 I L 78
-45- 79
40 60 /
47 81
48 82
49
50
51
52
53
II. TOTAL OTHER ERRORS 
(FORM NHS-HIS-706) / 3
12 TOTAL DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS 
(FORM NHS-HIS-705) £
11 TOTAL ERRORS /7
In te rv le v A e r co py U S C O M M -O C  1 9 7 4 1  P - 0 3
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"CHAPTER 1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF B SEGMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING
V'A. .'description of 
./ B Segments
,,,_ B Segments fall into two categories which we shall refer to as "Regular 
B Segments", and ’Permit B Segments". . .
V r " r Ky  y < '
Regular B Segments consist of a cluster of addresses selected from the 
I960 Census Listing Books in which the i960 Census Taker recorded the 
addresses of all living quarters in his Enumeration District (ED).
' Permit B -Segments consist of one or a few addresses selected from the ' 
"” "Survey' of Construction (SOC) building permit data. '
: 1. From I960
- Listing Books ‘
Most B Segments are Regular B Segments selected from I960 Census Listing 
Books and the addresses in the segments are transcribed from consecutive
' lines of the Listing Books. These addresses are generally in consecutive 
order on the ground, but in some cases may not be— depending on the order 
of enumeration in the I960 Census.
. , .-The reason-for, selecting segments from I960 Census Listing Books is to
take advantage of advance knowledge of the number of addresses in an ED 
which permits us to .divide it into segments with a relatively uniform
..number of-.addresses ,for. each sample-. This avoids a large increase in the 
i -, number ,of households and persons interviewed from segment to segment and
— j iji'?* i,‘*j -V sample, to sample and increases the precision of the estimates from the
iilu-.u-V :.'..v.f ■: \ :svryej~. • .. * - . , . . - ,
;.)■.,' tj :.'2.; I'Ftoid ;S5C - data t ; The.Permit BSegments selected from SOC permit data will have the letter 
; ripii j_n the segment number and the name of the permit-issuing office may
; appear in the upper-left corner of the B Segment Address List.
-.For MLS Pennit B Segments onlv. the unner left corner of the B Segment List 
.. may ,al'so-„show- in_ parentheses after the . permit office name, the specific
’ U.-y -’if'-sa name, of■ the place where the sample units have been built. This specific
'• u c ^ S ’. r.pirrrii-V:)'1 .-r-place-name-(town,1 unincorporated area, development) need not be the same
.!r *' , f 1'“ ,-L." • ' • '- , ---as the ;"Place" name on the tab of the Segment Folder which should be used 
• to find .the general location of. the segment. The reason for selecting 
c,-.,-segments-from SOC permit, data--is-to include new construction since the
, ' <• l vL .-I960 .Census. ■ - '- ,
. B. General procedure 
v ; for B Segments.-
' The jTPnpTnl prnpprliire for B Segments at' the time of interview is about 
' the same as for TA and NTA Segments. Just as for TA and NTA Segments, you 
will be given a Segment Folder containing listing sheets and a Special 
■ Dwelling Worksheet or Special Dwelling Listing Sheet if there is a special
CPS-250 ' ' ' " 
NHS-HIS-100 - 
MLS-300 ■. . 
SORAR-725 ' ’
£>c. vVrsi-f • ‘ ' . • F-l (Revised June 1964) -
dwelling place in the segment. A map may be provided to help you 
locate the segment.
You will locate the addresses comprising the segment and interview the 
units designated for the current sample.
C. How procedure for 
B Segments differs 
from TA and NTA 
Segments
The procedure for B Segments differs from that for TA and NTA Segments
in the following major ways:
1. For B Segments, you will be furnished with a list of addresses 
transcribed from Census data. For TA and NTA Segments the list you 
receive will be one prepared by yourself or another interviewer when 
the segment was canvassed in a previous visit.
2. You will be using a different listing sheet for B Segments —  a 
yellow B Segment Address List, 11-174-} instead of the Segment 
List used in TA and NTA Segments.
3. For B Segments, you will not be using the Supplemental Segment 
List, 11-172, nor the List of Structures with NO Dwelling Units 
(Living Quarters). These forms will continue to be used for TA and- 
NTA Segments as required.
4. You will not update the lists for B Segments as you do for TA and 
NTA Segments (except for Special Dwelling Places).
5. Occasionally in B Segments, you will list units at a given designated
address at the time of interview. These addresses will be identified 
on the B Segment List by a reference to "Fill Sheet ___".
6. "Extra" units in B Segments are defined and handled somewhat differ­
ently than in TA and NTA Segments.
7. Special dwelling places in B Segments will be visited for the first 
time for a particular sample at the time of interviewing; not by a 
previous visit as in TA and NTA Segments.
8. A special coverage check, called the predecessor-successor (P and S) 
procedure, may be used in B Segments to account for units missed 
during the I960 Census and units newly constructed since the Census. 
This procedure is comparable to that of bringing lists up to date 
in TA and NTA Segments. The special coverage check will be con­
ducted in a separate visit by persons especially trained in the 
procedure.
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
MLS-300
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.' CHAPTER 2. HOW TO LOCATE B SEGMENTS AND IDENTIFY SAMPLE UNITS
. K iAvr.To :16cate“/.ir.,r 
■^•^ A-^ Sg^ .nts.',
•-;:There, are. no mapped boundaries for B Segments since these segments con- 
'< sistf*o'f addresses and not specific land areas.
'• ' '■ -a.-?.0 locate a.B Segment, use ,the Grid Map and the grid coordinates'given on
' • ' " t v’ " * ‘ ■ ■■'S' ' '  ...............’ "  ■ "
% •' ■ ■ the tab of the Segment Folder. If a map is stapled to the inside of the
pv?.;
iv -iI *>p»
i -■
r • tr:
, J
;-".'Segment' Folder,'; also use'it to help locate the segment.
For.NHS, MLS and SORAR, there will be no map in the Segment Folder if the 
-■-•segment’'can be located easily on the grid map or a map can be obtained 
locally., ,
:*v;Fbr','CPSv'the'map in’ the-Segment Folder shows ED boundaries outlined in 
green and small land areas in which red numbers and asterisks appear.
'■r These red and green entries have no meaning at the time of the interview.
S'ffi
if 'V,
■^’-4.5^..^ J  '• They ’are, used only by the person conducting the special coverage check.
/. .'.The.ED boundaries on these maps are not the boundaries of the segment.
Jr :'JPcc'asionally‘;ryou may-find that a sample unit is outside the ED boundary 
shown':on %He'-’map."''-In such cases, - interview the sample unit and report it
on'an INTER-CQMM (Referral)' with a ’-rough sketch showing its location in 
i j'-'1/ ■. relation, to.the .ED boundary. , (NOTE that this is different from the
•- *■..  . r, ..... >— — s f—  <n* — j w »  --- ■*-- units found to be outside
)
l.;~a S'
.* Notice ythat', in. general, .-we'have provided you with enough addresses on
-the’B Segment List for..two or three samples at a time on the assumption
’ t; sTTr.-'-oV '.'K^Z .•...  , .
*v.-I' .-'-'that”"it' is-easier'to locate a large cluster of addresses.
.■ ’ ■
• Vvr^“;!
•'J ty '.IS .1- :‘.f •' ‘ h V i,* ’ ')■’ 4
,B:.’ To"identify. S.r-
.i-V- V ' "
n B :‘SegmehtsT are identified-by‘the street name, house
s.ample^ .feltsiii; :^ ,;'nmber']and"''other?i-specifi’c• iocation, if needed, siich as "Apt. 102", '
’'-ii'istt.fioof--left"V-’etc.-''At the'time of interview; go to each address 
current sample. - ’ ' : -- ' '
J\. ; T H HV*P ft fi y .  4j‘ • *
f5 Z1^  'jr- desi^iate'd' for--the "' rre
.^,cases;wherb; an; address is. not found exactly as listed, you can assume 
j -.j consider.: w h e n ' ‘ ' - - ’ - -- - ' . . . .  ........
' :’v’<v
....... that the listing corresponds to some living space that does or did exist.
.-specific address. • "
;t'is not Jfouhd vConsequently in trying to locate a particular unit, you should consider 
all possible units in the vicinity which resemble the listed address.
?cps-25o ; V ’ 
; ; NHS-HIS-100.. . ;
iw; >;MLS-300 ;9;'- ; •'
-.- SORAR-^725 . t
F-3 (Revised December 1963)
a. Conclusions After considering all such possible units, you should come to one of 
the following conclusions:
l) Similar unit 
located
"I have located a unit which is not identical to the listed address, 
but which matches -the listed address better than any other. The address 
of this unit does not appear anywhere on the listing, therefore, I have 
probably located the sample unit under another address."
2) Unit not 
located
Instructions in Chapter 3 show how to indicate on the B Segment Address 
List that you have found the sample unit but at a different address.
"I can find no unit now existing which could reasonably be represented 
by the listed address."
Instructions in Chapter 3 show how to report units which are apparently 
non-existent. .
a) Units not 
yet started 
in permit 
B Segments
You may be assigned a permit B Segment (letter "P" in the segment number) 
and find that construction of a sample unit in the segment has not been 
started. Treat this type of unit as a Type B Non-interview and mark 
the reason "Permit granted, construction not started". For CPS, MLS and QHS 
you will be assigned the unit each time it is to be interviewed and you 
must determine each time whether construction has been started.
b) Different 
from pro­
cedure in 
regular 
B Segments
' Note that this procedure differs from the procedure in regular B Segments 
(segment numbers not including the letter "P") where sample -units not 
found to exist are reported as "non-existent" and not visited again 
during the life of the sample.
b . Name of 
I960 Census 
household 
head
For addresses selected from the I960 Census Listing Books, you will 
also be given the name of the household head as of April i960 if it is 
available. This may help you locate the correct sample unit if house 
numbers or street names have changed. Do not use the name of the i960 
household head unless you are unable to identify the sample unit by the 
-address alone. Additional instructions on the use of the name of house­
hold head are given in Chapter 3. If in doubt as to whether you have 
located the appropriate unit, indicate this to your supervisor on an 
INTER-COMM.
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
MLS-3.00
SORAR-725
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When you use the name of the head to locate a particular sample unit, 
explain that you are trying to identify the sample unit in order to 
interview the present occupants, regardless of who they are, because our 
sample is based on addresses, not individuals.
3. Sample units 
identified 
‘ as "Vacant"
If a sample unit was vacant at the time of the I960 Census, "Vacant" 
will appear on the listing sheet. You must visit such sample units and 
conduct an interview if the unit is occupied at the time. If the unit is 
vacant at the time of your visit, treat it as Type B Non-interview.
NHS-HIS-100 
MLS-30O •
SORAR-725 ■ \
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. . CHAPTER 3. USE OF B SEGMENT ADDRESS LIST
A. Basic, copy , -. The cluster of addresses comprising the B Segment is recorded on one or 
more yellow sheets of the B Segment Address List, Form 11-174• We 
■ shall.refer to these as the "basic" copies of the B Segment Address
/ / ;V; V . ....Lists., Locate and interview the addresses designated for the current 
„sample on these lists.
;'- •' 1. ;Address and - 
' name of I960 " '; 
.household .
; head ;i ■: ,-il: . 
, v --•.'.tirj'Lr
The address, and name of the I960 Census household head, if known, for 
the units comprising the segment were transcribed to the basic copies 
, .of.the B Segment Address Lists. The I960 household head name is provided 
only to help you locate.the sample unit. T>o not change the household 
:,head name if ypu find the,unit is now occupied by a different household.
r. - 2. Sample ■
, designation
A sample designation (for example, A21,- B38, C4 or S5) appears on the 
list for some or most of the addresses in the segment. Interview only
* -* V
, . the units designated for the sample for which you are furnished interview 
forms. . . . . .  .
: In addition, interview any "extra" units you discover at current sample 
addresses (see Chapter 5 for the definition of "extra" units in B 
Segments). ■
• 3.' Serial 1 • 1 ■ 
’number / - ’
A serial number will appear on the list for units in the current sample. 
This number appears as part of the control number in item 6 of the CPS, 
.MLS, and SORAR' Control Card and will be the same number that appears in
item' 9 on the NHS-HIS Questionnaire.
"R" in . ' . - 
J1. ' Column 7,, ..
Disregard any "R" that appears on the bottom line in column 7 for units 
v.-; in; the current .sample. . This "R" is used in reinterview.
‘ "■ " i ' ■: ,,
•>5i .Identification 
; of. sample •. •. '
■ ■!>hddress"inj ...4. , 
columns 8
• ' ■ and- 9 • ■
Fill column 8 or 9 for each current sample address during the first 
visit to the address.
1, .-a/ Purpose ‘ -  ^.The purpose of these columns is to provide a record of whether each 
■ sample unit which you locate, corresponds exactly with the listed 
address, or if not, how it is different from the listed address. ’
'CPS-250, . , 
NHS-HIS-100 
MLS-300 ■ 
S0RAR-725 '
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b. How to
show sample 
unit found 
as listed
Enter an X 'in column 8 for each unit found identical to the sample 
address listed. This will be the most common situation.
Do not verify the name of the I960 household head. As stated earlier, 
this name' is provided only to help you find a sample unit when you are 
unable to locate the unit by the address alone. Check column 8 if the 
unit found is identical to the sample unit as listed even if you happen 
to learn that the household head whose name appears on the list has 
never lived at the address given. This procedure is necessary since we 
are ufdnp’ a sample of addresses and not a sample of names.
c. How to show 
sample unit 
not found 
as listed
If you cannot find the identical address of a sample unit or find a ■ 
change in what comprises that address, such as a merger or conversion, 
enter a code in column 9 according to the following situations:
Treat the sample unit as a Type C - noninterview when you use.any of the 
codes specified in paragraphs l) through 6) below.
l) Demolished 
units
Enter "D" in column 9 if you find that a sample unit has been demolished 
and another unit does not exist in its place.
2) Replaced 
unit
Enter "R" in column 9 if you find that a sample unit has been replaced
by new construction.
Note: When the code "R" is used, report the situation on an INTER-CQMM 
showing:
(a) address of the new construction
(b) type of new construction such as, "replaced by single-family 
house, private apartment building, general hospital, city owned 
public housing, etc."
(c) if the new construction is a special dwelling place, also give the 
name of the place
(d) number of new units
(e) the month'and year new construction was staruea (as best you can 
determine).
3) House or 
Trailer 
moved
Enter "HM" if you find that a sample unit was a house or trailer which 
has been moved off the property.
CPS-250
NHS-HIS-100
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. 4-) Apparently 
- Non-Existent 
unit
Note: This code is to be used in Regular B Segments only;
See paragraph ll)-13) below, for the code to use when you cannot 
3 -locate a sample unit in a Permit B Segment.
Enter "NE" in column 9, and an explanation in Remarks, if you find that 
■a sample unit apparently never existed and has not been demolished or 
merged. Also explain the reason in complete detail on the Control Card 
- ' or NHS Questionnaire. •
: t v  ' 
Inquire .
■t k  '  ?. , ■ ■ : •’ about' c ' 4,' - s
* .  * '  : . r  ’  
« v  t  . V 1” , , - . .Regular ,B
_ ‘ Segment "
..units which
- " ' f ' v
A  .A . -appear' to-'
* 1 - V - A  - A V - be;- "NEn A  r •
. - v  'A - -  ’
■Vi'U•-** "V 
1
Before reporting a listed sample unit as non-existent, inquire of 
residents or business establishments in the area. If you are unable to 
locate a number of addresses in a segment, look in the telephone 
directory;- for names of the I960 household heads for the units you cannot 
- locate. Xou may find that the street name was misspelled or partially 
incorrect. For example, you may be trying to locate a sample unit. at 
..fe i \i',j - . ’ ■ ■ AOly East. Third Street which was occupied by Hr. .Beck in I960. The
" ...  ’sJ'iii.Cteiephone;..directory.-.shows a Mr. Beck at AOlo- Vest Third Street’. If you
find; that, other,, sample., units. in. .the segment -are also on Vest Third •
' . - rather than East Third and the.households lived on West Third in I960,
. you.conclude that the listed addresses should be Vest Third not East.
TjrIS; fin i1 listed sample unit ..appears to be a-structure containing no
-V bi-. as’a - store or church, be sure to inquire as to the
existence;,of-living quarters, at the address using the name of the I960 
. household;head,',if-.necessary, to locate the unit.’'.t:. p seholi
A.’tA \ AV AVAiAAr , '-Nri+.o'? t--R(I ■Report-.;the situation on an INTER-COMM when the code nNEn is used, ..what action you took to locate the unit.
that a samrple address was never living quarters.
’ * ^ “Unit^Con-1;'^-^ Enter ■"CPni if-you .find that, a sample, unit-was used as living quarters'
j « ' , i  a - i n .  1960'but has since been-converted to-permanent business or storage.
:,-vj ■ '^ ^ s i^ g s f .p r ;« . ,v ( - j . ii-I!. .Vs t  y / - r .  •.>..■-; .i : ■■ .. , ■ . ,
Storage1-’:- ’
j enter n0E" in column 9 if you find that a 
green boundary shown on the ED map (if a map
/ "<*;A  . > • h a s  been  f u r n is l i e d ) .
s’A ' A ' A A ' , - ■ -S&rS;iC ixlg-l. !S ‘k ;j> IV.V.U' ‘ •
r m c ?  o * r  r\' . •  tp t n _____s _____ i t »_ife?«ii:i?'-SCPS-25pV':'- '■
?:’< NHS-HIS-lOO ■ 
” > " MLS-300 . v
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Note: Report the situation on an INTER-COMM as specified on page F-3 
when code "0E" is used.
8) Merged unit Enter "M" on the line for each unit involved if you find a sample unit 
has merged with another unit and enter in the remarks column, on the 
line for the first merged unit listed, the date the merger was discovered. 
Treat mergers in B Segments in the same manner as mergers in TA and NTA 
Segments. .
Note: If a current sample unit in a B Segment has merged with an unlisted 
unit or with a listed unit which is not designated for any sample, 
report the situation on an INTER-COMM.
9) Unit Con­
verted to 
More Units
Enter "CM" if you find that a sample unit has been converted to more 
units.
10) Use of the 
Code "OT" 
(Other)
Enter "OT" in column 9 and explain the situation in the remarks for ary 
case where a sample unit is not found exactly as listed and the situation 
would not be explained by using one of the above codes. The following 
Eire examples of use of the code "OT".
EXAMPLE I: Sunnose a sample unit which is listed on a separate line of 
the B Segment Address List is found to be a unit in a special dwelling 
place. You should enter "OT" in column 9 and indicate in the remarks 
that the unit is a staff or non-staff or unclassified unit in 
(specify the name of the special dwelling place).
CPS-250
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EXAMPLE 2: Suppose a sample address is 803 Main Street with "Adams" 
the head. When you look for the address, you find that there never was 
an "803 Main Street" and that Adams has lived at 805 Main Street for 
10 years. There is a vacsiht lot between 801 and 805 Main Street but 
the address 805 is not on the B Segment List. You would conclude that 
the I960 Census enumerator had recorded the house number incorrectly 
and that 805 Main Street is the sample unit. After entering "OT" in 
column 9, you should enter "805 Main Street is correct address" in the 
remarks. This example points out one use of the name of the i960 house­
hold head in locating the correct unit. A different situation would 
have existed in this example, if you had found 803 Main Street but 
discovered that Mr. Adams had always lived at 805 Main Street. Since, in 
that case, you would have found the listed address, the name of the house­
hold head in i960 would be disregarded.
F-9 (Revised December 1964.)
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EXAMPLE 3: Surmose vour samnle addresses are several aDartments -in a 
multi-unit structure and you find that the apartments are actually 
unnumbered or that their numbers do not resemble the listed numbers.
' If you are unable to identify the listed units by using the I960 house­
hold head names, prepare an INTER-COMM explaining the situation includ­
ing a sketch, if possible, showing the location and identification of 
the apartments now existing in the structure.
U )-13) idii- ' 
- ; -tipnal Codes 
• for Permit B 
, v- - Segments
' To locate units in Permit B Segments where houses are not properly
numbered, it may be necessary to use the permit number listed in column 
12 or in the remarks column of the B Segment List. If a respondent 
■ cannot verify that his home was built under this permit number, it may 
be necessary to contact the permit-issuing office to verify the address 
-’ and permit number and determine to whom the permit was issued. If it 
-was issued to a contractor, contact him and find out for whom he built 
the house or to whom he sold it.
If, after inquiry, you cannot find a Permit B Segment sample unit, enter 
one of the following codes in column 9, according to the situation.
, ;- 'rii) Uhabie to 
: 'Locate-'- - . -
Enter nULn in column 9 and treat the sample unit as a Type A noninter­
view if you cannot find the property on which the sample unit was to 
"have been built.
f - .1 , . '
12-),. Construction 
.Not .Started .
.Enter rCNS" in column 9 and treat the sample unit as a Type B noninter- 
v view if-you .find the property but construction has not been started.
,13) Unused
. • - -T', ; .Permit ' . .
, Enter "UPn in column 9 and treat the sample unit as a Type C noninter- 
; . view if you discover that a permit has not been used and is abandoned.
0. Remarks ,. ' 
• . . Column ' '
This column is to be used to explain the VOT" code as specified above 
and to record other information about the sample unit.
; 7. S ,-Check' .  , 
' \ ColsV'10-13) ' '
.Columns 10-13 are used to record information from the successor check 
conducted,as a special.coverage check. . Make no entries in these 
.columns, at the time, of interview (these are columns 10-11 on B Segment 
,.Lists dated 9-8-64). . .
CPS-25O '
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B . Snapout "extension" 
copy of B Segment 
Address List
In some cases you are asked to list al1 of the units at a specific 
address. This address is generally for a multi-unit structure such as 
an apartment house, rooming or hoarding house or nontransient hotel. 
Occasionally, it is for part of a multi-unit structure such as "first- 
floor", "downstairs", etc.
Bor each such case, you will he instructed to "Fill Sheet _ _ " for the
address on the basic list and will be provided with an "extension" 
copy of the B Segment Address List in snapout form (top sheet yellow, 
botton sheet white). On the "extension" sheet, the address of the 
structure (or Part to be listed) will be recorded in Columns 2 and A on 
the first line and the sample designations will be entered in Column 7. 
Note that the sarmling pattern of samplp designations on an "extension" 
sheet is not necessarily the same as on the basic sheet.
You may find that an address which is expected to be for a multi-unit 
structure is actually a single-unit structure. Special .instructions 
regarding such cases are given on Page F-12.
1. Reason for 
listing units 
in multi-unit 
structures
When you are asked to list alt units in specific multi-unit structures 
on an "extension" sheet, it is because the units within these structures 
were not identified separately by apartment number or location in the 
I960 Census Listing Books. We assume, however, that these were multi­
unit structures at the time of the Census because the street address 
was recorded more than once with different names of household heads 
entered for this same address.
For the current survey, we need a complete identification of all units 
existing in each such structure at the time the "extension" sheet is 
filled. '
2. Reason for
"snapout" version
The "snapout" version of the B Segment Address List is provided as an 
"extension" sheet because a copy of the listing you make is needed for the 
records of the Processing Office. The carbon (white) copy will be re­
moved by the Regional Office and forwarded to the Processing Office after 
you have completed your enumeration of the segment.
3. Timing of listing
of specified multi- •
unit structures
a. For NHS For NHS the listing of a structure for which an "extension" sheet is
. provided is to be done during the week in which the lowest numbered
sample on the particular "extension" sheet is interviewed.
CPS-250 F-10 (Revised December 1963)
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l).-. Example ‘
’ *" ’ ‘~r£;. ;\b XFor - CPS,: MLS
^ t ^ ^ . ' / a n d  SORAR
,y -*S ■ • . 1
i i
.
ffe'
)£,• •;v‘,c',,--Reason forliS-r' y .  j v j  '-V s. r-.. ;•*. ijj , '
: /"• .T ■ '.procedure' " ‘
For example, you may be interviewing sample B27 units and find that an 
/'extension" sheet in the Segment Folder has only Sample B31 and B35 
:i- designations. No listing would then be required for the "extension"
. sheet until you are.to interview the Sample B31 units.
. For CPS, MLS and SORAR, fill the "extension" sheet at the time 
i Ispecified.on,the line .following the instruction "Fill Sheet ___".
The reason for not listing the structure until you are to interview one 
or more sample units in it is to have a complete listing for the first 
• sample in which the structure is included.
d^jjojugdatibig , If _a listing was made on an“extension" sheet for a previous sample or 
...^ (survey* do not bring the listing up to date but interview the units 
‘ .designated for the current sample making sure the current sampling 
h'Cf/."/,?'-. . pattern has been extended through all units listed.
, ->
uJlraiS , , . . . .  . .
I'-.-’ro ‘;m. 1 ’ i'
A.'uPrdcedure.:’for/.-, •/ When there, is an entri
> *» I s
■lit,
“^listing‘lum'ifs 
inmulti-unit 
.. structure s •
y of "Fill Sheet ___" opposite an address on the
basic B Segment Address List and ah "extension" sheet is provided for 
the- structure, proceed as follows:
the structure are to be listed, determine the number 
.^ gf separate, living; quarters in the structure as instructed below:
tt&rl ;kc„. a jn.r.. c;'.;:
“ v a ' ^ ’j^Sfeh^’fitrup^ ti^ q^ Ifi. the ^ structure' appears from the outside to be a single-family house,
H 5
•~1
.jsjftst inquire to determine the number of separate living quarters it 
« -^contains... This...instruction applies to B Segments only and is differentrfiF ( tit* !p.y\ 1! : -yjij ' -.’-r.t;: <y~; >:_t _ . , - .
i* r\ h' ft am :ttae listing instructions for such structures in TA and NTA Segments.( ir-Cw 'J'ArrTvo.- :*._•* _ j-v, > • ■ - . i •
< v t i C i ’-' V  - h-t' gilt:-is .necessarvin B Segments because the entries in the I960 Censusiz.-x : . ' . z Z T > .. .
\ r k h . J  -v-v i Listing'Book'indicate that the structure is multi-unit.
'i?
-s-/C.- •5**5^
"‘Make .''your ‘inquiry as'1’instructed in Chapter %  to Part C of this manual.
j.-:^ .r2j'^'^eh'%truhture'>'> If !tK'ef'stidicture’Jc6ritaihs apartment's which are- 
::f ' f *?<¥•"■ ■ 'list''-the',‘'apartme1hts':fr6m' information obtained fmiTnhfirfirt' rvr • • r
j
-jgggghutoered o r ■ , 
/; gvlettered ■ ' ■’ lobby or
numbered or lettered, 
rom a desk (if, any) in the
 from information‘obtained "from a resident manager making sure
V>- K. J
it;
■,\ . - f P f f ' , • to ask about .any basement apartments. If there is no desk in the lobby
,BK}ssiJr.sr*s- Jtssas- <*0 t'-V  'Jv t  t ; . : - . t v -  ...... ,
r j' g • ;■ ' ; or resident manager, canvass each floor of the structure and list each
<(» S jhpignvjfct* a u u tA  "r jisS ir  j f \ r  :<■ _
; Vih?h/.rh6'h
"t
. ..  . .... . . .....  manual. ,
; CPS-250 ' '
; NHS-HIS-100 ■ 
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-apartment by observation as specified in Chapter 7 to Part C of this 
■ F-ll (Revised December 1963)ViO/..! 'ie'qm;.--.,
3) When there 
are a number 
of quarters 
not identi­
fied by 
number or 
letter
If it is apparent that the structure contains a number of separate 
living quarters which are .not identified by number or letter, but which 
are off a public hall, ask the resident manager for a listing of the 
apartments or canvass the hall and list the quarters by location as 
specified in Chapter 7 to Part C of this manual.
If these separate living quarters do not open off a public hall, inquire 
of the landlady or janitor or, if none, inquire of one of the tenants to 
determine the number and location of each separate living quarters in the 
structure.
b. How to list List each separate living quarters in the structure on a separate line 
beginning on line one of the "extension" sheet. List in the order 
specified in Chapter 7 to Part C of this manual which is the order you 
follow in listing in TA and NTA Segments.
l) Column 5 on 
"extension" 
sheet .
i.
Enter the apartment number or a description of the location in Column 5. 
Do not list any of the units in the structure on the basic sheet where 
you are instructed to "Fill Sheet ___".
a) Special
instructions 
for addresses 
found to be 
single-unit 
structures
If you find that the structure at the address listed on the "extension" 
sheet is a single-unit structure. enter a dash in Column 5 on line 1 and 
explain in Column 14 of the "extension" sheet why you believe it might 
have appeared from the Listing Book that this was a multi-unit structure. 
Also enter the name of the April I960 household head for any units which 
existed at that time but which have been demolished, converted, etc. For 
example, you might have learned that the occupants formerly rented the 
upstairs as an apartment and now occupy the whole house. The entry in 
Column 14 in this case would be "Upstairs formerly rented as apartment - 
Jones". The Processing Office needs the name of the Anril 1960 household 
head to help determine whether the units were listed in the I960 Census.
2) Column 6 on 
"extension" 
sheet
Leave Column 6 blank. You are not to obtain the name of the household 
head for the units you list except in the special cases described above 
and in paragraph 5) below.
3) Columns 8 
pnd 9 on 
"extension" 
sheet
You will usually enter an "X" in Column 8 of the basic sheet and leave 
Columns 8 and 9 of the "extension" sheet blank since you are making a 
current listing of the units within the structure. However, if you do 
not find the identical sample -address of the structure itself as listed,
CPS-250
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. J 
r ' .
enter the' appropriate code in Column 9 on both the basic list and the 
"extension" sheet opposite the address for the structure. Note that 
- for structures to be listed on the "extension" sheet the codes M (Merged) 
, and CM (Converted to More Units) for Column 9 are not applicable at the 
time you make a complete listing of all units in the structure.
' columns'l0-13'r These1 colvimns pertain to the predecessor-successor coverage check. Make 
- ,v 7 ;1 .-on ;'(exte n s i on "
• • 'sheet. ,
no entries in them at the time of interview.
• 1 5).-ColumnvU on • . 
‘; '• "extension"
_f", • ‘ ; ’ ■ . \ sheet
, . 'V.',: , ;-.;A . .'.
UY-V--
. ;L J ' V ; ."
-" . , - u : " -
' yip 'i';- . -v. ■«
, 1 . . " i -  . : , i-
Jilt -TvM.'/f.1'-.
t  ;°K ViiM ip ■ ' • ,1:
ri?1.
•' . 6)..Designation.
- of; sample ' ’
' M-i' . -,-1, omits on
ft,'..* lpn i i . . .
If you .find that there is more than one structure at the address on the 
"extension" sheet and each structure is part 'of the specific address 
given with no separate house number, list on a separate line of the 
"extension" sheet,each unit in those structures which are identified by 
■v:the specific address. Enter in Column1 1/. the name of the I960 household 
head for each unit. For example, if the address on the "extension" sheet 
, is "801 Main" and you find a single-unit house with this number and 
another "house in the rear" at this address with no separate house number, 
you would list the units in each structure on separate lines. On the 
other' hand, if the address on the "extension" sheet is "614 Park" and you 
;f-in_d«a. house- with that address and another unit on the property with a 
, house>number ,of "614^ Park", you would not list the unit at 614-5 Qn a 
r,. separate line-, of the- "extension" sheet but would explain the situation in 
i ■•Column.-14 -and enter.- the last name of the I960 household head of the unit 
at' the 614-5- address;; -for, example; "6l4ir Park - occupied in i960 by Brown".
Sample units will have been designated in advance by sample designations 
in Column 7 of the "extension" sheet. Conduct an interview at those 
-units designated for, the- current sample. It is possible that none of the 
.units,-on a-,particular '"extension" sheet will be designated for the current 
i-.sample; in,which case, no interviewing will be required of any units on 
--/this/..sheet-for this, sample. . .
- r’ . ,1- ,
'5,u Serial Numbers 
' on ."extension".
. . ' s h b ^ ' 3 ?»-'-
: "t-?„■ 4 v -'iciti-'•'j■
■ a., If -sample ,
. • . . ’. ; line -has no
■ ~i 7 * herial - ’ “ ■ " 
- . number;;.; i; 7
-Serial numbers-will have -been entered in Column 7 on the "extension" 
sheet, for.-some'or all-units designated for. the current sample.
1 If you list a unit on a line designated for the current sample and no
- serial number appears on the line, interview the unit. For such units in 
-. ' t:--CPS', MLS;-or. SORAR, enter the last-name of the household head in the space
- for control number on the Control Card and schedule. For NHS, enter the
last name of the household head in the space for the serial number on 
the questionnaire.'1' ' , - . ^
. CPS-25O- 
NHS-His-100 
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b. If no unit
listed on line 
for current 
sample
If a serial number appears on a line designated for the current sample 
and not enough units are found in the structure to list a unit on the 
line, report the serial number as Type C-"unused line on extension sheet".
6. Control Cards 
and question­
naires for 
sample units 
on "extension" 
sheet
You will receive Control Cards (for CPS, MLS or SORAR or questionnaires 
(for NHS) for the units designated for the current sample if serial 
numbers have been assigned. Since your office does not know the apartment 
number or a description of the location of the unit at the sample address 
shown on the "extension" sheet, for CPS, MLS and SORAR you are 
to enter this information in Item 7 of the Control Card after you have 
listed the units.
For NHS enter the apartment number or a description of the location of 
the unit after the address in Item 2(a) of the questionnaire.
When asking the coverage questions on the CPS, MLS or SORAR Control Cards 
or NHS Questionnaire, treat the units listed on an "extension" sheet as 
specific units in multi-unit structures (or single-unit structures 
if appropriate in special cases).
7. Extension of 
sampling 
pattern on 
"extension" 
sheet
Occasionally, in regular B Segments you may have to extend the current 
sampling pattern further to provide for the number 'of units you list in 
n Rt.Tuct.urfi. To extend the samnlinp- nattern. examine the "extension" ’ 
sheet to see what the skin nattern is for the current samnle (the one 
you are interviewing) and continue that pattern through all units listed.^ 
Interview all units designated for the current sample after you have 
extended the sampling pattern.
If you need more "extension" sheets for a structure than provided in the 
Segment Folder, use a snapout "extension" form from your supply. Extend 
the Rampling pattern for the current samnle to the additional "extension" 
sheets for that same structure and interview the current sample units.
Example For example, if on the "extension" sheet for A00 Poplar Street, Lines 3, 
6, 9, 12,' 15 and 18 are designated for the current sample, you would 
continue designating every third unit for the current sample and enter
l/ In permit B Segments (those which have the letter "P" in the segment number) do not extend 
the sampling pattern through the listed units.
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the current sample designation on Lines 1, A, 7, etc., as far as 
necessary on the second "extension" sheet for the structure. You would 
interview the units listed on the lines designated for the current sample 
and follow the procedure in B5 above regarding entries in the serial 
number, item on the interview forms.
'- .- \ is .
A 'separate sheet' number will be assigned to each "extension" sheet if
they Eu?e. for different structures. If you need additional "extension"
sheets to complete the listing of all units within a structure, use as
many blank snapout copies of the B Segment Address List as necessary.
Use the same "extension" sheet number of each additional sheet for the 
. • '
particular structure but add the letter "a" to the first additional 
sheet, "b".to the second additional sheet, etc. For example, if more 
sheets 'are needed to complete the listing of the structure on "extension" 
sheet 2, the second "extension" sheet for the structure would be 
numbered "2a",.the third "2b", etc.
: ' '
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CHAPTER A-',.- PROCEDURE FOR SPECIAL DWELLING PLACES IN B SEGMENTS
A., identification f., 
of - special ‘ . ' 
• ~ dwelling -places - " 
' in ,B._Segments ■.
, , When ,a special dwelling place in a B Segment is to be included in the 
sample, .vou -will find the address for the nlace listed on the basic
B Segment Address List with an instruction "Fill Sheet ___In most
.. cases..the sheet you are to fill is a Special Dwelling Worksheet which 
has been numbered and.inserted in the Segment Folder. A carbon will be 
attached to the sheet so that a copy can be returned to the Processing 
Officer' ..For example, if a particular Segment Folder contains a basic B
<y---• -.Segment Address List-and a worksheet and Line 12 of the basic B Segment 
, Address List appears as "1091 University Ave.— Fill Sheet 2"; sheet 1
. would be the basic sheet and sheet 2 would be the Special Dwelling 
’ “ Worksheet.' (Occasionally a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet instead of a
f"-fr - \ *"~L * 'Special'Dwelling Worksheet may be.inserted. If so, it will contain
'/specific instructions regarding 'sampling and assignment of serial numbers.)
t1 * .H _ ‘ 5_ ,• . ‘  ^ ‘ •_ , . , ’ •
by '/')'• v-£// HfLthe 'Segment-.Folder contains one or more "Fill Sheets" which are
.• i - x . r- , ,
L'1'-Special Dwelling Worksheets (or Special Dwelling Listing Sheets),
>;;u- ex amine the upper right heading, of each worksheet (or Special Dwelling 
.... Listing Sheet) ;.to .-determine whether a sample of units is to be selected
for the current samnle. If you find a worksheet for a place to be included 
' .- 'ih' the current sample. the place may have been included in a previous
sample"or in another survey.' If included in only one other sample for 
. ' the'; samd) survey,"Section I or Section II will be filled for the current 
' ’ / survey depending .-on whether the other, sample precedes or follows the
V'r f~S%. ■J,?:: >V ?'i M - .' current. sample. , If. included in more than one other sample or in another
"VV-^--' 1 ' J ■* survey, the worksheet for the current sample will be cross-referenced
-v.r ;■•■_J,~; . . with the' appropriate worksheets) for the other sample or survey. If the
i-V ..-wii. --.WhYplace which ,is-:to. be included in-the current sample has not been included
' "c in a,previous sample for .the. same ■ survey,- Section I will be partially
ti’ iJVt<iv"-filled'.by. your office-. 1, V. '
B. Use of Special 
V; Dwelling • Worksheet,' . v,' ,< tV-,4ut,,
The Special Dwelling Worksheet may be printed on either white or blue 
/'paper— rthe -forms are- alike and either, may be used. '
-■ •■'. ' : Pvl /{*' V ­
, (,l;r.' Heading,,,’and
\ ■ Oi ’<*.*"
- n;. v; . ■ • " ~r-■ ■ ' <
. Identification and sampling information will have been entered.in Items
, /, a,.b, fe, f, and g in the heading and in Column 2 of the worksheet in 
, ' advancesand.,sampling,instructions for more than one sample may appear on 
t.he form, Ymi are to use the instructions for the current sample.
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a. Item a
b. Item b
c. Item e
2. If special
dwelling place 
has a usable 
register
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In Item a of the heading, either "staff" or "unclassified", whichever 
is appropriate, should be checked. (For CPS, "non-staff" will be 
checked only on the worksheet which will be provided for the annual non­
staff enumeration in March or April. Non-staff units are not scheduled 
to be interviewed for MIE. NHS or SORAR unless you receive specific instruc­
tions to do so.) Follow the instructions in Chapter 1M, Part C of this 
manual to determine which kind of units (staff or unclassified) are to 
be interviewed in each type of Special Dwelling Place.
The sample designation will appear in Item b. If the place is in more 
than one sample, a separate column will be used for each sample. Always 
use the column for the current sample.
The Processing Office may have entered a figure in Item e for your office 
to use as a guide in designating the sample numbers on the worksheet. ’ If 
so, the entry should appear opposite either "staff" or "unclassified" 
depending on the kind of units to be interviewed. In some places where 
staff units are to be interviewed you may find that the Processing Office 
has mistakenly entered the figure opposite "unclassified" units in Item e. 
Follow the instructions in Chapter 14., Part C, regarding the kind of 
units to be included in the interview. '
If the special dwelling place has a usable register from which to 
sample (as defined in Chapter H), use the Special Dwelling Worksheet 
to select the current sample units from the register in the same manner 
as instructed for NTA- Segments in Part D of this manual.
a. Enter an "X" in Item c opposite "Register" to show that you are 
sampling from a register.
b. Indicate in Item d of the heading of the worksheet whether you are 
sampling living quarters (Rooms, HUS, etc.) or persons. For staff 
units and unclassified units, a register of persons is to be used 
only as a last resort.
c. Disregard the figure (if any) entered in Item e and ask how many 
units (staf4 or unclassified) there are in the place at the time
you select the units to be interviewed for the current sample. Record 
this figure in Item e after drawing a line through the figure previ­
ously entered in Item e, if any. The figure you enter should be the
F-17 (Revised December 1963)
kind of units you are sampling— that is, (l) living quarters, such as 
rooms, housing units, etc., or (2) persons (as a last resort). The 
Regional Office needs this figure to determine whether you have 
interviewed the correct number of sample units.
If the special dwelling place has no usable register from which to sample,.r -■ ■. j ’ ■ • -
and: '
3/'If special.
y'‘dwelling“piace'
.jjrhas'jNO. usable.- ■
(" register ■
..a. Place has not the place has not been in a previous sample:
;>!W'-bben in.preViI ' : • • • ' " ■
J -• \ ' . vJ- 
•J. f  •. - -
-9 
 ^•-- '^ surv|y^ >’”  (D-'-’Wake-a complete listing on a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet of
.T ,"'k' ' '“'all'of the kind of units (staff or unclassified) to be included
"■'f ' 7 ' ' ' ' ‘ ’ in-the interview for1 the' particular place. Copy the identifi-
= „ ■ . . . .  •
'y~' . (2)- "'Consider the listing you have made as a register and use the >
V  Special Dwelling Worksheet <to select the sample units from it.
' ’cation-information from the heading of the Special Dwelling 
j 1 Worksheet for the place. ■ .
'^7p;;':;7 7>7 -v. . i// f-'i'-r, -9; ’=
• Piace’has been 
completely
(3) Enter an "X" in Item c.on the worksheet opposite "New Listing".
(4) . Indicate in Item d,,on the worksheet whether- you are sampling
rooms, housing units or persons.
(5) Record in Item e, the number of units in the place.
-. . -
The place has been completely, listed for a previous sample or survey:
^  5 .1: -l.(l)f'-Update.-,the previously prepared-Special Dwelling Listing Sheet .
.iduringJyour visit to the place for-the current sample. Do this 
Vi.:'-'.• survey '. ' - ' ' ' ’
]^77 77
.J 77 ‘V/’ rl'y--'.-.. ' '
wV.'. :
,u- -v ' -'
T rs-liV..--if.-..'vhw ■’ -*;:v ':f ‘.V f ■. ’ •
V
/ V i . - . , , , . exist and do not inquire abou
J
'V 1: ?'■ m : • .,VV;Vj,\.‘ ’ 1’.-!' "
y . ' / t V '--y ' were previously listed.
by .inquiring .-whether ;any new,.structures or wings or new trailer 
sites in trailer camps have been added since the special dwelling 
place was'previously listed. 1 If such additions have' taken place,' 
-’-"'?add'1 the’^ new: unit's (staff or unclassified) to the Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet. Do not cross off-the list, units which no longer
t new units within structures which
'"'(2)' Enter an;-"X"-’, 
d on"theJ " ‘ V:
4*j>
— .
7 V
V-‘r' vbivsvV!? ii.'-.-rh-u:'
7  : ■' "
'cps-250 . . .  '
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opposite" "Previous Listing" in Item c and fill 
workshe'et. ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■  .
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(3) Record in Item e, the number of units now listed for the place.
(4-) Use the updated listing as a register to select units correspond­
ing to the encircled sample numbers entered in Column 2 on the 
worksheet.
4. Exclusion of 
units in Special 
Dwelling Places
On some Special Dwelling Worksheets attached to the B Segment Address 
List, there will be a notation to exclude certain units in the listing 
and sampling of these places. For example, for a sorority house you 
might find the notation "Exclude housemother's apartment". This means 
that you are to exclude this unit in listing or in sampling from a 
register. The reason for this is that the unit (in this case, the 
housemother's apartment) was listed on a separate line in the I960 Census 
Listing Book and has a chance to come into sample on a B Segment Address 
List. Such units may or may not appear on the basic sheet.
5. Special Dwelling 
Worksheet 
provided for a 
hotel found to 
be non-transient
If Jeffersonville has provided a worksheet for a non-transient hotel, 
retain the place on the worksheet and treat it as a special dwelling 
place. In such a case, follow the rules for listing and sampling 
transient hotels except that:
(1) all units are to be listed.
(2) all sample units are to be considered as housing units and
(3) "non-transient hotel" and code "09", are to be entered for type of 
place and type code.
6. Special dwelling 
place found to 
be demolished or 
non-existent
If the special dwelling place is found to be demolished or non-existent, 
indicate this fact in the upper margin on both copies of the Special 
Dwelling Worksheet (or Listing Sheet).
C. When "extension" 
sheet is for a 
special dwelling 
place '
You may be provided with an"extension" sheet for a multi-unit structure 
which you find to be a special dwelling place. In this case, proceed 
as follows:
CPS-250
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1. List all units (staff or unclassified) in the place on a Special
-Dwelling Listing Sheet. (Exclude any entries specified as exclusions 
on the"extension"sheet and any units in the place listed at different 
' addresses on the basic sheet.) Fill the heading of the Special 
Dwelling Listing Sheet (if the place contains staff units, enter 
STAFF above the title of the form).
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;•;. - ~n '■.
-ss '*•-' ■? -■
•'’ ' •>- ;-r '.. ’ -
*"Wt ■ • -- - „ . ’ ■ •
2. Transcribe all sample designations from the “extension11 sheet to the
• . corresponding lines on the Special Dwelling Listing Sheet, extending 
• . the sampling pattern for each sample designated through the last 
' -unit'listed.
3. " Interview the units corresponding to the current sample designation.
4*'... Enter the last name of the household head in the space for control 
, , number on the .Control Cards and schedules for CPS, MLS and SORAR, or in 
.. the. space for serial number on the NHS Questionnaire. Enter "vacant" 
if the. unit is vacant.
Send an INTER-COMM to your office indicating that the structure is a 
special dwelling place and that you have filled a Special Dwelling 
•.Listing Sheet for it.
>'j :• *•?•?*-.' .V 6; Enter in the-Remarks column on Line 1 of the "extension" sheet,
" ’ ” ‘ ' ,-t y. Special Dwelling Listing Sheet filled."
' ' ' '
7. In.Section V on the front of the Segment Folder, check the "yes" box 
’ and enter the name of the special dwelling place.
D. When Sample unit---'.', You -may observe that some units in special dwelling places are listed
.on basic, sheet i
K T  "  ' s:.::on .^parate. iines of the basic B Segment Address List. You are to.-special dwelling.,. . consider .these units as properly listed there and interview them if they 
V ' V  :place v-t-■ - - - - - '
• V *  ’vhv"'-- • .are ..designated for the current sample. Enter "OT" in Column 9 and
•’ // 'ditfJtKsfL, >,}[: spie cify .-in Column L4 the type of unit (staff, non-staff or unclassified)
;,,..- d^..the_typeiof place (transient hotel, home for aged, etc.).
; r: ■' if the unit is in a specified institution as shown on page 86, Part C of
- '••this-manual;-.report the situation on an INTER-COMM giving the following
,'t i-'hf ’ ’ '< ' /'' ■ ' ■ ■ . ' ' ‘
( information: . .
lie and- type of the place, (if it existed in April I960 and
-1' ■ ' ' "L •v‘1' ~ had^a different name then, enter that name and the present name,
,-r identifying each.)
hi S.V. -•
S'-s'.
' .2... The number and identification of all units in the place, for example,
' "rooms 1-14. non-staff", "room 15 staff".
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E. When regular sample 
unit on basic sheet 
has always been or 
is found to be con­
verted to a special 
dwelling place
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3. If all of the units in the place do not have the same street 
address, identify the units at each address separately-. For 
example, "Park Rest Home, 54-5 Canyon Road, rooms 101-212 nonstaff; 
Manager's Residence (staff) 547 Canyon Road".
If the specific address in Column 4 on a separate line of the B Segment 
Address List has always been or is found to be converted to a special 
dwelling place, prepare a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet for that specific 
address. Fop example, if the specific address in Column A of the B Segment 
Address List at the present time a college dormitory, prepare a Special 
Dwelling Listing Sheet for the dormitory at that address (not for all the 
living quarters located on the college campus).
For such a place proceed as follows:
1. Return the originally prepared interview forms as Type C-noninterview.
2. Enter "OT" in Column 9 on the line for the original unit on the basic 
sheet of the B Segment Address List and specify "Unit is Special 
Dwelling Place" together with the date in Column 14.
NOTE: These instructions do not apply if the sample unit has been
replaced by a special dwelling place. The proper code for 
those places is "R" as instructed on page F-7.
3. Prepare the heading of a Special Dwelling Listing Sheet and list all 
of the units in the place (staff or unclassified, whichever is 
appropriate) on consecutive lines of this form. If you are listing 
staff units, enter "STAFF" above the title of the form. If you are 
listing unclassified units, no entry is required above the title. Enter 
the current sample designation in Column 3 opposite each unit listed.
4. Interview each unit (staff or unclassified) for the current sample.
5. Enter the last name of the household head in the space for control
number on the Control Cards and schedule for CPS, MLS, and SORAR; in 
the space for serial number on the NHS Questionnaire, Enter "vacant" 
if the unit is vacant. .
6. Send an INTER-COMM to your office indicating that the address is a 
special dwelling place and that you have filled a Special Dwelling 
Listing Sheet for it.
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I'CHAPTER 5.'" TREATMENT OF MERGED AND "EXTRA" UNITS
... . '"Treat "merged"' units in the same manner as in TA and NTA segments. You
Gi^st^hoifse's" ' ,J 'ate' to treat’'guest houses as merged with the main house if the guest
W r ? -
* ( iv ! '• iiV v^
;T\ : sfaoU: - ■
■ J'J house' is riot" rented or for rent. For example, the listing sheet may
' w' Linev, 
Number
U .
' ' - 5
iStreet’ 
Name
' Oak
House
Number
801
801
Apartment Number 
or Location' '
Rear
Sample
Designation
A16
A17
you learn that. the. structure in the rear is a guest house, treat the 
*’'S’ f":4wV”i -1.p..tv°-'units at 801 Oak Street as a merger. (By treating the units as
. u c . . /  ’  . ’ * - *  . .  t  - . m o  r f o  n  T r m  l  r~i A T n n n  V I C l V i a  i t i  r +  In  m  1  n n  + ln  4* V%m « i  a  4  w  a  -  > • * . .  J .  —  rp  aI
" 1 “Jf’'
WplrtpL®.*.- "Extra" (units ;yYs ‘'\‘ • '< ■ J'; V ' r'pi' - \-1 -
• merged,'you combine the guest house with the main house as you do in TA 
. and -OTA Segments.)
. "Extra" units will generally be discovered by asking what we call ■ 
questions".
questions'.12 and 13 on the questionniare are applicable
■C0Vera^e tTues^i°ns asked in B Segments at
Q't_ ^  tW^timei specified on the Control Cards are questions 8a and 8b.
| l £ | , - l n N H S ,  coverage t
J” ^ i in B -Segments. '
ill?Def-ihitlbhvqfvudi; In;;B'Segnients_',anrPi
l:3;.;vrivt;p..fl,-'!-v,-rU1 ; ■ .the same structure ;SA'&.t ;^,?N'^'3-n.,f.-.S.egi^nts — — — ;---;-------
;,s; 'vv.'1 '.'-recorded in Columns
K W § § ! % ,^feioi^^sFaidi-ii
a-’:i.Ih;iB^ Se^ qntsJ,'.; :;nextra^ ..unit..is a-.housing unit or "other" unit within 
r '' ■ tKe same structure and within the .specific address of the saaple unit as 
s L, and 5 of the B Segment Address List (item 7 of the 
Item '2k'of the NHS questionnaire). To be an "extra" 
.uniPlt* must'not be listed'eisewhefe (either on a separate line or in a 
%0r I' , notation')''on'"the"B: Segment Address' List and must be discovered while
‘intervievri-ng .the'sample unit;- ' rThe; specific address of the sanple unit 
'■''■ii^ 'appefar-:-ohr.'the:'B'-Segmeht-Address List as a single-unit structure or 
*^ ""1 ■“ ? ’ah-^apartment 'or'-other location within a multi-unit structure.
I’^ . r r ^ v " i t <r--r 1 =- .
atsk.the -coverage questions at the time specified
ask them as instructed in Chapter 1, 
p 3 ; 5, ;71 P-art D.bfrthis manual. . ,.Si-.4ilv ,«.'•=> 1.'-;, ' •.- ■ .'.. -■
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When house 
number is for 
an apartment 
in a single 
structure
Occasionally you may find that a sample unit appears to be listed as a 
single-unit structure, but that the house number in Column A of the 
B Segment Address List is for an apartment in a multi-unit structure and 
that each apartment in the structure has a separate house number. For 
example, 301 Green Street may be for a downstairs apartment and 303 Green 
-Street for an upstairs apartment in the same structure. In this case 
treat each unit as though it were listed as a specific, unit in a multi- . 
unit structure since the house number is actuallv the identification of 
the unit within the structure.
In this case, you should:
(1) Footnote the original address entered on the CPS, MLS or SORAR Control 
Card or NHS Questionnaire and enter a description of the location of 
the unit, such as "Bownstaris apartment".
(2) Skip Item 8a on the CPS, MLS or SORAR Control Card.or Item 13 on the 
NHS Questionnaire.
NOTE: The above instruction applies only when the house number is part 
of a single structure, but not in the case of a house number for 
a semi-detached house or a row house where each house constitutes 
a separate structure. 1
3. Procedure for 
"extra" units
If, in asking the coverage questions, you discover what you believe to 
be an "extra" unit within the specific address of the sample unit, 
proceed as follows: i
a. Check B 
Segment 
Address 
List
Check the B Segment Address List for the segment to see whether the 
unit is already entered on a separate line (in consecutive order or 
out of order) or included in a notation on the sheet. If the unit 
appears on the list, it is not an "extra" unit unless it had 
previously been reported as merged (indicated by the code "M" in 
Column 9). You would not interview it unless, of course, it falls 
in the sample in its own right. (Some B Segment Lists may have 
several units listed on one line either at the top or bottom of the 
sheet. These are never on sample lines and are referred to as 
"Notations". You are to consider all the units entered in this way 
as listed units.)
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t b .. Apply Table I 
■ on Control
' - Card or ' ' 
.j m '; i..r, .questionnaire-
If . the unit which appears to he an ''extra” unit is not entered anywhere 
.on the B Segment Address List, fill Table X on the back of the Control 
.Card* (on the front of the SHS questionnaire) as follows: '
■ ..1) Col.'2,"’ ^ Column 2. Enter the item number through which the unit uns discovered 
(8a or 8b for CPS, MLS and SORAR; 12 or 13 for NHS).
V ...
1 2) Col. 3 Column 3. The Dumose of this column is to find out the number of 
separate living quarters in each space reported; for example, the 
number of separate quarters on the second floor', etc. Check "Yes" or
"No." in Column 3a or 3b as appropriate and fill a separate line of 
Table X for. each separate living quarters reported.
• 3) Col. A .Column A. Enter a descriDtion of the location of the sDecific auarters 
you.are inquiring about; for example, "2nd floor"; "basement", etc.
;:ry-■ A) Cols. 5-7 'Columns 5-7. The auestions in these columns will heln determine whether 
the living quarters are a housing unit, "other" unit or are not separate 
living quarters. •
Column 5. If the living auarters recorded in Column L are occuDied. 
ask Question 5 and record the answer by entering a check in Column 
5a or 5b.
Column' 6." Ask auestion 6 whether the auarters are occuDied or vacant, 
and check Column 6a or 6b as appropriate.
. ‘ ...IcVi; .:,j.
Column 7. Ask auestion 7 for both occuDied and vacant auarters and 
check Column 7a or 7b. If the quarters are vacant, and have no 
, direct access or, cooking equipment it will be necessary to ask whether 
the. last occupants had cooking equipment (see Page B-8, Paragraph D).
j\*u-yj~i ^ j •; -8_9=m.’ : ’''CbTumns 8 ‘and 9.‘ Use these columns to classify the information recorded 
in Columns'-5-7'as'follows: ' "■
‘ ■ -"5 , - •
Columni 8-. . If'-the. auarters-are neither a housing unit or "other"
• *r V-* * ^ : * ■ unit, enter ,an;."X". in. Column 8 and, if occupied, add the occupants 
to the household for the sample unit where you discovered the quarters
\ ■ o-' 'S .: : Column-.9. ■ If'the, auarters-aualifv. as a housing unit or as an "other" 
unit;, check Column 9a:or-9b as appropriate. Then fill a separate 
. .'Control Card for CPS, MLS and SORAR (a questionnaire for NHS) for
CPS-250 '
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.. the "extra" unit and interview it.
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•
6) Cols. 10-11 Columns 10 and n .  Ask the questions in Columns 10 and 11 only if the 
quarters are classified as a housing unit and are in a B Segment. 
Information on the year this unit was created and the name of the house­
hold head on April 1, I960 (if the unit was in existence then), will 
help us check the "extra" unit against the I960 Census Listing Books and 
against new construction data to see whether it is alreac(y covered by 
either of these two sources.
Column 10. Record the year the unit was created (built, converted) 
by entering the last two digits of the year. If the year was 1959 
or I960, ask whether it was the first or last half of the year. • The 
first half means January through June and the last half means July 
through December.
Enter before the year in Column 10 an "F" to indicate "first half" 
or an "L" to indicate "last half" for example:
Situation Entry
The Unit is a result of conversion F 59
in January 1959
The Unit was created when the house L 59
was built in November 1959
The Unit was converted from storage F 60
space in May I960
The Unit has existed since house was L 60
built in September I960
Colinnn 11. If the unit was created before July I960, ask the 
question in Column 11. Record the last name of the household head 
on April 1, I960, if the unit existed at that time. Enter the first 
and last name if the respondent provides this readily; otherwise, 
enter the last name only. If the respondent does not know who lived 
in .the unit on April 1, I960, enter "NA". If the respondent finds 
it difficult to recall the situation on April 1, I960, try to help 
him in ary way that you can.
7) Col. 12 C nlnTnn  1?. If the space inquired about is found to be sin "other" unit,
describe the unit in Column 12; for example, enter "room in boarding 
house"; "staff unit in mental hospital", etc.
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c. Treatment of 
"extra" units 
in later 
periods of 
interview
If the Processing Office does not find the "extra" unit in the I960 
Listing Book or the new construction data, you will receive a Control 
Card (for CPS, MLS or SORAR) for the unit which you are to interview in 
succeeding months. If the unit is found in either of the above sources, 
it will he deleted from interview in later periods of 
and you will not receive a Control Card for it.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX •
• National Health Survey 
Interviewer's Manual
. Parts A, D, and E
• (For subjects concerning
Definition of Housing Unit
- and Related Terms, How to
List, and B Segments see 
also the index to Parts B,
C, and F.) •
(Page number given is page on which reference instructions appear or 
start.■ Note that they may continue on the following page or pages.)
. Page
Ability to read newspaper print with glasses (Question l4a)........ D-101
Acceptable entries for accidents and injuries................ ......D-64
Access to living quarters (see also Parts B and C Index)........... A-28
Accidents and injuries during last week or
week before (Question 8)......... .D-^7
Accidents or injuries - entry in column (d-l)......................D-62
Accidents involving motor vehicles................................. D-8l
Active duty in Armed Forces, now on - delete....................... D-29
Activities affected by health...................................... D-96
Activities Card, use of - (Table I, column (t)).................... D-96
Activities statement (Table I, column (t)) - when to reask.......... D-99
Activities statement (Table I, column (t)) - where to record answer..D-98
Additional lines needed for completing Table I............ ........D-56 t
Additional questionnaires for a household.......................... D-l >
Additional questionnaires if more than 6 household members......... D-31
Address in item 2a which appears to identify a
single-unit structure............................................ D-12
Adequate and inadequate nature of injury - examples................ D-6^
Adequate entries for conditions in column (d-l), Table I....... ....D-62
Adequate entries for conditions in column (h), Table II............. D-108
Adequate entries for injuries...................................... D-64
Adjacent premises (Table A)........................................ D-84
Adult, at home at time of interview, check entry - Item H)....;....D-39
Adult - defined.................................................... D-25
- 1 -
Page
Advance ("Dear Friend") letter.............................. .......E-2
Age at last birthday (Question 3)................... ,..............D-34
Allergies - how to ask column (d-3)............................ . ...D-70
Amount of detail required for column (d-2)......................... D-67
Annulled marriages. . .............................................. P-35
"Anything else?" probe question.................... ................D - k 2
Apply household membership rules at every household................ D-27
Area segments - in sample - defined................................ A- 7
Armed Forces - active members - delete..... ........................ D-29
Armed Forces - defined............................................. D-30
Armed Forces - female members - delete............................. D-29
Armed Forces Reserve............................................... D-30
"Arrested" conditions.............................................. D-5 1
Ask each question as worded...... .................;................E-6
Ask the first question as soon as possible........... ..............E-l „
Asking additional questions........................................ E-10
"At home" checked (item H) for an adult not interviewed
for self - procedure...................................... —  ;...D-55
At work when accident happened (Table A)........................... D-85
Attendance of schools in foreign countries.......................... D-131
B segments - in sample - defined................................... A- 7
B segments - procedures in - see Part F
Babies under 1 year of age............... ..........................D-3^
Bed days during past 2 weeks................................. D-89, D-95
Bed days during past 12 months..................................... D-95
Bed, when to use as separate sample unit in
Special Dwelling Place..................... ......................A-50
Begin the interview, how to........................................ E-l
"Being in a hospital" - defined.................................... D-5^
Blanks discovered on questionnaire for questions
which should have been asked...,.............. .................... E-ll
Boarders or roomers as household members............. '............. A - k O
"Bought or obtained" as used in Table P, column (d) - defined.......D-114
"Bought or obtained" as used in Table NP, column (b) - defined.... D-120
Brand name of "non-prescription" medicine,
Table NP, column (a)...........................   D-119
Business - defined................................................. D-37
Calendar Card, change of reference period for
delayed interviews................... ............................D-U5
Calendar Card, preparation of...................................... D-44
\
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Page
Calendar Card, use of - during interview................... ........D-44
Calls, number allowed....... ......................... .............. E-16
Calls on household - see Record of calls on household
Card A (Conditions List)...... ....................•........... .... .D-46
Card B (impairments List)......... .................................D-5 1
Card C - conditions for which columns (d-l)-(d-4),
Table I need not be asked........................................ D-67
Card D (List of symptoms).......................................... D -67
Cards E-H (Activities Cards) used for questions
. in column (t).................. ..................................D-96
Card I (Mobility) used for question in column (v)................. D-100
Card J - "non-prescription medicine" (Question 1 7 )................ .D-118
Card K - Income Card (Question 25).....   .D-I32
Cause of conditions reported in questions 9 or 11................   ,i)-66
Cause of impairments................................................D-67
Cause of symptoms............................................   D-67
Caution about deciding two conditions are the same................. I>-79
Caution regarding correct entry of year
in column (c), Table II.................................... ......D-105
Check between columns (i), (j), (k), . :
and (l) of Table I.............. .................................D-92
Check local telephone directory for name
and address of hospital.......................................... D-112
Check of column (e), Table II with column (q), Table I..... ........D-109
Check of disability days, Table I .............. ....................D-89
Checking listing in TA segments...................... .;.......... .A-15
Childbirth entries in Table I............................;......... D-75
Children - eligible respondent for....................... ..D-26
Children under 1 year of age - reporting age for............ ;.... .D^3^
Chronic conditions as related to talking to a doctor............... D-59
Cigar smoking (Question 2l)....... .................................D-127
Cigarette smoking (Question 18) ....................... ............;D-123
Cigarettes, average number smoked in a day (Question 19b).......... D-125
Cigarettes, former smokers (Question 20)...............   D-126
Cigarettes, greatest number ever smoked in a day (question l8b).... D-12U
Cigarettes, length of time since smoking fairly
regularly (Question 20b).................................... D-126
Cigarettes, number smoked in life time (Question l8a)..... ......... D-123
Cigarettes, number smoked 12 months ago (Question 19c)..............D-125
Cigarettes, persons now smoking cigarettes (Question 19)........... D-12U
Cigarettes, present smoker defined (Question 19a).................. D-12U
Cigars, length of time since smoking cigars regularly
(Question 21d)....................................................D-127
>
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Cigars, number of cigars smoked in a day (Question 21c)..... .......D-127
Cigars, persons now smoking cigars (Question 21b).................. D-127
Citizens of foreign countires.......................... ............ A-^3
Column number of person in Table I - importance of accuracy... D-56
Column number of person in Table. II - importance of accuracy.D-104
Column number of person in Table NP, column (e)......... D-122
Column number of person in Table P, column (c)....... ■............. D-116
Columns in Table I, Table II - see Table I, II
Common-law marriages......................................... P-33, D-35
Completed interview - defined...................................... D-l8
Completion of work on time......................................... E-17
Complications of childbirth......... .........................P-75, D-109
Condition first noticed during past 12 months or before............ D-93
Condition reported later than question 1 7 ...... ....................D-78
Condition to which columns (e)-(v) should refer.... ................P-72
Conditions discovered in asking questions 16 and 17................ D-122 *
Conditions experienced during past 12 months - not now present..... D-76
Conditions first noticed during or prior to past 3 months.......... D-92
Conditions first reported in Table II.............................. D-112
Conditions List (Card A)........................................... D-5 1
Conditions not causing trouble at present time................ .....D-50
Conditions not experienced during past 12 months................... P-51
Conditions not picked up by questions 6-12 - how to record......... P-58
Conditions not present at time of interview........................ D-50
Conditions now "arrested".......................................... P-51
Conditions reported in question 9 or 11, except
conditions on Card C, require "cause"............................ P-66
Conditions reported separately which may be the same............... P-79
Conditions reported to be the same - procedure..................... D-79
Conditions reported while filling the Piabetes Supplement.......... P-137
Conditions reported while reading Card A ........................... P-51
Conditions to be carried back to Table I from Table
P and NP.......................................................... P-122
Conditions to be carried back to Table I from Table II.............. P-112
Conditions to be carried past column (aa), Table I................. P-94
Conditions to be recorded as reported by respondent.......... D-42, E-8
Conditions (Card C) which do not require asking columns
(d-l)-(d-4) of Table I............ i..............................D-67
Confidential treatment of information obtained in survey A-6, E-20
Confusion of this survey with other Census work.................... E-3
Continued exposure - not injury.................................... P-64
Converted unit - "extra" unit created........................ A-21, P-20
Converted unit - permanent - noninterview.......................... D-22
Converted unit - temporary - noninterview.......................... P-21
Converted units - see Segment List, changes on
Cooking equipment, exclusive use of (See also Parts B and C Index)..A-29
Page
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Corrections - how to make them............................... D-24, E-12
Cost of non-prescription medicine (Question 17, column c).... ......D-120
Cost of prescription medicine (Question 16 , cqlumn e)............. .D-117
Coverage questions (items 12-l4)...................... .......-1.....D-12
"Current" injury causes impairment............................ ..... D-65
"Cut down for as much as a day" - defined..............  D-87
"Cut^down on the things you usually do"............................ D-88
Cutting down on usual activities............... ....................D-88
Cysts, tumors and other growths.................................... D-76,
Dashes - symbol.................................................... D - 2 k .
Date entered hospital or nursing home, etc..... ....................D-10^
Dates, of Wars................................................ ....... D-13Q
Day in bed - defined....................................... '........ D-89.
Days cut down during two-week period........... .....................D-88
Days lost from school................. .............................D-89,
Days lost from work............................... ................. D-90
Delete the name if not a household member..............    .D-30.
Deleted units - see Segment List, changes on . . . . .
Deleting lines of Table I or Table II for illness, etc., .
starting after "last Sunday night".............. . ....... ..D-77
Deleting lines of Table II - "none" in column (d).........       D-1Q6
Deletion of entries on questionnaire - procedure.............    D-24
Delivery or childbirth................... . .... ..............D-7:5> D-109
Demolished unit - noninterview..................... ................D-21
Demolished units - see Segment List, changes on . .
Dental conditions.................................. . ............. . D- 75
Description of conditions - general - cols. (d-l)-(d-4) of Table I..D-60
Design of sample for the survey.............................. ... ...A-5
Detail needed for part of body, column (d-4)................  .D-71
Detail required for column (h), Table II........................... D-108
Detail required for question 2, Table A ....................     D-8l
Diabetes Supplement, (Form NHS-HIS-ld).................. .D-135
Complete identification information on front (cover) page........ D-135
General interviewing procedures.......   D-I36
How to fill.......................... ..................... . .„. • •. .D-I36
Miscellaneous points...........................     ..D-137
Purpose of the. diabetes questions....................  D-137
Record of return calls........................................... .D-I36
Respondent rules - on'front (cover) page of Supplement...... .....D-135
To be returned with its basic questionnaire............. ..E-21
Whether to fill...................    ..D-135
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Direct access to living quarters (See also Parts B and C Index)....A-28
Dislocations and fractures, setting of -
considered operations (Table II column i). ........................D-110
Doctor "talked to,f - defined....................................... D-58
Domestic employees in separate house or cabin................ A-30, A-l*2
"Don't know" answers................................................E-12
"DK" - use of - general rules...................................... E-12
Dots - symbol....................................................... D-2l*
Doubts about recording..............................................D-50
Drugs - reaction to................................................ D-76
Earlier injuries causing current ill-effects................. D-l*7, D-63
Editing Reports (Forms NHS-HIS-7O5 and NHS-HIS-706).......... E-1 7 , E-25
Education...........................................................D-130
Eligible respondent............................ ;...................D-25
Eligible respondent for children................................... D-26
Eligible respondent for questions 8-l6 and Tables I, II, and A .....D-55
Eligible respondent rules - exceptions............................. D-26
Eligible respondent for unrelated persons.......................... D-26
Eliminated in subsample - noninterviews................... ........ D-21
Employment status in past 2 weeks.................................. D-36
Entire stay (in hospital) prior to reference period................ D-106
Entries from questions 9 or 11 - ask column (d-2).................. D-67
Entry required for Item 2(b)......................... ..............
Error Codes for Errors other than Diagnostic (Appendix B, Part E)...E-29 
Error Codes for Illness, Injury, and
Hospitalization Entries (Appendix B, Part E)..... ................E-26
"Ever talked to doctor" - defined.................................. D-58
Exceptions to eligible respondent rules...................... ..... D-26
Explaining the survey to respondents......... '................... ..E-2
"Extra" units - interviewing...................... •................A-l8
"Extra" units - see Segment List, changes on
Fact-finding nature of NHS......................................... E-3
"Fairly regularly" for cigarette smokers defined (Question 20b)....D-126
Family income...................................................... D-132
Family reference as used in questions 10 and 11............ . .D-l*9, D-5 1
"Farm buildings" checked on Segment List...........................A-20
Farm - where accident happened.....................................D-81*
Figures I-V - Examples of forms....................................E-35
First noticed condition - defined.................................. D-92
First noticed condition during or prior to past 3 months........... D -92
First noticed condition during the past 12 months or
before that time................................................. D-93
Floor plan or diagram - how to sample from in Special •
Dwelling Place................................................... A-1*9
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Follow order on the questionnaire................... ...............E-5
Footnotes - general rules for use of............................... D-25
Foreign citizens....-......... ...................................... A-^3
Forms 11-35 and 35A - use' of....................................... E-20
"Free" medicine, how to record in Table NP, column (c).............D-120
"Free" medicine, how to record in Table P, column (e)..............D-117
General description of conditions - columns (d-l)-(d-4).... ........D-60
General procedure for questions 1-5.................................D-24
General procedure for questions 6-13............................... D-^0
General procedure for Table I .......................................D-56
General procedure for Table II..................      D-103
Grade or years of school attended.................................. D-130
Grade or years of school finished...........     D-13 1
Grid map, reference and use........................... .............A-8
Group training.... ................................................. E-l8
Growths, cysts, tumors...... ....................................... D-76
Has a job or business............................. .................D-36
"Head" deleted - procedure..................................  D-32
Head of household - defined........................................ D-32
Health Examination Survey......................... .............. ... .  . A - k
Health Interview Survey................. .......................... A - h
Health Records Survey............................ ..................A- 5
HEAVY TYPE questions................................................D - 2 k
Help the respondent to estimate number of days in bed...... ........£>“95
Highest grade attended in school..............................  D-130
Highest grade finished in school................................... D-131
Home accidents ("Home" defined)..................................   .D-83
Home study..........................................................E-l8
Hospital, "being in a hospital" - defined (Question 13)............ D-5^
Hospital days to be counted as bed days...................... P-89, D-109
Hospital name and address...........................  D-lll
Hospitalizations first reported while filling the
Diabetes Supplement............................................    .D-137
Hospitalization probe question 13..............................    D-53
Hospitalizations, Table II........................... D-103
Hours of work - interviewer's........................  E-20
House and land on farms rented separately for cash - "place"...... .D-8
Household - defined.................................................A-28
Household membership rules......................................... A-40
Household members - how to enter names............................. D-31
Households in sample............................................... A-5
Housing unit - defined (See also Parts B and C Index).............. A-28
How to answer respondent who asks if doctor
seen counts as a doctor.................................... 1 .....D-59
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How to apply the housing unit definition at the time of interview.. .A-37
Additional household members - ask about separate quarters.......A-37
Five or more boarders or roomers................................. A- 38
Tyical family group.............................................. A- 37
Vacant living quarters........................................... A- 38
How to ask additional questions.................... '............... E-10
How to ask question 5...............................................D-36
How to begin the interview.......... ............................... E-l
How to delete an entry..............................................D-24
How to enter names of household members.............................D-3 1
How to fill Table A .................................................D-80
How to record conditions reported in questions 6-13................ D-^2
How to record the answers to question 5.......... ..................D-37
How to report surgical operations...................................D-110
Identification items on questionnaire..............................D-5
Identification of housing unit.....................................A-17
Identification sheet of questionnaire......................... D-l, D-5
If persons outside immediate family are present.................... E-2
Ill-effects from earlier injuries........................... ,D-Vf, D-63
Illnesses, etc., starting after "last Sunday night".......... D-44, D-77
Illnesses occurring in past 12 months not now present.............. D-76
Illnesses resulting from vaccination, immunization, etc............ D-76
Illustration A - Order of asking questions 1-5......................D-3^
Illustration B - Order of asking questions 6-13.....................D-4l
Illustration C - Order of filling lines of Table I................. D-57
Illustration D - Examples of entries in columns (d-l)
and (d-2 ), Table I................................D-69
Illustration E - Examples of conditions properly reported
in columns (d-l)-(d-4), Table I.................. D-73
Illustration F - Patterns of restricted activity,
columns (e)-(j), Table I..................... •....D-91
Illustration G - Order, of asking questions 23-25................... D-129
Immunization - vaccinations, etc., resulting in illnesses......... D-76
Impairment - defined...............................................D-66
Impairments List (Card B)..........................................D-51
Importance of careful work................................. ........E-15
In Armed Services (Table A)........................................D-86
In bed or in a hospital (column (g), Table I)...................... D-87
In sample by mistake - noninterview............................... D-21
Income Card (K)....................................................D-132
Income for past 12 months..........................................D-132
Income of unrelated persons........................................D-132
Industrial place and premises (Table A)........................... D-8^
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Ineligible respondents............................................. D-25
Influencing respondent...'....................... ............. ......E-7
Information volunteered or given out of turn...'........ ............E-5
Injections or shots, not considered as medicine prescribed
by doctor (Question l6a)...... ...................................D-115
Injuries and accidents -which happened in last two weeks...... D-36, D-62
Injuries - defined................................................. D-63
Injuries - how to ask column (d-l).....................   D-6l
Injuries - internal....................    D -65
Injuries - multiple..........................   D-65
Injuries - requiring Table A ....................................... D-79
Injuries which still bother a person (Question'9).................. D-Vf
Injury happened in last two weeks - entry in column (d-l).......... D-62
Injury happened prior to last two weeks - entry in column (d-l)....D-63
Injury - nature of........................................... D-63, D-8l
Inmates of institutions - not household members....................A-it-1
"inside" house - Table A ........ .........................•......... D-8U
Instructions for making the determination of "Year Built"
(front page)...............................   D-l
Internal injuries................................................. ..D-65
INTERviewer COMMunicat.ion (Referral Sheet) - Form 11-36...-......   ..E-l8
Interviewing assignments - starting and completion..................E-17
Interview week..................................................... A-8
Introduction to the respondent.............. .......................E-l
Items 1-19 and Table X (Front of Questionnaire).................... D-l
Item 1 ...........Number of questionnaires........................ D-5
Item 2a..........Address or description of unit.................. D-6
Item 2b..........Mailing address................................ .D-6
Item 2c..........Name and type of code of.Special Dwelling Place.D-6
Items 3-8........Identification.................................. D-6
Item 7(b)........Type of segment.........   D-6
Item 8 ...........Serial number................................... D-7
Item E ........... For "extra" unit in B or NTA segment..... A-l8, D-7
.Item L ...........Check entry (filled by office).................. D-7
Item 9 ...........Own, Rent, or Rent-free......................... D-7
Item 10..........Acreage and sale of produce..................... D-8
Item 11..........Type of unit................     D-ll
Items 12-lU......Listing check................................... D-12
Table X ..........Classification of unit discovered............ .-..D-l^
Item 15..........Telephone number................................ D-15
Item D ...........Diabetic condition in Table I................... D-l6
Item l6..........Record of calls.............  D-l6
Item 17..........Noninterviews................................... D-l8
Items 18-19......Name and code of interviewer.................... D-23
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Item D.....Diabetic condition in Table I........ ............D-l6, D-135
Item E.....For "extra" unit in B or NTA segment............. A-l8, D-7
Item H.....Whom to interview,  .................................... D-39
Item L.....Land usage........................................   D-7
Item R.....Who responded - in household interviews................   -D-55
Items to be copied to additional questionnaires......................D-7
Job - defined.......................................................D-37
Junior High School - how to count for years of education........... D-130
Kind of injury - column (d-l) of Table I ........................... D-62
Kind of trouble - column (d- 3) of Table I......... ................. D-68
Kind of trouble not known - column (d~3) of Table I................D-70
Kitchen, exclusive use of (See also parts B and C Index)...........A-29‘
Korean War - date of service (Question 23).........................D-130
Know your questionnaire............................................ E-15
Laud usage.......................................................... D-7
Last week or the week before - defined................. ......•..... D-4U
Law authorizing survey............................................. A-2
Layoff - defined................................................... D-38
Length of time since smoking cigarettes "fairly regularly"
(Question 20b)................................................... D-126
Length of time since smoking cigars (Question 21d).................D-127
Length of time since smoking a pipe (Question 22d).................D-128
Letter left at household........................................... E-13
Limitations of activities.......................................... D-96
Limitations of activities - examples of............. ...............D-96
List every person named by respondent..............................D-28
List of Error Codes for Errors other than Diagnostic
(Appendix B, Pant E).............................. :..............E-29
List of Error Codes for Illness, Injury, and Hospitalization
Entries (Appendix B, Part E).....................................E-26
List of structures with no living quarters.......................... A-ll
Listen to respondent................ ............................... E-7
Listing check (items 12-lU)............... .........................D-ll
Listing materials.................................................. A-7
Location of segment................... .............................A-8
Looking for work - defined......................................... D-38
Looking for work or on layoff......................................D-37
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Mailing address.... ■......... •........................ .............D-6
"Main condition" (to which remaining questions refer).............. D-72
"Main entrance" rule............................... ................A-16
Manner of interviewer........................................ ........E-U
Marine Corps service............................................... D-30
Marital status (Question 4)...................................  D-35
Married persons.....................................................D-35
Medicine prescribed by doctor (Question 16 ) - defined............ ..D-115
Medicine or treatment during last week or week before
(Question 7)............... ......................................d-46
Medicines taken for preventing illness....................... . . . . . . D - b j
Members of household living at home............ '............... . . . . A - b O -
Members of household temporarily absent............................ A - b O
Menopausal symptoms............. •.............................. . .D-75
Menstruation - difficulties of.................................... D-75
Mental illness.............................................   D-76
Merchant Marine service............................................D-30 '
Merged units - interviewing......................... ...............A-21
Merged units - see Segment List, changes on '
More than five medicines reported in Table NP - how to record......D-122
More than five medicines reported in Table P - how to record.......D-118
More than one unit at address................................ A-17
Motor vehicle accidents..... .......................................D-8l
Motor vehicle accidents - not restricted to collision..............D-82
Motor vehicle - defined............................................ D-8l
Motor vehicle involved in accident................      D-82
Moving motor vehicles........................    D-83
Multiple injuries................................................ D-80
Name and address of hospital..................................   .D-lll
Name or brand of non-prescription medicine is not. known .
(Table NP, column a).............................. ...............D-119
Name of prescription medicine is not known (Table P, column a).......D-115
Names of household members, how to enter.................   D-31
Names of operations - entry for column (d-l)..................... D-76
-National Guard service............   ...D-30
National Health Survey - Continuing program of. surveys............ A - b
National Health Survey - Fact-finding survey........ .  .......... . .E-3
Nature of injury (Table i)......................................... D-63
Nature of injury and part of body (Table A)........................ D-8l
Newborn babies still in hospital - as household members............ A - b O
New or missed Special Dwelling Place................ ‘.............. A-22
Nights in hospital, nursing home, rest home, etc................... D-106
No eligible respondent in household................................ D-27
No one at home - repeated calls at household....................... D-19
' , gage
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Non-chronic conditions in relation to doctor ever talked to........ D-59
Nonexistent unit - reason for noninterview......................... D-22
Nonexistent unit - see Segment List, changes on
Noninterviews...................................................... D-l8
Noninterviews - type: •
Type A ........................................... ,...... ........ D-l8
Type B........... ................................................ D-19
Type C............................. ..............................D-21
Type Z........................................................... D-22
Noninterviews - Type A - excessive................................. E-17
Non-motor vehicles........................................,........ D-82
Non-moving motor vehicle........................................... D-82
"Non-prescription medicine" - defined (Question 17)............... D-118
Nonregular schools..................................................D-130
Non-staff units - defined - not included in survey.-.......... A-37> A-48
Nonwhite races......................................................D-35
Normal delivery or childbirth........... .....................D-75, D-109
"Not home" - concentrate on........................................E-l6
Not overnight (in hospital), delete........................  D-106
NTA Segment - see Segment • . ,
Number of days cut down on usual activities........................D-88
Number of days in bed during past 12 months............... .........D-95
Number of days in bed on account of illness during
last week or the week before.....................................D-95
Number of households in survey.....................................A-5
Number of motor vehicles involved in accident....................... D-82
Number of nights in hospital, nursing home or rest home, etc.;.....D-105
Nurse transmitting doctor's instructions.-............. .............D-59
Nursing home, rest home, etc. - defined (Question 1 3 )..............D-5^
Nursing homes, rest homes, etc., where stay was overnight 
, or longer....................................... ....... • • •  .....D-5^
Observation........................................................ E-l8
Occasional cigar smoking - how to record entry (Question 21b)......D-127
Occasional cigarette smoking - how to record entry (Question 19a)...D-125
Old injuries causing current ill-effects..................... D-U7, D-63
One condition reported to be the same as another condition......... D-79
Operation - defined.............. ..................................D-110
Operation name given for column (d-l).............................. D-76
Operations - how to report in column (i) of Table II...,......... ..D-109
Order of asking question 13(b)... ..................................D~53
Order of asking questions 6-13.....................................D-4o
Order of asking questions 18-22....................................D-123
Order of asking questions within Table I............................D-56
Order of asking Table A ............ ................................D-79
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Order of asking Table I ....... .................. —  ............D-56
Order of asking Table II......... ..................... ..D-103
Order of listing household members... . ................D-3 1
Other military service - defined (Question 23)..... ...........D-130
"Other" (place) - where accident happened............ .....D-85
Other problems with health (Question 12)..:...... .......... ..D-h3, D-52
Other school systems - how to recdrd answer (Question 2h)..........D-I31
Other Type A noninterviews......... ...........................D-18
"Other unit" - defined (See also Parts B and C Index)........... . . A-29 .
Overlapping bed-days...................................... ...D-92, D-95
Overlapping days of restricted activity....................... V....D-92
Own, Rent or Rent-free, definitions of......... ....................D-7
Pacing the interview....................... ;......E-9
"Pack" of cigarettes - how to record entry (Question l8b)...........D-12h
Part of body affected - column (d-h) of Table I..... ..D-71 .
Part of body. - degree of detail needed........... ...........D-72
Partner - household relationship........................ .....D-32, Dr33
Past 3 months - defined..................... ............. iD-93
Past 12 months - defined...................... ...............D-h9, IP-107
Past 12 months ' income......... . ...;............................. .D-132
Peace-time service in the Armed Forces.................. ...........D-130
Periods of Military Service - (Question 23c)............... ........D-130
Permit segments - units not yet started in......................... D-21
•Persons not ~t’o be counted as household members..................... .A-hi
Persons now in Armed Forces..... . .. i............... .......D-29
Persons "on call"......;................:..........................I>-37
Persons present outside immediate family...........................;;]>28
Persons temporarily absent from jobs............... .....1..........D- 36
Persons temporarily visiting with h o u s e h o l d . ........ .;........ .A-hi
Persons to be counted as household members.... . . .A-hO
.Persons who have just moved into the housing unit. ........... .A-h2
Persons who work away from home.... .V...... ........................ .A-h2 >
Persons with two or more’ homes .. • ...................................A-h2
Pipe smoking - length of time since you .smoked a pipe '
. (Question 22d).....................; ....... ....... : . . . .  i . . . . . . .  .D-128
Pipe .smoking - number of pipefuls smoked per day (Question 22c).....D-128
Pipe smoking (Question 22).................. .............1......... .D-128
Pipe smoking (regular) - defined - (Question 22d).................. D-128
Place - defined for Items 10 and 11................................ D-8
Place for recreation and sports (Table A).......................... D-85
Place of purchase of non-prescriptiori medicine (including
type of place) (Question 17> column d)........................... D-121
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"Place" on'Segment Folder tab.... .................................. A-8
Plan each day's travel..............................................E-15
Plan your calls............ ........................................E-l6
Poisoning as injury - defined........ ........................... . i .D-63
Poisonings - injuries - how to record...................... ........D-65
Post-graduate schooling - how to count................... ..........D-131
Practicing medicine not permitted................. ;..E-8
Pregnancy and childbirth............... ............................ D-75
Prescription medicine - defined - (Question 16)...... ..............D-115
Present conditions not causing trouble.............................. D-50
Present effects of "old injuries".................... D-47, D-63
Probe questions in questions 6-9.............................. D-.42, D-43
Probe questions in question 12..................... D-43, D-53
Procedure for conditions reported, to be the same............ ........D-79
Procedure in determining units to be interviewed......... *......... A-7.
Production standards................................................Et19
PSU number............ .................................... .........A-8
PSU's in sample................................................... ...A-5
Public Health Service (U. S.):
Sponsors survey...................................................A-4
Uses of survey data.............................................. .A-2
Publication of survey data: .
Analyzed and published regularly..... . .................  ...A-4
Published by U. S. Public Health Service.................. .......A-4
Purpose of survey................ ......................... .........A-l
Qualified answer to question 21b (Cigar smoking) - how to record....D-127 
Qualified answer to question l9a (Cigarette Smoking).-
how to record...............................   D-125
Quality and quantity of work................ ................ . ..... E-l4
Quality standards................... . ...... ............... ........E-l6
Quarterly sample.............. .................................... A-6
Questions 1-5• (Selected personal characteristics)
How to ask in interviewing..... ...................................D-27
Question 1. Names of household members...............  ,D-27
Question 2. Relationship to head of household...........  D-32
Question 3* Age last birthday, Race, and Sex............ .D-34
Question 4. Marital status............... ......... ............D-35
Question 5» Work status in past 2 weeks.......................   .D-36
.Item H. Whom to interview................. .......... ........ ...D-39
Page
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Questions 6-13* (Health Questions) How to ask in interviewing,.....D-UO
Question 6. Sick last week or week before...... ............. ..D-46
Question 7. Medicine or treatment taken during past 2 weeks.,... .D-U6' 
Question 8. Accidents and injuries last week or week before,... . .D-rVl
Question 9* Ill-effects from earlier injuries..... ..D-Vf
Question 10. Conditions List.....................,..............
Question 11. Impairments List........... , .......... ..D-5 1
Question 12. Other problems with health..........................D-52
Question 1 3 . Hospital, stays in....... ......— ....;... .D-53
Item R ........ ...................................................D-55
. Question l b . Visual acuity............ ............................D-101
Question 15* Child 1 year old Or under listed,as household member..D-112
Completing■ question 15a - always, to be done....................... .D-*112
When to ask questions 15b:, 15'c,. and 15d.... ........;........ ,Drll2
Questions 16-1 7 . Medicines.............................. ...... .... ,D-ll4
Question 16. Medicines prescribed by doctor................i... .D-ll4
Question 17* Medicines not prescribed by doctor....... ......... .D^llS
Questions 18-22. Smoking Habits. ...... ................ .. .Dr 123
: Question l8. Cigarettes smoked during entire life......... . ... .D-123
Question 19- Persons now smoking cigarettes......................D - 1 2 k
Question 20. Former cigarette smokers...........................D-126
When to ask in interviewing.............. ......................D-126
Question 21. Cigar smoking...... .............................., .D-127
Question 22. Pipe smoking....... .................. ..1)^ 128
Questions 23-25.. Personal Characteristics and Income _
How to ask in interviewing.... . .... ...................../.......D-129
Question 23.* Veteran status..................... .D^129
Question 2 b . Education.. .............................., .D-130
.Question 25. Family income, in past 12 months....... ............. D-132
Question number in Table I...... ...................................D-58
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Calls for entire household............. ..........................;D-l6
Calls for individual respondents.......... *........ D-17
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Priests ' residences. ........................ ......; • • •......A-3^
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Hotels......................................................... .A-32
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Segment - in NHS sample.................. ..........................A-5
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Extra units................ . :.......... .....1.'............... .A-l8
Merged units................... ..........................A-21
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Separated persons (marital status)............... ..................D-35
Serial number on questionnaire.................... .................D-7
Service in Armed Forces, ever..................... ......1..... .....D-130
Sex (Question 3).......................... ...................D-35
Shots or injections - not considered as medicine prescribed
by doctor (Question l6a).............. .......................... .D-115
Sick - defined...................................................;..D-42
Sick last week or the week before............... ................. ..D-46
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Question 19 - Present cigarette smoking........... ................D-124
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Question 21 - Cigar smoking....... ... ...........................D-127
Question 22 - Pipe smoking.................................... i..D-128
SOC permit segments - units not yet started........................ D-21
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Special Dwelling Places.............................................A-22
Codes for different types - Appendix A, Part A;.................. A-44
General......................  A-22
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See: Rules for classifying Living quarters in Special
Dwelling Places :
Selecting sample units from a register........................... A-22
Appendix B, Part A ....... ......................................A-47
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number in item ................................................. A-51
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When to use...... ................................................ A-Vf
Sponsorship of survey....... .........................................A - k
Staff units - defined - included in survey-................... A-37, A ~ k 8
Staff units - how to sample........... ..........A-1+9
Still in hospital last Sunday night......... ....................... D-108
Street and highway (Table A)................................. . vD-84
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Whom to interview, Item H .... ......................................D-39
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